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INTO A CONTEMPORARY WESTERN SHAMANIC INITIATION 
 

ABSTRACT  

The guiding theme of this inquiry is: What can be learned by attending to the 

intersecting experiences of dreams, rituals and the creation and use of sacred objects?  

Underlying this question is a deeper interest in what happens when a 

dreamer/ritualist/artist attempts to channel healing energy between the worlds on behalf 

of another person, a process that was discovered to be shamanic in nature. Interpreting 

the research data through the conceptual models offered by the literature, this inquiry 

links the practices of dreaming, rituals and the creation of sacred objects, the 

practitioner/researcher, the research participants, and the wider cultural context, and used 

the story of those relationships to describe the shamanic initiation of a contemporary 

Western woman.  

 This basic qualitative inquiry is heavily influenced by the principles of the heuristic 

method. The research is transdisciplinary and falls within the participatory paradigm, as 

influenced by principles of Indigenous research methodologies. Research participants 

include the author and 3 other women of European ancestry. Data sources for this basic 

qualitative inquiry include audio-recordings, transcripts, dream journals, field notes, and 

photographs of sacred objects.  

 Rituals undertaken with participants were conducted with medicine wheel altar 

created by the researcher from dream instructions. All participants experienced healing 

with entrenched personal issues, as did the researcher in claiming the shamanic nature of 

her experiences. The research situates a 10-week period of intensive work with rituals, 

dreams and sacred objects within a larger process of a contemporary western shamanic 
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initiation. Outcomes include the story of a contemporary western shamanic initiation as 

situated within the theoretical models of the relevant literature. 

Westerners embedded in the structures of alienated modern culture and 

consciousness need pathways and practices in order to recover a participatory, holistic 

Indigenous consciousness. The shamanic practice of attending to the synergistic 

connections between dreams, rituals, and sacred objects offers a means to come into 

communication, collaboration, and co-creation with the Spirits for the purpose of 

personal and collective healing. This study is of potential relevance to Western people 

who desire the healing benefits that accrue from connection with the spiritual and 

energetic dimensions of being.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 This study used a basic qualitative approach (Merriam, 2009), informed by the 

heuristic method (Moustakas, 1990), to explore the process through which healing 

information and power given by Spirits in dreams can be translated into the waking world 

and utilized for the practical purpose of healing.  Indigenous cultures have always 

understood that there are powerful and helpful nature and Spirit beings with whom 

humans can collaborate for the purposes of healing, beauty, and wholeness. According to 

this worldview, these intelligent beings inhabit the “other world,” an invisible spiritual 

reality that comingles with this physical world, but exists beyond the veil of our regular 

perceptive capacity. The health and sustainability of the whole is maintained by the 

appropriate flow of energy between these worlds. The healing wisdom and power 

required by this world has its source in the other world; and the Spirit realm is likewise 

sustained and nourished by offerings of gratitude and loving action from this one 

(Prechtel, 1998; Somé, 2007). Maintaining the flow of energy between the worlds 

requires maintaining the channels through which that energy can flow—channels that 

transcend illusory boundaries between self and other, between energy and matter, 

between real and imaginal. As a state of consciousness that transcends the perceptual 

limitations of the physical realm, dreaming is a primary channel for communication 

between the worlds and a practice through which human dreamers can help facilitate the 

flow of healing energy into this world. 

 The dream is the conduit, and receiving healing information of or power in a 

dream is only the first step, however. In Plains Indian tradition, the dreamer must 

actualize the power by bringing it through the veil to this world and making it available to 

the community. Indigenous cultures understand that one of the ways to bring a dream’s 

gift of healing power from the Spirit world to the physical world is through the creation 

of sacred objects and rituals that reflect, honor, and embody the dream Spirits and their 
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teaching (Irwin, 1994). The importance of this process cannot be overstated and, as Irwin 

indicates, “The visionary origins of cultural technologies are essential to the healing and 

medicinal practices of all Plains people. It would be no exaggeration to say that the 

majority of healing techniques are received in dreams and visions” (p. 193). 

 In contemporary Western culture, we largely lack the knowledge and ability to 

engage with the nature and Spirit beings who come to us in dreams and, as such, we also 

lack the ability to utilize the power and support they offer us for healing and 

transformation. Despite our lack of explicit training in these methods of cooperation with 

the Spirits, the Spirits still exist and they come into our experiences. These interactions 

can be difficult or disorienting if we lack a conceptual framework to understand such 

interactions, or practices for engaging with the dream Spirits and the potent healing 

energies they bring.   

Inquiry Question 

In this study, I specifically considered the experience of creating rituals and 

sacred objects as a way to bring the dream’s healing power into the waking world and 

make it available to the dreamer’s community. The translation of healing power from the 

dream realm into the waking world relies on a number of intersubjective relationships 

and involves a fluid, extended process in which energy moves from the Spirit world to 

this one. The dreamer/ritualist/artist plays a facilitative role and serves as a bridge 

between the healing power given in the dreams and the place where that healing is 

needed in this world. It is a process of receiving the healing power from the other world, 

translating it, and delivering to this one. The dream Spirits bring the healing power in a 

dream, the dreamer translates that power into a sacred object or ritual practice, and 

facilities a process in which the recipient of the healing power engages in a community 

ritual with the sacred objects and, ideally, receives the healing benefit that originated with 

the Spirits. This process is a holistic, co-creative phenomenon, in which the Spirits, the 
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dreams, the dreamer/ritualist/artist, the rituals, the sacred objects, the recipients of the 

healing, and the larger community are intertwined in a single healing system.  

This practice of making and using sacred objects to embody and utilize the power 

received in dreams is well documented as a healing modality among Indigenous people 

(Irwin, 1994); however, an extensive literature search revealed only minimal reference to 

these practices in a modern context (Colorado, 1995; Kremer, 1998; Moss, 2005). Arising 

from this gap in both theory and practice, as well as from the 

researcher/dreamer/ritualist/artist’s own passion for this issue, the central inquiry 

question for this study was initially framed as follows: What can be learned by attending 

to the intersecting experiences of dreams, rituals and the creation of sacred objects?  

As the study proceeded, the focus of the inquiry became even more specific. It 

became clear that the issue being explored was not “Is this process effective at facilitating 

healing?” or “What factors contribute to the effectiveness of the process?” or “What is 

the participant’s experience of the process?” Instead, as the story evolved and the 

findings constellated themselves, the core issue of the research question evolved 

organically to: “What happens when a dreamer/ritualist/artist attempts to channel healing 

energy between the worlds on behalf of another person?”  

An Indigenous paradigm recognizes that research tells a story (Wilson, 2008) 

and, as such, the progression of its unfolding is a critical aspect of the knowledge that it 

carries. As is often the case within the participatory paradigm, the story of this research 

evolved beyond the initial inquiry question as the research progressed. As the inquiry into 

the topic proceeded, a new lens on that topic became apparent, and applying that lens 

provided greater insight into the areas being explored. The nature of that progression is 

an important aspect of the story.  

The progression of the research revealed that receiving, translating, and 

delivering the healing power of dreams through rituals and the creation of sacred objects 
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is the work of a shaman, and that process is an expression of the shamanic archetype. 

Shamanism is thus the most accurate theoretical lens with which to describe the holistic 

totality of the process this research has explored. Adopting this additional framework to 

interpret the data, the research question, and its resolution created an opportunity for 

much deeper and more meaningful conclusions.  

Consequently, a second section was added to the literature review, situating the 

shamanic framework in the context of the relevant academic literature and establishing it 

as the theoretical lens through which the data were explored.  

Statement of Problem 

 This study focuses on the following research problem: What is the experience of 

translating the dream’s healing power into this world? What happens when we try to hear 

and apply the wisdom of the powerful nature and Spirit intelligences with whom we co-

create our world? What happens when we attempt to communicate to them our needs and 

our gratitude? What can be learned about working collaboratively with them for the 

health and healing of the larger whole? There are myriad resources for developing the 

skills to communicate and collaborate more effectively with other human beings; in this 

study, I consider the process of developing and enhancing our ability to communicate and 

collaborate with nature and the Spirits. Based on the teachings of Indigenous people, it 

proposes that this collaboration for healing can occur through conscious attention to, and 

practice with, dreams, rituals, and the creation of sacred art objects.  

As both a scholar of Indigenous wisdom, and a dreamer who receives explicit 

dream teachings on the creation of sacred objects and their use in ritual, I have a deep 

personal interest in both the theoretical and practical aspects of bringing dream healing 

power of dreams into this world. As a Western person who sees the tragedies caused by 

my culture’s dissociation from Spirit and nature, as well as our need for healing 

modalities that address that wound, I also see great collective value in this inquiry. My 
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hope is that this research will help modern Western people remember how to collaborate 

with the Spirits for the purposes of healing. 

 While we in Western culture can learn from the practices and teachings of 

Indigenous peoples, we must tread respectfully and be wary of further colonialization and 

appropriation (Kremer, 2003). Those of us who are of European descent—and others 

operating from a modern Western mindset—must evolve our own practices for deepening 

our relationship with the nature and Spirit realm, practices which are grounded in our 

own lived experiences and our cultural and geographic milieu. Such practices cannot be 

extracted from another context and re-enacted like a recipe; they must grow organically 

from a new kind of consciousness, that is, a new expression of the relationship between 

self and world. If contemporary Western people are to come into respectful, healthy, 

sustainable relationship with our world, we need to learn again how to be in active and 

cooperative communication with the nature and Spirit beings. It is a language in which 

we must develop fluency—a consciousness to be integrated into our every activity.   

Definitions 

 This section provides definitions of key terms used in the study.  Additional 

terms are defined in the text as they become necessary. 

This World and The Other World 

Core to an Indigenous way of knowing is the understanding that the physical 

world of three-dimensional form and linear time apprehended by our five senses (“this 

world”) represents only one aspect of existence. Behind, or within, or perhaps above and 

below this world is another world—a world of energy and consciousness, a timeless, 

seemingly infinite, nonlocal, nonlinear, trans-rational realm. The familiar three-

dimensional physical experience of this world is an epiphenomenon of the 

multidimensional energetic reality of the other world. Indigenous people know the other 
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world well, and honor it as the home of the creative and intelligent Spirit beings who 

animate and empower this one (Deloria, 2006; Prechtel, 1998; Somé, 1998).  

The two realms—this world and the other world—operate by different and often 

contradictory rules. Both sets of rules provide trustworthy explanations and patterns of 

causality, but their applicability is dependent upon the realm in which one is applying 

them. An Indigenous way of knowing recognizes that these dimensions of universe are 

inherently different; that they are organized by different principles, and that 

consciousness is the bridge between them (Peat, 1994). Shifting one’s consciousness 

from an ordinary to non-ordinary state (S. Grof & C. Grof, 1989), through activities such 

as dreaming, ritual, and work with sacred objects, can allow one to (as it is often 

described) “walk between the worlds,” “have a foot in both realms,” and “reach across 

the veil.” It is through such “bifocal consciousness” (Simos, 1999, p. 86) that one may 

facilitate the transmission of healing power and information from the non-physical other 

world of the Spirits to this world. 

 This research takes the existence of the other world, as experienced by 

Indigenous peoples, as an established point of departure for exploring the work of healing 

in an Indigenous context. Likewise, this research seeks to recognize and honor the Spirit 

beings who inhabit that realm, upon whose cooperation all healing depends. 

Dreams 

  Following Irwin (1994), this study adopts a spiritual (rather than psychological) 

perspective toward dreaming. This spiritual perspective is “primary and irreducible to 

other interpretive models of a nonreligious sort” (p. 7). Dreams are understood as a 

liminal space, and provide an opportunity for humans, as inhabitants of this world, to 

relate to the Spirits who inhabit the other world. Dreams offer a window into the other 

world and a vehicle for the spiritual powers of that realm to communicate with us.  
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Dreams express complex moments of encounter and manifestation that surpass 
the constraints of purely rational thought, because dreaming engages not only the 
rational aspects of mind, but also deeper and more enigmatic potentials. Through 
dreaming, the temporal immediacy of everyday consciousness is unbound from 
its sensory and empirical conditions and flows into an altered awareness in which 
past, present and future are manifested as the indefinite and powerful imagery of 
our shared spiritual and cultural history. (p. 9) 
 

Thus, a dream is understood as a spiritual communication, an encounter with archetypal 

sources of personal empowerment, and a manifestation of the mysterious contents of the 

visionary world (p. 18). 

Sacred Objects  

 For Indigenous people, the Spirits are constantly revealing themselves through 

highly charged visionary experiences. Those power-filled experiences can be conducted 

into the physical day-do-day reality of this world through a ritualized process of artistic 

creation. The Spirit world is a living reality that can be made visible and accessible 

through sacred art (Irwin, 1994). While this study considers only tangible, physical 

sacred objects, the power of the Spirits can similarly be transmuted into and through 

music, dance, or poetry.  

 Sacred objects are thus physical manifestations of the Spirits. As “the dwelling 

places” (Irwin, 1994, p. 281) of the Spirits in the waking world, they are vehicles for 

spiritual power, and proxies through which the Spirits can do their healing work in this 

realm. In Indigenous contexts, the power of sacred objects is literal rather than 

metaphoric: These items are manifestations of the Spirit powers, not representations of 

them. The carving of a bear is Bear, and it possesses all the wisdom and power of Bear; 

wisdom and power that may become available to humans if appropriately honored and 

invited. In a traditional Indigenous context with its three-fold cosmology of upper, 

middle, and lower worlds, sacred objects create a visible manifestation through which the 

powers of above and below can be experienced as tangibly present in the everyday 

middle world (p. 211). 
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 Sacred objects are handled with great care and appropriate protocol because they 

are alive; they are literally animated by the Spirit powers who inhabit them. Treating the 

objects with the proper respect develops and maintains a collaborative relationship with 

those powers and allows humans to access the healing wisdom they offer (Cajete, 2000).  

Ritual 

 Rituals, like dreams, open a liminal space, a space that bridges the worlds, in 

which humans make themselves accessible to the powers of the other world to invite 

healing wisdom into this world (Somé, 1998). This research considers only rituals of 

healing, which include requesting that the Spirits imbue a sacred object with healing 

power and facilitate healing work on an individual, a group, or a landscape. 

 Rituals are pragmatic; their purpose is to influence the world by transforming or 

confirming the underlying patterns of relationship. Like many individual healing 

modalities, rituals work at the level of energy. By re-arranging the configuration of the 

energy and information that creates and maintains our realities, rituals create new 

relationships—between aspects of self, between members of social and ecological 

communities, and with Spirit (Simos, 1999). Shifting the energetic pattern that defines a 

phenomenon serves to shift the phenomenon itself; the energetic work of ritual can thus 

have a very direct physical impact in the world (Adler, 1986). 

 The ritual experience is multi-epistemological; it engages imagination, senses, 

body, and emotions in a trans-rational, nonlinear, and often non-local process of 

transformation. At its core, ritual is performative, in that the symbolic actions of the 

ritual are designed to be witnessed—by other people, by nature, or by Spirit (Driver, 

1998). Like great theater, the best ritual engages our whole being: heart, soul, body, and 

mind.   
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Healing Ritual 

 A healing ritual is a transpersonal experience in which participants engage with 

the intelligent powers of the cosmos in order to restore or maintain health for an 

individual and the community. Healing rituals are practiced within a living cosmos, and 

are premised on a respect for the other beings we share our world with, on the assumption 

that these powers, if properly invited and thanked, may choose to participate in the ritual 

healing process (Somé, 2007). The healing rituals considered in this research are 

structured, intentional events that take place in a clearly bounded energetic and social 

space, consciously set aside from everyday life. 

Health and Healing 

 Etymologically, health and healing are related to whole, and to holy (Kremer, 

1999, p. 130). Healing promotes health and wholeness through the ongoing maintenance 

and restoration of relationships between things that share a fundamental and sacred 

connection. All life and health is a function of right relationships between the individual 

parts of the system and the unified whole that emerges from the relationship between 

those parts (Metzger, 2002).  

 Health, in an Indigenous understanding, is not a static situation; it is not an end 

point that can be definitively reached and perpetually maintained (Prechtel & Jensen, 

2001). Life is dynamic, rather than static: everything is constantly changing. Health and 

healing are thus the ongoing process of sustaining the equilibrium between the parts of a 

system and between the parts and the whole. In this research, healing is defined as the 

ongoing maintenance and restoration of right relationships in, and with, the world and it 

involves tending to the physical, emotional, spiritual, communal, and ecological 

dimensions. 

 It is important to differentiate healing from curing (D. Metzger, personal 

communication, October 11, 2011). In a living system there is both creation and 
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destruction; life includes death. The work of healing is thus not simply to eliminate 

pathologized symptoms or to make a “problem” go away—the goal of healing is to 

support right relationships and reduce suffering, both for the individual and within the 

larger community (Metzger, 2002). There can be great wisdom in suffering, and 

facilitating a good death can be an act of profound healing. 

Personal Relationship to the Topic 

A story does not exist in isolation: What is said cannot be separated from who is 

saying it. For the reader to connect with the story of this research, it is important to 

identify the perspective from which I, as the storyteller am telling it.  

This study explores the process of receiving, translating, and delivering the 

healing power of dreams through rituals and sacred art. As a dreamer/ritualist/artist, and 

as the researcher in this study, I have a deep personal relationship to the topic, and to the 

research process. This inquiry grows out of my own experiences and relationship with the 

Spirit powers, and is an attempt to make sense of these experiences for myself, and to 

contribute that understanding to the body of collective cultural knowledge.  

Some stories take a long time to tell, and this is one of them. The story that this 

research tells begins a decade ago, if not more, when I experienced a classic archetypal 

shamanic call: the Spirits grabbed me, pulled me into the space between the worlds, and 

bombarded me until my old self disappeared and a new one grew in its place. Appendix 

A provides a more extensive background to this story, locating the process in the larger 

context of my life.   

The experience of the archetypal opening is discussed, in detail, in Chapter 5: 

Discussions and Conclusion, but I give a brief overview of it here. When I first 

experienced the archetypal call, which would take me many years to understand, my life 

was turned inside out. I experienced profound transpersonal and psychic phenomenon 

almost daily for more than a year. The veil between the worlds seemed to disappear and 
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the boundaries between the world and myself dissolved. For much of the time, I was not 

sure who, or where, I was. As examples of the intensity of the process, my sensitivity was 

so heightened that I couldn’t go grocery shopping because I could taste the food in the 

packages on the shelves, and I couldn’t be in crowded places because I could feel the 

emotions and physical pains of the people around me. I was regularly woken from sleep 

with my whole body violently shaking and convulsing. This shaking could continue for 

many hours and was accompanied by intense and uncomfortable inner sounds and 

energetic phenomena. The spiritual experiences eventually diminished in intensity, but it 

took many years for this to happen. 

 It was a profoundly disorienting time for me, and the integrating of these non-

ordinary experiences called me onto a profound initiatory journey. In order to become the 

person who could receive what the Spirits were bringing to me, and who could make that 

healing energy available to my community, I had to let go of the person I had been. It was 

a death and re-birth process that took many years. The research undertaken in this study 

served as the culminating task of that intense apprenticeship to Indigenous ways of 

knowing. The 10 weeks of this research cannot be separated from the 10 years of that 

larger story; Chapter 5 thus tells that story and interprets the data in its light.  

As I worked to integrate the gifts that Spirit was bringing me, to identify and 

refine my medicine gifts, I followed a subtle but unmistakable trail. It was non-linear, 

filled with false starts and confusion, but the overall trajectory was clear: I was being 

shown the way to use these gifts for healing and as long as I followed the inner and outer 

leadings, the healing continued. Five or six years after the initial opening, I began to 

receive powerful spiritual teachings in dreams. I began to attend more closely to the 

dreams, and to work to build a relationship with the dream Spirits. This was a slow 

process, but over time, I began to dream with increased clarity, and to receive dream 

instructions about sacred objects to make or rituals for my own healing. The dreams 
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evolved, and as I followed the instructions, they became clearer. I began to receive very 

specific instructions about sacred objects to be made and rituals to be carried out on 

behalf of family members and close friends who were suffering from various afflictions. 

When I followed these dream instructions, making the objects and facilitating the 

prescribed rituals, the results were powerful: individuals reported significant healing 

results, I experienced a deepening of my relationship with the dream Spirits, and the 

dream instructions continued to increase in frequency and clarity.  

I couldn’t see the larger trajectory of the initiatory journey until reaching the end 

of this research, and so when I initially developed the proposal for this inquiry, I chose to 

explore this process of translating the dream’s healing power into the waking world 

through rituals and sacred objects. I wanted to see if these dream teachings were 

something that only happened organically, for people with whom I had a deep emotional 

bond; or if this guidance and support could be reliably invoked and, if so, would it come 

on behalf of people with whom I wasn’t as deeply connected? The research grew out of 

this interest; I wanted to deepen my own dreaming process, to learn about the healing 

power of dreams, and to contribute to the collective body of knowledge about this 

experience. Little did I know that the study would serve to ground and complete the 

journey on which I had been for so long. 

I stepped onto the initiatory path as a novice; disoriented, overwhelmed, and 

unsure what was being asked of me or how I was to respond. The journey, which is an 

intrinsically solitary one, brought me into deep relationship with the Spirit realm, but 

largely lacked human community. Integrating and embodying Spirit’s teachings in a 

culture that offered me only fragmentary assistance has been a lonely process. In an 

Indigenous context, there would be an established cultural framework for this experience, 

in the form of mentorship, rituals and training. Despite the lack of this in Western culture, 
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I was eventually able to piece together support I needed and, while it was scattered, I was 

enormously grateful for being able to find it.  

As I navigated the journey, the teachings continued to grow in clarity and 

urgency, and the Spirits continued to support me in learning to apply them. To the best of 

my abilities, I immersed myself in the challenges of learning, growth, and transformation. 

This research provided me with the final initiatory task, providing an opportunity for me 

to bringing the healing gifts of the dreams into the community for the healing of others.  

I hope always to maintain an open-minded commitment to learning, and at the 

same time, I am no longer a novice. This final stage of the initiatory process demands that 

I take ownership of my experiences, the relationships I have developed with the Spirits, 

and the healing gifts I carry. By giving me an opportunity to put my skills to work on 

behalf of other people, this research called me into that experience of ownership, and the 

success of the ritual healing work I facilitated with the participants made clear to me, and 

to my community, the support that the Spirits provide. 

In completing this research, I can feel this journey coming to an end as I see 

myself preparing to return to my community to deliver my medicine gifts more fully. I 

have made a deep personal commitment to the path of dreamer, ritualist, and sacred artist, 

and now I am claiming the inherently shamanic nature of this path. It has been a long, 

difficult, amazing and enormously rewarding journey.  

Theoretical Framework 

 On a theoretical level, the research problem highlighted by this inquiry can be 

contextualized within the framework offered by Jürgen Kremer (1994), as an extension to 

the work of Owen Barfield (1965). This model defines three major phases in the 

evolution of human consciousness, each of which reflects a different mode of 

participation with reality: (a) original participation or Indigenous consciousness,  

(b) unconscious participation or modern consciousness, and (c) final/future participation 
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or recovered Indigenous consciousness/Indigenous mind. Each of these modes of 

consciousness utilizes a different construction of subject–object interactions, or the self–

universe relationship.  

 According to Kremer (1994), in original participation or Indigenous mind, which 

emerged during the hunter-gatherer era, human consciousness is embedded in nature, 

with very permeable boundaries between self and phenomena. This synthetic 

consciousness allows an experience of systemic connection with nature and of perception 

that is undifferentiated from the whole. In original participation, thinking in images 

predominates over conceptual thinking, and the experience of trance states is common 

rather than unusual. Perhaps most significantly, original participation entails conscious 

awareness of Spirits, and engagement with them and the role they play in the larger social 

and ecological whole (p. 38).  

 The second phase, unconscious participation or modern consciousness, emerged 

in the 17th century and is the primary mode of consciousness in modern Western culture. 

In the transition to this mode, the center of perception and thinking shifted from 

intersubjective engagement with phenomena to a focus on the self, and the mind severed 

its connection with nature. As a result, humans in modern consciousness experience 

dissociation from both nature and the collective unconscious, and personality boundaries 

have become rigidified. Collective access to the archetypal or Spirit realm through trance 

states has been greatly diminished, although individuals still access that dimension 

through dreams and other transpersonal events. Intellectual cognition is valorized and 

prioritized, while emotional, somatic, and spiritual ways of knowing are devalued. 

Awareness of a sacred, reciprocal, co-creative reality is diminished, and external reality is 

considered a given (Kremer, 1994, pp. 39–40).  

 This study is grounded in the third of these phases, future participation or (for 

participants in the Euro-American paradigm) recovered Indigenous mind.  Future 
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participation enables us to “regain participation and to participate intentionally in the 

world of phenomena” (Kremer, 1994, p. 40). In this way of being, recognition of the role 

of the Spirits and the importance of honoring and collaborating with them returns. Future 

participation includes non-tribal contemporary shamanic work, including practices of 

cultivating trance states, the emergence of new mythologies from individual dreamwork, 

and the return of forgotten ceremonial and ritual knowledge. Personality structures of 

people operating in future participation shift toward dialectic fluidity, and a return to 

multiple ways of knowing through mind, body, emotions, and Spirit leads to a respect for 

diverse knowledge systems. Awareness of human embeddedness in nature re-emerges, 

and knowledge is pursued in order to develop sustainable practices that create and 

maintain balance with nature (pp. 40–43) 

 Humans acting out of modern consciousness, or Western mind, currently 

dominate the planet, although on many fronts we find people striving to find a more 

participatory way of being with the world. The three-stage model describes an 

evolutionary process in which a percentage of the overall population is beginning to shift 

to future participation. This study explores the role of working with dreams, rituals, and 

sacred objects in helping shift more people toward this way of being in the world.  

Practical Applications of Theoretical Framework 

 The elegant theoretical framework of the Kremer (1994) model offers a hopeful 

meta-perspective on our contemporary situation. In addition, however, people immersed 

in the structures of modern consciousness also need a range of specific practices in order 

to actualize such a model, to imbed the principles in the activities of our daily lives.  

 I locate myself in the lineage of other scholars and practitioners of European 

ancestry who are working within an Indigenous framework to recover and evolve 

practices that can help Western people develop a collaborative and co-creative 

relationship with the Spirit realm. In this section, I introduce a few of the most significant 
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contemporary scholar–practitioners who offer practices to help people acculturated in the 

Western mind to recover their Indigenous consciousness.  

 Kremer (2003) offers a practical application of his theoretical model (Kremer, 

1994) focused on ethnoautobiography, an ancestral approach which entails recovering 

forgotten Indigenous consciousness by returning to one’s genealogical roots, cultural 

myths, and the collective history of one’s ancestors, as well as attending to dreams and 

participating in ceremonies (Kremer, 2003). Kremer’s work is foundational to this 

inquiry. 

 Poet and medicine woman Deena Metzger (2002, 2006) locates her healing work 

in a community context and explores how to converse and collaborate with the Spirits 

through a variety of means, including rituals, dreamwork, and attention to auguries 

(divination tools), oracles (poetry), and omens (synchronicities and communication from 

the natural world).  

 Ecopsychologist and Buddhist teacher Joanna Macy facilitates healing rituals that 

invoke the wisdom of the ancestors, future beings, and nature Spirits. These rituals 

provide participants with an experience of an expanded sense of self, and an awareness of 

the invisible spiritual and ecological powers who are supporting work toward social and 

ecological justice (Macy, 1991; Macy & Young Brown, 1998). 

 Grandmother of the women’s spirituality movement and self-described witch, 

Starhawk (Simos, 1999, 2004) has reclaimed and evolved the European pagan tradition 

using rituals, goddess teachings, mythology, and trance practices to catalyze participatory 

states of consciousness on behalf of personal and collective healing.  

 Pioneering psychiatrist Ed Tick (2005b, 2007) utilizes ancient Greek dream 

incubation practices and Native American shamanic rituals to facilitate healing for war 

veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). His work reclaims the 

archetypal and spiritual status of the warrior and regards war as an initiatory process for 
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which the proper rituals and spiritual protocols must be applied. Among other ritual 

processes, Tick leads pilgrimages to Vietnam, taking veterans back to the places where 

they killed people and working with dreams and rituals to heal the relationship with the 

Spirit of the deceased. This healing work with dreams and rituals can have powerfully 

transformative effects on the symptoms of PTSD (Tick, 2005b, 2007). 

 Anthropologist Michael Harner (1980) studied with the Indigenous people of the 

Amazon and developed a practice of “core shamanism” utilizing a set of practices used 

by shamans cross-culturally. Foremost among these is shamanic journeying, or the use of 

rhythmic drumming to enter a trance a state to converse and collaborate with helping 

Spirits for teaching and healing. Harner uses ritual and other ceremonial approaches to 

deepen a relationship with these helping Spirit allies (Harner, 1980). Numerous other 

practitioners, including Ingerman (1991) and Cowan (1993), utilize Harner’s methods, 

and core shamanism is widely practiced among people of European descent. 

Dreamworker Robert Moss (2005) utilizes the core shamanic technique of shamanic 

journeying to teach people to converse with the Spirits of the deceased who visit in 

dreams, and thus to facilitate healing for both the living and the dead (Moss, 2005). 

Significance of the Study 

 In line with the scholars and practitioners mentioned above, my approach to 

connecting dialogically with nature and Spirit powers entails tending to the powerful 

healing synergy created through the intersection of dreams, rituals, and the creation of 

sacred objects. Chapter 2: Literature Review demonstrates that the intersection of these 

three processes has received scarce attention in the written sources, and this research 

helps to fill that gap. This study is potentially beneficial for a wide variety of audiences, 

including dream practitioners, visionary artists, ritualists, healers, spiritual leaders, and 

academics who wish to bridge theory and practice in these areas.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 This literature review contains two sections. The first, on dreams, rituals, and 

sacred objects, represents the scope of the literature explored in preparation for the 

research process. It became clear in the course of the inquiry, however, that dreams, 

rituals, and sacred objects are the primary healing and mediating tools of the shaman and 

that the research more properly falls within the domain of shamanic work. To expand my 

understanding of the phenomenon, I therefore turned to a second literature base. The 

second section of the literature review, on Indigenous mind and shamanism, broadens the 

field of inquiry to include material that became relevant during the interpretation of the 

data.  

Dreams, Rituals, and Sacred Objects 

There is a vast literature on dreams, rituals, and sacred objects, so the scope of 

this section has been intentionally limited to topics most relevant to the inquiry question 

and to the situations in which those restricted areas overlap with each other. The literature 

reviewed on ritual considers only healing rituals; rituals affiliated with hunting, 

agriculture and harvesting, warfare, or divination are excluded. The literature review on 

dreams is limited only to sources that discuss dreams in relation to rituals and sacred 

objects, and within that, only rituals and sacred objects that are intended for healing. 

Finally, I define sacred objects as tangible works of art that are intended for and used in 

healing rituals; thus, I do not consider the broader field of art-making in general. While 

healing rituals can involve the use of many sacred objects, this study excludes the use of 

plant material and other naturally occurring or found objects such as stones, bones, 

talons, or claws, unless they have been altered or enhanced by an artist or ritualist.  

This section of the review is divided into four clusters. Cluster 1 considers 

several key authors who discuss all three topics—dreams, rituals, and sacred objects—

and consider the relationships between them. Most of these authors are Indigenous people 
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or those with a special scholarly affinity for Indigenous cultures and practices. The next 

clusters discuss the areas where two of three topics overlap: Cluster 2 focuses on the 

overlap between dreams and healing rituals, Cluster 3 on the overlap between dreams and 

sacred objects, and Cluster 4 on the overlap between sacred objects and healing rituals. 

Cluster 1: Intersection of Dreams, Ritual, and Sacred Objects 

  An extensive literature search revealed only a handful of authors who discuss the 

intersection of dreams, rituals, sacred objects; among these are Lee Irwin (1994), Vine 

Deloria (2006), Apela Colorado (1995), and Jürgen Kremer (1994).  

 The work of attending to the spiritual power in dream teachings is so profoundly 

important to the formation of the Indigenous psyche that Kremer (1994) has identified the 

revitalization of this process as a critical practice for the recovery of Indigenous mind. 

Borrowing from the title of Carlos Castaneda’s (1974) book, he names this work of 

enacting such visionary experiences as “creating tales of power” (p. 59). 

Tales of power are intentional, conscious verbal constructions built around 
numinous experience outside of everyday consensual reality; they guide 
individuals and help them to integrate the spiritual, mythical, or archetypal 
aspects of their internal and external experiences in unique, meaningful and 
fulfilling ways . . . . tales of power are harvested from altered states (including 
dreams), and are the means by which a person mediates and transfers power from 
the spiritual to the mundane world. (p. 94) 
 

Kremer understands the work of integrating dream experiences as a process of 

empowerment; he is concerned with the distinct elements of a process that leads to 

empowerment, and identifies eight essential elements involved in creating a tale of 

power. These elements include identification of a need, practice or ceremony, altered 

state, the act of witnessing, giving language, surrender of old assumptions about reality, 

translation into everyday life, and empowerment (Kremer, 1994). With each step, the 

numinous experience becomes more grounded in the person’s psyche. 

Kremer (1998) posits that we live in a “narrative universe” and that telling 

shamanic tales of power is a healing antidote to the dissociating narratives of Western 
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society (p. 90). Tales of power are primarily preserved verbally; however, artifacts or 

rituals can also serve as a way to retain or reactivate a spiritual experience and its 

teaching, and they may be critical ingredients in unfolding and working with a tale. 

“These artefacts [sic], such as medicine bundles, shields, drawings or pendants can serve 

as mementos and strengthen the ties to the unconscious, the mythical, the spiritual” 

(Kremer, 1992, p. 106). 

Religious studies scholar Lee Irwin (1994) conducted an in-depth archival study 

of Plains Indian visionary traditions and found that these tribes view dreams, rituals, and 

the creation of sacred objects as intertwined aspects of the same process: a conversation 

and participation with Spirit for the purposes of empowerment. Power is received from 

Spirits in a dream, and to receive it fully, the dreamer must then enact the dream through 

ritual, the use of visionary images, or the creation of a sacred object (p. 211).  

The intent of the dream . . . is to seek empowerment through contact with more-
than-human beings . . . [and] through making the necessary objects; using them 
in the prescribed manner, painting in the correct way, singing the sacred song, the 
visionary actualizes the gift of power. (p. 236) 

 
Dreaming, ritualizing, and creating sacred images and objects are part of a single 

coherent and multi-iterative process, one that aligns the dreamer and the community with 

the larger powers in the cosmos. 

Such multi-epistemological ways of relating to the dream are critical for 

preserving and embodying the power it brings. Words can actually be a hindrance to this 

process. In the traditional Plains Indian context,  

…the translation [of the dream] into verbal form is done rarely and cautiously . . . 
the sacred quality of the dream, along with the primordial character of the 
encounter in a highly imagistic culture, reinforces the idea that verbalizing the 
dream is tantamount to abandoning its power. (Irwin, 1994, p. 166)  
  

Rather than verbalizing the dream or vision, the goal is to “integrate the highly condensed 

imagery” (p. 167) in order to produce an act of power—a ritual or a sacred object—

through which the vision can be embodied and validated.  
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Lakota scholar and elder Vine Deloria (2006), similarly describes the ongoing 

relational cycle of dreams and the teachings and transmissions they provide. The power 

received in the dream from a benevolent Spirit “continues to provide information and 

songs that enhance an individual’s capacity over time” (p. 1). In a cyclical (and 

potentially lifelong) process, the dreamer utilizes ritual and sacred objects to build and 

strengthen his or her relationship to the dream-Spirits. 

Apela Colorado (1995), an Oneida teacher and elder living in Hawaii, gives a 

personal example of one revolution of the cycle. She describes receiving a dream and the 

sequence of offerings, rituals, and work with sacred objects that follows. Colorado had a 

powerful dream of being approached by a shark as she is swimming, releasing her fear, 

and surrendering to the shark’s presence. On waking from the dream, she gets out of bed 

and drives to the beach to make an offering of thanksgiving. She recognizes her offering 

as having been received when a huge shark swims towards her as she stands on the 

beach. The dream visit, the ritual offering, and the physical encounter with the shark 

begin a four-month cycle of deep cross-cultural healing rituals and experiences 

(Colorado, 1995). 

 In a more traditional example of the process, Deloria (2006) reports on Brave 

Elk’s dream of entering a lodge full of people who were elks. In the dream, Brave Elk 

receives a series of specific instructions: to wear a downy eagle feather on his head as the 

dream elks did; to paint his tipi in a manner similar to theirs, with particular yellow 

motifs; and to conduct a ritual performance (of his own devising) that would show the 

community that he was under the patronage of this Spirit being (p. 3). 

Upon waking, Brave Elk made a mask of elk hide, painted his face yellow, made 

a hoop similar to the one he was carrying in the dream, and decorated it with an herb that 

is liked by elks. As the flowers of the elk herb were not in season, he used flowers 

resembling them as nearly as possible. Preceded by two virgins carrying his pipe, he 
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paraded around the camp showing himself to the people. When he approached a patch of 

damp ground he thought, “I wish that when I step on this damp ground I may leave the 

footprints of an elk” (Deloria, 2006, p. 4). And he did. This example shows that the 

rituals and sacred objects created from dream information are not necessarily literal 

replications of the dream teaching, but that they require sensitive, intuitive adaptations 

that still remain true to the Spirit of the dream guidance given. 

 Malidoma Somé (1998) provides a more extended example of this process in his 

home community in Burkina Faso, West Africa. Somé’s sister had a recurring dream of 

being in a golden place crowded with shimmering people where she was shown specific 

sacred objects: a white chicken, a white cloth, a golden crown, and a clay pot full of 

water sitting on an ancestor shrine. In each recurrence of the dream, she saw her long-

dead maternal aunt and, just as she reached out to grasp her aunt’s lovingly outstretched 

hand, everything would disappear with a loud noise. It took a few years of these dreams 

for Somé’s sister to realize that Spirit allies who had befriended her at birth were giving 

her instructions for a healing ritual to do for herself. She did the ritual and now has a 

powerful healing relationship with these helping Spirits, sustained by a dedicated and 

ongoing ritual practice (Somé, 1998, p. 195).  

  The spiritual connection between dreams, rituals, and the creation of sacred 

objects has been essentially lost in modern Western culture. Kremer’s (1994) primary 

concern is how contemporary persons can recover Indigenous consciousness (p. 92). He 

identifies the value of “taking trance narratives seriously and at face value” (p. 84) and 

integrating visionary experiences though narrative, ritual or creation of artifact, stating 

that this practice is a powerful one for “opening the possibility of reconnecting to 

Indigenous knowing and consciousness without having to construct it as other” (p. 84). 

Compared to traditional cultures, Western people are without support in this process: 
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...Indigenous cultures offer clear support systems for working through encounters 
with Spirit(s) while (post)modern individuals are often left to their own devices 
in coming to terms with experiences which are quite out of the ordinary for much 
of Euro-American culture. (p. 105) 

 
Kremer (1992) explains that psychotherapy is the closest Western model for 

unpacking the power contained in dream teachings, but it is still not the right container. 

Psychotherapy can hinder the process by making it difficult for a person to understand an 

experience as an encounter with Spirit(s) rather than exclusively as a symbol of their 

personal development (p. 106).  

The literature that discusses the relationship between rituals, dreams and the 

creation of sacred objects identifies them as part of a single process that facilitates the 

transmission of healing power from the other world to this one. A common thread 

running among these authors is the metaphor of a cycle or conversation between humans 

and the Spirit realm. In this conversation cycle, Spirits speak to humans through dreams, 

and humans respond through the enactment of rituals and the creation of sacred objects. 

These writers describe the dream-Spirit’s visit and the subsequent enactment of the 

teaching or transmission bestowed, identifying the unified experience of dreaming, ritual, 

and the creation of sacred objects as a process of making relationship with the Spirits for 

the purpose of empowerment. 

Cluster 2: Dreams and Rituals of Healing 

This second cluster considers the intersections between dreams and rituals, 

specifically, healing rituals. The literature can be subdivided according to the temporal 

relationship between the dream and the ritual, that is, whether the ritual precedes the 

dream, comes during the dream, or is done after the dream. Dream and ritual experiences 

from a number of cultures are considered, giving examples of all three temporal 

relationships.   
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Dreams That Precede Rituals 

The first subcategory considers rituals whose intention is to invoke or incubate a 

dream of power. The literature includes traditional and contemporary Asklepian healing 

incubation practices, Native American vision quest practices, African invocations of 

ancestors in dreams, and contemporary dream incubation rituals. Many of the pre-dream 

rituals described in the literature involve the use of sacred objects, and those rituals are 

discussed in the following cluster. 

Kimberly Patton (as cited by Bosnak, 2007) states that dream incubation around 

the world has three elements: intention, accompanied by ritual activity to enhance that 

intention; choice of location, preferably one inhabited by a strong Spirit of place and 

ideally one unfamiliar to the dreamer; and epiphany or revelation, in which the image 

presence shows him- or her-self in an encounter that changes the dreamer’s being (p. 87). 

In ancient Greece, traditional ritual dream healing involved pilgrimages to 

remote sanctuaries where physician–priests and –priestesses practiced a combination of 

spiritual and physical healing to prepare the patient for a dream visit from Asklepius, the 

god of healing (Tick, 2005a, p. xix). Patients underwent purification rites, ablutions, 

fasting, divinations, and sacrifices until they were “called” in a dream to enter the cave 

that formed the temple proper. Incubare translates to “sleeping in the sanctuary” (Meier, 

1987, p. 420) and stems from this practice.  

There are thousands of historically documented cases of Asklepius or his dog or 

snake arriving in a dream and touching the afflicted part of the dreamer’s body, with the 

dreamer awaking cured (Meier, 1987). This form of soul healing through dream and 

imaginal work is the predecessor of contemporary Western psychotherapy, and was 

practiced in hundreds of sanctuaries across the ancient Greek world for over a thousand 

years (Tick, 2005a, p. 20). 
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The Asklepian tradition is being revitalized today. Psychotherapist Ed Tick 

(2004) relates the story of a contemporary Asklepian healing incubation in which he and 

his wife facilitated a three-week ritual for a woman with profound PTSD. The woman 

had been a nurse in Vietnam, caring for wounded soldiers and Vietnamese children. 

During the healing ritual, she received daily massage, practiced yoga, received 

psychotherapy, and engaged in intensive dream work with Tick’s support. After two 

weeks, her dreams indicated that she was ready to do an Asklepian dream questing. She 

entered a dream sanctuary and, with attendants constantly present and praying over her, 

slept for 12 hours. She experienced profound dreams and, following the experience, deep 

psychological healing (this is discussed in more detail in the following section). In Tick’s 

analysis, it was not just the dream experience that healed the nurse, but the whole ritual 

process—the commitments of other people on her behalf, combined with the greater 

wisdom of intervening transpersonal powers. Other notable contemporary practitioners of 

Asklepian healing rituals include Jean Houston and Michael Murphy (both as cited by 

Tick, 2005a, pp. 169, 232).   

Native American tribes also participated in dream incubation rituals or vision 

quests in order to elicit powerful dreams. A vision quest is a ritual in which people set 

aside time from their routine lives and open themselves up to the possibility of 

establishing empowering relationships with Spirits and other creatures (Deloria, 2006, p. 

16). Reflecting the cyclical relationship between dream and ritual, the format of the 

vision quest ritual was itself initiated by dream experiences (p. 1; see also Irwin, 1994, p. 

119). The hardships of the vision quest and the isolation from the day-to-day human 

realm were implemented as people observed that powerful dreams tended to occur 

spontaneously under such circumstances. To facilitate the dream encounter, various ritual 

actions were formulated to recreate the circumstances of the spontaneous vision 

experience; these fundamental conditions include “isolation, lack of food and water, 
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injury, the petitioning of the sacred powers for aid, and the natural disposition for 

visionary experience” (Irwin, 1994, p. 119). Furthermore, “self-inflicted wounds and 

weeping and crying are recognized practices for inducing visionary experiences and the 

goal of the ritual fast is to heighten these liminal experiences and bring them into fully 

conscious awareness” (p. 119). 

Echoing Patton’s theories about incubation, the location of the vision quest is 

important. Barbara Tedlock (2004) identifies a vision quest as a “pilgrimage” (p. 114) to 

a special place where people have experienced powerful dreams in the past (Tedlock, 

2004). In contrast to the Greek approach, which tended to involve going into a darkened 

cave underground, the Plains Indians primarily sought elevated areas such as hills or 

buttes, in order to be “up above the middle realm of human habitation” (Irwin, 1994, p. 

106), thereby making oneself more visible to the Spirit powers (Irwin, 1994). In either 

case, the task was to remove oneself from the mundane and the familiar zone of this 

world in order to cultivate the consciousness necessary to access to the upper or lower 

realms of the sacred other world.  

The religious motivation of the Plains Indian vision quest centered on the ability 

of the visionary to establish a living, experiential contact with the primary sources of 

spiritual empowerment (Irwin, 1994, p. 79). Even the process of approaching the vision 

place was ritualized, including a formulaic series of stops, offerings, and prayers (p. 108) 

and the use of sacred objects, including charms and tobacco bundles prepared by 

shamans, which served as Spirit banners in each of the four cardinal directions (p. 10). 

Despite their vast geographic separation, there are many parallels between the 

Asklepian and the Native American healing practices:  

After a purification ceremony, the priest would take the patient into a healing 
chamber where the patient would have a healing dream, with Asklepius 
accomplishing the healing. This healing treatment is very closely related to many 
Native American healing approaches in which the priest helps with the 
purification of the patient who is then “doctored” by the healing Spirits. The 
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dream vehicle has opened up avenues where none existed and had allowed many 
patients to come in contact with their own healing. (E. Duran & B. Duran, 1995,  
p. 47) 

 
It is clear that this cross-cultural spiritual technology for invoking a dream was successful 

and replicable and could, with some reliability, produce the healing results desired. 

For the Dagara tribe in Burkina Faso, the dream-Spirit powers are the dreamer’s 

own ancestors, and relationships with them are maintained by more subtle, regular rituals 

(Somé, 1998, p. 195). These ritual communications are as much for the benefit of the 

ancestors as the dreamer. A nightly invocation at the ancestor shrine is an important way 

for the living dreamer to let the dead ancestors know that he or she is available to take the 

steps necessary to balance the relationship with them and to help heal them. “The 

ancestors must have clear instructions and be invited to come in a dream. We must help 

our needy ancestors to communicate with us, otherwise they will think that we 

understand and simply have chosen not to comply” (p. 196).  

Eugene Monick (1987), Margot Adler (1986), and Robert Bosnak (2007) also 

discuss modern dream incubation rituals derived from ancient practices. Monick, a 

Jungian, describes the incubation process as stimulating the transcendent function. Adler 

provides an example of a modern feminist dream incubation ritual in which 12 women 

spent a weekend in the wilderness together, sleeping in a circle with their heads facing 

inward and their bodies like spokes of a wheel. This resulted in a healing dream that gave 

the group guidance about their search for women’s culture. Bosnak presents several 

examples of ritually induced intentional dreaming, some of which involved pilgrimage to 

sacred sites (p. 87).  

The primary relationship between dreams and rituals that occur before the 

dreams is in the ritualized invocation or incubation of dreams. Through formal or 

informal ritual practices, individuals can enter into a direct relationship with the dream 

Spirits and receive their healing gifts.  
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Rituals That Occur During Dreams 

 The second subcategory addresses healing rituals that occur during dreams. 

These dreams may or may not be the result of dream incubation practices. Examples 

provided include rituals that produce healing, as well as those which confer healing 

power or information. The discussion is divided into two sections: healing skills, 

techniques, and Spirit ally relationships that are received in dreams; and experiences of 

healing rituals that occur within a dream. 

Ritual healing, skills, techniques, and spirit ally relationships received in dreams. 

The literature, especially that which discusses North American Indigenous 

practices, shows that many healers received both their healing power and also 

instructions on specific healing practices and herbal remedies through dreams. As 

previously noted, Irwin (1994) asserts, “the visionary origins of cultural technologies are 

essential to the healing and medicinal practices of all Plains people. It would be no 

exaggeration to say that the majority of healing techniques are received in dreams and 

visions” (p. 193). 

  For many North American Indigenous cultures, receiving the appropriate dreams 

is a prerequisite for becoming a healer. Among the tribes of the subarctic and great lakes 

area of Northern Canada, sanctioning dreams were a requirement for initiation into a 

healing society. The worst form of sin was attempting healing without such dream 

sanction; this was considered “criminal deception” as it presented a threat to the entire 

community because of the offense it could cause the animal-Spirits (Bancroft Hunt, 2002, 

p. 58).   

Among the Lakota, members of the Bear Dreamers Society were called by 

dreams of bears (Rockwell, 1991, p. 78). The power to cure and the qualification to enter 

the society came directly from the visitation of the bear Spirit in a dream. These healers 

were considered experts in the use of plant medicines, and bear was considered the patron 
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animal Spirit of strong healers. Black Elk, the most powerful Lakota holy man and 

medicine man, said that he received his power to cure from the bear Spirit in a dream (p. 

78). 

  There are many other documented cases of healers who receive their power in 

dreams. For example, a Kiowa woman received her shamanic healing power in a dream 

from buffalo (Irwin, 1994, p. 90); a Plains Indian teenager received skills for healing with 

herbs and roots from Eagle (p. 92); and an Absarokee healer received power to heal, as 

well as the gift of a strip of otter skin and a horse’s picket pin from a Spirit man and 

woman in dream (p. 143). Many of these healers carried the teachings from their dream 

Spirits directly into their healing practices, including a Blackfoot healer who would 

imitate the actions of her dream buffalo, preparing her healing herbs while singing 

buffalo songs, and was observed “pawing the ground, hooking her head and making 

sounds like a buffalo bull” (p. 206) while she treated her patients. 

  Similarly, Tedlock (2005) notes that the well-known Pomo healer Essie Parrish 

received her healing power in a dream: she heard a raspy voice that sounded like a cricket 

and realized it was the voice of illness speaking to her in the dream. She was then taught, 

in that dream, how to remove disease from the body with song and touch (p. 17).  

 Ritual healing skills can be bestowed on individual human beings through dream 

experiences, as part of an initiation into work as a healer. Dreams are a liminal zone, one 

in which the individual can develop a relationship with the healing Spirits, and it is this 

relationship that is key to carrying out the ritual practices that make the dream Spirit’s 

healing energy available to the community. 

Experiences of Healing Rituals That Occur Within Dreams  

Other rituals that occur during dreams involve instances in which the healing 

ritual itself takes place in the dream. There are both historical and contemporary 

examples of this process.  
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  Many examples of healing rituals within dreams were documented in the ancient 

Greek Asklepian healing practice. Everyone who experienced healing at the Asklepian 

temples was required to record his or her dream (Meier, 2009, p. 56) and the many stone 

tablets unearthed from the more than three hundred Asklepian sanctuaries that flourished 

in the ancient Greek world contain detailed inscriptions of miraculous dream healing 

experiences (Tick, 2005a, p. 82). The examples documented by E. Edelstein and L. 

Edelstein (1998) are too numerous to mention in totality, but a few representative 

examples convey the flavor of the healings. Alcetas of Halieis, a blind man, had a dream 

in which the god Asklepius touched his eyes and opened them so that he was able to see 

trees in the sanctuary; at daybreak, he walked out healed (p. 233). For six years, Euhippus 

had the point of a spear in his jaw. While he was sleeping in the temple, the God came to 

him and extracted the spearhead and placed it in his hands. He awoke with the spearhead 

in his hands and his symptoms cured (p. 232). Cleinatas of Thebes came to the temple 

with lice on his body. He slept there and saw a vision in which the God stripped him 

naked and brushed the lice off his body with a broom. When day came, he left the temple 

cleared of the lice (p. 235). 

  In the Plains Indian tradition, Irwin (1994) offers the account of a wounded 

warrior who has a dream experience of a buffalo bull singing sacred songs and spraying 

water on him. The man awoke healed, just as he was being prepared for burial (p. 92). 

The ritual in the dream had carried out the healing he needed. 

  Among more contemporary examples is the Asklepian healing for the U.S. nurse 

in Vietnam discussed previously (Tick, 2004). While sleeping in the dream sanctuary, she 

had a long series of complex dreams, including one in which Vietnamese children 

thanked her for saving their lives and forgave her for her role in the conflict. She also 

experienced classical Asklepian dream surgery, feeling a divine physician reaching into 

her brain and “rearranging images, impressions and patterns” (p. 72). She returned home, 
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where her PTSD symptoms reduced dramatically and, eventually, she was able to 

discontinue five different medications for anxiety, nightmares, depression, and insomnia.   

  In another contemporary example, Tedlock (2006) reports on a dream of her own 

in which a Zuni friend uses a ritual tool to shoot healing lightning energy at her throat. 

The ritual in the dream coincided with the end of a long bout of bronchitis, and she 

attributed her healing to the dream experience (p. 3). 

  Jaenke (2006) describes a number of her dream experiences of rituals-within-

dreams, rituals that involve the larger community. These rituals serve various healing 

functions that are more collective than personal. These include: the return of lost ritual 

knowledge; the intra-psychic balancing provided in former times by communal rituals; 

the healing of collective injury and alienation; teachings about the ordering of ritual 

space; and a means of communally honoring sources of transpersonal guidance (pp. 6–7, 

9). 

 Healing rituals that occur within dreams, while ostensibly happening at a non-

physical level, can have very direct physical healing results. The dream space provides 

the dreamer access with the other world, and in this context, the Spirits can use their 

healing powers to address and resolve a wide variety of human afflictions. 

Rituals That Follow Dreams 

The third category in this cluster concerns rituals that follow dreams. These can 

either be rituals that were prescribed in the dream, or rituals that dreamers designed as a 

way to honor and integrate the dream’s teachings. This section addresses rituals 

specifically prescribed in dreams, self-created ritual responses to dreams, and the act of 

dream sharing as a ritual response to dreams. 

  Robert Johnson (1986), a Jungian analyst, finds that ritual anchors the teaching of 

the dream in the psyche of the dreamer. By doing something physical to integrate the 

dream experience into waking life, the ritual (which could be either practical or symbolic) 
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affirms the message of the dream. This ritual action is what actualizes the transformative 

power of dreams, because “a highly conscious ritual sends a powerful message to the 

unconscious, causing changes to take place at deep levels where our attitudes and values 

originate” (p. 100). From a depth psychological perspective, “ritual carries the power of 

the inner world into visible and symbolic form” (p 103).  

  Ritual and dream serve similar psychic functions, and responding to a dream with 

a ritual is an act of meeting the dream in its own language. According to Johnson (1986), 

“Ritual, like dreaming, enables us to set up a flow of communication between the 

conscious mind and the unconscious” (p 101). Similarly, another Jungian analyst, Bani 

Shorter (1996), explains that “the dream compensates the unconscious/conscious 

relationships, and ritual meditates self-world relationships” (preface).  

Rituals specifically prescribed in dreams. 

The following are some brief examples of rituals of prescribed by Asklepius 

within dreams. E. Edelstein and L. Edelstein (1998) provide many examples of medicinal 

concoctions and ritual gestures prescribed or “revealed” by Asklepius. The god revealed 

to a blind man that he should go to the base of a holy statue, prostrate himself, and lay his 

hand on the statue’s base, and then on his eyes. He followed the instructions and, to the 

amazement of the witnesses present, his sight was restored (p. 251). Lucius suffered from 

pleurisy and dreamed that Asklepius told him to lift ashes from the three-fold altar, mix 

them with wine, and lay them on his side; he, too, was healed by following the God’s 

prescription (p. 251). Julian was spitting up blood, and Asklepius revealed that he should 

take the seeds of a pinecone and eat them with honey for three days; he followed the 

instructions and was cured (p. 251). 

Dreams can be the source of diagnostic information as well as ritual 

prescriptions. Sandner (1979) reports that in the Navajo community, “dreams . . . are 

important as a diagnostic aid and for a timely warning . . . . [and] the requisite ceremony 
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for a bad dream is in most cases, part or all of a Blessing Way” (p. 37). As an example, a 

medicine man dreamed that the Gods came after him and dragged him off toward the 

mountains. The dream recurred, and he felt it indicated that the medicines and sacred 

objects and masks of the Night Chant were too strong for him. He felt that unless he had 

a healing ceremony sung over him, they would kill him (Sandner, 1979). The man’s 

community orchestrated the appropriate ritual and the issue was seen to be resolved. 

A Plains Indian man received dream instructions for a ritual to heal his infant 

child. The ritual required that the father pierce his own skin and hang his body from sun 

pole (Irwin, 1994, p. 91). Other ritual prescriptions could be more general, a person might 

be told in dreams that it was necessary for him to undertake a vision quest to expand his 

knowledge and receive more powers (Deloria, 2006, p. 1). In this case, the ritual 

prescribed was part of developing a longer-term conversation with the Spirit powers. 

The Iroquois believed that “disease, illness and other calamities arise in dreams” 

and that “dreams are closely related to the desires of the shadow or soul of the individual” 

(Bancroft Hunt, 2002, p. 62). Dreams are understood as an avenue between the 

conscious, outer behavior of a patient and the inner desires of the unconscious, and any 

discrepancy between the two must be resolved through the granting and fulfillment of 

whatever it is the soul wishes. Once made known by the shaman through the 

interpretation of an individual’s dream, such desires must be satisfied (subject to the 

sanction of the community). The community is thus gathered to enact and resolve the 

discrepancy revealed by the dream through ritual, and the rift in the dreamer can be 

healed (Bancroft Hunt, 2002).  

Moss (2005) gives three examples of contemporary women who were guided in 

their dreams to seek healing and who responded by conducting a contemporary healing 

ritual—visiting their doctors. One woman dreamed of a gun pointed at her breast; She 

heeded the dream’s warning, underwent requisite tests, and was diagnosed breast cancer 
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(p. 195). Another woman dreamed of her father in a white medical coat who emphatically 

demanded, “Get to a doctor now! You have cancer!” (p. 195). Again, the dream was 

accurate. The third woman, who had health challenges and was postponing a visit to the 

doctor, dreamed that her grandmother urged her to have a medical checkup. On waking, 

she still was not willing to visit a doctor. Then, walking down the stairs that morning, she 

had a distinct feeling that her grandmother tripped her, and she fell and broke her leg. She 

went to the doctor for the broken leg, only to discover that he had booked her for a 

mammogram. The previous night the doctor had dreamed of an elderly woman who told 

him that this patient needed such a screening (p. 196).  

Dreams can provide rituals that offer healing not only to individuals, but also to 

the cultural body and psyche. The impact of colonization has resulted in the loss of much 

important ritual knowledge, some of which can be re-accessed through dream-Spirit 

intervention. In the early 1900s, a Pawnee woman attending a meeting of a medicine 

society recounted a recent dream. In her dream, the ancestors told her they were 

anxiously waiting for the proper ceremonies, which had not been done in years. They said 

to her,  

The people think the ceremony is lost. It is not lost, for one of the Bear men who 
knows the secret is still with you. I ask that you tell the people so they can have 
the ceremony, for it is time. (Deloria, 2006, p. 26) 

The woman relayed the dream to the gathered crowd, and subsequently, a man came 

forward who knew the ceremony. This dream was the impetus for the ceremony to be 

reinstated for the community in 1910 (Irwin, 1994, p. 182). 

  Dreams can similarly provide access to forgotten ritual knowledge for Euro-

Americans long distanced from their cultural roots. Jaenke (2000) had a ritual prescribed 

in a dream of stars, including distinctive “brown button stars” (p. 162). She worked to 

understand and integrate the teaching of the dream and to find an appropriate ritual to 

honor the experience of it. In the course of this process, she learned of the connections 
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between stars and the creation of the world, and her Indigenous mentor told her: “As a 

European, you no longer have an origins ceremony, but now one has been given to you” 

(p. 162). 

Self-created ritual responses to dreams. 

Consonant with the growing awareness of the power of dreams, a variety of 

contemporary ritual practices to honor dreams have been developed, and examples of 

these will be discussed in this section. These rituals differ from those discussed in the 

previous section, as they were not explicitly prescribed by the specifics of the dream 

content, but are intuitive and feeling-based responses to the general experience of a 

dream. It may be that modern people have lost the capacity to dream clearly enough to 

receive ritual prescriptions with reliability, and these ritual responses are an attempt to 

resurrect the conversation with the dream Spirits, to meet them in their own language, 

clumsily spoken as it may be.  

In this vein is an example of ritually giving a nightmare back to the earth, 

“calling upon the greater patterns and wisdom of nature to contain what feels too big for 

us to contain” (Mellick, 2001, p. 131). Moss (2005) utilizes dream reentry as ritual to 

extend the altered state of the dream and the dream teaching. Also known as shamanic 

journeying, dream reentry uses rhythmic drumming to induce visualization and explore 

the dreamscape, to gather helpful information, to transcend and heal nightmares, and to 

deepen relationship with dream characters who may be Spirit guides.  

  Numerous contemporary practitioners prescribe dream journaling as a personal 

ritual to preserve the dream and to build a healing relationship with one’s dream life. 

Mellick (2001) recommends maintaining a free-form expressive dream journal as both 

ritual and healing art object to extend the altered state of the dream and to honor the 

dream and its trans-rational source (p. 32). Moss (2005) describes a contemporary 

physician who prescribes dream journaling to his patients; in this practitioner’s 
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experience, depressives can be weaned from their medication much faster if they make a 

relationship with their dream life (p. 194). 

Dream telling as ritual.  

  The act of dream telling can, itself, be ritualized, and has implications for the 

health of the dreamer and the community. Among Plains Indians, how this sharing occurs 

can either heal illness or invoke it; a taboo therefore existed against casual dream telling 

because the dream Spirits were listening and would be upset (Irwin, 1994, p. 173). For 

this reason, dream-telling followed strict protocols and only took place in clearly held 

ritual spaces (p. 172). The most common situation for dream telling was during healing 

ceremonies in which a shaman would recite the dream or vision as a way of validating the 

healing powers upon which he or she called and instilling confidence in their patients  

(p. 183). The dream itself was medicine, and narrating it served to invoke the dream 

Spirit and thereby heighten the altered condition of both the shaman and the sick person 

(p. 184). 

Even in the contemporary context, the value of ritualized dream sharing is 

recognized, although there are fewer taboos against casual telling of dreams. Dream 

groups operate as a “consciously held sacred container” (Mellick, 2001, p. 178) for dream 

sharing. Such groups typically use a process of opening the space, calling the dreams, 

sharing, resonating, exploring, dream enactment activities, and closing the space again 

(Moss, 1996, p. 99). Echoing admonitions described earlier about the ability of spoken 

words to defuse dreams’ power, Moss (1996) notes that  

…the first part of action we take to honor the dream may be speech, but it should 
be far more than rambling chit-chat or left brained analysis. The speech required 
is an act, a poetic movement, a movement of naming that brings something new 
into the world. (p. 107) 
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Jaenke (2000), in conversation with Irwin, concludes that dream telling is a ritual 

act of strengthening the collective psyche and that this is a needed experience among 

modern people.  

Telling the dream helps to ground it in this reality while making it viable as a 
visionary narrative. This is a source of myth; the sacred tellings of dreams that 
describe the visionary structure of the energetic world normally hidden from one-
dimensional thinking. The narrative is sequestered and contained, a typical 
feature of the transmission of its power to another. Herein lies the power of the 
narrative, making it alive for the receptive other. (p. 172) 
 

In a culture that is mythically deprived, telling dreams brings back the mythic landscape. 

 To conclude this section on the overlapping experiences of dreams and rituals, 

there are significant cross-cultural commonalities in the links between the two. Ritual 

invocation and incubation can bring healing dreams, the Spirits can deliver healing 

information and power in dreams, and ritual responses to dreams can increase the 

dream’s healing power. The synergistic relationship between dreams and ritual hinges on 

their utilizing the same “language”—the language of image, symbolism, energy and 

emotion. 

Cluster 3: Dreams and Sacred Objects 

This cluster focuses on sacred objects made by—or for—the dreamer based on a 

dream. The dream may give specific instructions on the creation of a particular object or 

a design, or the dreamer may make intuitive use of dream images and information to 

create an object in response to the dream. In some cases, the object is already in existence 

in the dreamer’s waking life, but its sacred significance and healing power is highlighted 

or developed in a dream or series of dreams over time. There is overlap between this 

cluster and the previous one on dreams and rituals, because objects given in dreams often 

come with a ritual protocol for their use. 
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Sacred Objects Made for Invocation/Protection of Dreams 

The first subcategory of dreams and sacred objects are those made for invoking 

desired or healing dreams. Examples include dream catchers and dream nets as well as 

paintings of Spirit images. 

  Sacred objects can be used to attract powerful dream Spirit allies to visit one’s 

dreams. Contemporary dreamcatchers are widely created and sold at intertribal events for 

“attracting good images and keeping bad ones away from our nightly dreamscapes” 

(Tedlock, 2004, p. 187). Here is a story of how one was birthed in an instruction directly 

from the dreams. An Abenake husband-and-wife, artist–storyteller team from Quebec 

carve and paint their elder’s Spirit guides, Spider Woman and Caribou Man, in hopes of 

encountering them in their dreams (p. 115). In a catalog for one of their sculpture 

exhibits, these artists share a story about dreaming: 

One day my father told me,  
In my dream last night I awakened and then turned over and saw the 
morning sun shining through a dew-covered spider web. So beautiful it 
was! It was filled with sparkling color, a million tiny lights in a hand’s 
breadth. A black and yellow spider was busy repairing a tear in the web 
from an insect that got away. The spider stopped weaving and said in a 
tiny little voice, “This is a Dream Net; it only lets good dreams through. 
This hole was left by the dream you are dreaming now!”  

That’s what my father said. (San Diego Museum of Man [Catalog], 1992, as cited 
in Tedlock, 2004, p. 116). 
 
The Eastern Cree also had an amulet for invoking dreams: They hung painted 

bear skulls (Rockwell, 1991, p. 25) and Porcupine scapulas (p. 29) on the lodge rafters 

above the sleeper’s head, in the spot called tawpwaataakan or “that which brings dreams” 

(p. 25). Each Fall when first entering the lodge for the winter season, the dreamer 

smeared warmed bear fat on the bear-skull dream amulet and also on his head, praying to 

the bear for good dreams (p. 29).  
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Sacred Objects Made From Information Received in Dreams 

Sacred objects have also been made from information received in dreams. In the 

Plains Indian tradition, objects made from dream images are a means for evoking the 

power of the dream. “To make sacred objects, that is, to make exact copies of the things 

seen in the vision, is a way of making explicit the implicit power of the vision” (Irwin, 

1994, p. 212). Further, the power of the dream is believed to be in the body of the 

dreamer; the objects serve to evoke the power and act as its repository. The object is not 

actually the source of power, but rather the means by which it can be used or manifested. 

Sacred objects signify the proximity of the Spirit powers to the dreamer and to the 

community (p. 213).  

Deloria (2006) gives the example of Blows Down’s vision, in which Morning 

Star told him to make a medicine hoop that would serve as a warning whenever an enemy 

war party approached the camp. He might make three copies of this hoop, but no more 

than four should ever be in existence among the Crows. He was told, “This medicine 

would also help (him) to see the enemy’s location and the strength of their attacking 

force” (p. 28).  

Deloria (2006) also describes a Pawnee woman who dreamed of a man who 

showed her a complex medicine bundle that included a cat skin, a pipe, a magnifying 

glass, and a length of buffalo hair rope (p. 36). The woman recognized the rope and the 

skin as objects already in her possession, but had never seen the pipe or the magnifying 

glass before. The man showed her the ritual protocols for caring for the objects, and told 

her that she must obtain the glass, and make the pipe herself, and that the stem was to 

have no perforation. He told her how the objects could be used to determine if the 

warriors would succeed in battle; if the glass could focus sunlight to light the pipe, they 

would be successful. The man also told her that he was her brother, gave her a prophesy 
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about her future husband and children (which came true), and told her to leave the bundle 

to a specific son when he grew up (p. 36; see also Irwin, 1994, p. 141). 

Artists can receive more general inspiration from dreams. A contemporary 

Canadian Shamanic artist, Norval Morriseau describes how he was taught to leave his 

body and travel through “the dreamtime” or Spirit world, to a place he called “the house 

of invention” (Hill, 2006, p. 14). It is here that the images and information about his 

paintings are revealed to him. Pomo healer Essie Parish used “dream-charged designs 

that bring power from the other world” (Sarris, 1993, p. 125) on her clothing and tools. 

She created a ceremonial dress for use in healing rituals, covering it in abalone amulets 

similar to the one she was shown in a dream (Tedlock, 2005, p. 17). The dreams are the 

source of healing power, and by translating the images they bring into the physical world, 

that power can also be brought here. 

Talismans and Art as a Response to Dreams 

Many contemporary dream authors discuss art and ritual as a response to dreams, 

though these need not necessarily come from instructions in the dream itself. Like the 

practice of contemporary dream circles, responding to a dream with an artistic gesture 

can give Western people who lack a tradition of dream-working a way to begin to engage 

with the dream’s spiritual power. For example, Moss (1996, 2005) sees the creation of 

poetry, performances, or sacred symbolic talismans as a ritual that brings the energy and 

insight of the dream to waking life and honors the dream and the source from which it 

comes. Likewise, Plotkin (2003) and Mellick (2001) discuss the power of creating art in 

response to dreams. 

Developmental Dream Relationships With Sacred Objects 

Tedlock (2004) shows, in her own life, a long developmental process in regard to 

sacred objects that were gifted by her grandmother. At the age of four, she had a dream 

about a painted turtle; her Anishnabe grandmother later told her that turtle was a healing 
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Spirit who had chosen her and “brought me ‘myself’ as his message” (p. 184). Later, 

during a period of severe illness, her grandmother brought her a beaded turtle amulet to 

help in her healing. The night her grandmother died, she visited Tedlock in a dream and, 

taking her to a Thunderbird’s nest, gave her an unbroken light blue speckled egg, saying, 

“Here, take this egg, it will be your medicine power when I am gone” (p. 184). Tedlock 

woke up knowing that her grandmother had died. She did rituals for the three days after 

her grandmother’s death, and on the fourth night, she again dreamed of Turtle. In the 

dream, she asked her grandmother, “Where is my amulet? I seem to have lost it! Can you 

please send me another one?” (p. 185). Her Granny responded, “But don’t you 

remember? I taught you about Turtle and now it is inside you. The beaded amulet I gave 

you was only my way of showing you yourself” (p. 185). The amulet was a physical 

talisman that served its purpose by holding the power until Tedlock could internalize it 

for herself; in this case that process was symbolized by the gift of the Thunderbird’s 

egg—a sacred object that exists only in dreamtime. 

  In another example, Tedlock (2005) describes a dream that demonstrates her 

interactive and evolving relationship with her sacred medicine bundle. During the process 

of her shamanic initiation, Tedlock dreamed of four naked couples making love in a car. 

Her Mayan teacher told her that the couples are Tedlock, her husband, the shaman, and 

his wife “together with their divining bundles, seeds and crystals” (p. 120). Tedlock 

describes the people as “not really people, they were like white dolls” (p. 121). Her 

teacher told her this means, “that the divining bundles are new, you will enter the dream 

again and move them along” (p. 120). The medicine bundle has an evolution alongside 

the person; they are both alive and growing together, and the dreams mirror this. 

 Dreams and sacred objects are deeply intertwined, and the power that the dream 

Spirits give can be manifested in this world by the accurate replication of a dream-given 

image.  
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Cluster 4: Ritual and Sacred Objects 

This cluster discusses the various ritual meanings attributed to sacred objects, the 

creation of sacred objects as a ritual, and the use of sacred objects in healing rituals.  

Meanings Attributed to Sacred Objects 

 Sacred objects have been viewed as conduits to the spiritual realm, as containing 

power through their aesthetics, and as mechanisms or documentation of contact with the 

spiritual realm. Sacred objects act as intermediaries between humans and the Spirits. 

They are “designed to capture the attention of the Spirit world...to connect personal 

concerns to those of higher powers and thus to draw benefit from insights that lay beyond 

the scope of ordinary human perception” (LaGamma, Pemberton, & Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, 2000, p. 9). Irwin (1994) confirms this assertion, adding, “sacred objects 

mediate between the human situation and the world and enhance this relationship through 

the instrumentality of the sacred” (p. 235). 

 The aesthetic quality of the tool is understood to be the aspect that carries the 

object’s strength. Beauty is power. In African traditions, the power of a sacred object to 

act as a bridge between the living and the ancestral or Spirit realm was “enhanced by 

their compelling visual appeal, for an artifact’s aesthetic merits were seen as a measure of 

its potency” (LaGamma et al., 2000, p. 7). 

 Ingerman and Wesselman (2010) describe shamanic art as an act of honoring the 

Spirits and as a way of sustaining health in the community. Shamans create art in order to 

“maintain equilibrium, both physical and metaphysical, between the community and the 

archetypal forces that affected the well-being of the community” (p. 141).  

 In creating sacred objects, the visionary artist plays an important role in a society, 

translating the imaginal realm into tangible images and providing the community with a 

shared iconic language.  
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The role of the artist in pre-literate societies was to make manifest a collective 
imagination that would substantiate, verify, and communicate the oral traditions. 
Artists were valued for their ability to interpret in a visual manner, the spiritual 
experiences of the community. (Hill, 2006, p. 47)  

 Sacred objects can serve both as portal to and documentation of the spiritual 

realm. Norval Morisseau’s paintings are sometimes a record of his other worldly 

experiences, while in other instances, they act as an actual conduit to a “separate reality” 

(as cited by Hill, 2006, p. 31). Further, color and image themselves have healing power, 

and sacred objects can actually facilitate healing experiences in the viewers. Morriseau 

explains that the dream Spirits taught him about the healing nature of color, and that the 

bright colors of his paintings were given to him in his nighttime voyages to the house of 

invention (p. 26). The task of his brightly colored paintings is to remind people of the full 

color spectrum of their soul. “My art reminds a lot of people of who they are. . . . 

[Through looking at it,] they heal themselves” (p. 26). The sacred object, in this case, a 

colorful painting, has a power in itself. It has agency and can facilitate healing actions in 

the world. 

Creation of Sacred Objects as Ritual 

 The literature on the creation of sacred objects as ritual can be subdivided into 

three parts: the ritual process of creating the object, the transformative experience of the 

artist becoming one with the object, and the process of creation itself as a healing ritual. 

 In discussing the role of art within Indigenous cultures, Gregory Cajete (2000) 

describes the ritual process of creating sacred objects, emphasizing its integrative and 

sacred nature: “From intention and conception to completion and use, every step of the 

creation of a ceremonial artifact has inherent meaning within a broader perspective of 

relationship to spiritual energy” (p. 47). He further outlines a number of phases in the 

creation of a sacred object, including: preparation and purification; attention to the nature 

and appropriate collection of raw materials; adherence to cultural patterns and aesthetics; 
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choosing a favorable time for initiation of the artifact; choosing a favorable place and 

position within that place; achieving a consciousness of letting go and becoming one with 

the artifact; packing the symbol with specific meaning and intent; drawing on long-

practiced faith in the effect of one’s work and purpose; sustaining appropriate will, 

vigilance, and devotion for the “prayerful work” (p. 51); completion of the tangible form, 

which is “packed” (p. 50) with all the intangible previous steps; and, finally, the 

“giveaway” (p. 51) where the artifact enters into a community for symbolic recognition 

and use in the purpose and process for which it was created (pp. 48–52). Within this ritual 

art-making process, dreams and other intuitive feedback provide information. For 

example, “a feeling dream or emotion might indicate whether or not to proceed to the 

next phase of creation” (Garcia, as cited by Cajete, 2000, p. 48).  

 Key to the ritual of creating a sacred object is creating a context in which 

“process, product and self might become one” (Cajete, 2000, p. 47); the creative process 

is a transformative one, in which art is viewed as a process of spiritual training.  

Creativity and transformation are interrelated in every context or act of art 
creation . . .the mentor sets up an apprenticeship where the apprentice learns how 
to identify with the creation of an artifact. In the making of ceremonial art, these 
conditions were extended to include the “transformation” of the apprentice to a 
requisite level of consciousness. (p. 47) 

The ceremony of art is thus an experience of “seeing the voices of our hearts and 

accessing wholeness through the creative process” (p. 52); facilitating transformation in 

the being of the artist, as well as creating an object. 

 While Cajete’s (2000) work is specifically located within a Native American 

context, the transformative experience of the artist becoming one with the art is also 

critical in an African frame. In the creation of divinatory tools, it is noted that  

in the fabrication and consecration of a ritual object, a person is imaginatively re-
creating the self in terms of a spiritual entity (an ancestor or deity) that is not 
otherwise observable apart from the ritual. . . . such artifacts may be said, 
therefore, to link the self and the transcendent (the not self), acting as instruments 
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through which a person becomes in some measure an embodiment of the 
transcendent. (LaGamma et al., 2000, p. 19) 
 

It is impossible to separate the sacred object from the person making it, or from the 

ritualized process of its creation, or from the Spirits who guide and support the process. It 

is a deeply integrative and co-creative activity.  

 Ingerman and Wesselman (2010) discuss the contemporary ritual of creating 

sacred objects as healing tools. Ingerman uses spinning as a form of shamanic practice—

meditating and focusing on the quality with which she wants the yarn to be filled (“love, 

light, joy, beauty or peace” p. 146)—then knitting the yarn into a blanket or scarf for 

someone she cares about. With each stitch she focuses on the words of healing and 

power, filling the object with those qualities as a healing gift for the recipient (p. 146). 

Carol Proudfoot Edgar (as cited by Ingerman and Wessleman, 2010, p. 147) also works 

with sacred objects, a process which she calls “soul-crafting,” and leads groups in making 

masks, prayer sticks, totem poles, medicine wheels, prayer beads, designs on the body, 

shamanic garments, medicine bundles, dream gatherers, healing blankets or quilts, stone 

pictographs, and animal clay footprints. In each of these mediums, the intention is to 

create art and objects infused with Spirit power. 

 Malcolm Margolin (1978) describes the creation of a sacred object itself as a 

healing ritual. He tells the story of an Ohlone woman basket-maker enacting a multiday 

ritual of weaving a basket that integrated plants, abalone, and feathers, which 

symbolically represented the different parts of the cosmos. The work of weaving was a 

healing for the affliction she suffered. When the basket was complete, “she was at last 

whole again” (p. 121). The making of the object has powerful ripple-out effects. By 

focusing one’s attention on the process, and aligning one’s work with the will of the 

Spirits, the making of a sacred object can be a ritual of transformation for the artist. 
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Using Sacred Objects Within Healing Rituals 

 In addition to discussing the making of sacred objects, some literature discusses 

the sacred object’s actual use in healing ritual. Sacred objects are viewed as container or 

portal for spiritual power to operate in the mundane world or as an aid to achieving the 

state of consciousness necessary for connecting with Spirits during the ritual. In each 

case, the goal is to facilitate conversation with the Spirits. 

 Sacred objects such as medicine bags and bundles, fetishes, carvings, and 

weavings have all been viewed as serving as a repository for sacred powers. Among the 

Algonquin people, the medicine bag is used for initiation into the Mide’wiwin medicine 

society.  

The culmination of the mide’ ceremony is the “shooting” of the body of the 
candidate with the migis (medicine bag). The power contained in the migas is 
said to stun the candidate into unconsciousness. He or she falls down “as if dead” 
and in this catatonic state receives a dream or revelation from the animal powers . 
. . The candidate is later revived by being again touched with the bag. (Bancroft 
Hunt, 2002, p. 68) 

Similarly, among the Plains Indians, a medicine bundle, which may carry personal, 

kinship, society, or tribal power, is a container for “the most sacred of all the objects used 

by the visionary to invoke the powers of the vision” (Irwin, 1994, p. 221). Bundles 

contain natural found objects such as stones and claws, but also constructed ones, chief of 

which was the sacred pipe. Contents of the medicine bundle are sanctioned by a vision, 

and the bundle itself is treated with great care and respect because “the objects within the 

bundle are the actual dwelling places of the members of the dreamers medicine clan” (p. 

281). While the spiritual powers are not exclusively confined to the physical structure of 

sacred object, they can be more easily accessed there.  

 The goal of Amazonian Shipibo healing rituals is to restore harmony to the 

participant and the community, and this is achieved by journeying for a song and then 

painting the notation for the song onto the patient’s body or weaving the energetic 
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patterns of the song onto clothing the patient then wears. In this example, the designs on 

the objects, rather than their physical nature, are what carry the healing spiritual power 

(Ingerman & Wesselman, 2010, p. 143). Zuni fetishes are another example of carved and 

assembled figures that hold spiritual power: They are fed blue cornmeal, turquoise, or 

coral and are nurtured as living beings (p. 143). 

 Ulcchi Siberian shamans journey to the Spirit world on behalf of a participant. 

There, they find a power animal or Spirit to help restore the participant’s personal power, 

and commission a carver in the village to make an image of that animal. “The carving of 

the bear becomes the vehicle, the embodiment of the spiritual power of bear . . . the 

carving will be placed in the participant’s home as a literal and symbolic bridge between 

the person and the bear Spirit” (Ingerman & Wesselman, 2010, p. 143).  

 The painted lodges of the Plains Indians were primarily homes of shamans, and 

were considered to be an actual dwelling for the powers they depict. Lodges themselves 

had healing powers (Irwin, 1994, p. 218). An Assiniboine shaman had a vision of a Spirit 

man who told him, “I shall give you the painted lodge and teach you how to use it” (p. 

219); with this dream, he received the power to heal the sick. 

 Sacred objects are also portals through which the Spirits can access this world. 

Navajo sand paintings serve as the doorway through which the Spirits come into the 

hogan and heal the patient (Sandner, 1979, p. 165). Similarly, the Kuna people of 

Panama use wooden dolls or Uchos carved from sacred trees and blessed by the healer in 

soul retrieval ceremonies. The Spirit of the tree from which the doll is carved then 

journeys for healing information and energy for the participant. The dolls are treasured 

and honored as living beings and extended family members: They are sung to, bathed, 

and fed with smoke (Ingerman & Wesselman, 2010, p. 145). 

 Sacred objects are the Spirit’s dwelling places in this world and, as such, are 

identical with the Spirits themselves. The care and protocol with which the objects are 
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treated represents the value placed on the Spirits’ presence. Sacred objects are honored as 

living beings, and play an important role in the healing rituals of Indigenous people.  

 Sacred objects are also seen as tools to shift consciousness. Sabina Magliocco 

(2001) describes an example in the flourishing contemporary neo-pagan tradition. Here, 

blacksmiths, potter, tailors, silver—and gold-smiths, cutlers, leather workers, and wood 

carvers create props, costumes, and altars that help people get into the right frame of 

mind to understand the ritual’s meaning (p. 113).  

 Sacred objects are powerful allies in the process of ritual healing; their aesthetic 

and spiritual power facilitate connections with the healing powers and allow that power 

to enter this world for the benefit of the larger community.  

Shamanism and Indigenous Mind 

  This second section of the literature review was added, as noted in the 

introduction, when a more accurate lens for exploring the data became visible. Dreams, 

rituals, and the creation of sacred objects are indivisible aspects of the shamanic function, 

and can only be adequately understood within that context. This section explores the 

literature relevant to that conversation in three sections: Indigenous mind, Shamans and 

shamanism, and Western responses to shamanism. 

Indigenous Mind 

This aspect of the literature review builds upon the description of Indigenous 

mind provided in the Theoretical Framework section of Chapter 1. This inquiry is 

situated as part of a larger movement among scholars and lay people to recover 

Indigenous mind.  

Indigenous mind is a way of being in relationship with a living world, it is 

“defined by its conscious participation in the phenomena (rather than a distancing view of 

the phenomena.” (Kremer, 1999, p. 128) and can best be understood as an “ancient, 

immanent conversation which Indigenous people all over are continuing to this day” (p. 
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128). This conversation is an “ongoing interaction with place, ancestry, animals, plants, 

Spirit(s), community, story, ceremony, cycles of life, and cycles of the seasons and ages” 

(p. 128), one which “disallows artificial splits between the concrete and abstract, between 

the personal-biographical and the impersonal-general, between transcendent and 

immanent, etc.” (p. 125) and is “integral in the profoundest sense of the word” (p. 125). 

Shamanism, as an ancient practice of being in conversation with the sprits and 

the living world, is “one aspect” (Kremer, 1999, p. 128) of this conversation, and 

shamans play a particular role within Indigenous cultures, as people for whom “the 

awareness of and presence to Spirit(s) (is) intensified and heightened” (Kremer, 2000, p. 

116). The worldview of Indigenous cultures is not shamanism, but within an Indigenous 

culture, the shaman plays the role of spiritual healer. Just as we wouldn’t say that 

Western culture is a “doctorish culture,” it is incorrect to say that Indigenous cultures are 

“shamanic cultures.” The two phenomena—shamanism and Indigenous mind—are 

deeply interrelated, but are not synonymous. 

The discussion of shamanism in this chapter is grounded in an understanding of 

the participatory field in which this immanent conversation takes place. The following 

two sections address the relevant literature on (a) the participatory field and (b) entering 

into a conversation with that field.  

Living in a Participatory Field 

Living systems theory (Meadows & Wright, 2008; Harman & Sahtouris, 1998) 

and Quantum Physics (Peat, 1994; F. A. Wolf, 1991) teaches us that the world is 

composed, first and foremost, of energy, and that matter is an epiphenomenon of 

energetic fields. These aspects of Western consciousness have developed the capacity to 

perceive the energetic and field nature of our world, but mainstream Western thought is 

still largely blind to fluid, interpenetrating, non-linear, non-local creative intelligence of 

the whole. Fields transcend the rational, physical, linear, visible levels of reality and are 
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thus invisible to a mind limited to those assumptions. The reductionist Western approach 

that seeks to understand by separation is not only blind to the underlying connectivity of 

the whole, but also in its unawareness, it destroys the network of connections, resulting in 

the devastating fragmentation the social, spiritual and ecological whole. Our world no 

longer speaks “one seamless Story” (Martin, 1999, p. 149) as it did for our Indigenous 

ancestors.  

Indigenous mind has developed in alignment with the larger story, and it 

privileges wholeness over reductionism (Underwood, 1990). To an Indigenous person, 

the world is a dynamic, interdependent, self-organizing field. The Navajo word diyin 

describes this view of the world: 

Diyin is an organic process, with life and movement implicit in the meaning. 
This life process is universal. It is an extremely complex order of relationships 
with multiple recursive processes within processes and patterns within patterns, 
somewhat similar to a vital fractal matrix. It is an orderly process with a dynamic 
and never-dimishing, never-ending self-organizing order. The order is 
tremendous and cosmic and the order itself is Diyin. (Maryboy & Begay, 2004, 
p. 403) 

To wake up in the dynamics of a living field, in diyin is to begin to recover 

Indigenous mind. Shifting from a Western view of living in a cosmos that is inert and 

fundamentally problematic (dangerous, uncontrolled, unpredictable), to a more 

Indigenous sense of being indivisibly interwoven in a net of cooperation, is a critical step 

in the process of recovering Indigenous mind. 

Traditional human cultures through time have developed ways to live and 

interact with the vastness of existence and, with greater and lesser degrees of success, to 

live sustainably in it. In every culture before the Enlightenment humans have aligned 

ourselves with this sacred vastness through particular deities and Spirit powers. The 

names of these sacred beings vary, but they have served as a way for humans to 

... identify, praise, and align with the divine actives that bring the worlds into 
coherence. They are not entities, you understand, neither apparitions nor demons, 
but vibrant intelligent, interactive cosmic principles which inhabit and create the 
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universe. They are the faces of God, aspects of the divine that we can approach 
and somewhat understand, for we cannot approach or know the whole. They are 
vast and particular, both wave and particle, the annunciation of and the very 
activities that wind us into story and call us forth. (Metzger, 2002, p. 22) 

The field of existence is alive and has wisdom: it is all part of the life force living 

itself, and the better we can learn to read and align with it, the better things flow, for us 

and for the cosmos. There is a deep mystery to the overarching wisdom of these sacred 

activities or Spirit beings, wisdom that it is unknowable by the individual parts and can 

only be approached through an experience of wholeness, of transcending individuality. 

As humans, we are continually creating this world together, and the task of any part is to 

cultivate sensitivity to the wisdom of the whole in order to align ourselves and our 

actions with that power; to 

… create alliances with these deities, to become vessels they may inhabit like 
living temples, to become the means through which they enter the world, is to 
enter into the domain of the sacred. We become vessels for the living stories 
from which beauty and healing may yet emerge to save us. (Metzger, 2002, p. 
22) 

Recovering Indigenous mind calls us to align ourselves with the patterns the living stories 

weave, in and around and through us.  

Within Indigenous cultures, much the responsibility for maintaining good 

communication with the Spirit world falls on the shamans and, as will be discussed 

below, and recovering validating the cultural role of the shaman is an important step for 

Western people wishing to recover our Indigenous mind.  

The Nature of the Conversation 

Western people entering into conversation with the living world must learn a 

new: a language capable of transcending the boundaries between species, between 

subjects and objects, between energy and matter, and between the human realm and the 

spiritual. Western assumptions about communication are, like most aspects of the 

worldview, premised upon the inherent oppositional duality of those categories. Western 
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patterns of communication in general, and the English language in particular, are thus 

extremely poorly suited for the task of communing with a living world. 

Western attachment to the primacy of spoken or written verbal communication, 

and our denial of the other levels at which the world’s inhabitants relate with each other, 

deafens us to the great and ongoing conversation that is happening around us. By 

disregarding somatic, energetic, emotional, telepathic and symbolic forms of 

communication and interaction, we miss the fact that “human speech is simply our part of 

a much larger conversation” (Abram, 2010, p. 172). Even recognizing that there are other 

animals (e.g., parrots, whales, dolphins) who communicate with each other, and who do 

so in a way that remarkably resembles human language, this culture still operates under 

the assumption that language is the exclusive domain of two-legged animals, and that we 

are the only species with whom it is possible or worthwhile to carry on a conversation. 

While we might acknowledge that whales and dolphins can “talk,” we are a long way 

from asking them to teach us about the ocean. 

Indigenous cultures hold a very different understanding of language, one in 

which communication occurs primarily through the felt senses of the body (Abram, 

2010). If every aspect of our world is alive and imbued with identity and intentionality, 

then not only are these other-than-human-persons (Harvey, 2006) in conversation with 

us, they are in conversation with each other. In the conversation between Raven and 

Wind that we call “flight,” English words are nowhere to be found. Neither are English 

words relevant when I have a conversation with Ruby, my cat. We use sounds, but more 

often it is physical gestures that communicate our meaning to each other; we speak  

…a layer of language much older, and deeper, than words... a dimension of 
expressive meanings that are directly felt by the body, a realm wherein the body 
itself speaks—by the tonality and rhythm of its sounds, by its gestures, even by 
the expressive potency of its poise... a space of earnest communication entirely 
with out words, a carnal zone of articulations broadly shared across species. 
(Abram, 2010, p. 167) 
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If humans are to restore our connection with our world, it behooves us to learn to engage 

in this conversation. 

Western culture generally defines communication as a quid-pro-quo exchange 

between two parties who, at any given moment, are passing a single transmission of 

words back and forth in a linear manner. In a non-dual Indigenous understanding, 

however, communication is more about marinating than missives: we are continually 

immersed in a field in which everything is alive, and everything (humans included) is 

simultaneously sending and receiving messages through a multiplicity of channels. This 

immersion is the act of perception (Abram, 2010); a non-dual phenomenon of holistic 

interchange. In this simultaneous and intersubjective experience of speaking-hearing, 

All things have the capacity for speech—all things have the ability to 
communicate something of themselves to other beings. Indeed, what is 
perception if not the experience of this gregarious, communicative power of 
things, wherein even ostensibly “inert” objects radiate out of themselves 
conveying their shapes, hues, rhythms to other beings, influencing and informing 
our breathing bodies though we stand far apart from those things? (p. 172) 

Living well in the flow of this all-happening-ness requires deep sensitivity and receptivity 

to what is being said, as well as a profound self-awareness and attention to the meaning 

of our own gestures. 

Respectful awareness of the mutuality of the world and of our engagement in it 

requires what astrologer Caroline Casey (2010) calls “Ally Etiquette,” the act of moving 

through our animate world “in an equal manner, and with manners.” If our every action is 

observed, and if those observing are persons equal to us, then they deserve the respect of 

our good manners. There is a vast difference between talking to the other persons in the 

world, and talking about them. It is nothing short of “insulting to other beings that we 

speak about them as if they were not there, as if they were not participant in our lives” 

(Abram, 2010, p. 175). When we retract our attention from the other-than-human world, 

when we ignore and shut down to it, it eventually shuts down to us, too. If we stop 
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talking to our fellow beings, they will stop talking to us, and if they do engage in 

communication with us, we are not likely to hear them. “They will withdraw from our 

attentions and soon refrain from encountering us when we’re out wandering, or from 

visiting us in our dreams” (p. 175). The core intention of this research was to use 

dreaming, rituals and the creation of sacred objects to engage in a conversation with the 

animate intelligences with whom we share this cosmos—to revitalize the wholeness 

pattern by healing the wounds of dissociation. 

Shamans and Shamanic Initiation  

Shamanism is an archetypal phenomenon, a manifestation of a living intelligence 

that materializes in similar ways across cultures, pulling individuals, communities and 

landscapes into the process of its expression. Like other archetypes, the shamanic 

archetype is a pattern of evolutionary development that expresses itself by activating 

within an individual or a group. It is an ancient phenomenon, and one that seems 

determined to manifest, regardless of the reception particular culture offers it (Jaenke, 

2011, p. 1). 

Shamanism is a way of being in conversation with the Spirits; a deep interaction 

with the participatory field, and is “one of the oldest and most universal ways of 

accessing spiritual knowledge” (Llamazares, in press, p. 3). It expressed itself and was 

acknowledged by Paleolithic hunter-gatherers, continuing into sedentary agricultural 

societies and ancient and contemporary Indigenous cultures. As this section will 

demonstrate, it continues to express itself in Western culture, but is largely un-

acknowledged here. 

A shaman, as an individual in whom the shamanic archetype is activated, is “a 

specialist in the sacred, that is, an individual who participates in the sacred more 

completely, or more truly, than other men [sic]” (Eliade, 1958/1994, p. 95). Shamans are 

“in charge of communicating with the different dimensions of reality” (Llamazares, in 
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press, p. 3) and they do this through their heightened perceptual sensitivity and capacity 

to enter altered states of consciousness or “ecstasy” (Eliade & Trask, 1964, p. 4). These 

ecstatic states are cultivated for specific purposes on behalf of community health: 

physical and spiritual healing, divination, and communication with the dead and the Spirit 

realm.  

Triphasic Process 

An individual becomes a shaman through an initiatory process aligned with the 

archetypal nature of the shamanic function. The shamanic initiation is a particular 

example of the more general triphasic initiatory process common to all rites of passage 

(van Gennep, 1909/1960) but is not synonymous with that process. While the more 

psychological triphasic process is useful in its own context, and can shed light on the 

more specific shamanic initiatory process, the two are distinctly different (Kremer, 2000, 

p. 119). Van Gennep’s (190/1960) model identified three consecutive initiatory phases--

“separation, transition, and incorporation” (p. vii)—which refer to the journey an 

initiatory candidate makes as he or she leaves familiar consensual reality, experiences a 

transformative encounter, and returns to the community as a changed person with a new 

social role and status.  

The triphasic model has proved valid for a wide variety of initiatory and ritual 

contexts, and has been elaborated upon by subsequent scholars. Eliade (1958/1994) 

differentiated the middle phase of the journey differentiated from the everyday “profane” 

world, defining it as a “sacred” space and time in which a transformative experience 

becomes possible. This sacred space is a betwixt-and-between realm (Turner, 1969), 

where the bonds of reality are loosened, and attachment to individual identity is 

transcended by a macroscopic alignment with the cosmic whole. Campbell (1949/1972) 

provides a cross-cultural mythological illustration of the triphasic process, or hero’s 
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journey, naming the three zones: familiar life, descent into the zone of magnified power, 

and return with boon that restores the world.  

The central phase is the key component of a triphasic rite of passage, and Turner 

(1969) described this stage in great detail. In this zone, which he named “liminal” for the 

Latin word limen or threshold, the candidate must be stripped of his or her previous social 

status, entering a realm of “anti-structure” which, in its chaotic formlessness, makes 

space for all things to be possible. The liminal zone is both an ending point and a starting 

point; the cocoon in which the caterpillar dissolves and the butterfly is born. 

This liminal phase is often compared to an alchemical vas or crucible, in that it 

requires strong boundaries and a certain degree of heat and pressure to incubate or “cook” 

the candidate (Moore, 2001). If the container is not strong enough, if the boundaries are 

too permeable, the liminal state becomes “liminoid” (Turner, 1969) and transformation 

cannot occur. If this persists, the candidate can be caught in “chronic liminality” (Turner, 

1969), stuck in the middle phase and unable to complete the initiatory process.  

The role of the initiatory container is to “hold you to your suffering” (Moore, 

2001, p. 64), the security of its boundaries “makes it possible to face the split off truth” 

(p. 64) that the ego wishes to deny and, in this space, “the repressed is invited to return” 

(p. 152). A container  

…gives you a place where you can feel sufficiently held so you can let yourself 
suffer whatever it is timely and appropriate for you to suffer, or whatever you 
have tried to postpone and could not stand without the container. (p. 64)  

Without a strong container, the difficult shadow material cannot be faced, and true 

healing and transformation cannot be found. 

The role of ritual elders is key in holding the integrity of this container, and an 

individual cannot hold the space for her own transformation; it is “impossible to be inside 

the pressure cooker and outside of it at the same time” (Moore, 2001, p. 68). In order for 

the caterpillar to become a butterfly, it must dissolve fully; in order to submit absolutely 
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to the process, the candidate must trust that the ritual elders are holding her in a safely 

bounded container.  

Archetypal Transmission 

In the activation of the shamanic archetype, the shaman is “chosen” for the task 

through an “archetypal transmission” (Jaenke, 2011, p. 2), also known as a “spontaneous 

vocation (the ‘call’ or ‘election’)” (Eliade, 1958/1994, p. 87). The specific process of a 

initiation that follows an archetypal call loosely mirrors the three phases of separation, 

transformation, return, but also involves increased permeability to the Spirit realm and an 

explicit experience of death and rebirth in the pattern known as the wounded healer 

archetype (Halifax, 1979, p. 4).  

The wounded healer archetype is a critical aspect of the shamanic initiation 

process. Future shamans experience a trauma, what one Eskimo shaman refers to as a 

“great task” (Halifax, 1979, p. 5) which requires entering the realm of death, via intense 

physical, psychological, or spiritual suffering, and emerging on the other side through a 

process of rebirth. In this encounter with the sacred forces of suffering, healing, life, 

death, and resurrection, the shaman learns compassion for the experience of suffering, as 

well the skills of healing. The experiential wisdom of the wounded healer is at the heart 

of shamanism and, as such, “shaman-hood implies something more than prescribed 

sacred action, it is an intimate, mystical encounter with the fields of life and death and the 

forces that fuse these realms” (p. 5). Encounters with suffering and death propel us to the 

margins of the human experience, and the wounded healer’s integration of these 

experiences requires developing a new self, one capable of holding the extremities of the 

traumatic experience in order to be able to later do that for others (Kalweit, 1984, p. 78). 

The first phase of the shamanic initiation, separation, is activated by a radical call 

from the Spirits that pulls the candidate into another dimension of reality. The call entails 

a deep intrusion of the Spirit powers into the psyche of the shaman (Kremer, 2000) and is 
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delivered through a “shamanic sickness” (Eliade & Trask, 1964) or healing crisis. 

Shamans traverse the boundary between the physical and the spiritual, and a shamanic 

sickness or healing crisis can come in the form of an accident, severe illness, or near-

death experience that damages the initiate’s physical body, or as an emotional or spiritual 

trauma that shatters the pre-existing structure of his or her psyche. The sickness may last 

months or years, and may occur in childhood or adulthood (Kalweit, 1984). It is the 

intensity of the illness that serves to open the shaman to the spiritual realms: “Privation 

and suffering are the only things that can open the mind of a man [sic] to learn those 

things which are hidden from others” (Halifax, 1979, p. 6). 

Paralleling the shamanic sickness, and potentially overlapping with it, the 

shaman experiences “an intense form of spiritual emergence that deepens an individual’s 

connection to a larger view of reality that includes dreams and visions” (Kremer, 2006, p. 

34). Powerful non-ordinary experiences such as dreams, visions, spiritual 

communications, or spontaneous shaking and physical movements are indications that 

Spirits are intruding in the shaman’s psyche. A shamanic initiation is “both a call from 

and an invasion of Spirits” (Kremer, 2000, p. 119) and this spiritual pressure results in a 

“heightened presence to them and the imparting of healing knowledge” (p. 119). This 

increased receptivity to the Spirits, through heightened, sometimes debilitating sensitivity 

(Gayle, 2007, para. 27) serves to create channels through which the shaman becomes able 

to enter into conversation with the Spirits.  

Through illness or psychic disturbance, the archetypal shamanic call serves to 

separate the candidate from the structures of conventional culture. In order to integrate 

the experiences of increased permeability and to stabilize and integrate this experience of 

hyper-sensitivity, the shaman seeks solitude and release from participation in everyday 

life (Halifax, 1979). It is in solitude and retreat that the Spirits teach the shamanic ways. 

A Mexican Huichol shaman stated, “to learn to see, to learn to hear, you must do this -go 
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“to the wilderness alone. For it is not I who can teach you the ways of the gods. Such 

things are learned only in solitude” (p. 6). 

While in the wilderness, in that liminal zone between death and rebirth, the 

shaman is transformed. Like the archetypal call, this process has both inner and outer 

manifestations. On the outer level, the wounded healer must heal herself of the shamanic 

sickness by embracing her shamanic vocation (Eliade & Trask, 1964), and only then will 

the suffering cease. Only by accepting the death of the candidate’s pre-shamanic self, can 

the new shaman be born. On the inner levels, the candidate’s energetic body is 

deconstructed and re-configured at the hands of the Spirits, often through a visionary 

experience of being killed, dismembered, eaten, regurgitated, and put back together in a 

new and more powerful way (p. 34). This inner and outer death and rebirth serve to 

establish the shaman as an energetic channel between the worlds. 

 If successfully navigated, the experiences of separation and transformation lead 

the new shaman to the final phase of the triphasic process. She returns to her community, 

bringing with her a deep familiarity with the realms of suffering and death, as well as a 

capacity to navigate the altered states of consciousness that allow her to communicate 

with the Spirits. These skills, which are not a collection of externalized information, are 

the medicine she has “become” through the initiatory process. Offering her energetic 

structures, her medicine body, as a channel, the shaman can then serve the health of the 

community. The initiation is not complete until the shaman is received back by her 

community. 

Cultural Transmission 

A shamanic call pulls the candidate into a powerful and dramatic process, one 

guided by the great archetypal forces, with the potential to transform the candidate into a 

shaman if it is properly integrated. In order for the archetypal transmission to be activated 

fully, however, it must be met with a reciprocal cultural transmission (Jaenke, 2011). A 
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cultural transmission, via human teachers, trains the candidate in the specific ancestral 

practices through which his or her culture relates to the Spirit world and facilitates the 

integration of the disorienting archetypal. In Indigenous cultures, this “twofold teaching, 

imparted by the Spirits and the old master shamans” (Eliade, 1958/1994, p. 87) is what 

“constitutes initiation” (p. 87). Unfortunately, only Indigenous communities with ongoing 

traditional knowledge carry the ancestral wisdom required to facilitate a cultural 

transmission and thus fully activate the shamanic power (Jaenke, 2011). In a Western 

context, the inherited wisdom about how to facilitate a cultural transmission has been 

lost; our separation from ancestors, community, land, and the Spirits has left us not 

knowing how to healthfully participate in the process. 

The shamanic archetype can manifests in all individuals (S. Grof & C. Grof, 

1989, p. 15) regardless of their culture’s position on shamanism, or its ability to respond 

effectively. “A foundation for shamanism is laid down in the human psyche, a foundation 

that transcends cultural background” (Jaenke, 2011, p. 3), but Western culture’s inability 

to facilitate an appropriate cultural transmission is problematic. Without support to 

navigate the stormy initiatory experience and appropriately develop their relationship 

with the Spirits, individuals in Western culture who experience the archetypal call risk 

being overwhelmed by power of the process. Our homeless shelters and psychiatric 

wards are filled with people whose initiatory crises and heightened sensitivities to the 

spiritual realm has been ignored or neglected by their community. 

In order to facilitate the cultural transmission of the shamanic function, a human 

community must consciously hold and transmit wisdom gleaned from the landscape and 

the Spirits about how to meet the archetypal transmission. This wisdom is carried in the 

collective memory, and passed “from generation to generation as an intact transmission, 

from experienced shamans to candidates who possess the signs of a shamanic calling” 

(Jaenke, 2011, p. 2). These teachings are not a collection of objective or externalized 
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knowledge, but an extended experiential network of lived stories, ceremonies, and 

relationships that have been nurtured and maintained through specific protocol and ritual 

actions over many generations. An effective cultural transmission entails the integration 

of multi-generational shamanic teachings, as well as induction into established 

relationships with specific land and the Spirit powers through rituals, myths, deities, 

songs, practices, sacred sites, and ancestral connections. In these situations, the elder 

shaman helps the candidate “learn the mythological/symbolic ‘maps’ their particular 

culture has developed to help their shamans navigate within the Spirit world, and the 

mythological/symbolic languages through which the shaman can communicate the 

Spirits’ messages to the human community” (Gayle, 2007, para. 22). 

In Indigenous cultures who carry the knowledge for a cultural transmission of 

shamanic power, the strength of this knowledge itself is enough to activate the archetypal 

transmission process. This is applied in the case of individuals who become shamans 

through “hereditary transmission” (Eliade, 1958/1994, p. 87), “the will of the clan” (p. 

87), or more rarely, “personal quest” (p. 87). In these cases, the community initiates the 

cultural transmission process by engaging the shamanic candidate in the ancestral rituals 

and practices through which that particular culture has established a relationship with the 

Spirits. The depth of this relationship serves to invoke the Spirits’ participation in the 

process. Even if the community activates the initiation, the participation of the Spirits is 

required in order for the process to be successful. These two way of becoming a shaman, 

through a call coming initially from the other world or from this world, are known as 

“inspirational” and “hereditary” (Tedlock, 2006, p. 22) or “ecstatic” and “traditional” 

(Eliade, 1958/1994, p. 87). Inspirational or ecstatic shamans who have been called 

directly by the Spirits are considered more powerful than those for whom the process was 

initiated by human will (Tedlock, 2006, p. 22). 
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Implications of Dual Transmissions 

Differentiating the two transmissions allows for an important distinction to be 

made between shamans, based on how their culture responds to the experience of an 

archetypal shamanic transmission. This has important implications both for individual in 

Western and Indigenous contexts, and for the cultures themselves (Jaenke, 2011). 

Jaenke identifies three categories of individuals who are impacted by the dual 

transmission model: (a) individuals from Indigenous cultures who receive both 

transmissions and thus most fully activate the shamanic archetype; (b) individuals from 

Western culture who receive an archetypal transmission and then piece together a way to 

integrate it without formally structured cultural support, ending up with only a partial 

activation of the archetype; and (c) individuals from Western culture who receive an 

archetypal transmission and then seek out support through an Indigenous culture, 

integrating the transmission to a degree, but still lacking the fullness of a complete dual 

transmissions. The distinction between cultural and archetypal transmissions helps 

differentiate between shamanic initiatory experiences, and recognizes a continuum of 

shamanic power, depending on the completeness of transmission (Jaenke, 2011). 

The differentiation between archetypal and cultural transmission has cultural 

impactions as well. It calls on Western culture to acknowledge the partial nature of the 

transmission possible in this context, to respect the more complete experience available 

in Indigenous culture, and to honor the Indigenous commitment to keeping that wisdom 

alive in the face of enormous challenges. Conversely, the differentiation calls on 

Indigenous cultures to “recognize and respect the potential and intrinsic right/entitlement 

of all human beings to access and be under the influence of the shamanic archetype” and 

to validate, and perhaps even sympathize with Western people who are left to experience 

the process without adequate cultural support (Jaenke, 2011). 
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Western Responses to Shamanism 

This section addresses two related models that identify problematic ways in 

which Indigenous mind and the shamanic archetype are held within Western culture: 

first, Kremer’s (1994, 1999, 2003) understanding of people in Eurocentric culture having 

“lost our Indigenous mind” via the process of colonization, and his suggestions for how 

that it might be recovered; and second, Jaenke’s (2011) discussion of the scapegoating of 

the shamanic within Western culture and the healing required to address it. Both models 

call for a reintegration of cultural shadow material as a method of individual and 

collective healing.  

Recovery of Indigenous Mind 

Healing means coming back to wholeness through restoring the connection 

between self and world. Recovering Indigenous mind requires “personal healing of 

dissociation” and “a renewed participation in the phenomena” (Kremer, 1994, p. 65). 

These two approaches—healing the dissociation and renewing a participation in the 

phenomena-—are distinct but interrelated undertakings, and Kremer offers three 

overlapping practices for working towards this end. 

Ethnoautobiography (Kremer, 2003), a research methodology and a framework 

for both personal healing and cultural critique, is a process of “creative self-exploratory 

writing (or oral presentation) that grounds itself in the ethnic, cultural, historical, and 

gender background of the author” (p. 9). Through a deep and multi-dimensional 

exploration of personal ancestry and geography, the inquirer begins to recover her own 

Indigenous mind through transformative and experiential practices. The work of 

ethnoautobiography involves both reclaiming the lost cultural practices of one’s 

Indigenous ancestors, and also facing and integrating the actions and impacts of one’s 

colonizing ancestors. It is thus  
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not just the recovery of the memory traces of Indigenous presences, but a 
creative, psycho-spiritual, moral and political activist endeavor. It doesn’t just 
join “the other” in its struggles of decolonization, first and foremost, it turns its 
gaze to the center of the colonial process, upon itself, its process of self-
colonization. (p. 2) 

By grieving and reclaiming what was colonized (in one’s ancestry and in oneself), and by 

acknowledging and integrating the shadowed colonizing forces (in one’s ancestry and in 

oneself), the inquirer begins to recover her Indigenous mind, and to develop the inner 

capacity to return to a fluid and participatory interaction with the living world. 

Kremer’s (1999) second model for recovering Indigenous mind, Shamanic 

Inquiry provides an ethical and methodological framework for Western people exploring 

“shamanism.” Claiming that such exploration can only authentically be done by meeting 

the phenomenon on its own terms, as an experiential, participatory, sacred process rooted 

in Indigenous mind, Kremer again advocates turning the lens back on the researcher 

herself: “the key to shamanic inquiry in the Eurocentric context is the remembrance in 

itself of what it seeks in other people -recovering Indigenous mind” (p. 127). If Western 

people wishing to learn about shamanism or shamanic practices approach the process 

through a Western mind that defines the phenomenon as “other” they only perpetuate the 

dissociative split that has alienated them from their own Indigenous minds. Shamanism is 

“a particular aspect of an ancient conversation” and an “ongoing interaction with place, 

ancestry, animals, plants, Spirit(s) community, story, cycles of life, and cycles of the 

seasons and ages” (p. 127) which is “defined by conscious participation in the 

phenomena ” (p. 127) and cannot be understood from an external perspective. Like 

ethnoautobiography, shamanic inquiry requires an awakening of one’s own Indigenous 

mind and a commitment to come to ownership of one’s own personal and cultural rituals 

through direct experience with them (p. 127), rather than by appropriating them from 

other Indigenous traditions. Kremer concludes, “We can only be proper participants in 
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shamanic exchange and dialog if we know who we are as Indigenous people. Otherwise, 

we should take our hands off other cultures” (p. 128). 

Kremer’s third model is the practice of telling Tales of Power (Kremer, 1994, 

1998). Tales of power are “conscious verbal constructions based on numinous 

experiences in non-ordinary reality, which guide individuals and help them to integrate 

the spiritual, mythical, or archetypal aspects of their internal and external experience in 

unique, meaningful, and fulfilling ways” (Kremer, 1998, p.192). In a culture that 

invalidates and marginalizes Indigenous mind and spiritual and transpersonal 

conversation with the world, it is easy for such experiences in the numinous realm to be 

disregarded or forgotten. Preserving the experiences as valid and valuable allows for an 

“increasing integration of Spirit into one’s life ” (Kremer, 1994, p. 63) and offers another 

tool for the recovery of Indigenous mind. “The application of shamanic trance narratives 

offers a pragmatic possibility for individuals to remember their Indigenous roots and to 

retribalize” (p. 110). 

Each of the three interconnected practices Kremer presents—

ethnoautobiography, shamanic inquiry, and tales of power—serves to address the two 

healing gestures required to recover one’s Indigenous mind: personal healing of the 

dissociation and renewing one’s participation in the phenomena.  

Bringing shadowed cultural material into the light so that it can be integrated and 

healed addresses the patterns of fragmentation and projective identification through 

which Western people marginalize and oppress Indigenous people and Indigenous ways 

of being. Until that fragmentation is healed, the dissociative split at the center of the 

individual and collective Western mind will persist, and Western people will continue to 

approach Indigenous people and shamanic practices through colonizing lens (Jaenke, 

2011; Kremer, 2003).  
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In order to come into right relationship with Indigenous people and Indigenous 

ways of being, individuals in Western culture must first come into right relationship with 

our own Indigenous natures, undertaking practices that allow us to recover our own 

participatory and sacred of being in relationship with the world.  

This process is both individual and collective. “Remembering Indigenous roots is 

medicine” (Kremer, 1999, p. 135) and “while each person does this individually, this 

cannot be conceived of as an individualistic endeavor” (Kremer, 1994, p. 65). The 

healing of the whole depends on the healing of the parts and, from an Indigenous 

perspective, “if western people are healing themselves through remembrance of native 

healing ways, then individual healing is also the healing of community and paradigm”  

(p. 83). 

The Scapegoating of the Shamanic  

Jaenke (2011) offers another perspective on the issue of cultural shadow material 

being held in the individual. She argues that Western culture meets the Indigenous 

cultures and the shamanic archetype through the pattern of the scapegoat and that this 

perpetuates both individual and collective rejection of the shamanic archetype.  

Scapegoating is a process of fragmentation and exile. A scapegoat is one who 

“bears the blame for others and suffers in their place” ("Scapegoat,” 2012). The 

phenomenon has roots in an ancient ritual in which a priest places his hands on a live 

goat and confesses into it the sins and transgressions of the community. The goat is then 

exiled to the wilderness, taking the sins away with it (Colman, 1995, p. 7). While we 

cannot accurately evaluate the meaning of the ritual as it was practiced by tribal people, 

in its contemporary symbolic manifestation, it has come to represent dualization and the 

rejection of undesirable attributes. We no longer ask goats to bear the burden of our sins, 

the scapegoat complex is active in the human psyche when we fragment the wholeness of 

the human experience and “transfer negative attribution from one part of a system to 
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another” (p. 7) by externalizing that attribution onto certain individuals or groups within 

the culture (Colman, 1995). These people are relegated to the cultural wilderness, 

marginalized and rejected.  

Just as individuals strive for wholeness and cohesion by externalizing and 

projecting their shadow aspects on others, cultures likewise marginalize their disparate 

elements through scapegoating. Scapegoating is shadow projection at the cultural level 

(Colman, 1995). Both processes involve a fragmenting of the whole, and a projection and 

denial of that which is perceived to threaten the “unifying survival function of the 

system” (p. 7). Rather than honoring the shadowed/scapegoated aspects as carrying 

information about the individual or group’s unconscious life, the unconscious survival 

processes divides and rejects them. 

Western culture relates to Indigenous cultures and the shamanic archetype 

through the scapegoat pattern (Jaenke, 2011, p. 2). The sacred, participatory, 

intersubjective, non-linear worldview of Indigenous people threatens the paradigmatic 

structures upon which the Western worldview is built, and to preserve the structures upon 

which Western psyche depends, the Indigenous must be exiled. The shaman, as the most 

extreme expression of this non-materialist way of being, is the most threatening aspect of 

the Indigenous worldview. The shaman’s familiarity with the subtle dimensions and his 

capacity to transcend the rules of three dimensional space and linear time place him at the 

margin of the margins, the most scapegoated member of an already scapegoated culture. 

Of the many ways in which Western culture scapegoats the shamanic, one of the 

most devastating is through the fragmenting of the wounded healer archetype (Jaenke, 

2011). In the context of an archetypal shamanic initiation, Indigenous cultures recognize 

that a suffering person has the potential to become a shamanic healer if appropriately 

supported. West African shaman Malidoma Somé explains that when people in his 

culture see someone who has begun to “act crazy” (as often happens when the Spirits 
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intrude on one’s psyche), the community gathers around him, knowing that the Spirits are 

talking to him that something valuable is likely to come of it (Strong, 2011). The 

wholeness of the wounded healer archetype is honored and the suffering person is put at 

the center of the community (Jaenke, 2011). 

Western culture, on the other hand, sends the suffering one to the edges and 

responds to psychological distress and the non-ordinary experiences of budding shamans 

by blaming the victim. Fragmenting the wholeness of the archetypal pattern of the 

wounded healer by marginalizing the initiate denies the collective healing potential of 

their experience (Jaenke, 2011). The cultural illusion of hegemony is maintained, but at 

the cost of both individual and collective health. 

Scapegoating the shamanic archetype and the wounded healer has profound and 

devastating implications not only for the individuals involved, but also for the overall 

health of Western culture, effectively severing the connection to the vital wisdom the 

archetype carries (Jaenke, 2011). The wounded healer teaches us important lessons about 

death and rebirth, about suffering and healing, and about destruction and creation. 

Western culture is premised upon a linear notion of infinite upward progress, in which 

profits must continually increase, aging is tantamount to sin, and death is to be avoided at 

any cost. This view is missing the critical teaching of the wounded healer. There is value 

in the dark half of life; we need beginnings and action and movement, but we also need 

endings and rest and rejuvenation. The greatest growth and healing comes out of the 

deepest pain and suffering. Death is an essential part of life, and Western culture’s denial 

of that teaching is at the heart of many of our dysfunctions.  

Healing the Scapegoating 

Recovering one’s Indigenous mind requires identifying and integrating cultural 

shadow material, and this collective material can only be accessed through the individual. 

The whole is healed by working through the parts, and healing the cultural scapegoating 
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of the Indigenous and the shamanic requires working at the personal level. The 

fragmented archetype must be returned to wholeness in the inner realms if it is to be 

healed in the outer (Jaenke, 2011). This section considers two model for healing the 

dissociation of the scapegoated shamanic. 

Reuniting the parts. 

An archetype is composed of a number of parts, or roles, and its manifestation 

depends on the expression of each of the parts, and the resulting interplay between them. 

The scapegoating pattern can be seen to contain four parts: the accuser, the victim, the 

priest and the exiled one (Perera, 1986). The accuser is the judge, the super-critical one 

who expects perfection and rejects impulsivity and the instinctual life; the victim is the 

wounded one, who self-identifies with the accuser’s judgment and rejection; the priest is 

the arbiter, who defines and upholds the rules of the status quo and must himself be 

above reproach; the marginalized one has challenged the ideals of the status quo and, 

carrying that guilt, has gone into hiding, a form of self-exile.  

The scapegoat pattern arises from a dissociation or fragmentation of the four 

roles, both within the culture and within an individual. If at any given point, an individual 

or group aligns with one of the roles, denying any aspect of him or herself that may have 

resonance with a competing role, the scapegoat complex is activated (Perera, 1986). 

Restoring the fragmented pattern of the wounded healer to wholeness within the culture 

requires uniting the fragmented parts of the archetype within the individual psyche 

(Jaenke, 2011, p. 5). As long as an individual disowns and externally projects the parts of 

the archetype outward, cultural scapegoating will continue. We must reunite the parts 

within ourselves in order for them to be reunited in our communities. 

The journey of the walkaway. 

One of the ways marginalized or exiled scapegoat can achieve this healing is by 

becoming a “walkaway” (Colman, 1995, p. 14) and leaving the group in an attempt to 
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individuate. The walkaway may experience a number of possible scenarios on his or her 

journey: (a) individuating and choosing to stay in exile, (b) staying exiled but ego-

identifying with their marginalized role (not individuating), (c) staying exiled and being 

crushed by the experience, or (d) achieving individuation in exile, then returning to the 

community with new-found wisdom. In the fourth scenario, the walkaway becomes a 

“teacher or interpreter” (p. 19) who brings his or her experiences on the margins as back 

to the center, in service of the healing and growth of the whole.  

During his or her time as a walkaway, the teacher/interpreter takes on the 

collective projection of the scapegoat, without taking in the judgment that accompanies it 

(Colman, 1995, p. 18). They leave the mainstream and enter the wilderness to claim the 

identity what the mainstream projects upon them, and to dis-identify with those 

projections and find inner equanimity with their role.  

In the wilderness, the scapegoated individual learns about herself, but she also 

learns important lessons about the group has left, things that can’t be seen from inside the 

culture. It is the task of the teacher or interpreter to bridge the margin and the 

mainstream, and the walkaway brings these learnings back, “locat(ing) themselves on the 

boundary of society, with one foot in the wilderness and the other in the town square” 

(Colman, 1995, p. 18). They find a way to stay true to the group, and also to their own 

experiences, honoring both their collective and their individual identity.  

Conclusion 

This literature review has addressed the two central themes of this inquiry: the 

intersecting relationship between dreams, rituals, and sacred objects; and the relationship 

between shamanism and Indigenous mind.  

The first section considered the numerous relationships between rituals, dreams, 

and sacred objects. As indicated in the first cluster, which addresses the intersection of all 

three topic areas, there is minimal literature addressing this aspect of the issue; the 
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brevity of this literature illustrates that further depth of understanding is desirable. An 

extensive literature search further revealed only a few brief personal accounts of the 

experience of exploring in the intersection of dreams, ritual, and created sacred objects, in 

a practical, rather than theoretical manner. The historical accounts provided by Deloria 

(2006) and Irwin (1994) and the contemporary accounts of Colorado (1995) and Somé 

(1998) address this area, but no deep research on the topic was discovered. Personal 

accounts of attending to the intersecting experience of dreams, rituals, and sacred objects 

are thus an area ripe for further exploration.  

Dreams, ritual, and sacred objects are the central healing modalities utilized by 

shamans, and the second section of the literature review provides the theoretical 

background for this aspect of the discussion. This section explores the relevant literature 

on shamanism, addressing Indigenous mind, shamanic initiation, and Indigenous and 

Western responses to the shamanic archetype. Within those topic areas, this section 

presents a number of key models through which the research findings will be explored, 

including the triphasic initiatory process, the archetypal shamanic initiation pattern, the 

difference between an archetypal and a cultural transmission, and recovery of Indigenous 

mind through integrating the cultural shadow and return to participation with the 

phenomena.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD 

  The inquiry question: “What can be learned by attending to the intersecting 

experiences of dreams, rituals and the creation of sacred objects?” was explored through 

a qualitative analysis method (Merriam, 2009) that was greatly informed by the principles 

of the heuristic method (Moustakas, 1990).  

 This research was based on a number of key principles that are foundational to 

the Indigenous approach to healing, namely: the healing power required by this world 

lives in the other world; healing requires collaborating with the Spirits to bring the power 

from there to here; and work with dreams, rituals, and the creation of sacred objects is 

one way to facilitate that process. As the research proceeded, a further assumption was 

added: the use of dreams, rituals, and sacred objects as healing modalities falls within the 

purview of shamanism. This research was designed to explore three phases of this healing 

work with dreams, rituals, and sacred objects: receiving the information/healing in 

dreams, translating it into sacred objects and rituals, and delivering it to the community 

for the purposes of healing.  

 In keeping with a transdisciplinary approach (Montuori, 2005), the inquiry 

evolved as it progressed and the somewhat linear three-part research procedures 

originally proposed morphed into a more complex, organic and fluid process. This 

section describes the research structure that was originally proposed and the learning 

experience that grew out of that structure, and also locates the inquiry in the paradigmatic 

and methodological frameworks in which it occurred. 

Research Strategy 

 This inquiry utilizes a basic qualitative method and is deeply informed by the 

principles of heuristic inquiry. The following subsections describe the specific strategy 

used in the research. 
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Basic Qualitative Method 

 A basic interpretive qualitative research method that emphasizes “the subjective 

aspects of people’s behavior” (Merriam, 2009, p. 23). In keeping with the goals of 

qualitative research, this study explores: “(1) how people interpret their experiences,  

(2) how they construct their worlds and (3) what meaning they attribute to their 

experiences” (p. 23). The overall objective of this particular research is to understand the 

experience of receiving, translating, and delivering a dream’s gift of healing power by 

considering the experiences of the researcher and the three research participants. 

 In basic qualitative research, data are collected through interviews, observations, 

or document analysis. In the process of data collection, “what questions are asked, what 

is observed and what documents are deemed relevant will depend on the disciplinary 

theoretical framework of the study” (Merriam, 2009, p. 23). Further, data analysis 

involves “identifying recurring patterns (presented as categories, factors, variables, 

themes) that cut through the data” (p. 23) and subsequent findings are a “mix of these 

recurring patterns supported by the data from which they were derived” (p. 23). The 

process of interpreting of the data was thus a process of mediating my understanding and 

analysis of my own and the participants’ experiences, with the established literature, in 

keeping with the transdisciplinary perspectives of this study.  

Heuristic Method 

Heuristic research is a transpersonal method that offers an “organized and 

systemic form for investigating human experience” (Moustakas, 1990, p. 9).  Heuristic 

research begins with a personal question or challenge which the research has a particular 

passion and curiosity, yet “with virtually every question that matters personally there is 

also a social—and perhaps universal—significance” (p. 15). Through a deep personal 

exploration of the issue, important and revealing light is shed on both its personal and 

collective aspects.  
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Unlike research methods that strive to differentiate the researcher from the topic 

being explored, in heuristic research “the investigator must have had a direct, personal 

encounter with the phenomenon being investigated. There must have been actual 

autobiographical connections” (Moustakas, 1990, p. 14).  Following from this, one of the 

research goals is the transformation of the researcher and, “while understanding the 

phenomenon with increasing depth, the researcher also experiences growing self-

awareness and self-knowledge” (p. 9). With its focus on “self-search, self-dialogue, and 

self-discovery” (p. 11), “entering fully into the data” (p. 11), and searching 

“introspectively, meditatively, and reflectively into its nature and meaning” (p. 11), this 

method is particularly well suited to this inquiry. Further, the validation of multiple ways 

of knowing, including welcoming of “visions, images and dreams” (p. 11) as important 

data and the willingness to “enter into dialogue with the phenomenon” and to “allow it to 

speak directly” (p. 16), honors the teaching of the dreams, rituals, and sacred objects.  

This research is influenced by many of the tenets of the heuristic method, and 

loosely followed the six phases outlined in the work of Moustakas (1990): initial 

engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, explication, and creative synthesis (pp. 

27–31).  Initial engagement involved deep personal exploration in order to reveal the 

question that holds the most personal power, form and significance. Once the question 

has been discovered and defined, the researcher “lives in the question, in waking, 

sleeping, and even dream states” (p. 28). This immersion aligns the researcher and the 

inquiry with each other and opens the process to the mystery of synchronicity. After 

intense and concentrated focus on the question, the researcher pulls back from explicit 

attention on the question, and enters the phase of incubation, during which the inner, 

“tacit” (p. 28) dimension of knowing is given space to activate. As an organic outcome of 

the incubation process, the phase of illumination involves a “breakthrough into conscious 

awareness” (p. 29) and a clustering of qualities and themes within the data. With these 
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clustered themes, the researcher enters into the phase of explication, and examines the 

data with focused, conscious attention, developing a “comprehensive depiction of the 

essences of the experience” (p. 31). Finally, having mastered the material through the 

previous phases, the research enters the phase of creative synthesis and formulates a 

narrative depiction of the data using written language as well as other forms of creative 

expression.  

The heuristic method digs deeply into the hidden and mysterious aspects of 

human experience. As a research method, it honors the non-linear, non-rational aspects of 

existence and creates a framework for welcoming and understanding these phenomena. It 

calls the researcher to commit deeply to the process, and to follow, rather than lead it.  

The heuristic process is not one that can be hurried or timed by the clock or 
calendar. It demands the total presence, honesty, maturity and integrity of a 
research who not only strongly desires to know and understand but is willing to 
commit endless hours of sustained immersion and focused concentration on one 
central question, to risk the opening of wounds and passionate concerns, and to 
undergo the potential transformation that exists as a possibility in every heuristic 
journey. (Moustakas, 1990, p. 14) 

Paradigm 

 This study is located within a participatory paradigm (Ferrer, 2001; Heron & 

Reason, 1997) and informed by perspectives of transdisciplinarity (Montuori, 2005; 

Morin, 2008; Nicolescu, 2002) and Indigenous science (Colorado, 1994). This section 

presents a brief explanation of each aspect of the research paradigm.  

Participatory Paradigm 

 Like all paradigms, the participatory paradigm or worldview is based on an 

interlocking set of ontological, epistemological, methodological, and axiological 

assumptions (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). Ontologically, the participatory paradigm holds 

that reality is constantly being negotiated out of the dynamic relationships and 

interactions between members of the cosmic living system. Subject and object are 

interdependent, and the world is a co-creation between the mind and the primordial 
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reality of a given cosmos. Epistemologically, the participatory paradigm recognizes that 

knower and known are interdependent, and it values multiple ways of knowing through 

an extended epistemology in which knowledge is experiential, presentational, practical, 

and propositional (Heron, 1998).  

 Methodologically, participatory inquiry entails a co-creative dialogue between 

knower and known in which knowledge creation is collaborative and strives to include 

the voices of the oppressed and the silenced. Finally, the participatory paradigm has a 

strong axiological position, valuing inquiry and knowledge not just for their own sake, 

but for the contribution they can make to the health and flourishing of our world. “The 

primary purpose of human inquiry is not so much to search for truth, but to heal, and 

above all, to heal alienation, the split that characterizes modern experience” (Reason & 

Bradbury, 2002, p. 10). As a lens through which to understand our world, the 

participatory paradigm has great resonance with the approach of this inquiry, as both are 

grounded in an appreciation of the sacredness of life and committed to healing through 

making whole. 

Ferrer (2001) further expands the discussion of the participatory paradigm by 

integrating transpersonal theory, and presents the term “participatory turn” (p. 115) to 

describe this larger non-dual movement within Western philosophy. Ferrer identifies the 

importance of non-dualistic and unitize modes of perception that can be accessed in non-

ordinary states of consciousness and their capacity to dissolve the subject-object split in 

favor of participatory knowing.  

Given its focus on multiple ways of knowing and the interdependence of knower, 

knowing and known, the participatory paradigm is well suited to explore the inquiry 

question posited by this research. 
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Transdisciplinarity 

As an integrative and holistic methodological approach, transdisciplinarity is a 

particularly well-suited frame for this inquiry. Rather than being a set of fixed research 

steps, transdisciplinarity is “an attitude towards inquiry, informed by certain 

epistemological presuppositions” (Montuori, 2005, p. 148) and “an effort to frame 

inquiry as a creative process” (p. 148). It holds the process of research as a dynamic, 

evolving and systemic event, one that recognizes the subjectivity of the inquirer and that 

actively challenges underlying assumptions about what knowledge is and how it is 

organized (p. 148). 

This research assumes the existence of two fundamentally different but 

commingled worlds: the world of everyday life, and the world of the Spirits, or the Other 

World. A transdisciplinary perspective similarly “recognizes the existence of different 

levels of reality which are governed by different types of logic” (Nicolescu 2002, p. 148). 

Within the transdisciplinary discourse, these levels of reality are described as the 

“quantum structure” (p. 21) and the “macrophysical structure” (p. 21). Like the physical 

world and the Spirit world, these two levels of reality are discontinuous, and a qualitative 

phase shift is required to move from one level to the other. The worlds are fundamentally 

different, and we cannot apply inquiry strategies that are valid in one world to the other. 

“Quantum entities are subordinate to quantum laws which depart radically from the laws 

of the physical world” (p. 21). We have to meet the worlds on their own terms if we are 

to learn about their natures. 

Transdisciplinarity further recognizes that the paradigmatic assumptions that 

shape the inquiry determine what knowledge may become visible (Montuori, 2007, p. 5). 

In this vein, this study argues that the Western worldview does not provide an adequate 

paradigmatic lens through which to explore the inquiry question in a meaningful way, 

and suggests that exploring the intersections between dreams, rituals, and the creation of 
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sacred objects can only be done through the lens of an Indigenous worldview. Central to 

the paradigmatic issue is an epistemological one, and this study follows the 

transdisciplinary approach in honoring multiple ways of knowing, and “re-valuing 

intuition, imagination, sensibility, and the body in the transmission of knowledge” 

(Nicolescu, 2002, p. 150). Dreams, ritual and sacred objects carry information and 

teachings that cannot be accessed through the logic of the intellect; they must be engaged 

through the poetic wisdom of the body and the imagination. 

Transdisciplinary research operates according to “the holographic principle” 

(Morin, 2008, p. 26) and recognizes a primary inter-relationship between the individual 

parts of any phenomenon and its whole. When the whole is thus considered on its own 

terms, a new order of organism emerges, a coherent holistic system whose qualities 

transcend the qualities of the parts. Knowing the whole is something much more than 

knowing the sum of the parts. This research takes a similar approach, naming dreams, 

rituals, and sacred objects as aspects of a much larger multi-dimensional whole, a 

conversation that transcends the specific dreamer or ritualist, and connects the individual 

to the culture. Transdisciplinary knowledge is revealed only through a circular, recursive 

process that “makes the circuit of the knowledge of the parts towards the whole, and of 

the whole towards the parts” (Morin, 2008, p. 24). This non-linear approach is much 

more in keeping with an Indigenous worldview, directly challenging the Western 

assumption that a circular argument is illogical and disorganized (Wilson, 2008). 

As an inquiry grounded in the direct experience of the researcher, this study is 

“driven by the inquirer’s agenda, by a question that emerges between the inquirer’s 

experience and passion, the subject of the inquiry, and the bodies of knowledge 

available” (Montuori, 2005, p. 154.) In a transdisciplinary view, this connection between 

the knower and the known is critical and research is “not discovering ‘facts’ about the 

world ‘out there’” (Montuori, 2005, p. 156) but is rather an “ongoing inter-subjective co-
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evolutionary process of self-eco-re-organization” (p. 156). Rather than removing the 

researcher from the process, this study follows the dynamic flow of energy, experience, 

and relationship between the researcher and the Spirit world that is constellated through 

attending to dreams, rituals and the creation of sacred objects. In this manner, “the 

knower is not a bystander looking at knowledge in its pristine cognitive state, but an 

active participant, a being-in-the-world” (Montuori, 2007, p. 4). Linking back to the 

holographic relationship between the part and the whole, in which the wisdom of the 

whole is contained in the part, the unique subjectivity of the individual knower becomes 

an important window into the nature of the whole. 

Finally, this study addresses an area that is often overlooked in other modes of 

inquiry, but one which transdisciplinarity values highly: “the task of integrating the lived 

experience of the practitioner” (Montuori, 2005, p. 153). Knowledge is of use only when 

it can be practically applied in the lives of real people, and as long as there is an 

epistemological rift between knower and known, that application is compromised. This 

study addresses the lived experience of coming into relationship with the dream Spirits 

through rituals and sacred objects. As a lived experience, “it occurs in a context, in a 

network of relationships, in an ecology” (p. 153.) Rather than being a de-personalized 

and “objective” account of the research, the findings and conclusion of this inquiry 

incorporate the subjectivity of the researcher, while simultaneously grounding that 

subjectivity in a rigorous analysis of the literature. The resulting knowledge is not a 

theoretical abstraction, but a complex and multi-dimensional understanding of an 

experiential process, knowledge that has practical value for others looking to deepen their 

understanding and experience of working with dreams, rituals, and sacred objects.  

Indigenous Science 

 This research is grounded in a critique of the Western worldview and an 

assumption that an effective exploration of the inquiry question is only possible through 
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the lens of Indigenous consciousness. In order to transcend the limitations of the Western 

worldview, we must also transcend the limitations of Western methods of inquiry, and 

approach inquiry from an entirely different paradigmatic stance: “Part of taking 

Indigenous knowledge (including knowledge about healing and medicines) seriously 

means taking its ways of knowing seriously and attempting to understand them 

empathically on their own terms” (Kremer 1995, p. 13).  The dreams, rituals, and sacred 

objects must be met on their own terms if the process of receiving, translating and 

delivering the Spirits’ healing power is to be fully explored.  

 This section outlines a number of the key components of an Indigenous 

methodology, which is also referred to as “Indigenous science” (Colorado, 1994), “native 

science” (Cajete, 2000), or “shamanic inquiry” (Kremer, 1999). In particular, this section 

describes aspects of this approach that have direct bearing on this research, including: 

research as ritual; the relational nature of knowledge; issues of expanded subjectivity and 

inter-subjectivity; and the role of the researcher with respect to the research. 

 The focus of all Indigenous inquiry is sustaining “proper relationship with the 

natural world” (Cajete, 2000, p. 65) and within that process, knowledge is pursued in 

order to maintain the balance and health of the community (Colorado, 1994). Like all 

Indigenous healing endeavors, research is focused on strengthening relationships and, 

like all healing endeavors, it does so through ritual or ceremony. In an Indigenous 

context, “research is a ceremony” (Wilson, 2008, p. 11) and “the purpose of any 

ceremony is to build stronger relationships or to bridge the distance between aspects of 

our cosmos and ourselves” (p. 11). From an Indigenous perspective, then, research is 

ritual and ritual is research.  

 An Indigenous methodology works to “build more relations” (Wilson, 2008, p. 

79), and the ritual of research is thus an effort to strengthen the relationships between the 

parts of a system in order to uncover the health-sustaining knowledge that is held within 
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those relationships. In contrast to Western approaches that consider knowledge to be 

“constructed,” in an Indigenous approach it is, rather, “accessed” (Cajete, 2000, p. 45) or 

made visible as relationships are strengthened. In an indigenous understanding, knowing 

is revealed to the inquirer by the Spirits when the proper healing rituals are conducted. It 

is an elegant, circular dynamic in which acting on behalf of healing brings knowledge 

that serves healing. Following the indigenous model, this research is conducted as a 

circular ritual to strengthen relationships between humans and the Spirit realm in order to 

access knowledge about how to strengthen relationships between humans and the Spirit 

realm. 

 Not only is the process of accessing knowledge relational, knowledge itself is 

relational (Wilson, 2008, p. 56). Knowledge is valid only in the context of the 

relationships in which it was revealed, and “to break any piece away from the whole 

destroys the relationship and the knowledge is lost” (p. 76). Further, no exclusive 

relationship can be named between a researcher and the results of the research; one 

cannot own the knowledge, nor is it a reflection upon one’s personal identity. This is in 

direct contrast to Western approaches where “knowledge is seen as individual in nature” 

(p. 38), as a personal discovery or construction over which one can claim responsibility 

and ownership through patents, trademarks, or author’s rights. In an Indigenous 

paradigm, “knowledge is seen as belonging to the cosmos of which we are a part” and 

“researchers are only the interpreters of the knowledge” (p. 38). 

 Rituals, which are designed to strengthen relationships, “evolved as techniques 

for accessing knowledge” (Cajete, 2000, p. 45). By definition, rituals are collective 

undertakings. Even if there are no other humans present, a ritual offering made beside a 

river is a process that engages (at least) the ritualist and the river, if not also all the 

ritualist’s ancestors and descendants, and the entire living landscape. Research, as a 

ritual, is an act of accessing knowledge, not in isolation, but in relationship; “through 
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respectful, open-hearted interactions with other beings” (Wilson, 2008, p. 114). The 

ritual/research field is a participatory whole, composed of all its parts, but not reducible 

to them.  

 The Indigenous tradition of “council” or “Story” (Metzger, 2009), the notion of 

participatory conversational inquiry as a “talk story” (Wilson, 2008), and the Okanagan 

collaborative problem-solving conversation of “En’owkin” (Armstrong, 1999) are all apt 

metaphors for accessing knowledge through relational rituals. In each case, a respectful, 

multi-dimensional conversation between a diversity of participants creates a dynamic, 

participatory field of interaction; out of this relational field, knowing arises. In a council, 

no one contributor or contribution determines the outcome; instead, with the appropriate 

approach to dialogue, the dialogue becomes “a Story—a coherent, complex, inter-

connected, resonant set of events that gathers meaning as they progress” (Metzger, 

2011a, para. 48) and when this Story is awakened, “we see that we are in another field of 

knowing and being altogether” (para. 48).  

This research is likewise structured as a story, an attempt to create a field for 

respectful and open-hearted interchange between the many participants of the healing 

system; the Spirits, the dreams, the dreamer/ritualist/artist/researcher, the sacred objects, 

the rituals, the research participants, and the larger community. Within this context, the 

researcher is one participant among many, and serves the group as “storyteller” (Wilson, 

2008, p. 32). 

 The researcher is not separate from the research (Colorado, 1994). As in any 

healing ritual, the healing is not done by one person to another, it is a mutually co-arising 

process where “patient, myth, community, natural world align again. Healing results” 

(Metzger, 2002, p. 164). Similarly, the research is not done by the researcher; he or she 

merely serves as an attractor in a living system, a butterfly that flutters its wings and stirs 

up the energetic field. The researcher makes a choice about where to put the energy of 
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her intention and attention. Something in the larger field is vitalized by this, but the 

causality is not linear. The researcher’s job is to focus the energy of her intention and 

attention on strengthening relationships, and to track and report what happens. Rather 

than being an act of personal will or linear causality, a successful Indigenous inquiry is 

A series of comprehensive, interlocking events, experiences, and understandings 
that arise determinedly and spontaneously, from within and without one’s life, 
that cannot be willed or controlled and that, ultimately, create, establish and 
reveal a little world, a singular and integral cosmology. (Metzger, 2011a, para. 
51) 

 
 To understand fully the complex relationality out of which knowledge arises, one 

must understand the extended subjectivity of the Indigenous worldview, which “engages 

with a cosmos full of persons, only some of whom are human” (Harvey, 2006, p. 34). 

The field of knowing arises out of interrelationships within a much broader definition of 

persons than the Western worldview allows. The fact “that some persons look like objects 

is of little relevance” (p. xvii), and that some persons—dreams, weather systems, 

ancestors, stories—may be neither tangible nor visible is, likewise, of little relevance. 

“All of nature is considered to be intelligent, alive and thus an active research partner” 

(Colorado, 1994, para. 2), and the process of research as council invites all participants.  

 Flowing from this expanded definition of subjectivity, an Indigenous perspective 

also recognizes the inter-subjectivity of knowledge. The division of knowledge into 

objective (outside the researcher) and subjective (insider the researcher) conceals the rich 

intersubjective knowledge that arises between the researcher and the research; knowledge 

in which the researcher participates, but which transcends his or her subjectivity. The 

way to communicate with these “other-than-human-beings” (Harvey, 2006, p. 21) is not 

by maintaining objectivity and distance, but through “sensation, perception, imagination, 

symbols, and Spirit” (Cajete, 2000, p. 2). The researcher cultivates herself as an 

instrument of the research by cultivating a heightened perceptual sensitivity and ability to 

enter altered and liminal states of consciousness.  
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 Pertinent to this inquiry is the subjectivity and inter-subjectivity of dreams, 

rituals, and sacred objects, and the researcher’s relationship with them. In the Indigenous 

worldview, dreams are not personal, subjective experiences produced as the by-products 

of the human psyche; dreams are living Spirit beings who are subjects in their own right, 

and also the site of inter-subjective encounters between the dreamer and the living Spirit 

realm (Irwin, 1994). As living beings, and especially as living beings who are gifting the 

dreamer with healing power and wisdom, the Spirits and the dreams deserve honor, 

respect and the appropriate protocols of right relationship.  

 Western culture’s dualization of subjective and objective phenomena clouds our 

ability to understand a dream as both a subjective being and an intersubjective 

experience; as both emissaries from the Spirit world, and conversation between the 

dreamer and the Spirits beings. That dualizing approach is part of what this research aims 

to critique. My stance in this research is fundamentally anti-colonial; I wish to honor the 

being-ness of the dream Spirits as other, to respect the dreams as their territory, and to 

offer my gratitude to them for giving me access to it.  

 I therefore consider the dreams explored in this research not solely as an aspect 

of my personal subjective experience, but as a form of inter-subjective data that, to some 

degree, originated beyond me. I appreciate that this is a subtle but important distinction, 

one that is contested by the modern Western paradigm. I also appreciate that different 

dreams contain differing degrees of personal and transpersonal material, an issue 

addressed in the section on Validity Procedures. Despite those factors, identifying the 

dream teachings as subjective in their own right as well as inter-subjective phenomenon 

is an important act, ritually as well as ontologically. Explicitly and specifically honoring 

the Spirits who visit my dreams demonstrates my desire to receive the healing 

information they bring with respect and appreciation, rather personalizing or co-opting it.  
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In an Indigenous worldview, the dreams are alive, and the sacred objects and the 

ritual practices that carry the dream information into this world are, likewise, living 

beings with their own subjectivity and agency. As a physical manifestation of the dream 

Spirit’s power, rituals and sacred objects are wise and powerful entities with whom 

humans can have meaningful, reciprocal collaborative relationships. Sacred objects are 

birthed by the artist, but they do not come exclusively from the artist. Rituals are 

facilitated by the ritualist, but if authentic, they are transmissions from Spirit. They have 

an inner subjectivity and a life of their own, and they require a protocol of specific care 

and offerings in order to stay vital and active. Like dreams, rituals, and sacred objects are 

a site of inter-subjective interaction where the healing power of the Spirits can become 

available to the human community. Like dreams, they are a focal point for maintaining 

relationship with the creative intelligence of the Spirit realm for the purpose of 

maintaining health and balance.  

 The relational methodology of this research depends on my developing a 

respectful, collaborative working relationship with the dreams, rituals, and sacred objects 

I have been given to create. To claim that they are purely an extension of my personal 

subjective experience would be disrespectful and a denial of the foundational premise of 

this research. As conscious, intelligent beings, the dreams, rituals, and sacred objects are 

accorded the same level of respect as the human research participants, and myself as the 

researcher. I consider the research to be a collaborative and multi-dimensional 

exploration that integrates the wisdom and participation of all these living beings. As the 

individual at the most visible center of the process, but not the source of any of it, I am 

enormously grateful for their willingness to participate with me.  

 The point of this section has been to situate the research and myself, as the 

researcher, solidly within the Indigenous paradigm, and to provide a strong theoretical 

grounding for the inter-subjective and non-individual nature of this inquiry. While 
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Western methodologies specialize in reductionism, Indigenous inquiry recognizes that the 

part cannot be separated from the whole. Through a Western lens, the story of this 

research may sound like a personal one, but here is the key point upon which the 

inquiry’s paradigmatic critique is built. Through an inter-subjective, Indigenous lens, the 

personal cannot be separated from the collective because each being is indivisibly 

intertwined with the larger whole.  

 Challenging the Western notion of the researcher’s personal story as irrelevant to 

the whole depends on a delightfully paradoxical two-part argument. First, there is no such 

thing as a personal story, because the personal is always situated within a larger field. 

The designation of “personal” then becomes arbitrary. Second, personal stories are 

important and should be honored as powerful medicine for the collective. Indigenous 

perspectives are not threatened by paradox, but it takes some explaining to clarify this for 

the Western mind.  

 This section has illuminated a variety of ways in which the individual cannot be 

separated from the collective in the process of Indigenous research. The entire process is 

premised upon a deeply relational universe; as soon as a part is removed from the whole, 

it loses its life and its validity. Within the Desert Cahuilla people of southern California, 

the worst insult was to say of someone, “He acts as if he has no relatives” (Modesto & 

Mount, 1980, p. 36). That the part could exist separate from the whole is inconceivable. 

For this reason, there is no such thing as personal story. Everything is connected to 

everything else in a coherent whole.  

 This is true, and the opposite is also true. The health of the coherent whole 

depends on the specificity and diversity of each of its constituent parts. The story that 

each of us is living is “the university that Spirit is sending us to on behalf of the 

community” (notes from D. Metzger, Healer's Intensive at Pine Mountain, June 18–25, 

2009). The stories of our lives, with their unique joys and struggles, are perfectly crafted 
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experiences that allow us to learn something critically important on behalf of our 

community, on behalf of our collective future. This is how consciousness evolves, by 

each of us pledging loyalty to our own specific experiences, to whole-heartedly 

committing ourselves to learning and growing into what those experiences make 

available to us, and to sharing them in community. The question to ask is: “What part of 

human knowledge and necessity am I carrying on behalf of the future with this story? It’s 

specific, and it’s very important” (notes from D. Metzger, Healer's Intensive at Pine 

Mountain, June 18–25, 2009). Personal stories are personal, and they are important. 

The unique personal experience is of value to the collective, and a story’s 

wisdom can be accessed when a story is seen not as being “about” an individual, but as 

something that is happening “through” her.  

Indigenous science is based on a profound immersion in, and awareness of, the 
whole circumstance. Rather than mistrusting personal experience, Indigenous 
science has learned to thrive on it. (Underwood, 1990, para. 2)  

 
A story is a story. If knowledge is revealed through the strengthening of relationships, it 

has value, and to deny this would be violating the methodological precept of relational 

accountability. Instead of dismissing the experience of individual subjectivity as invalid, 

“it is a precept of native science that a single individual’s vision may transform a society, 

or that a rain dance done properly with one mind can bring rain” (Cajete, 2000, p. 19). 

Again the separation of part and whole dissolves when the situation is considered through 

an Indigenous lens. 

While I played a significant role in the larger story of this research, and I am the 

one telling the story, it is not “my story.” It is a story of a systemic healing process, being 

told by a researcher who is part of that system.  

I may be the one who is the storyteller, but the knowledge that I present does not 
belong to me, or even to the amalgamation of friends who participated in the 
research. The knowledge is part of the relationships between us and cannot be 
owned. (Wilson, 2008, p. 121). 
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The knowledge cannot be owned by an individual, nor can it be allocated to one. This re-

unification of the part and the whole, the awakening of the individual to his or her 

participation and place in within the larger system, is at the heart of this research.  

My story, the non-personal story being told in this research, is about re-

awakening an experiential connection with the Spirit realm in a culture that shuns such 

things. Telling this story, complete with its personal joys and challenges is offered as 

medicine on behalf of that healing. It is “…a healing process on behalf of the individual, 

family history, history, community; in short, the healing of the dissociative split and the 

recovery of participation in the phenomena” (Kremer, 1999, p. 131). 

Procedures 

 The inquiry was designed to explore the process of receiving, translating and 

delivering the dream’s gift of healing power from the Spirit world to this world. To 

accomplish this, I selected three research participants: women who were interested in 

pursuing a process of ritual healing in order to address an issue in their lives. I set up a 

process through which I hoped to replicate the experience of organically receiving 

healing information in dreams for friends and family. Each participant and I immersed 

ourselves in an extended ritual on behalf of her healing intention, and during this process 

I tracked my dreams and used the information they brought to design and create sacred 

objects and ritual for our work together. Along with the work with the participants, I 

consulted with three mentors, experienced dreamers and ritualists who supported and 

guided me as I conducted the research. 

I met with each of the three research participants either four or five times over 

the course of approximately six weeks. During our meetings, we worked together to 

identify the intention, and to craft and conduct a ritual to help actualize it. This process 

consisted of a number of smaller rituals nested within this larger ritual arc: the participant 

and I each maintained a daily ritual practice on behalf of her healing prayer, the 
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participants conducted rituals on their own, we engaged in rituals together during our 

meetings, and we prepared for, conducted, and then debriefed a 2-3 hour central ritual to 

which the participant invited a small group of friends and family  

 The original proposal for this research predicted that the data gathering would 

cycle through a spiraling process of three phases: receiving, translating, and delivering 

the dream’s gift of healing power. In addition, throughout the entire process I would be 

engaged in a process of reflection, validation and deepening in my conversations with the 

mentors. My plan was to would move through each of the three phases with each 

participant. Phase 1: Receiving, was to involve shifting my regular practice of dream 

invocation and tracking to focus my intention on receiving dream information for the 

research participant. Phase 2: Translating, was to involve creating any sacred objects and 

rituals that arose from the dreams on the  participant’s behalf. Phase 3: Delivering, was to 

involve bringing the healing power to the participant through using the sacred objects in 

rituals with participant and members of their community. 

 To a great extent, the data gathering did mirror the three phases, but the cycling 

was much more organic and non-linear than had been expected. Instead of three tidy 

iterations of the cycle, one with each research participant, the 10-week period of the 

research became one interconnected web of information flow and ritual work. The details 

of the proposed process, and how it then evolved are described in the following sections. 

Selection of Research Participants 

 I recruited the research participants by word of mouth through my network of 

alternatively minded individuals in the Bay Area. I sent out a recruitment letter 

(Appendix B) to a few friends and colleagues who might know people who would be 

interested in taking part in a study on ritual healing. I quickly found a number of 

individuals who were interested in exploring healing modalities rooted in Indigenous 

ways of knowing. I then held pre-screening interviews (Appendix C) to select three 
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participants who were high functioning, with a strong social, emotional, and spiritual 

support system. 

 The selected research participants were all women, of European ancestry, and 

ranging in age from 38 to 54. These women had varying degrees of experience with ritual 

healing, but all were interested in using it to address issues of concern in their lives. Each 

of them was attracted to the modality because it was so unlike any other healing 

technique they had tried, and they were hopeful that it would bring resolution to issues 

that they had struggled with for many years without success. While I had placed no 

restrictions or guidelines on the type of issue that the ritual healing might address, the 

issues the participants brought were remarkably similar. One woman wanted to break the 

energetic ties to a man she had been in relationship with a decade before in order to 

engage more fully into her current relationship, and the other two women were single and 

wished to attract men as partners.  

Detailed Claboration of Data Gathering Process 

 The research consisted of four primary activities: I engaged in the three tasks of 

receiving, translating, and delivering the dream’s gift of healing power, as well 

consulting with mentors to deepen my learning and to assure an intersubjective validation 

check. While the four activities did not occur in the linear order originally suggested in 

the proposal, each activity was clearly represented. In addition, I had one consultation 

with each of three diviners; one was an astrologist, and the other two were Africans who 

practiced culture-specific divination techniques.  

 The receiving phase involved immersing myself in ritual and dream work for the 

10-week period of the research. My spiritual practices were intensified and I spent many 

hours each day doing rituals to deepen my connection with the dream realm, and working 

with the dream messages that had been given to me. I maintained a regular practice of 

prayer, offerings, dream incubation and gratitude rituals around my dreams. I audio 
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recorded, transcribed, and tracked my dreams in an ongoing dream journal. I worked with 

the dreams extensively, journaling about them and discussing them with the mentors. The 

receiving aspect of the research was documented through audio recordings and 

transcriptions of my dreams, and notes from my conversations with mentors 

 The proposal had assumed that the translating would happen for each participant 

in the form of a ritual tool that I created specifically for them. Instead, early in the 

research, I immersed myself in a multi-day ritual of creating a medicine wheel altar that 

was used with all three participants. This altar was deeply influenced by dream messages, 

but these teachings had come in the two years prior to the beginning of the research, 

rather than during that period. This process occurred in deep retreat and solitude. I 

maintained silence, and blocked all external intrusions, including phone and email. This 

was a time of deep prayer, and of offering myself to the dream-Spirits for guidance and 

inspiration. I also attended to intuitive guidance that came in the waking state as it related 

to the creation of sacred objects as well as ritual actions to be undertaken. At the 

completion of this ritual immersion, I conferred with the mentors for insight and 

guidance. Along with the ritual altar, I made a number of other objects during my work 

with the participants, including ritual bags, sacred bundles, and a doll.  

 Documentation of the translating phase occurred through descriptive and/or 

reflective audio recordings of my experiences during the ritual/object making process; 

journal entries, and field notes, still photographs of the objects and altars I created; audio 

recordings and transcriptions of dreams; and notes from my dialogues with mentors.  

 Delivering the dream’s healing gifts involved working closely with the three 

research participants. I met with each of them regularly, working with them to clarify the 

issue they were addressing, and to collaborate on planning a culminating community 

ritual to address that issue. Within our meetings, we designed and conducted a number of 
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smaller rituals, some of which we conducted together and some of which the participants 

did on their own.  

 For the sake of privacy, the content of the working sessions with the participants 

was not recorded. Immediately on completing each meeting, however, I conducted and 

recorded a brief evaluative interview with the participant, soliciting her reflections on the 

session and its possible healing value. These interviews were transcribed. Documentation 

for the delivering aspect of the research therefore included audio recordings and 

transcriptions of evaluative interviews and field notes completed after each meeting. 

 Throughout the research period, I maintained a close relationship with the three 

mentors, Karen Jaenke, Deena Metzger, and Valerie Wolf (biographies can be found in 

Appendix D). This served as the fourth activity of the research, reflecting, validating and 

deepening. I shared my dreams and experiences with these wise women, and received 

feedback and guidance about the process of dreaming, art making, and ritual facilitation. 

This work was documented in audio recordings and transcriptions.   

Data Analysis and Interpretation  

 In keeping with basic qualitative research (Merriam, 2009), the data 

interpretation identified recurring patterns that crossed through the data (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). My first step was to immerse myself in the data, reviewing it several 

times. I worked deeply with the findings and re-wrote them as a set of individual 

narratives, describing my own experience, and the experience of each of the participants. 

In an Indigenous way of knowing, stories are recognized as an important method of 

containing and transmitting wisdom (Underwood, 1990; Wilson, 2008) 

 After assembling the data in four stories, I again immersed myself, noting in an 

intuitive way, the key moments and happenings during each person’s experience. I 

specifically attended to those moments that appeared to constitute breakthroughs, turning 

points, or synchronicities, and/or were affectively or energetically charged. I identified 
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the specific sections of the audio recordings that reflected moments that were noteworthy 

in one of these ways. In particular, I looked for indications of shifts in consciousness 

either in the ritual participant and/or myself. These key turning points or potent moments 

reflected places where the energy of the ritual, dream, or sacred object making process is 

particularly heightened or intensified. 

Validity Procedures 

In keeping with an exploration of Indigenous ways of knowing within Western 

academia, this research seeks to honor and incorporate validity procedures from both 

Western and Indigenous worldviews. The following subsections describe the validity 

procedures of each worldview. 

Western Validity Procedures 

 Within Western methodologies, validity procedures help ensure the quality of the 

research, especially by taking into account potential bias in the way the data and findings 

are generated. This means conducting the inquiry in a way that incorporates multiple 

perspectives, wherein each perspective offers a check on the others.  

 This study uses a number of validity procedures: triangulation of data, multiple 

iterations of the cycles, individual and collective experience, and an extended 

epistemology. Multiple types of data include audio recordings, transcripts, field notes, 

and photographs. Heron’s (1998) four-fold epistemology, inclusive of experiential, 

presentational, propositional and practical knowing, was also employed to give breadth 

and complexity to the process of data collection and interpretation. 

 While not normally considered an aspect of the validation process, I consider the 

Western methodological practice of contextualizing the inquiry within a rigorous review 

of the academic literature as a technique for establishing validity. While the topic 

addressed in this inquiry explores the personal experiences and stories of individual 
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people (the researcher and the participants), these data are discussed in light of a broader 

body of knowledge to bring a wider perspective.  

Indigenous Validity Procedures 

 The reliability of an Indigenous research methodology depends not upon its lack 

of bias, but upon its relational accountability: if ideas are “separated from the rest of the 

relationships, they may lose their life, or become objectified, and therefore less real” 

(Wilson, 2008, p. 123). Knowledge is pursued in a relational context, and what is learned 

through research is considered trustworthy only if it honors the relationships out of which 

it grew. “Right or wrong; validity; statistically significant; worthy or unworthy: value 

judgments lose their meaning. What is more important and meaningful is fulfilling a role 

and obligations in the research relationship—that is, being accountable to your relations” 

(p. 77). 

 Knowledge in an Indigenous context is not pursued for its own sake, but for what 

it can contribute to the health and wellbeing of the whole. The shamans I studied with in 

Peru evaluated knowledge on a single criterion: “Does it grow corn?” which I understood 

to mean “Does it contribute something useful to the community and is it in alignment 

with natural processes?” If the answer was “no,” then the information was considered to 

be of little value.  

 Within in an Indigenous framework, then, the question of bias or objectivity 

becomes irrelevant; it is trumped by questions of health-promoting practicality and 

relational wellbeing. From an Indigenous perspective, the criteria for evaluating this 

research is not: “Is it biased?” but: “Does it teach us something healthy and useful?” and 

“Does it honor and strengthen relationships?” This test for validity is considered the 

pragmatic criterion for truth within Indigenous philosophy.  

 The issue of bias is not ignored; rather, it is subsumed by the issues of practical 

application and relational accountability, particularly with respect to the use of dreams 
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and other intersubjective ways of knowing. Humans are imperfect beings, and there are 

certainly potential reliability issues in naming dreams as communications from beyond 

the dreamer, and simultaneously claiming that their messages are conveyed through the 

vehicle of the dreamer’s psyche and imagination. Such is the paradoxical nature of 

engaging with an intersubjective, living cosmos. There are no clear and distinct lines of 

differentiation, but there is a difference between honoring inter-subjectivity and 

swimming in one’s own subjective soup.  

A good dreamer must be vigilant. What is the filter you wrestle with? What 
restrictions do you apply to maintain clarity? How do you, personally, stay out of 
it? These are questions you must ask yourself over and over if you want the work 
to be strong. (D. Metzger, personal communication, October 10, 2011) 

 
To be a strong dreamer, one must address issues of bias, but as a means to dreaming more 

effectively, not as an end in itself. Accurately receiving the dream’s information depends 

on the dreamer’s ability to separate the spiritual, transpersonal or archetypal teaching of 

the dream from his or her own emotional material. While bias is not itself an issue, the 

issue arises in the application of the dream’s teaching: Are they healthy and useful? Do 

they honor relationships? 

 In traditional methodologies, rather than separating the knower from the known, 

“the Indigenous scientist is an integral part of the research process and there is a defined 

process for insuring this integrity [emphasis added]” (Colorado, 1994, para. 1). In the 

case of dream information, the community itself would be the litmus test of the integrity 

of the research/researcher (D. Metzger, personal communication, October 24, 2011), 

which would occur in two different ways: through the shared discussion of dreams, and 

through the evaluation of their effectiveness. 

 In an Indigenous context, dreams are shared in community spaces, and their 

meaning is discerned through discussion and divination (Irwin, 1994). This collective 

method of receiving the dream allows different perspectives to be brought to the dream’s 
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teaching, increasing the chance that it will be correctly understood. A dream sharing 

circle also serves as a teaching space, one in which “the dreamer is trained from 

childhood to discern what’s their own and what’s for someone else” (notes from D. 

Metzger, Healer's Intensive at Pine Mountain, June 18–25, 2009). Learning to accurately 

receive, translate and deliver a dream’s teaching is a skill that is passed from generation 

to generation in indigenous dream sharing circles.  

 While I didn’t grow up being schooled in dream interpretation, and I don’t have a 

traditional Indigenous community dream council with whom to discuss my dreams, I am 

a member of a spiritual group that shares and tracks dreams in an Indigenous way, 

holding them as teaching gifts given from the Spirits to the community through an 

individual dreamer. I have been a core member of this group, the Bay Area Daré, for the 

last five years, and my growth and development as a dreamer has been greatly due to 

their support. While I did not specifically bring my dreams to Daré during this research 

process, I have shared many dreams there, and have become respected as a strong 

dreamer. When I tell the group about a dream that came to me, it is taken seriously as a 

message for the larger community. This community validation has given me 

encouragement and trust in the clarity of my dream channels. 

 As an external validation check on my own subjectivity, during the research, I 

conferred regularly with three respected dream and ritual mentors. These mentors—

Deena Metzger (upon whose work Daré is founded), Karen Jaenke, and Valerie Wolf—

are women whose dream-working expertise has been validated in their communities over 

time, and their assistance helped me to meet the dream teachings with clarity. 

 The second way in which an indigenous community would validate the accuracy 

of a dreamer’s ability to translate the dream’s teachings would be by tracking what 

happened when those teachings were followed over time. A dreamer whose dreams 

consistently led to healing benefits for the community would be recognized as one who 
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could differentiate between the Spirit’s teaching and his or her own personal material. 

“The community would know if you transmitted the dreams clearly by the results of your 

work; you’d be tracked” (D. Metzger, personal communication, October 24, 2011). A 

dreamer whose personal material clouded her ability to convey the dream’s message 

would fail the test of reliability, not because the translation of the dream’s healing power 

was biased, but because the community could see that it was not successful in growing 

corn or building healthy relationships.  

From this perspective, the trustworthiness of the research findings can only be 

determined in retrospect, when the results of the inquiry are applied and evaluated with 

respect to the healing benefit they bring to the larger community over time. Rather than 

imposing a set of conditions on the process at the beginning, an Indigenous method asks 

questions about the results of the research at the end. 

 It is hoped that the ritual of this research will have beneficial effects on many 

levels, including for the participants and their communities, the ancestors, the Spirits of 

the land, the cultural field, and so on. While such large-scale ripple-out effects are 

difficult to evaluate, they are nevertheless important potential outcomes of the research. 

Since this research is limited in time and scope, two more localized outcome areas will be 

considered: validity of the research will be evaluated in the concluding chapter by 

considering its impact on the relationships of researcher and of the participants.  

 The impact of the research on the researcher is an enormously important criterion 

with which to evaluate the success of an Indigenous research process, so much that, “If 

the research doesn’t change you as a person, then you haven’t done it right” (Wilson, 

2008, p. 135). The goal of research is to strengthen relationships within the community, 

and as the researcher, I am an integral part of that community (p. 123). One of the 

important relationships that the successful research should help to build is the one I have 

with myself: 
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…part of relational accountability is that you are accountable to yourself, not just 
other people. You have to be true to yourself, and put your own true voice in 
there. ... That is retaining your integrity; it’s honoring the lessons you’ve learned 
through saying that they have become a part of you. (p. 123) 

 
As the Chapter 5: Discussions and Conclusion will demonstrate, a major outcome of this 

research was a deepening of my relationship with myself, through integrating the 

teachings of the dreams and the learnings that came through doing the rituals with the 

participants. While a Western lens may not view that as an indication of validity, in an 

Indigenous approach, it is an important measure of the trustworthiness and value of the 

work. 

 In an Indigenous approach, “We fall in love with the dreaming and it falls in love 

with us—it’s about building a relationship with another being” (V. Wolf, personal 

communication, October 20, 2011). This research is based heavily on my relationship 

with the dream Spirits, another important relational field that should be strengthened by 

the research process. I designed the research based on a process that was already proving 

effective in deepening my relationship with the dream Spirits: when I honor the dream’s 

teaching and follow their healing instructions, they come more regularly and more 

clearly. The success of this endeavor will be evaluated in the concluding chapter. 

 As mentioned in the definitions section, healing is the restoration of right 

relationships, and so the validity of the research must also be evaluated based on how 

effective the ritual interventions were at addressing the participants’ concerns. If it is to 

be considered successful and trustworthy, the research process should bring some relief 

to the afflictions that the participants chose to address through engaging in the process. 

Further, the central healing rituals I facilitated for each of the participants took place 

within their communities—with a gathered group of family and friends. Another criterion 

for the trustworthiness of the research conclusions is how those relationships may have 

evolved as a result of the ritual process.  
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 While none of these evaluations can be done in advance of the research, it is 

important to recognize them as the markers of value, validity, and success, and to frame 

the research towards that goal. In an Indigenous way, establishing the appropriate attitude 

within the researcher becomes the key validity procedure to be implemented. The way to 

plan for research results which are relationally accountable and health promoting—is to 

“go forward together with open minds and good hearts” (Wilson, 2008, p. 137). And this 

is what I did.  

Limitations  

 Inherent limitations of the research include those aspects of the study’s method or 

design that set parameters on the interpretation or applicability of the data. The primary 

limitation of the study involved the ability to draw conclusions about the data that would 

be applicable to a larger group. A further limitation involved the bias of the researcher. 

 This study uses a basic qualitative method and studies a small group of 

participants in an in-depth way. Due to the small sample size and the idiosyncratic and 

highly contextual nature of dreams, ritual, and sacred objects, the study does not address 

quantitative standards that assure generalizability. Instead, as a qualitative study, the 

dissertation is interpretive and is limited by the various interpretive lenses used to make 

meaning of the data. As interpretive research, it nevertheless identifies and clarifies 

patterns related to the intersecting experiences of rituals, dreams and sacred objects that 

may be applicable in other contexts.   

 As a woman of European ancestry, I bring a certain set of lenses to the research. 

My personal and cultural history, as well as my academic training and experience with 

the dream Spirits all have an impact on the research. The findings are also influenced by 

the limitations of my perspective. 
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Delimitations  

 The delimitations of this study are those intentionally chosen characteristics that 

establish boundaries and constrict the scope of the research. These delimitations are 

established through inclusionary and exclusionary decisions made during the 

development of the inquiry. 

 Many of the limitations on the subject area are outlined in the introduction to 

Chapter 2: Literature Review. These include identifying the three main areas of 

consideration—ritual, dreams, and the creation of sacred objects—and committing this 

research to consider only those areas where at least two of the three categories overlap. 

Similarly, as outlined in the definitions section, this research takes a specific ontological 

approach to the data and excludes the insights of other approaches. For instance, in taking 

a spiritual approach to dreams, the research excludes more psychological interpretations 

of dream material.  

Reporting 

 The reporting consists of two sections. Chapter 4: Findings—A Narrative 

Account, presents the story of the ritual process, including the research participants’ 

stories, as well as my own. These stories serve as an in-depth narrative portrait of the 

process of receiving, translating and delivering the power of dreams through the use of 

sacred objects and ritual. First-hand accounts of this process are valuable to persons in 

modern Western consciousness who have lost cultural practices for connecting to the 

Spirit world and a traditional community in which such practices could flourish. Stories 

offer a means of conveying spiritual happenings to the layperson, and can provide 

inspiration to others.  

 Chapter 5: Discussions and Conclusion, explores the research through a holistic 

Indigenous lens, identifying the healing impact of the research, and situating it within a 

larger relational context. From this perspective, the research can be seen as the 
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culmination of an extended healing ritual, a ritual of shamanic initiation. Chapter 5 

explores that process and interprets that larger story through the lens of the literature, 

specifically applying the following models: triphasic initiation process; archetypal and 

cultural transmission of shamanic power; the scapegoated shaman in Western culture; 

and the recovery of Indigenous mind through shamanic inquiry and tales of power. 

CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS—A NARRATIVE ACCOUNT 

This chapter documents the data gathered during the research, and presents them 

in three sections. First, I provide an overview of the general ritual process that the ritual 

participants and I followed with the sacred objects. While the process with each 

participant varied according to the experiences and issues she presented, there were a 

number of activities that were consistent across all three iterations of the research, and I 

describe those activities here. Second, I provide a narrative account of my own 

experience during the research, drawing on my field notes, journal entries, and dream 

transcriptions. Finally, I provide a narrative account of each participant’s experience, 

using data gathered from my field notes and recorded interviews with them.  

Overview of the Ritual Process 

 I met with each participant four or five times. The first meeting with each 

participant took place at my house, and involved both conversation and ritual activities 

designed to set the stage for our work together. The meeting began with the participant 

and I getting to know each other, and with my offering an overview of the logistics and 

paperwork required for the process, as well as a general introduction to the work at hand. 

I gave a brief introduction to the principles of Indigenous consciousness, the technical 

and energetic aspects of ritual healing, and the role of dreams and sacred objects in that 

process. I also described the ritual I had planned for that meeting and showed the 

participant the medicine wheel altar I had made, and explained how she and I would 

collectively use it. My goal in this first part of the meeting was to satisfy the participant’s 
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rational brain; to give her enough information about what was happening that she could 

relax into the ritual aspect of the process and let her more intuitive, emotional self show 

up. 

 After the more rational part of the meeting, we moved into a more heart-centered 

space. I rang a brass singing-bowl to signify the transition, and invited the participants to 

begin to describe the issue they wanted to work on, and to articulate their healing prayer. 

This process had a somewhat therapeutic feeling to it, with my mirroring pieces of their 

story, and helping them to clarify what healing they were really seeking. This process 

was emotionally intense and revealing, and two of the participants described it as an 

experience of healing in itself. 

 When the participant had made a clear connection to what she really wanted out 

of the ritual healing process, we moved into the ritualizing of that desire. I explained that 

we were making an energetic contract with each other, and that we were requesting the 

support of Spirit. The participant was asking me for my help with their healing, and I was 

offering to walk with them for a time, to help them carry their prayer. The participants 

were giving permission for a part of their life energy and information to flow through my 

consciousness so that I could help them be in communication with Spirit to find 

resolution on this issue. Likewise, I was giving permission for this information to enter 

my energetic and psychic space on their behalf. Together, we were asking Spirit to show 

us the ritual that would most pleasingly and perfectly enact this prayer, and to respond 

favorably to our request if we followed those instructions to the best of our ability. 

 Ritual healing is premised on the flow of energy, and I explained to the 

participant the concept of ayni, a teaching I received from Andean shamans in Peru. 

According to the principle of ayni, energy flow must be balanced between giving and 

receiving. As a researcher, I was not charging money for this work, but in order for the 

overall energy of the exchange to be in balance, the participant needed to give something 
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in return, otherwise we were creating a kind of karmic indebtedness and the ritual's 

success could be compromised. I explained that it was more important that the gift was 

energetically powerful than monetarily valuable, and that it could be an appropriate 

object already in their possession, or something made, or found.  

 I explained that the participant likewise needed to keep the energetic books 

balanced with the cosmos. We were asking for a gift, for a flow of energy towards the 

healing intention the participant had expressed. Ayni teaches that everything is based on 

reciprocity, and if the participant wanted the cosmos to bestow healing energy upon her, 

her request would be well served if she were also to offer some healing energy out to the 

cosmos, as a way of keeping things in balance. I gave examples of the types of offerings 

that could be made, the common thread being that they involved offering something of 

value to the world; it could be her time, her money, her personal comfort, or some other 

sacrifice that would demonstrate her commitment to this ritual and her willingness to be 

of service to her community. 

 After clarifying the technical aspects of the ritual healing process, the participant 

and I conducted an opening ritual to concretize the contract between us and to set the 

process in motion. The ritual to embody the participants’ prayer was short, but powerful. 

I describe the actions here, but it is impossible to give words to the tenderness and beauty 

of the process. It was a collaborative meditation, an engagement with the medicine wheel 

altar and each other, and a moving experience of coming together around an issue that 

was causing pain and distress in the participant’s life.  

 Central to all of my ritual work with the participants was the use of a medicine 

wheel altar that I created at the beginning of the research. This altar is a participatory 

sculpture; a sacred ritual tool used to open the ritual and create the healing space in which 

the participant and I worked. As I describe in the following section, I had not originally 

planned to have the participants use the altar with me, but that shifted the first time I used 
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it. One participant described opening the altar as “turning on a microphone to the 

Universe,” creating a portal through which prayers and intentions could be most 

effectively conveyed to the helping Spirits. I prefer to think of it as a telephone, rather 

than a microphone, as the goal of the altar is to create a conduit through which 

communication flows back and forth between the sacred and the mundane realms, rather 

than just in one direction. We are not talking at the Spirits, we are trying to enter into a 

mutually beneficial collaborative relationship with them. Because the altar is key to all 

the rituals that took place during this research, it is helpful to describe what it is and how 

it works. Photos of the altar can be viewed in Appendix E. 

 At first glance, the altar looks innocuous. It is packed in a brown leather-like bag 

approximately 6” x 6” x 3”. It contains a variety of objects that symbolize the seven 

directions represented on a medicine wheel (the four cardinal points, as well as Above, 

Below, and Centrer and the five elements that make up the world (Air, Fire, Water, Earth, 

and Spirit). Many spiritual traditions use some form of a quartered circle to represent the 

different directions and the elements; this is one that has spoken to me, and it is 

commonly used in the contemporary pagan tradition (Simos, 1999). In this model, the 

horizontal plane represents the Middle World of Earthly existence. Here, the element of 

Air is in the East, Fire in the South, Water in the West, and Earth in the North. According 

to this cosmology, Spirit inhabits the vertical axis, aligning the Upper World and Lower 

World with the horizontal plane of the Middle World. Center, as the seventh point, is the 

meeting place of all these directions, and the place where the spiritual realms and the 

mundane realms meet.  

 I explained to the participants that the goal of the altar is to create sacred space, 

to align us with seven directions so that we are centered and grounded and able to speak 

our prayers clearly, and that we are open to receiving communication and healing energy 

from Spirit. We are striving to open a portal between the worlds, and the center of that 
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portal is the center of the altar, but it is also the center of each of us: our hearts. We are 

aligning ourselves with the verticality of Spirit realms, and with the horizontality of the 

mundane world through the center of our beings: our hearts. 

 Rituals are often considered to have three parts, an opening, or departure from 

our ordinary daily lives, a central transformative experience in this altered state, and a 

return to normal life (van Gennep, 1909/1960). Activating the medicine wheel altar 

serves to open and close the ritual space, and the central phase, or body of the ritual 

varied depending on what was called for in that moment. In our first meeting, the central 

intention of the ritual was to establish an energetic contract between the participant and 

me. 

 The altar is as much a process as a product, and unpacking it from its bag is a 

performance, a slow revealing of its mysterious contents to observers. Once the contents 

of the bag are arranged and ready for use, a second performance occurs when the ritual 

participants and I engage with the various components and offerings to call in the 

directions and the elements. Ritual is a performance, both for those witnessing it in this 

world, and also for the beings of the Spirit world (Driver, 1998). The theatrical nature of 

the actions and the focused energy of the sacred objects help to shift us to the non-

ordinary state of consciousness required to activate the telephone, or communication 

channels, to the Spirit realm. 

 When I unpack the altar, my movements are repetitive and familiar, and there is 

an ease and fluidity to it. A number of those who witnessed this commented on how 

captivating they found this process, and how much they enjoyed watching it. The more I 

use it, the more the altar and I work harmoniously together. When I open the main bag, I 

pull out half a dozen smaller bags, each of a different fabric and shape, and each 

containing other objects to be revealed. 
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 First, I lay out the tools we will use to prepare ourselves to open the altar: a 

soapstone bowl with a heavy lid, a green silk bag filled with white sage, a small metal 

box of matches, and an ornate silk fan for smudging; a brass singing bowl and a striker 

with a leather head and a beaded handle; and my power necklace in a red and blue bag, 

accompanied by a bottle of vodka scented with scented oils. (In Peru, this mixture is 

called Aqua Florida, or Florida Water and it is used for cleansing and feeding sacred 

objects.) Finally, I pull out two altar cloths and lay them down in the center of the ritual 

space. The first one is a black velvet cloth about 15” square, with ornate red velvet 

appliqué in each corner, and a red border around the edge. On top of that, I lay a circle of 

red velvet about 12” in diameter, bordered in green with a row of round copper beads on 

the edge. On the circular cloth is a multi-colored velvet appliqué that delineates the four 

directions and the center.  

 As I continue to unpack the smaller bags, I explain the symbolism of the cloth, 

the directions and the objects in the bags. Out of a small leather bag with a beaded 

border, I pull a compass with an ornate painted frame, and I orient the altar to the cardinal 

directions. Then I pull out a number of small dishes and offering materials. In the East, 

the place of Air, I place a circular stone incense holder and a small tin of incense sticks. 

In the South, the direction of fire, I place a candle in a glass candleholder and a lighter 

with a beaded leather cover. In the West, the direction of Water, I place a small sterling 

silver bowl and a tiny blue glass bottle filled with fresh water. In the North I place a 

wooden bowl and a small denim bag of cornmeal to represent the element of Earth. 

Finally, in the center of the altar, I place a black stoneware dish. To one side of the altar, I 

arrange other objects that will be added during the ritual: a small bag of loose tobacco, 

two bracelets, one copper and one silver, a large quartz crystal, and a length of cord 

strung with multicolored beads (seven repetitions of a pattern of seven different beads). 
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 Finally, I teach the participants how to place an offering in each of the seven 

directions, demonstrating our gratitude to those points of alignment and asking that the 

wisdom carried in each direction be present in our hearts and in the ritual space we are 

creating.  

 When the altar is laid out and the participants understand their tasks and the 

symbolism of what we are doing, we begin to open the ritual space. First, I ring the 

singing-bowl three times to announce the beginning of the ritual. Then we light a pile of 

sage in the stone bowl and take turns smudging each other with the silk fan, holding the 

intention that we be cleansed of anything that might get in the way of our whole-hearted 

participation in this ritual so that we come to the work spiritually clean. We cover the 

bowl to extinguish the burning sage, and I take my power necklace out of the bag, spray 

it three times with the Florida Water, and then put it on.  

 Having cleansed and prepared ourselves, we open the ritual with an offering to 

the first people of this place. I place a pinch of tobacco in the dish in the center of the 

altar, offering our prayers and recognition to those Indigenous ancestors upon whose land 

we do this work, thanking them for their commitment to doing the rituals that maintained 

health and balance, and asking them to bless our work here. We call the directions by 

making similar offerings, and I ring the singing-bowl and make the prayers to call the 

wisdom keepers and the benevolent Spirits of each direction. As I ring the bell for each 

direction, the participant places the appropriate directional offering on the altar. As I call 

the Lower Worlds, the participant places the silver and copper bangles under the dish in 

the center of the altar. As I call the Upper Worlds, the participant drapes the beaded cord 

around the outside of the round velvet cloth. As I call the East, she lights the incense; in 

the South, she lights the candle, in the West; she pours the water into the bowl; and in the 

North, she fills the bamboo dish with cornmeal. Finally, at Center, she stands the crystal 

on a velvet sandbag on top of the tobacco in the black dish and the circle is “cast.” 
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 With the sacred space open, we are ready to act on the specific intention of the 

ritual, establishing our agreement and asking the Spirits for their assistance in designing 

and conducting a healing ritual. For the opening ritual of our work together, I had asked 

the participant to bring some cornmeal to the meeting, and I had made two small 

matching fabric bags. At this point, the participant filled each of the bags with cornmeal. 

She then concentrated her intention and imbued the bags of cornmeal with her healing 

prayer—using words, music, movement or whatever modality felt appropriate to her. 

This was a fairly long and meaningful process, during which I rattled and witnessed the 

participant voice her deepest desires for healing.  

 When she felt that the prayer was sufficiently anchored in the cornmeal, the 

participant gave one of the bags to me in a formalized ritual gesture. This gesture was 

based on one that I had seen used in the exchanging of a peace pipe. The participant 

formally asked me to help her carry her prayer, and then moved the bag back and forth 

three times between us, saying, "From my heart to your heart" with each movement. I 

then received the bag, formally spoke my agreement to carry her prayer with her, and 

repeated the gesture three times, saying, "From your heart to my heart" each time.  

 We each committed to make daily offerings, with the cornmeal, to the helping 

Spirits on behalf of the participant’s prayer. With these offerings, we asked to be shown, 

through dreams, synchronicities or other insights, how to best conduct a ritual that would 

bring healing to the participant's prayer. I asked to be clear and receptive, to be shown the 

healing energy and information that would be of service to her healing, and to be able to 

convey that to her cleanly and effectively. The participant asked that her Spirit allies and 

guides communicate with mine and show me the healing information that would be of 

best use to her, and that she be able to receive the healing that we hoped would come to 

her. 
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 When the exchange was complete, we closed the altar, shutting down the ritual 

space in the reverse order that we opened it, making prayers to thank and release the 

directions and the helping Spirits who had been present. We blew out the candles, poured 

the water into the nearest houseplant, and, finally, I wrapped up the cornmeal from the 

North, the tobacco, and the ashes from the incense in a small circle of fabric and tied it 

with a ribbon. I gave this to the research participant, instructing her to return it to the 

earth in gratitude when she left my house. 

 At the end of the meeting, I conducted and recorded a short interview with the 

participant to gather data about her experiences in our work together. After the participant 

left, I also recorded my own reflections on the process, and then transcribed all the 

recordings. 

 For the duration of our work together, the participant and I each made daily 

offerings of cornmeal at our altars, and we tracked insights and information that seemed 

to come in response to our requests. We met one or two more times to track the process 

and plan the central ritual, using this information to guide us. The flow of these next 

meetings was more varied, depending on the material each participant presented. 

Sometimes we just talked, and sometimes we opened the altar and did another impromptu 

ritual. Details of the work with individual participants and the central rituals we 

conducted with their invited friends and family are in the following section. At our final 

meeting, when the participant and I debriefed the central ritual, we did the same cornmeal 

exchanging ritual in reverse, and I returned the bag and any remaining cornmeal to the 

participant, formally the closing of the contract and separating our psychic and energetic 

fields. 

Researcher’s Story 

This section documents the first major set of data generated in the research, my 

own experiences with dreams, rituals and the creation of sacred objects. It also describes 
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the process of working with three dream mentors, as well as support and teachings I 

received from three diviners.  

Indigenous ways of knowing and transmitting knowledge rely on the fluid and 

organic nature of storytelling and the oral tradition. In keeping with that model, I 

gathered the following data through a process of ritual storytelling. I met with Karen, one 

of the mentors, at her house in Fairfax and we used the medicine wheel altar to open a 

ritual space. Then, as she typed and witnessed, the following story emerged. The style is 

intentionally conversational, and the structure is loose and flowing. I invite the reader to 

enter into the experience as if sitting on Karen's comfy couch, listening to the 

conversation.  

Telling this story in a ritual context was an important way to honor the 

experiences addressed. In Indigenous cultures, there are strict protocols for sharing 

dreams and stories; they are not discussed casually but are treated as living beings who 

deserve focused and respectful attention. Likewise, it is my hope that this process served 

to honor the many dreams that have been given to me. 

  A core theme in my experiences with dreams, rituals, and sacred objects has been 

the need to suspend my cognitive mind, to hold pieces of information that seem disparate 

or innocuous, but that carry a deeper and often mysterious level of meaning and vitality. 

By tracking an array of seemingly disconnected elements, a coherent narrative eventually 

emerges; one that is not apparent when the process starts. While the Western mind tends 

to demand the imposition of a linear structure, Indigenous mind is more seasoned at 

following the flow of organic processes that may initially appear random; trusting that 

natural processes carry inherent significance and suspending meaning-making until 

deeper patterns emerge. This research process has required cultivating these more 

circuitous ways of knowing, and the story that follows reflects this experience.  
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 My experiences in this research and in the processes leading up to it were often 

confusing, with much of my time spent not knowing where they would lead me. Giving 

up my attachment to a predictable outcome was an important learning. Significant 

complexity had to be tolerated and digested before the major themes began to emerge. 

The seeming randomness of the following narrative is reflective of the process I 

experienced, where I was stretched to hold the complexity and to follow a trail of events 

that didn't initially make sense. Eventually, however, the threads wove a fabric of 

meanings and provided an integrated understanding of the data.   

Dreams 

About six years ago, I made a commitment to write down every dream that came. 

That was the beginning of showing up to the dream Spirits as someone who could be 

trusted. There was an element of sacrifice, a willingness to be awake and present, because 

often it’s easier just to roll over and go back to sleep than to turn on the light and write. 

Soon after that, I started to do what I was shown in the dream: minor things—wearing the 

clothes I wore in the dream, eating the food. Simple physical actions in this world that 

conveyed a message,  

I know there is a communication happening, and even though I don’t fully 
understand the messages, I am responding to them to the best of my ability. I am 
available as a conduit to bring this information to the waking world.  

When I did this, it the dreams began to come more regularly, and with greater clarity. 

  A year or so after that, I joined Daré, a community that values dreams as spiritual 

teachings. At this point, I experienced another big shift in my dream life. I formally 

offered myself as a conduit for dream teachings for this community. My dream life 

became much more intense, literally overnight, and this seemed to reflect an intuition that 

the dreams were aware of being more fully received, and that they came forward in 

response to being able to reach a larger audience. 
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  The most recent big shift in my dreaming life happened during this research, 

when I started working with Valerie Wolf, one of the dream mentors in the research 

process. Valerie dreams with the same intensity and clarity I do, but she has had 25 years 

of experience working with those sorts of dreams. Her dreams are filled with direct 

healing instructions and ritual teachings, and she taught me so much about how to be in 

clearer communication with the dreams. After my first session with her, I sat at my altar 

before bed and said, “I ask for teaching dreams, and if any come, I’ll take them to 

Valerie. ” I could feel a visceral sense of excitement from the dreams, as if my promise to 

take them to Valerie meant that the chances of their being understood had just gone way 

up. If I was going to take them that seriously, if I would commit to taking them to a 

mentor, it was one more indication of my commitment to this relationship. And again, my 

dream life underwent another big shift in intensity. 

  I had an incredible teaching dream the night I made the commitment to take the 

dreams to Valerie, the night after that prayer. I was shown the process of bringing the 

teachings from the dream realm through me into to this world. It wasn’t a metaphorical 

narrative to be decoded; it was a comprehensive set of principles that were presented very 

literally and directly. I was shown that there are so many steps in the process, so many 

ways the teachings can be distorted, and so many places where the structure of the 

dreamer, as the conduit through which the dream flows, needs to stay stable so the 

energetic transmission of the dream can arrive here as intact as possible. All the steps in 

this intricate process were identified in the dream: experiencing the dream in the dream 

state, bringing it into thought in waking consciousness, speaking the words into my 

recorder, transcribing the recording into written text, then acting on the instructions by 

making a sacred object or otherwise incorporating the teaching into my life. At each 

stage, I was told that the dreamer needs to be absolutely and utterly committed to holding 

open the stable structure of the channel, and also totally non-attached in order to let the 
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energy flow unimpeded. There was a huge teaching about how holding the dreams as any 

sort of personal accomplishment would totally distort them. Ego attachment would 

completely interfere with their healing and teaching power.  

  I have had so many powerful dreams, both during this research and in the 

preceding years. While many of the dreams during the research were complex and 

profound, it’s hard to separate out a few of them as particularly significant or emblematic. 

Deena talks about the “glossary of dream images that we have each been given to carry” 

(D. Metzger, personal communication, November 16, 2012). That’s exactly what it feels 

like; that I am being given a language of symbols that gather energy and meaning through 

a process of accretion and inter-relationship. The power in these dreams is in the threads 

woven between the images; how they show up again and again, in waking and sleeping 

life. They are so intertwined, so referential, so relational. Each image activates a dense 

trail of information. No one dream I had during the research shifted everything, but the 

sheer volume, and the repetition of the themes, and the progression of the teachings is 

what makes them so significant. And the significance is impossible for me to explain to 

anyone else, because I am the one who experienced this vast array of seemingly 

unremarkable experiences that, when seen together, create a web of potent meaning. All 

the references and cross references are held in my memory. 

As an example of the intensity of my dream life during the research period, on 

the morning of November 14, I had eight dreams. I just turned on my recorder and let it 

run, and over about an hour, I would speak, then sleep, then speak, then sleep. I didn’t 

come very far out of sleep to record the dreams, and when I listened to the dreams later, I 

had completely forgotten about some of them. That morning, one dream taught me about 

the difference between dreaming from the emotional pain body and dreaming from the 

Spirit body; one was about entering more deeply into a womb-shaped cave in the earth 

and referenced a tarot card which shows a similar cave (the shape and color of the cave 
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mirrored a dream from 8 months ago about healing and art). Another dream was about 

Deena and changing light; one was about staying emotionally connected to people during 

stressful conversations; one was about the difference between psychology and 

spirituality; one gave me instructions about a specific silver frame to make for a blue 

glass bowl that I was to use for water divining. A second dream about the womb cave 

showed me the inherent aggression of scientific probing of the earth; and the last dream 

continued the teachings about the difference between the pain body and the Spirit body. 

And that was just one morning of dreaming! 

  To demonstrate the density of information that the images carry, the blue glass 

bowl in the dream was given to me by my Mom, and it has connections to her mother 

(who often visits my dreams.) My Mom also gave me four blue glass wine glasses, which 

had been significant in my childhood. One of those glasses broke spectacularly and quite 

serendipitously as I was doing some therapeutic mother-line healing a few months ago. A 

few nights before this dream, I had dreamt about my uterus being filled with cobalt blue 

energy; two weeks before that, I had a dream in which I was taught about the ritual 

healing qualities of cobalt blue light; and in the last 3 years I have had 4 other dreams 

about blue bowls and glasses and cobalt energy as a healing force; one of these involved 

my mother, and two of them involved her mother, my maternal grandmother. So when 

the dream conveys that the blue glass bowl is for water divining, it’s a making very 

complex statement about mothers and healing, among other things. 

  To include all the dreams that came during the two and a half month period of the 

research is impossible; they fill 70 single-spaced typed pages. But I can give the 

highlights, focusing on major thematic patterns in the dreams from this period. I had 

many dream images of Indigenous rituals and ritual objects, including: an Ohlone woven 

feather hat; a Blackfoot woman’s dress (which I was to make in the pre-contact style, 

decorated with seeds, not glass beads); a Plains Indian medicine bundle; tepees and 
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mound-shaped Indigenous dwellings; old African women making offerings of cornmeal; 

Native American men lighting a ritual fire in my room; teaching about Indigenous diet 

and the role of ritual in absorbing nutrients; teachings about the role of drumming in 

healing rituals; and an experience of being initiated by an African shaman. I was also 

given a healing song, and there were a number of dreams that referred to ritual 

instructions and ritual objects that I’d been given in other dreams months ago. There were 

dreams about the objects I was currently working on, teaching dreams about the nature of 

sacred objects, the process of making objects, and what attitude I should hold when 

working with them, instructions about how to work with the scraps left over when 

making an object as a way to maintain the connection to that object, guidance about how 

to work with offerings, and directions about how to keep my energy clear during and 

after ritual.  

  Many of the dream teachings come through the auditory channel as spoken 

phrases, including: “I’m servicing an intent, and the intent is to bring back these 

teachings;” “You’re a lineage carrier for the medicine, you just haven’t taken 

responsibility for it yet;” “A fellow shamanic practitioner, known for, among other 

things, shamanic soul retrieval;” and “The ancestors are giving us teachings to help us 

face new challenges; ask for ancestral knowledge for this new phase.” A dream about the 

hero’s journey came, and with it, the phrase, "When have you been smacked down and 

the fear of yourself kept you at bay?" Eagle came in a dream about the relationship 

between the collective and the individual (as demonstrated in a ritual object whose 

pattern has deep ancestral significance to me) and told me that, “If I don’t take this 

dreamwork seriously and respectfully, and come to it with my whole heart,” it would kill 

me.  

  There were dreams about initiation; about grids of energy; about the role of my 

body as a conduit in bringing dream teachings to this realm; and with an image of myself 
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sitting in the middle of an offering of pink flowers in a wooden bowl of my Mom’s (the 

same flowers had appeared in the earlier dream about individual and collective 

consciousness). I was shown the copper ring that sits at the center of my altar, and was 

told that it was carrying a question down into the mud, and would bring back an answer 

for me. The night before doing a ritual at the beach, I received directions for a particular 

image I was to draw in the sand as a way of honoring the earth; before a divination, I was 

told to take milk to the sea as an offering of gratitude afterwards. I was taught about the 

collective nature of grief and shown a “grief ambulance” which would respond to grief as 

seriously as any other emergency situation. I had many, many different hypnopompic 

teachings about how to configure myself in order to enter the dream realm, how to carry 

an intention into the dream realm, and how to ground my physical body so that my 

dreaming body could travel freely.  

 Then there were eight or ten nights in this period where I experienced hours and 

hours of energetic processes without images, or with images that I couldn’t retain. I was 

being energetically reconfigured; sometimes I felt like my finger was stuck in a light 

socket with a constant buzz of energy flowing through me; other times energy pulsed up 

and down my spine; or popped and crackled inside my head; or shook my body in rapid 

movements, sometimes waking me out of a dream at a meaningful moment with a huge 

movement or sounds. None of these energetic experiences were unusual or unfamiliar for 

me. I have been having them with varying degrees of intensity for almost ten years. They 

were more frequent than usual during the research period, however, and I attributed that 

to the concentrated ritual work I was doing at my altar every night. 

  There was also a series of dreams about my mother, who was going through 

some big shifts during this period, selling her house, paring down her possessions, and 

moving away from where she has lived for 70 years to be closer to my sister and her 

family. There were a number of dreams about her dying and about me separating my 
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possessions from hers; these dreams felt like both a processing of the death of our 

family’s life in that place, and also an experience of my energetic body being re-

configured with respect to that transformation. The dreams were helping me to integrate 

those shifts, not in a metaphorical or psychological way, but by literally changing the 

nature of my energetic system.  

Toward the end of the research, I had a series of dreams during which I accessed 

a level of consciousness that was completely new to me. This was one of the most 

exciting parts of the research process. In three dreams over the course of a month, I was 

given access to consecutively deeper levels of this realm. It’s hard to put words on the 

experience, but basically I was dreaming and awake at the same time. It wasn’t a lucid 

dream in which I woke up inside the dream; rather it was an experience of entering a 

dream while I was awake. The baseline was waking consciousness, but the experience 

was of being in a dream. The closest state of consciousness might be a shamanic journey, 

but it was much deeper than any journey I have ever experienced.  

 While my dreams are powerful, it's really difficult for me to trust that putting 

time and energy into them is of value. I struggle so much with the cultural assumptions 

around sleep; that the mark of a good person is one who spends as little time as possible 

in that realm. A voice inside me says, “Virtuous people need very little sleep, they get up 

early, and they immediately start doing things.” If I’m going to create a space for the 

dreams to come, I need eight or nine hours of sleep most nights, and sometimes ten or 

eleven. Then, after waking up, I need to lie in bed for another hour or so in that soft, in-

between space where the dreams are often explained to me. Then there is the process of 

transcribing the dreams and sometimes following their instructions. That can all take a 

long time, and it’s not work that is very validated by this culture. 

 I battle judgments about the time required for this process, the internalized 

cultural voices that value productivity over reflection. The requirements for dreaming are 
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in complete opposition to the Western work ethic that says that rest and sleep are 

unproductive and that (waking) work is the way to better ourselves and our communities. 

Sometimes I do so much work at night, that I wake up exhausted. It can take me all day 

to recover from a big night of dreams. It was so validating to read about Mabel McKay, a 

Pomo dream healer, who slept through most of her childhood (Sarris, 1994). For years 

and years, as she was developing her connections with the dream Spirits, she would sleep 

day and night. It was only after she had given herself to the process for many years that it 

stabilized and she could stay awake all day. 

  Living in a way that allows me to remain open to the dream gifts means 

extracting myself from so many of the rules and expectations of this culture. It’s painful 

and it’s lonely. And it’s really hard not to feel the cultural judgments, that I’m crazy or 

stupid for following that path.  

  Another big challenge with this work is the feeling of grief and disappointment that 

I am not able to honor the dreams the way they deserve to be honored.  There are so 

many dreams, so much instruction, so much power. It feels like each of them is a portal to 

a huge world of teaching and healing. Sometimes there are so many dreams in a night, 

that it’s a major endeavor just to record and then transcribe them. I might be able to 

follow some of the instructions, but then another flood comes the next night. I feel sad 

that so many of the dreams don’t get any further than a file on my computer. It’s hard to 

describe the feeling, but I just know that they want to be lived, to be alive in the waking 

world. 

  It’s very clear to me that the dreams are not just coming for me. They are teaching 

me, but they are teaching me so that I can more effectively make the energy that they 

bring -or, rather, the energy that they are—available to the larger community. So the 

question is about how to spread it further than me?  
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  I set aside this period of the research to really see what would happen if I gave 

myself to the process completely: working with the objects, tracking the dreams and 

doing rituals around dreams and healing. When I set this serious intention, there was an 

onslaught, an absolute flood of dreams and dreaming experiences. One of the most 

powerful dream teachings in the whole process was about how the gates opened when I 

extended an invitation, when I really committed to being in the conversation. By doing 

the daily rituals and offerings, and working with the dreams as much as I could, I could 

feel that my commitment was noticed, and the dreams came because the welcoming 

intention was genuine. 

  The day my research officially “ended” and I began compiling and working with 

the data, I essentially stopped dreaming. During the next few weeks, I had a few gentle 

dreams; just enough to let me know that I had not lost the connection, but the quality and 

quantity had shifted dramatically. This wasn’t a surprise, as I had asked the flow of 

dream teachings to stop, so that I could process and attend to the density of dream 

material that I’d been given. I know the feeling of losing the connection because I am out 

of balance with the dream world and so they dry up, but this was different. If I had 

continued to invite them with such focused attention, I believe that the dreams would 

have continued to come, and I fully expect they will return when I make that space 

available again. The deep body-level trust I have in this process is one of the greatest 

gifts of having done this work. 

Ritual 

I came to the research as an experiment to see what would happen if I made the 

space to dream on behalf of other people. I wanted to address the issue of feeling that the 

dreams being stuck in me, and trying to flow them out into the community. Given how 

many dreams had spontaneously showed me rituals to do for other people, and the strong 

intention I set to do this, I expected to dream about the research participants, but I didn't. 
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They played a big part in making the space for the dreams to come, but I didn’t really 

have any dreams that were directly on their behalf. 

  I laugh now when I look back on what I thought would happen in the research. I 

thought it might be so straightforward and tidy; I’d meet with a participant, and a night or 

two later, I’d have a dream with ritual instructions for them; we’d follow the instructions, 

and then I’d move on to the next person. I had visions of such a nice, predictable, linear 

process. That’s not how it happened at all. I had a couple of very short dreams about the 

participants during the research period, but they were so cryptic and thin compared to the 

flood of other dreams, that they didn’t provide significant guidance. 

  Instead, what predominantly happened was that the Spirits used my intention and 

the space I opened to work on me, and to teach me how to participate more deeply in the 

process. I was given a crash course in the work of being a dreamer, a ritualist and sacred 

artist. I did get clear insights about rituals to do with the participants, and I was successful 

in helping them to create rituals that shifted difficult issues in their lives, but mostly these 

insights came spontaneously to me during our meetings, as direct deliveries from Spirit. 

Seemingly, the dream space was not needed for that.  

  To my further surprise, the rituals I did with the three participants ended up 

playing a relatively smaller part in the experience of the research process than expected. I 

put a lot of time and energy into meeting with the participants and conducting the rituals 

with them. It was enormously gratifying that my support was meaningful for them, and I 

enjoyed the feeling of helping people find healing, and yet my attention and energy were 

more drawn towards attending to my dreams and my own practice. The flood of dream 

teachings that came, and the opportunity to work with my mentors about them, held the 

majority of my attention.  

 Still, the rituals created an important focus around which the other learning could 

happen. I can’t underestimate the importance of the work I did with the participants. 
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Really giving myself to the work of being a conduit for healing energy was what opened 

the dream gates. It wasn't a linear process. The dreams didn't come in direct service of the 

rituals, but having an outlet for the healing energy was absolutely what allowed more 

new information to be received. The pipeline needed to be clear at both ends (and I had a 

dream that showed me this dynamic in very clear detail)  

  Conducting the rituals allowed me to step out into the world with my skills and to 

come out of the ritual-healing closet; something that I had been resisting for a long time. 

Working with the participants provided a great opportunity to address and overcome 

some of the voices of shame and self-judgment that I carried about this work, and to 

experience the powerful healing potential of rituals. At the beginning of the research 

process, my stomach would knot up at the suggestion that I could facilitate ritual healing 

and live to tell the tale. The grip of Western mind almost had me convinced that stepping 

into that work would annihilate me. By the end of my work with the three participants, I 

felt at ease in the process and confident that I could do it again for others. The process 

helped me make a huge shift, and for that I’m very grateful.    

  I spent a lot of time doing rituals with and on behalf of the participants, but I also 

did rituals on my own behalf. Just before the research began, I completed three rituals 

that had been given in dreams during the previous year, and it felt like doing these rituals 

had a huge impact on the process of the research.  

  Two months before I began the research, I had completely stopped dreaming and 

I felt my connections to the Spirit realm had dried up. I had a divination with 

Zimbabwean medicine man, Mandaza Kandemwe, (the first of three diviners I worked 

with) who told me that the dreams had stopped because I had not been following the 

instructions that I had been given. The pipe was blocked at the outflow, and so nothing 

more was coming in. Acting on this advice, I began to work on the backlog of ritual 

instructions I had been previously given.  
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  A year earlier, I had received a very specific set of dream instructions: to make 

26 small dream catchers shaped like medicine wheels, one for each of the ancestors for 

whom I have a photo. I was to attach each photo to a wheel, and to bury them at the 

graves of all the ancestors who are buried in places that I can visit. At each grave I was to 

bury the wheel of the person buried there, as well as anyone behind them in the lineage. 

The message was that burying the medicine wheels at the graves would "send them into 

the other world," and then when any of these ancestors wanted to reach me, they could 

"step" on the medicine wheel and get direct access to my dream space. The image was 

that these ancestors would be have “my private phone number” and could access my 

psyche whenever they wanted to.  

When the dream first came, I immediately began making the medicine wheels, 

but then didn't finish the process, or bury them, until almost a year later. Partly the delay 

was because I wasn’t quite ready to give 26 people whom I didn't really know direct and 

unconditional access to my psyche. But Mandaza was adamant about the message of the 

divination. He said, “Either you follow the dreams or you don’t. Either you are 

committed to the relationship with the dream Spirits, or you’re not. There is no halfway.” 

I was concerned that some of my ancestor's Spirits might be troubled, or might bring me 

trouble. Mandaza told me that it was true, some of my ancestors might need healing, but 

that other ancestors may be able offer it, and the only way that those connections can be 

made in the other world was if I were to do the ritual in this one. So I finished the dream 

catcher wheels and, in August, my partner and I travelled to four different graveyards in 

southern Alberta and British Columbia and ritually buried them at each grave. I then 

started the research in September. 

  In another dream from about six months prior to the research, I heard the phrase 

“I’ll keep losing the moon’s intention everyday because the sun is so bright.” I was told 

to carry a raw egg with me everywhere I went for a full moon cycle. The message was 
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that the sun is so bright that it washes the moon's power out of me each day, and that I 

needed to nurture and protect the power of the moon in me so that it can grow stronger, 

instead of being washed back to zero each morning by the sun. The fragility of the egg 

and the attention with which I would have to care for it were indications of the way the 

moon's power needed to be protected from the sun. My research began a few days before 

a new moon, and for that lunar cycle, I carried a raw egg with me everywhere I went. 

In May, a month before my dreams dried up and four months before the research 

began, I was given another detailed set of ritual instructions. I was to pack a jar full of 

bay leaves, cover them with olive oil and add some flower essences. I was to let the bay 

leaves soak and soften, and then to lay them on my heart. The instruction was to use a 

specific jar—a fat round one that with a black lid that I had put in the recycling bin a 

couple of days earlier.  

  A month before this, I had accidentally ordered a large bag of bay leaves and so the 

next morning I followed the instructions and placed the jar of oil and leaves on my altar. I 

also did some research on the Internet about the symbolic meanings of bay leaves, and 

found many synchronistic connections (though they are not from formally cited sources; 

the references are more symbolic than specific). Bay leaves were sacred to the dream-

healing god Asclepius. The oracular priestesses at the temples of Delphi inhaled the 

smoke from burning bay leaves to induce their divinatory trances. In some pagan 

traditions, dream pillows filled with bay leaves are said to encourage prophetic dreams 

and intensify spiritual insight. In ancient Greece, wreaths of bay laurel leaves were given 

to university graduates, and are the source of the word baccalaureate. Also, in North 

America, bay leaves are often used to replace coca leaves in the rituals I learned from the 

Q’ero shamans in Peru. Although I had never thought about them before, the arrival of 

the bay leaves in the dream seemed relevant to me in many ways. 
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 I put the bottle on my altar. The instruction was to let them soften for a while, but I 

didn't really know what to do with them after that. About a month later a dream came 

with the phrase, “I have felt most comfortable when I stay close to what I thought I 

believed” and I saw an image of the bottle full of leaves. A few days after that dream, I 

had a night of lots of energy movements and dream activity, and heard the phrase, 

“You’re nervously arranging flowers before they get here,” and I saw the bottle again. In 

that dream, I received the instructions to put a leaf on my heart for five minutes every 

morning before getting out of bed and to do that until the jar was empty. 

  The jar sat on my altar for a long time, and I occasionally put a leaf on my heart 

before I got up, but I didn't do it with much conviction. Upon beginning the research, 

however, I committed to really following the ritual instructions and did the practice 

regularly. There were a lot of leaves in the jar, and this ritual lasted for most of the 10-

week period of the research.  

  It's impossible to evaluate the impact of doing the prescribed rituals, and none of 

them could be directly credited with producing a specific “result” but soon after 

completing the prescribed rituals, my dreams started again, and they grew to be stronger 

than they had ever been. I also have a deeper feeling of relationship with the dreams, and 

a growing desire to be loyal to them. 

Sacred Objects 

I've been making sacred objects for many years, and have received a number of 

direct dream teachings, both about specific objects to make and also about the general 

process of making objects. For the purpose of this research, I focused on one ritual tool, a 

medicine wheel altar, which I made at the beginning of the research and used during my 

work with the research participants. The nature and use of the altar is described in the 

previous section. In this section, I discuss the process of making it and the ongoing 

relationship I am developing with it.  
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  Between June 2010 and November 2011, I received teachings about medicine 

wheels in 25 different dreams. In most of the dreams, the medicine wheels are presented 

as portals and, in many of them, I am a medicine wheel and thus a portal myself. The 

dreams are complex, but here are examples of some of their main themes: I am the center 

of the medicine wheel and being shown that some of the elements are hotter than others. I 

am the center of the medicine wheel and being woven into the cycles of time; in a series 

of dreams, I see the medicine wheel evolve, and am told that it needs to morph from  

2-dimensional to 3-dimensional in order to include the upper and lower worlds. I see a  

3-dimensional medicine wheel in the beadwork style of the Woodlands Cree, that also 

looks like a floral sculpture made by my great-Grandmother (who lived in the territory of 

the Woodlands Cree in Ontario); I hear the phrase, "she came right out of a medicine 

wheel.” I am told that the solstices and equinoxes are moments that rise above normal 

time, that they could be considered as sacred places in time, and that the concave square 

that I have used on medicine wheels is a visual portrayal of this energetic phenomenon. I 

see a medicine wheel that morphs from a simple black and white line drawing to an 

amazing multi-colored, multi-dimensional living being; I am shown a series of medicine 

wheels that represent rituals I did with my family; I dream of designing an alternative 

funeral ritual that is shaped like a medicine wheel. I am given a teaching about how to 

carry an intention from waking life to dream life by entering the center of a medicine 

wheel and then walking into the appropriate element/direction; I see a medicine wheel 

with piles of sacred objects in each direction; I physically feel my body aligned with the 

axes of the medicine wheels, as a conduit that pulls energy vertically into this realm from 

the upper and lower worlds, and then flows it out horizontally into my community. 

  Many of the dreams in which I was the medicine wheel were also powerful 

energetic experiences where I felt myself being re-arranged to fit the teaching that was 

coming. The strongest of these deserves special description. In February 2011, I had a 
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very physical dream experience in which I was being aligned as a medicine wheel, and I 

experienced the sensations of my energy body literally being stretched and configured 

outside its normal shape. It was incredibly uncomfortable; as though I were a square peg 

being pulled to fill a round hole. It was too direct, too challenging for my system, and 

eventually I couldn't hold the tension any more, I couldn't stay present to the experience. 

Then I was told that “they” were going to make it easier for me. There was a strong sense 

of another subjective presence who was working on me, or in me; another energy that 

was “doing” this to me and communicating to me about the process. The stretching and 

energetic contorting continued, but the location of my awareness had shifted, and now I 

was able to observe the process from the outside, rather than from the inside. It wasn't so 

intense this way, but it was still very hard on my system. Eventually, I couldn't tolerate 

even this lesser process, and popped out of the dream space with a split second wave of 

intense heat throughout my entire body. I woke up kicking off the covers.  

  The image of a quartered circle has been meaningful to me since I started 

doodling it in my journal ten or twelve years ago. I didn't have any context for the image 

then, but I've slowly grown a relationship with it and have come to understand some of 

the information it carries. I can't remember when I made the connection between the 

simple line image and a medicine wheel, but it has been a long, slow, evolution from 

doodling those first images to this experience of being configured as a three-dimensional 

medicine wheel; a sphere whose center is at my heart, and whose cardinal points connect 

me to everything in the cosmos. 

  Even before the medicine wheel dreams started, I had been working on a 

succession of altars in the form of medicine wheels. I started the first one in 2002, never 

connecting it to the image of the quartered circle from my doodling, and I was creating 

the fourth medicine wheel altar when this research began. Each one becomes more 

complex and feels more “right” than the last. 
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  I’ve had many dreams and instructions about making ritual tools that are held or 

moved in a particular way, objects that perform an action or do something. By contrast, I 

didn’t really take the altar itself very seriously; it just felt like a backdrop, something to 

put underneath the other objects I made. But as I began this research, and followed the 

urges to make another medicine wheel altar, I realized that the altar itself was a sacred 

tool that had power to effect reality. I developed a new respect and appreciation for 

something that I had been working with, but not really noticing for almost a decade. Its 

power was hidden in its simplicity.  

  Early in the research period, I read a book about an Arapaho shaman who talked 

about his sacred healing pipes (Bear Heart & Larkin, 1996). Bear Heart has four pipes, 

and he uses each one for a different kind of healing: one for distant healing, one for 

addictions, one in sweat lodge, and one is a personal pipe that he uses when he needs to 

come back into alignment himself. The realization came that maybe I use medicine 

wheels like he uses pipes. There’s one on my home altar, the one I made for the work 

with the participants; I made my father a healing medicine wheel amulet when he had a 

stroke; I was given instructions in a dream to make a beautiful 3 dimensional medicine 

wheel sculpture, but don't yet know how to use it; and I've been tracking instructions for 

the last three to four years to build a divination kit with a medicine wheel appliquéd on 

the cloth. It is clear that medicine wheels are powerful tools for me. 

  At the meeting with the first ritual participant, I moved the medicine wheel from 

my home altar to the table where we’d be working together. We did our ritual with it 

there on the table, but I could feel the loss of my anchoring when my main altar was 

dismantled. Bear Heart's story of his pipes helped me realized that I needed to have my 

personal medicine wheel set up to hold my grounding, and to make a second one for 

when I worked with other people. Mine was for me, and not to be touched by other 

people. I needed to make another one for public viewing and use. It was quite an ah-ha to 
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register that this image, this form, this encapsulation of energy and information, could be 

used so powerfully for different healing purposes.   

I spent many days making the altar, and during this time, received a number of 

instructions from dreams in the process. One night I woke in the middle of the night with 

a blindingly clear instruction that the attitude I hold while making the sacred objects is 

critical. The power behind the message and the clarity and importance of it were so 

strong that it jolted me fully awake. A few days later, I was in that sleepy-dozy morning 

space of floating just below conscious awareness; I could feel lots of energy moving and 

the presence of teachings but wasn't totally able to follow what was happening. The only 

instruction I could retain was that making sacred objects is not about having them or even 

using them after they are made, it is about learning to focus my prayers and imbue the 

object with that precise and directed concentration. It is about the process more than the 

product. I was also told that color is one of the important ways that power is held in the 

objects I make. For other people, it would be different, but for me, power comes through 

color.  

  The following morning another download came in that dozy space. I was told 

that the care and attention I put into making the objects beautiful is an offering to the 

Spirits, and that’s what invites them to inhabit the tool. The objects and I both become 

portals. I had been feeling a need to develop more direct relationships with specific 

Spirits; the instruction was that I am to use the making of the altar as a process of coming 

into relationship with the Elementals, because those are the Spirits I am to work with. 

While this information sounds simple, what's hard to convey is the complexity and depth 

with which I come to know these things when they come to me in this way. A concept 

that might be familiar in waking life suddenly becomes utterly true at every level of my 

being when it is delivered in the dream-time. I come to understand it energetically rather 

than intellectually, and it becomes part of me in a deeply experiential. 
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 Some of the dream teachings I received were about the principles of the medicine 

wheel altar, and some of them are about the technical aspects of it. This is a familiar 

process, and technical downloads about making sacred objects have been coming to me 

for many years. A few days after the previous download, I had a very long experience in 

that sleepy space, where I just turned on my recorder and let the information come. I 

would occasionally fall back asleep and then wake up and add more. I had been 

wondering what colors to use to represent the directions, and was told that the four 

elements on the horizontal plane, representing the middle world, should be represented 

with yellow, red, blue and black, and that the lower and upper world are to be represented 

black and white. For the upper and lower world, it doesn’t matter which color is where, 

because both the upper world and the lower world lead to the same place; they are, in a 

sense, interchangeable. White is all the colors and black is no colors, which is really the 

same things; if one goes far enough into nothingness, one touches the infinite. The 

specific (lower world) can be accessed through the universal (upper world), or the other 

way around. Such metaphysical teachings are common in the dreams that come to me. 

  This teaching feels incomplete, because there is a contradiction about black being 

used for both the north and the upper/lower world, but I am also familiar with the process 

of holding a question until the answer comes. It may take a few years, but eventually the 

questions are answered. I spent a long time waiting to be shown how to represent three-

dimensionality in these altars. In this case, I could sense a lack of resonance, a place 

where the energy was just not right. There was something out of sync about using black 

in both places—it's a somatic sensation, it doesn't quite “sit down” in me and I know it 

means something is out of harmony. I was told that the way to address this would become 

clear when I learn the difference between the darkness of the north/midnight and the 

darkness of the interior of the earth/the heavens. They are both black, but they are 
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different kinds of black, and that’s a level of information that I have not yet been given 

access to.  

  Finally, I was given instructions about how the most sacred parts of the medicine 

wheel need to be protected. The central circular cloth needs another, simpler cloth 

underneath it so that it is shielded from the hurdy-gurdy of this world. It's as if the 

medicine wheel is -and is within—a series of concentric rings of power, and those closest 

to the center need to be kept pristine. It would detract from the power of the circular cloth 

to lay it directly on any unsanctified surface; it needs a barrier of protection. Likewise, I 

was told that the bag that I make to carry the altar in needs to be undecorated, as this is 

also a boundary that keeps the energy of the tool safe. If the bag is ornate, it will attract 

attention when I am carrying it through the world, and that chaotic energy will diminish 

the tool's power. I am told that I have a tendency to decorate everything, and that I need 

to control that urge; decoration is part of how the tools gather power, but there is a role 

for plainness too. This is an issue in my personal conditioning that can have detrimental 

affects on the power of the tools, and I need to pay attention to it.  

  When I began to make the altar, the process was highly ritualized. It was 

communicated very clearly that I needed to do all the preparation and gather all the 

materials in advance, so that the actual making was a focused ritual. It took me days to 

gather all the things needed, and I spent hours organizing the materials. They couldn’t 

just be put them in a pile; I needed to make the gathering itself beautiful; all the fabric 

had to be folded in a certain way, the bead boxes stacked evenly, and so on. As the pile 

grew, it became clear that I couldn't just leave it out on the table; that was too exposed. It 

needed to be sheltered and protected. The materials needed to be treated with honor, and 

every step along the way became ritualized. 

  There were also very clear rules about what could happen outside of the ritual 

space and what had to wait until I officially began the process. I could test techniques, 
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sketch designs, and chose fabrics, but I couldn't start to cut or glue anything. As I do this 

kind of work, the protocol is made very clear to me. I know precisely what I can and can't 

do. And because the rules are inside me, I can't “cheat.” There is no one to fool. My 

psyche is where the rules appear (though I am not their creator), I am the one following 

them, and I am also the one who enforces them.  

  When I had finally assembled all the materials, I prayed over them; I rattled, rang 

bells, and gave thanks for the sources of the material. I spent a long time praying for the 

capacity to create an altar that was strong and healing. As I worked, I continued to pray 

for that. I need to build my capacity to stay in that state of intense prayer; when I am 

really in it, tears pour down my face, tears of overwhelm from feelings of love and 

gratitude. I feel so aligned and connected and appreciative of all the ways the Spirits are 

showing up for this process that I am brought to my knees. I can't hold that focused 

prayerful state for very long, though, and eventually my mind wanders or I need to listen 

to music or watch a movie while working. The more I practice it, the more I can hold the 

space. The altar took many hours over many days, and I slipped in and out of that really 

focused space a number of times. I know that being truly in it is what the work requires, 

that capacity to be energetically and emotionally aligned with the prayer. That's what 

calls the Spirits into the tool. I know I’m in that space when my heart feels cracked open. 

Even when I am having such powerful experiences of being connected, there’s 

still a voice inside me that says, “You’re wasting your life spending this much time 

sewing beads on a piece of cloth.” “You really should have gone to medical school. 

Maybe there's still time to apply, then you'd finally be doing something worthwhile.” The 

belittling Western mind is so strong in me. I try not to listen to it, but it’s there. 

As I used the medicine wheel altar with the participants, I continued to get 

teachings about it. Like other teachings, these came in semi-sleep and receiving them felt 

like taking dictation—they were absolutely clear and direct. These were so clearly not 
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things that I “thought of” or “figured out” in any kind of intellectual way. They come on 

a whole different channel, accessible through that heightened receptivity of the dream 

space. They are different than what comes into my mind when I am awake and 

“thinking.”  

  Many teachings came about the ritualized act of laying out the altar; that the 

process of opening it is as much a part of its power as the physical qualities of any of the 

objects. Laying out the altar is a performance sculpture. When I open the altar with 

intention and focus, I am putting on a performance-—for the participant, for the Spirits, 

and for my own thinking mind. The care and fluidity with which I open and assemble the 

pieces is part of the process of opening the portals in our consciousness. It's ritual as 

theater. The participant needs to watch what's happening, to have her curiosity piqued, to 

have her imagination entranced, to be struck by the beauty, and to be aware of the energy 

that’s gone into making the altar. All of that builds her capacity to participate in the ritual 

with heightened focus and awareness, and hence increases the likelihood of healing. 

  A very clear and humbling teaching showed me that there is a fine line between 

utilizing the aesthetic and theatrical power of the altar for healing, and the ego part of me 

that wants people to be impressed and like me because I “personally” have made these 

things. The mystery and entrancing nature of the altar needs to be honored as a 

technological facet of ritual; it’s part of its power, and even though I “made” it, that 

beauty is not about me. When the participant watches me engage with the altar in a 

mysterious and magical way, she starts to sense that I have access to esoteric knowledge 

and have a special connection to the Spirit realm. Having the participant witness this 

special connection plays an important role in the healing, but if I start to accept her 

projections, to feel like “I am special,” rather than “I am a conduit,” then the process 

immediately stops working. I can’t have an ego attachment to the beauty and power of 

the altar or it won’t work. I can't use the altar to inflate my ego, to impress people 
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because I made it; but neither can I become deflated and hide behind it. If I start to feel 

like I am not good enough on my own, and that I need the flash and dazzle of the altar to 

validate myself, I'm just playing the same ego game from the other side, and it will 

equally limit the healing power of the object.   

 I used this new medicine wheel with my first participant before it was completely 

finished. I had finished many of the pieces, but not all of the detailed decoration. Part 

way through the ritual, I found myself wondering why the ritual space didn't feel very 

deep. I realized the altar wasn't holding the energy enough because I hadn't put enough 

work into it. My work is so ornate, time-consuming, and detailed. Those ornate details 

actually represent a literal concentration of attention and energy in the object. The altar in 

its unfinished state wasn’t dense enough, wasn’t concentrated enough, to hold a deep 

space.  

Using the finished altar, I could feel a qualitative shift in how it held space, and 

this power continued to deepen as I worked with it. Partly, I became more comfortable 

with using it and the performance aspect became smoother, but I could also sense how 

the altar “likes” being used. The sense of this is hard to describe, because in Western 

mind we don’t honor the subjectivity of other beings, so we don’t have words to describe 

their experiences. I was told how these objects are fulfilling their soul’s purpose when we 

use then, I could feel the altar giving its gift to the world when it is being used, and for 

lack of a better word, it “likes” to do that. Just as people become more radiant, beautiful 

and whole when they are doing what they love in service to the community, the same 

thing happens with the altar; it thrives and becomes more energized, and I can feel the 

change in how it glows. The altar’s power gets amplified when it is used, and it is then 

able to hold a stronger space. It’s so circular and intersubjective: the strength of space is a 

co-creation between the altar and me.   
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Mentors and Diviners 

The predominant experience of my journey through this process has been 

loneliness for human community. I have experienced an intense ache, not just for 

companionship on the path, but also for a map. Part of the loneliness has been about not 

knowing other who people have gone through this, or how they’ve navigated it. The 

opportunity to work with the three mentors, as well as with three diviners during the 10-

week period of the research gave me a taste of what it would have been like to go through 

this process in an Indigenous community. I felt so held and met, and the loneliness started 

to dissipate.  

I've ached for a teacher, someone who can put it all together and help me find my 

way through it, for someone who knows from the inside what it feels like to have this 

relationship to dreams and ritual healing. As part of the research, I worked with three 

mentors, women whose expertise was specifically in these areas. Two of them, Karen and 

Deena, I had worked with before. I had studied with Deena in workshop settings over a 

period of the last five years, and I had been working with Karen regularly as a 

dissertation coach and overall mentor for about 18 months. I continued to meet with 

Karen regularly during the research, and I made a deeper connection with Deena, doing a 

number of individual consultations with her, and attending a weekend workshop. I also 

began working with a new teacher, Valerie, whom I met through Deena. For the first 

time, with these three women, I felt held by a web of people who really knew what was 

happening to me.  

  Each of these women brought a particular gift to the work we did together. 

Karen’s focus is Indigenous consciousness, dreams and the body. Deena is a Medicine 

Woman who works with dreams, animals, and community healing rituals to facilitate a 

collective shift of consciousness. Valerie is a Professional Dreamer, and a shamanic 
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healer and teacher, who has a profound connection to the dream realm and who uses that 

relationship in her healing work.   

I had regular conversations with each of the mentors over the course of the 

research, working with each of them in a different way. Working so closely with three 

such powerful mentors was an incredible experience, and I know it contributed to the 

flood of dream information that came during that period. My work with Karen continued 

as a steady baseline, giving me a sounding board, and helping me bridge the dream 

experiences and the academic realm. My work with Deena was inspiring in that I realized 

in a much deeper way the fierce depth of her commitment to unhooking from the patterns 

of Western mind. She gave me a lived demonstration of that, as well as a sophisticated 

theoretical framework for it. As promised, she “held my feet to the fire.” Working with 

Valerie was perhaps the most profound, possibly because she was new to me, but also 

because it was such a relief to discuss my dreams with someone who had a similarly 

complex and deep dream life. Valerie’s relationship with the dreams is so clear, so direct, 

so absolutely not metaphorical. The dreams are living subjective beings, with whom she 

enters into relationship and collaboration, and she completely lives in that reality. The 

validation that came from working with Valerie opened me to a whole new vista of what 

was possible through dreams, and I believe also significantly shifted the nature of the 

dreams that came.  

   I also worked with three diviners during the course of the research: Astrologer 

Elias Lonsdale; Malidoma Somé, a shaman and teacher from Burkina Faso; and Mandaza 

Kandemwe, a Zimbabwean medicine man. I have been having annual astrological 

readings with Elias since 2007 and this year’s reading coincided with my birthday and the 

beginning of the research. I have also had annual readings with Mandaza and again, it 

coincided with the research (I discuss this reading earlier in this section.) Finally, I had 

my first divination with Malidoma near the end of the research process. 
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  My reading with Elias had an enormous impact on me. What he told me helped 

to put another crack in that spell that makes me feel like it’s wrong to follow this path. He 

said that I had a highly unusual configuration of planetary influences, in not being 

predominantly connected to the 3 dimensional reality of here and now. I’m much more 

aligned with the Spirit realm, and with the future. In order to be congruent with my soul’s 

path, he said I needed to learn how to live a double life. I need to live by the rules of the 

Spirit realm, and also find a way to life in this world and in this culture. This is very 

demanding from a human point of view, but also a very high calling. The key is not to 

impose the expectations of consensus reality on myself. If I demand external legitimacy 

and consistency, then I betray my own pattern. My work is to stand unconditionally for 

something that doesn’t measure up to outside expectations. Something about how he 

delivered the information really helped me to take it in. I felt like he showed me a map, 

and gave me some directions for navigating the path. I came away with the feeling of, 

“OK. That’s what I need to do. I can do that.”  

In my divination with Malidoma, he told me many of the same things. He said 

that my soul was configured in a way that led me to be “bombarded” by information from 

the Spirit world through dreams and my teachings about rituals and shamanic objects. He 

said that something has made me unusually permeable, that Spirit beings in my life have 

been given permission to rewire me so that I am accessible all the time; most shamans 

have an on/off switch, but I don’t. He also validated that this is a really hard way to live 

in this world: first to have been so sensitive for so many years and not to know what it 

was, just that I couldn’t live the way normal people live; then to slowly realize the energy 

and information this sensitivity gave me access to; and finally to begin to appreciate the 

enormity of what this accessibility gives me access to, and to understand the commitment 

that is required to work with it. He told me that I was poised to claim the responsibility 

and to start to bring it to my community. 
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  Malidoma said that there is a contract that I need to abide by if I want to follow 

this path, and I don’t really have a choice about whether I do or not. It’s the path that my 

soul is calling me to, and if I want to live in harmony with my soul, then I need to follow 

it. If I am to be true to it, there are very specific things that I need to do and ways I need 

to be in the world. And they are definitely not the way of the mainstream culture. I need 

to make peace with that. 

  Elias said my experiences are so foreign to most people that they don’t have the 

perceptive capacity to recognize what’s happening for me. It’s a whole different 

framework, that I am “here to do a totally different kind of job”; that I’m “working for 

somebody else.” He validated that it’s a difficult path to walk. And yet it’s beautiful too. I 

wouldn’t change it, and I couldn’t change it.  

  Malidoma said that the other unusual thing is that I don’t carry an individual 

destiny, that my healing is connected with the healing of the whole and that I have a 

“collective soul” rather than an individual one. He also said that my “pipeline to the Spirit 

realm” is so wide, so clear and so direct, that I can play an important role for my 

community by acting as a conduit for that information.  

  Elias told me almost the exact same thing: that I’m wired for collective 

consciousness, not individual awareness. He said that most people come here for personal 

karmic learning and to develop their own self-destiny, but that’s not my path. My work is 

aligned with the collective destiny. I have interior experiences that aren’t “mine,” they’re 

just coming through me. I cried and cried as he said these things, because they rang so 

true to how I’ve always felt. What happens to other people and the earth has always 

registered in my body as if it were happening to me. He said that I resonate with where 

humanity is going, in terms of transcending individuality, and that it’s a lonely place to 

be.  
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 I’ve struggled with feeling like I should be following a certain tradition. Deena 

talks about "the pathless path", that we’re no longer in a time when we can rely on the 

traditional paths, and that we each need to discover how Spirit speaks to us, and what 

rituals and practices help us to deepen that relationship. Malidoma told me that my 

medicine body was far too collective to be able to commit myself to any particular 

tradition. Elias said the same thing, that I am more aligned with the future than the 

present, and that the way of the future is trans-traditional, not following the old ways but 

creating hybridized new ones. Malidoma told me that he would love to have my energetic 

configuration, because he is locked in a tradition that is increasingly being faced with 

questions for which it has no answers. He's stuck in a tradition that made sense in the 

past, but that won't serve us in the future. The challenge for me is that this culture gives 

authority to established traditions, and my work is to figure out how to present what I do 

in a way that people can accept it without it being located in any known tradition. 

Even though I understand the wisdom of what Malidoma and Elias said, and see 

the fragmented situation we’re in, I still ache for a community that can recognize what 

has been happening to me, and for an established initiatory and ritual protocol for helping 

me integrate it all. I want a map to follow, a tradition that can validate my experiences, 

both for me and for other people. But that’s not the world I live in. The mainstream 

culture doesn't even accept that many of my experiences are real, let alone offer support 

around how to integrate and use them for our collective benefit.  

  So I’ve had to piece together support from all sorts of different kinds of people 

with different kinds of skills. I can’t count the number of body workers, energy healers, 

spiritual counselors, therapists, and teachers I’ve worked with since this process began 10 

years ago. Some of those people I just saw briefly, and others I’ve been with for many 

years. They've all been so helpful, supporting me to do the physical, energetic, and 

psychological healing that’s necessary to integrate what I am going through. This process 
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is also a spiritual process, though, and I've found support for that part of it through 

working with astrologers, traditional Indigenous diviners and medicine people. These 

people are harder to find and to work closely with, but they have helped me to see how 

my experiences fit into a bigger picture.  

 My struggle to claim this identity is intertwined with the scapegoating of the 

shamanic within Western culture. In Chapter 5, I describe how my work with the 

participants, the mentors, the diviners, and my own healing allowed me to come to a new 

and significantly expanded understanding of my larger purpose and destiny. I was able to 

gradually the shamanic nature of the gifts of dreaming, conducting rituals and creating 

sacred objects.  

Participants’ Stories  

The following section presents the participant’s stories in narrative format. 

Jewlee and Gretchen wanted me to use their real names, while Caitlin and the other 

people discussed in the stories are pseudonyms.  The stories are presented 

chronologically, in the order that I worked with the three women.   

 
Jewlee's Story 

 I met Jewlee through a mutual friend who thought she might be interested in 

participating in this research. In our first phone call, Jewlee described the situation in her 

life that she hoped to shift through ritual. Ten years ago, she had spent a year in a deeply 

abusive relationship. Even though she had not seen the man since that time, Jewlee still 

felt energetically connected to him. She dreamed of him regularly, and the residue of 

intensity and dark feelings that the dreams brought lingered with her for days afterwards. 

Jewlee had done significant personal healing work and had shifted many things in her life 

since having been with this man, including being in a new and very healthy relationship. 

She still felt his influence over her, however, and wanted to clear it. She had tried to do 
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this before, but had not felt that she had been successful. Each time she had tried to 

separate from him energetically, she had experienced powerful and painful body 

responses, including coughing up dark green phlegm.  

 As we spoke, Jewlee described another ritual she had recently begun, in an 

attempt to clear old, negative energy from her field. She had a collection of old letters and 

photographs from difficult times in her past, including the time she had spent with this 

man. Jewlee called this her "little box of pain," and, in attempt to release this pain, she 

had cut the contents into tiny pieces, saying a prayer of forgiveness and blessing to each 

of the people involved. Jewlee has had some very difficult and traumatic experiences in 

her life, and while it was hard to release and forgive the people involved, she was able to 

do it, for everyone except this man. Her plan was to mix the shreds of paper with 

wildflower seeds and scatter them in a natural area, but the unresolved feelings about this 

one relationship were preventing her from taking that next step.  

 Jewlee and I agreed that we would like to work together, and we made a date to 

meet at my house a week later. At our first face-to-face meeting, Jewlee told me what had 

happened in her life since we spoke on the phone. She had begun coughing up the 

familiar green phlegm, and had also developed a number of different physical issues. Her 

chiropractor asked "if she had been hit on the head with a 2 x 4" because her body looked 

like it had undergone severe physical trauma. Jewlee had been in a car accident with this 

former boyfriend, and she recognized the physical issues she was having as revisitations 

of the injuries that had occurred during that accident, a familiar experience that had 

occurred before when she tried to disconnect from his energy. On top of all this, she had 

woken up that morning with shingles. She was in great physical discomfort, which she 

attributed to initiating the ritual process with me, but she was eager to proceed and to 

clear herself of this man's energy once and for all.  
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 During the introductory part of the meeting, I told Jewlee about Karen and 

Deena, the two ritual mentors who would be mentoring me during this process. Karen 

had made an altar for our process in her house, and both women were supporting Jewlee 

and me and the work we were doing. It was very meaningful to both of us to have Karen 

and Deena walking with us in the work. 

 Jewlee described her relationship with this man in greater detail than I had heard 

on the phone. It was heartbreaking to hear the depth of pain and abuse she suffered. I will 

not reveal the details of the situation to respect Jewlee's privacy, but suffice to say that 

while he did not physically abuse her, the emotional and psychological terror he inflicted 

on her was intense. Jewlee only found the strength to leave the relationship because a 

friend flew in from another state and took her away. We followed the ritual process 

described above at our first meeting, setting up the ritual space, opening the altar, and 

doing the cornmeal exchange.  

 In our debriefing of our first meeting and ritual, Jewlee's primary reflection was 

around how supported she felt. Since she had not felt supported in her childhood, she was 

powerfully moved by the fact that three women she didn't know -Karen, Deena and 

myself—were all committing our energy to help her find the healing she was seeking.  

 A particularly meaningful expression of this feeling of support occurred during 

the cornmeal exchange when Jewlee felt first distress and then relief:  

At first when you said that I had to give you the cornmeal, I have this little kid in 
me who was just like, "I'm giving it to you, but what about me, isn't anyone 
giving anything to me?" I know why this little kid is here. We all have our 
families and how they are structured... but then with you, when you said your 
part of it, from your heart to mine, it just cleared that away. It's like, "OK, you 
are being taken care of" [spoken to her little kid]. 
 

Jewlee further described how she had come to our meeting straight from work and 

arrived feeling scattered and somewhat flustered over a sexual harassment issue 

occurring between two staff members at the café she managed. She described how the 
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calling of the elements and the prayers helped her get calmer and disconnect from that 

issue. Jewlee said that she felt much more grounded at the end of the session than at the 

beginning. She also told me that, as I called the elements and spoke about the circle we 

were creating, she could feel many, many circles forming around her and actually started 

to feel a bit dizzy at all the connections. Jewlee also talked about how much she missed 

being involved in rituals and how good it felt to be participating in this one. “It really 

awakens something within me about the rituals that I miss in my life. It makes me hungry 

for more, which is good… making the space for that just makes it feel more important.” 

Finally, Jewlee told me how she had been trying to establish a spiritual practice in her 

life, and how initiating this ritual work with me was a good excuse for her to clean out a 

spare room and set up some personal space where she could build a simple altar. 

 Although I hadn't initially planned to have Jewlee engage with the medicine 

wheel altar I had made, as we proceeded with the ritual, it felt right to have her get more 

directly involved. Many people who use ritual objects are very careful not to let anyone 

touch their tools, to protect them from being mishandled and losing their power. It felt 

important to me, however, that the participant and I embarked on this process 

collaboratively. I smudged Jewlee and then had her use the bowl and fan and smudge me. 

When I made the prayers to the directions and placed the offerings in each bowl, I asked 

Jewlee to ring the singing bowl for each offering. As my ritual work with the different 

participants progressed, I found more and more ways to have them involved with the 

ritual tools and soon we were using the altar collaboratively. Although part of my ego 

wanted to be the one in charge, the one who got to touch all the special objects, it felt 

much better to let go of the pressure of holding that expertise and to facilitate a process 

that was more collaborative. 

 Jewlee and I had our second meeting a week after the first one. I was nervous 

because I didn't have the same sort of pre-planned schedule as I had had for the first 
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meeting. I was happily relieved that Jewlee arrived with lots of stories and material to 

work with.  

 Jewlee had a wonderful week—she was glowing when she walked in, and 

excited to tell me about the changes that were occurring. She had done the cornmeal 

ritual every day, working hard to be kind to herself and to build up her tolerance slowly. 

In the first few days she could only sit at her altar for a few minutes before the discomfort 

became so great that she had to leave. Each day, however, she was able to spend more 

time there, and by the end of the week she was looking forward to making her offering. 

Jewlee was thrilled to be committing to a regular spiritual practice and still deeply felt the 

support of my doing the rituals on her behalf. She explained,  

The support is part of what I need to feel that something is real, that I am actually 
doing the work. .... That's been amazing. This is real, this is truly happening. It 
makes me feel so much bigger than me just sitting alone. 
 

 Jewlee told me how she had been sitting at her altar and working with what she 

calls her “little bowl of goodness,” a collection of small objects from difficult times in her 

past. She had worked with these objects to release the painful charge around them, and to 

acknowledge that the hard times that they were part of have helped to make her stronger. 

These objects felt like tools of power to Jewlee, sacred objects that reminded her of other 

challenges that she had overcome. During the week, Jewlee also worked with a piece of 

Jet, a gemstone known for its cleansing ability. Each day she blew her pain around the 

issue with this man into the stone and then passed it through a candle flame to cleanse it. 

She explained that she experienced releasing this pain as aggressive and powerful, but not 

violent, and that the process felt very healing. 

 Jewlee experienced many somatic shifts over the week, and said that she was 

able to “physically feel this person and his influence leaving (her) body.” In the days 

since we first met, she had woken up with a variety of pains connected to her time with 

this man, and she watched as they slowly diminished. One day she woke up with a 
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swollen hand and arm (one of the injuries from the car accident) and by noon it had 

returned to normal size. Jewlee explained that when she was injured in the accident, 

neither she nor her partner treated her injuries with tenderness, and that when the 

symptoms returned this week, she focused on being compassionate with herself and 

giving herself the love she didn't get when it happened. On the first three days after we 

met, Jewlee woke up having panic attacks, similar to the ones she had experienced with 

this man. Not only did they clear over the course of the day, the panic attacks diminished 

each day and then disappeared completely. Jewlee told me there was a “daily change 

about how I feel about myself and my surroundings,” explaining, “I feel this incredible 

movement of energy out of my system.” She told me that she could feel each of these old 

patterns getting closer and closer to the surface, manifesting with physical symptoms, 

then diminishing in intensity and eventually going away all together. 

  The situation at Jewlee's work continued to deteriorate, and since our last 

meeting, she had made the decision to look for another job. She realized she could stay 

and fight the injustices she saw at the café, but decided, “to make choices about where I 

want to put my energy.” Overall, Jewlee was thrilled with how things were going in her 

life, saying, “Basically I just feel really good. Better than I have since I can remember.” 

 Jewlee had also completed the ritual she had begun before we met, scattering the 

shredded photos and letters from her “box of pain.” Even though she had cut the paper 

into very tiny pieces, she told me that she could feel which pieces carried the energy of 

the relationship she was trying to release. When she had cut those pages, she couldn't 

even imagine being able to forgive or bless this man, but as she scattered the paper this 

week, she was able to at least say, “I forgive you, I bless you, I forgive you, I bless you.” 

Jewlee said that she felt a bit like she was “acting as if,” but even being able to do that 

was a big step forward for her.  
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 There were many synchronicities around the process of scattering the papers and 

flower seeds, the most meaningful being that Jewlee found herself walking a very 

particular path through an open field as she released the old pain and the new seeds. A 

few steps after she tossed the last handful, Jewlee looked up and found herself in front of 

a large patch of stinging nettles. This especially moved her, because Jewlee is studying to 

be an herbalist, and nettles are a powerful healing herb. Jewlee felt that the nettles were 

an affirmation that she was leaving a painful past behind her and was being greeted by a 

healthier future. As she explained,  

Ending up at the stinging nettles was just the icing on the cake. The universe 
giving me a present, showing me that I am on the right path and that I am 
supported. I’ve never had anything like that happen to me before, it show me that 
I am on the right track. 
 

 When Jewlee told me this part of the story, I went into my kitchen and brought 

out some dried stinging nettles and placed them in a small bowl on the table between us. I 

don't have many herbs in my kitchen, but I drink nettle tea regularly, and it felt like a 

further synchronicity that to have this herb that was so meaningful to Jewlee. As we 

spoke, we referred to the nettles often, and before Jewlee left, I wrapped the dried leaves 

in a small circle of fabric, tied it with a ribbon and invited her to say a prayer over it. 

Jewlee held the bundle and said to the Nettles, “Thank you for giving me the time and the 

space to find myself and to really heal on my terms, for giving me the support, and for 

having nature be such a part of it.” I instructed her to find a place to bury the bundle on 

her way home as an offering of gratitude. I explained that this process had been blessed 

and that it was important to acknowledge that and to keep saying thank you. 

 As we spoke, I found myself listening to Jewlee and hearing some of her words 

as more accentuated than others. It was as though they were energetically being delivered 

in bold font. I realized that I was seeing the places where energy was stuck and needed to 

shift. It happened when she told me that she had journals from that period in her life but 
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that she'd never had the courage to read them. It happened when we talked about how she 

still wouldn't use this man’s name and didn't even like reading or talking about people 

who had the same first name as he did. It happened when she told me about the poster 

that had hung in their bedroom, the one she took down every time she tried to leave him, 

and then put back up again when she ended up staying. That poster is still in her closet, 

and every time she looks at it, she is reminded of her time with this man. It happened 

when Jewlee talked about teacups, and how this man had once told her that she was “like 

a fine teacup; beautiful but easily breakable.” She had hated hearing that, feeling like he 

was defining her and limiting her. Ten years later she still gets angry when she sees a 

teacup. The way these aspects of the situation registered for me became an indicator I 

could trust to lead me to the location of trapped energy. 

 As we identified these places of stuck energy, Jewlee and I began to plan the 

ritual we would do with Jewlee's friends. We formed a general framework, but it became 

clear that Jewlee and I needed to meet one more time before we conducted that ritual. 

After our conversation, Jewlee realized that it was finally time to read the journals from 

that period in her life; they sat on her shelf and they felt dangerous. As long as she was 

afraid of what they said, as long as she couldn’t face that story, the man still held power 

over her. Her goal was to neutralize the charge, to have that journals be as un-remarkable 

as any other journal on her shelf. It was a daunting task, and one that brought up a lot of 

fear and emotional response for her, but Jewlee decided to spend the week sitting at her 

altar, re-reading the journals from her time with this man. She would surround herself 

with the talismans from her bowl of goodness, and use the Jet to clear the negative energy 

from the journal before she read it. 

 Before she left our session, Jewlee gave me a large piece of rose quartz that she 

had collected in Colorado. She had soaked it in salt water in the moonlight to cleanse it 

for me, and it was her energetic “payment” for the work I was doing with her. The quartz 
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was beautiful and I was very moved. Jewlee had no idea that significant rose quartz is 

very significant for me, or that I had just been thinking that I needed a crystal for the 

center of my personal medicine wheel.  

 At our third meeting, Jewlee and I planned the ritual we would do with her 

friends the following week. We discussed how the process was going for her, and she 

told me about the things in her life that continued to shift in positive ways. As a result of 

the car accident she had been in with this man, Jewlee had a lot of glass embedded in her 

forehead. In the previous week, Jewlee had been extruding larger shards of glass from her 

forehead than she had ever seen. I could see tiny spots of blood on her forehead, and she 

told me that little pieces were working themselves out every day. This seemed to both 

Jewlee and me to be a very significant indication that the energy patterns that were 

established between Jewlee and this man were shifting.  

 In the week since we had met, Jewlee had also worked on diminishing the charge 

she felt around using her ex-partner's name. She made great strides in this area and she 

was able to use his name, Mark, in conversation for the first time since she had left him. 

Finally, this week Jewlee had ritually smashed a bong that had belonged to another ex-

boyfriend and had been given to her after he died. She realized that she didn't want to 

breathe in that past relationship every time she used the bong, so she smashed it and 

saved a tiny piece of it to go into her bowl of goodness as a reminder of pain that had 

been transformed. Jewlee was thrilled at the way she saw our work together influencing 

many different part of her life and how it encouraged her to do her own healing rituals. 

 Finally, at this meeting, Jewlee and I designed a ritual to enact her prayer to 

release any remaining energetic connections to Mark. Jewlee’s specific desires were to: 

release the pain, to feel worthy, and to feel safe. A week later, on a clear and cool sunny 

day in late October, I met Jewlee, 3 of her friends, and her sister in her sister's backyard 

in Oakland to conduct this ritual. 
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 Five women gathered around a table in front of a brick fireplace. Each woman 

introduced herself, and talked about her connection to Jewlee. I explained a bit about the 

process of ritual, talked about the symbolism of the tools we would be using, and taught 

the women how to use the medicine wheel altar. When everyone was clear about how the 

event was to proceed, we began the ritual proper. We smudged to cleanse ourselves, and 

then, using the altar, we opened the space, with the participants making the offerings as I 

called the directions, and Jewlee rang the singing bowl.  

 When we could feel the shift in the energy of the space, we began the central part 

of the ritual. I invited Jewlee to tell her story and formally speak her prayers and healing 

intentions. I explained that we had opened a portal, and that words spoken in this 

container carried greater power and were thus more clearly received by the helping 

Spirits. As part of telling her story, Jewlee told us about her partner comparing her to a 

teacup and the anger she still carried about that. She also told us about scattering the 

paper and seeds and the great gratitude she felt at finding the nettle patch at the end of 

that path. Jewlee had asked the women to bring a teacup and, as she spoke, she poured us 

each a cup of nettle tea as a way of honoring the nettles and reclaiming the symbolism of 

the teacups.  

 While we drank our tea, we built a modified despacho for Jewlee. A despacho is 

an offering in the Andean shamanic tradition, a practice that I learned while studying in 

Peru. The process we used was based on the traditional practice, but was not in any way a 

traditional despacho. Creating a despacho involves assembling a great variety of specific 

burnable and symbolic items--we used flower petals, rice, dried fruit, confetti, feathers, 

incense, herbs, and candies--in a large sheet of paper. The paper is then folded around the 

offerings and the whole package, wrapped like a present, is burned in a ritual fire. I had 

made a despacho kit with an altar cloth and a number of tiny fabric bags of offering 

material, and the group and I ritually laid it out and opened the bags together. We then 
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went around the table a number of times, with each person adding something to the 

assemblage on the paper and speaking the prayer that their offering carried for Jewlee. 

There were beautiful sentiments offered, and Jewlee was deeply moved by the process.  

 When all the individual prayers were complete, I asked each person to make 

three quintus or bundles of three bay leaves. (In the Andes they use coca leaves.) One 

quintu was for Jewlee and her prayers, one was for all the people in the world who feel 

trapped in unhealthy situations, and the third was for each woman herself, asking for 

release from any unhealthy situation in which she remained trapped. We added the 

quintus to the despacho and folded it up in preparation for burning. 

 With the despacho complete and our tea drunk, we moved on to the third part of 

the ceremony. Jewlee had brought some large squares of fabric, and each of us wrapped 

our teacup in one. I talked about how we were breaking the spell that had been formed 

between Mark and Jewlee. We wished him no harm, but we wanted to release Jewlee 

from the unhealthy pattern of connection with him. I explained to the group that Jewlee 

wanted us to shatter the teacups with the intention of shattering that energetic pattern. On 

the count of three, we all swung our arms back and slammed the cups into the concrete 

patio. It made a powerful and exhilarating sound of destruction. We opened the fabric 

squares and Jewlee gathered a shard from each cup to add to her bowl of goodness as a 

reminder of this process. 

 Once Jewlee's field was clear of the past influences, we completed the ritual by 

animating the prayers we had loaded in the despacho. I rattled and prayed over the fire as 

I lit it and, in a few moments, it leapt spectacularly into bright, strong flames. Jewlee 

spoke her prayer into the despacho one last time, and then laid it on the burning logs to be 

consumed by the Spirits. As is the custom in the Andes, we turned away from the fire 

because it is rude to watch the Spirits eat. We returned to the table to do our final ritual 

work. We closed the circle and packed up the altar, and Jewlee gave each of us a piece of 
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rose quartz as a gift of gratitude. She also gave me pieces to pass on to Deena and Karen, 

and took one home to her partner to thank him for his support.  

 Jewlee and I met a week later to debrief and conclude our work. We talked about 

the ritual, and Jewlee described how pleased she was with how it had gone. She told me 

that the most meaningful moments for her, and for the other women she had spoken to, 

were the smashing of the cups and the spectacular leaping flames of the fire.  

I thought the ritual was lovely, the people that were there, every part of it was 
really good. When we smashed the cups, it was so powerful! That sound. People 
that I've talked to since then have said that that moment was really powerful for 
them too. That sound! 
 The way the fire started, it was like, "OK I'm ready, please give this to 
me. Let me take her burden." That's what I felt. The universe was like, "OK, 
we're ready. Ready for her to not feel this, ready to take this and eat it." Those 
two things really stuck out in my mind a lot. 
 

Jewlee was very pleased with the results of the ritual, and was moved by dreams she had 

had about Mark on the two mornings following it. She explained that both dreams were 

“really light,” as opposed to the heavy, disturbing way she has always dreamed about him 

before. In her words: 

Sunday morning I woke up and I had had a dream about Mark. I don't remember 
the dream but I woke up feeling grief and compassion for him that I have never 
had. Just, "You poor, poor, sick man." It was such a soft feeling; I was in that in-
between dream state and realizing that I was feeling such gratitude. When I was 
trying to cut up his picture, to wish him well, that was not accessible. Then 
scattering it still felt like "acting as if." But after the dream I was really sad for 
him, in a deep, deep way. 
 The next morning, I had another dream about him. In this one I was 
sitting in a living room with him, looking at pictures of him in his life, and 
feeling like, "Good, I'm glad." Again, it was very light, and not like, "You are my 
best friend," but just that, "This is your life." There was a photo of him and his 
girlfriend. I woke up feeling distant from that dream, and that it just felt good. 
Like "I'm seeing you in your life and it's OK." 
 

 Jewlee was pleased that the work we had done had helped her develop a regular 

practice of working with her altar, and was confident that this would continue. She had 

also deepened her relationship with her bowl of goodness, and had shown its contents to 

her partner in a way that felt ritualized, meaningful and healing. 
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 Overall, Jewlee said that the ritual helped her in “…having a boundary with my 

past. Everything that has happened to me has always been so intense; it's always felt like 

it's right here. Now I feel like I am free to live my life. Thank you.” 

Gretchen’s Story 

 I connected with Gretchen through Interplay, a movement practice community to 

which we both belong. I had known Gretchen through Interplay events for a few years, 

but we had no contact outside of that group. When I mentioned my research to her after a 

class one day, Gretchen expressed interest in participating and, after some further 

discussion, we agreed that she would join as one of the participants. 

 The issue Gretchen wanted to address through ritual healing process was her 

desire to connect with a partner and have a child. At 38, she was feeling the biological 

clock ticking, and she wanted to take every opportunity she could to actualize this dream. 

Gretchen was currently in a fulfilling relationship with Chad, a married, poly-amorous 

man, but both of them knew that her deeper desire was to enter into a long-term 

partnership and create a family.  

 In our first meeting, we discussed Gretchen's intentions and her history around 

relationships, and I worked with her as she formulated a prayer for what she most desired 

in this process. Gretchen was torn between her wish to be able to accept her life as it was, 

and her wish for a partner and family. Eventually, she became clear that her prayer was,  

To allow myself to fully feel the depths of my longing for a partner and child, so 
that this longing can finally be freed up ... to manifest that partner and child OR 
to make room for a feeling of peace with however my life turns out.  

She wanted to make it formally known to the Universe that this was what she really 

wanted, and to let the emotion of that be fully expressed. She was also willing to accept 

her destiny in this area, whatever it may be. Before she resigned herself to that, however, 

she wanted to do everything in her power to make her wishes a reality. 
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 Instead of bringing cornmeal to our meeting, Gretchen brought corn grits. We 

opened the medicine wheel altar and did the ritual in which she imbued the bags of corn 

grits with her prayer, and then entrusted one of them to me for the duration of the 

process. Instead of speaking her prayer, Gretchen used Interplay movement forms to 

convey the energy of her desires. She held one bag of grits in each hand and “danced” 

them as she spoke her prayer in a mixture of gibberish and improvised vocal toning. The 

prayer was powerful, emotional, and heartfelt, demonstrating the value of non-rational 

ways of expression. By not using English words, it seemed that Gretchen was able to 

access a deeper, more primal level of emotion and connection, and that her prayer was 

correspondingly more powerful. In her words, “I handed the grits, the nitty-gritty of my 

life, I just handed that over to you. Words just couldn't communicate that accurately. I 

needed to use another form.” She continued to explain that this non-verbal approach 

“...felt freeing, like I was accessing some kind of inner shaman space.” 

  After our first meeting, Gretchen described the relief, gratitude and spaciousness 

that she had experienced in our working together. The relief and spaciousness came from 

feeling supported, by me and by the mentors who were supporting me, as she embarked 

on this journey. She continued,  

I feel like I'm off the hook for five weeks while we are doing this, I don't have to 
make anything happen or make any decisions around this whole issue. I have 
opened it up for other people to help me care for it and I get to really be in the 
liminal space of, "So what if I don't have a partner?" I get to watch with curiosity 
and that feels like a fun space to be in. 

 
Gretchen further described the deep gratitude she felt, explaining that it  

... does not feel specifically directed to you, or to myself, but more generally to the 
fact that there is ritual, there is this liminal space, there is support for people who 
want to claim this for themselves. I feel such a large spaciousness and gratefulness. 
 

Having completed our first ritual together, and initiated the longer cycle of our work on 

her intention, Gretchen and I closed the altar, and made plans to meet again the next 

week. 
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 In our second meeting, Gretchen told me about the experience of holding her 

intention and making offerings at her altar during the week. She had appreciated going to 

her altar twice a day and was supported by knowing that I was making offerings for her 

as well. Having someone else doing the practice helped her to stay connected to it. She 

explained, “I know that Sarah is doing it every night for me, so I have a sense of 

responsibility about it. Mutuality is more compelling to me than me doing it for myself.” 

She further described,  

What's been most powerful has been having something specific that I am praying 
for and asking for. It's helped me to hold the image of what I want. Enacting this 
on behalf of myself feels really enlivening. Having time every day to continue to 
notice the sacred things that come up during the day. 

 
Gretchen told me about an experience that week that seemed particularly related to our 

work. She later wrote this about it: 

Two days after meeting with Sarah I was feeling particularly down on myself. As 
I tried to feel into my own vulnerability, I had a vision: of a hole in the ground 
covered by a big stone. In the hole lay an abandoned baby, glassy eyed, very 
much alive, but starving for nurture. Weirdly, I couldn't imagine myself actually 
picking up and caring for the baby; all I could do was send it love from afar. 

A few days later, Chad came over and I shared with him about my 
vision. It bothered me that I didn't have the courage to pick up the baby and care 
for it. Chad suggested I try swaddling the baby first; maybe that would help me 
feel more comfortable. I was shocked how right he was!! I went onto YouTube to 
watch a few "how to swaddle" videos, and then practiced swaddling my stuffed 
baboon. As soon as I did that, I could easily imagine myself swaddling my 
abandoned baby and holding her close. 

 
Gretchen and I discussed the baby, what she might represent, and how Gretchen 

might be able to make a closer connection with her. We decided to follow Gretchen's 

intuition to find a physical representation of the baby to hold and care for, and I offered to 

make her a baby doll. We also began forming a framework for the central ritual we would 

do with Gretchen’s friends, and decided to model it after a baby shower, in which 

Gretchen could welcome this baby and all that she represents, into her life and her 

community. We discussed Gretchen's desire to have her prayer be held by other people, 

and she made plans to contact her friends, as well as her mother, and the women's 
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spirituality group her Mom had been meeting with since Gretchen was a child. The group 

was having their annual retreat the next weekend, and Gretchen planned to ask her Mom 

to bring her prayer to that circle. She explained,  

I feel excited about asking my women friends to participate and I think they 
would like to be asked. Even my Mom; I was really sad with her on the phone 
about this the other day, and she was sad for me. I know this would give her 
something that she feels like she could do for me. It's nice to have a concrete 
reason to ask people to participate. 

 
We had intended to complete the ritual planning by the end of this meeting, but it became 

clear that Gretchen needed to spend a week with the doll before we moved forward. 

Gretchen also described how she wanted to set up a more formal altar space in her 

apartment, but that she didn't have the confidence to do it herself. We agreed that our 

next meeting would take place at her house, and I would help her to design her altar space 

before we planned the ritual. We concluded our meeting, and Gretchen went out to run 

some errands while I made Baby.  

I made a simple stuffed doll, about the size of a newborn. I sewed bags of sand 

into her head and her bottom, so that when Gretchen held her, she felt as heavy as a real 

baby. Over Baby's heart, I sewed a tiny pouch of corn grits from the bag Gretchen had 

imbued with her prayers in our initial ritual. I used the same blue flowered fabric as I had 

used for the bags she had prayed over, in order to connect Baby with Gretchen’s larger 

prayer for a partner as well as a child. I found a soft handmade wool blanket that I had 

bought from a weaver in Peru, which I gave to Gretchen for swaddling Baby. Gretchen 

returned to pick up Baby, and was pleased with how lifelike she felt. She took her home 

and included her in her daily practices for the next week. 

A week later, Gretchen and I had our third meeting, at her apartment. Gretchen 

brought me up to date on the week, telling me that she had slept with Baby every night 

and often carried her along when she left the house. She felt that the relationship was 
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getting closer. Gretchen felt that Baby could represent many things for her, including her 

own inner child and the child that she wanted to bring into her life.  

Gretchen told me about the ritual her mother's group had done for her at their 

retreat in New England the previous weekend. She had joined them by speakerphone and 

told her story. Gretchen had cried on this call, which was significant because she had 

only cried “in public” once or twice in her life. Even crying in front of her Mom like that 

was a new experience.  

After their time on the phone with Gretchen, the women at the retreat had 

continued to discuss the situation, discovering that many of them had daughters in their 

thirties who were facing similar issues. The women wrote prayers to be read at the ritual 

we would do for Gretchen, and some of them planned to go outside and read those 

prayers aloud at the same time as we were doing our ritual here. In an email, Gretchen’s 

mother described the ritual the women did for Gretchen at their closing circle, “We did a 

circle dance, then extended our hands to the center, as if we were placing them on your 

head, blessing you (and the other daughters and friends) and read our prayers for 

you.” Gretchen was moved by the prayers and this ritual, and felt that the women’s 

attention to her prayers played an important role in setting her intention in motion. 

Our tasks for the meeting at Gretchen’s house were to design an altar for her 

living room and to finalize the plans for the ritual. Gretchen had been trying to create an 

altar since she moved into the space, but hadn't been able to find a solution that felt right. 

We discussed all the possibilities and I gave her some suggestions about how she could 

construct it. She would need to contact a friend of hers who had woodworking tools and 

to ask for help in hanging the lights. Both these tasks felt difficult to Gretchen, as she 

“feels like she asks for so much already.” It was clear that receiving support was a big 

issue for Gretchen.  
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Gretchen wanted to invite four or five women friends to the ritual, and also to 

incorporate the prayers and blessings of other women and men in her life. In a visit with 

Chad that week, she had an experience of how powerful it was to have other people pray 

on her behalf and she wanted to bring that in. As she wrote: 

I told Chad that I was having trouble praying for a partner and child; it was 
feeling too scary to ask. What if I don't get it?! Chad then gestured confidently 
out into the space and made his own declaration for me, a bold and beautiful 
appeal to the universe that I might have my heart's desire for a wonderful man 
and family. It felt so special—and made me feel incredibly shy!—to hear a friend 
putting words to my desire, magnifying my request. It also felt empowering, as if 
maybe, just maybe, this is a desire I deserve to feel. That, bolstered by Chad's 
support, I needn't be shy about asking for this. 

 
It was clear that part of the ritual needed to include the experience of having other people 

pray on Gretchen’s behalf. 

Gretchen and I designed a ritual that we felt would embody her prayer to feel her 

longing for a partner and a child and to make that desire clear to the Universe. We 

organized the details and logistics, and Gretchen drafted an invitation to the friends who 

would be attending, and another one to people who would support but not attend. She 

asked everybody she contacted to write, and to send or bring, a short prayer on behalf of 

her intention to be read at the ritual. She also asked people to send a prayer for something 

they wished to bring into their own life, something that Gretchen could help them carry 

and animate as she made her own prayers. 

Finally the day came for Gretchen's ritual. We met at her house: Gretchen, me, 

and four of her closest friends. Gretchen had made a light dinner and we nibbled and 

chatted as people arrived. When the group was assembled, we gathered around the coffee 

table, and I introduced the plan for the evening. I explained about the practice of ritual 

healing, introduced the women to the medicine wheel altar and how we would use it, and 

described how the ritual would flow.  
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When all the questions were answered, we did a check-in before beginning the 

ritual proper. During the check-in, Gretchen told us that she and Chad had broken up the 

night before. Later, she described to me the details of this process. 

He started by saying, “I am not breaking up with you. I am definitely not 
breaking up with you.” On Friday, he had been on a date with this other woman, 
and he realized that he couldn't be fully present to her, because he was really 
missing me. He had a somatic experience of what it's like to feel connected or 
entangled with another person. He said, based on this experience, “Gretchen, I 
think you should break up with me because the last thing I want is for me to be 
the one in the way of you being able to receive what you are asking for.” 

 
 This was a difficult thing to hear, but one that rang true for Gretchen. She knew that, 

“Chad and I need to transition our love into a container that will allow my heart to be 

fully receptive to the love I am calling towards me.” As she described,  

I've been feeling for months that something needed to happen and that I needed 
to do it, but I'd been having trouble claiming it, or it just felt too scary because 
we love each other and it would be like chopping off a limb. 

Gretchen described how grateful she was to Chad, and how supported and loved she felt 

as she saw him sacrifice something very important to him -his desire to be in relationship 

with her—to the larger goal of Gretchen finding the love she really wanted.  

Gretchen told me that she already felt like she was in a container of the ritual 

space that night with Chad, and that she wanted to ritualize their separation. As they lay 

on the couch in each other's arms, Gretchen made a formal, ritual statement to Chad and 

to the universe, “Chad Allen Phillips, I am breaking up with you. I am breaking up with 

you because I want my whole heart to be open to receiving what we are asking for.” 

Gretchen further explained that it was my holding the ritual intention with her that had 

inspired her to make such a statement: “That moment would not have happened that way 

if you and I were not involved in this work together.” 

After the check-in with the group, we created the ritual space by smudging each 

other, and then opened the medicine wheel altar and called in each of the directions. I 
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made the prayers while the women made the offerings and played the brass singing-bowl. 

The space became deep and quiet, and everyone's attention felt calm and focused. 

The first part of the ritual was to welcome Baby, on whom Gretchen had recently 

drawn a peaceful small smile and gently closed eyes. Gretchen introduced Baby and 

talked about what she represented in her life, and I talked about the intention the group 

was to hold as we welcomed Baby into the community. We were nurturing and 

welcoming the tender baby part of Gretchen that was coming out of hiding, and we were 

also showing the Spirit of the baby Gretchen was calling into her life, wherever it might 

be, how loved and cared for it would be in this community. While the group toned and 

sang a wordless song of welcoming, we passed Baby around and each of the women held 

her, rocked her, kissed her, and anointed her with rose lavender oil. It was a moving 

process, and many of the women later commented on how powerful it was to hold such a 

realistic-feeling baby and to see how lovingly she was welcomed into the circle.  

After welcoming Baby, we welcomed Gretchen as a mother. Gretchen began by 

making a ritual statement about how she was making a commitment to be a good mother 

to herself, so that a partner and child could feel safe coming into her life. We then placed 

a blanket on the floor, and Gretchen lay down on it with Baby close by. We put on a soft 

piece of music, and the women gathered around Gretchen, stroking her hair and 

massaging her with gentle sounds and great tenderness. As we mothered her, each 

woman took a turn anointing Gretchen with the scented oil, and also anointed herself. 

This was a long and slow process and Gretchen began to cry as we did it. As Gretchen 

became more emotional, two of the women lay down beside her and cradled her in their 

arms. All the women snuggled in close, and we made a warm nest for Gretchen and her 

deep emotional process. 

We slowly transitioned from the nurturing and anointing process into the next 

stage of the ritual. Without moving from the floor and the close container we had created, 
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we began to read the prayers that had been sent for Gretchen. I had made a cloth 

envelope, out of the same fabric as the cornmeal bags and Baby’s heart pouch and, as we 

read the prayers out loud, we placed them in the envelope. Each woman read her prayer 

for Gretchen, and then dropped some dried rose or lavender petals into a bottle of sesame 

oil that Gretchen had prepared. As an act self-love, Gretchen was going to use the oil to 

give herself a full-body massage each day until it was used up. We talked about how the 

petals infused the oil with the energy of the prayers, and how Gretchen would be 

“marinating” in that power. We continued, adding petals and reading all the prayers that 

had been sent by other people, until the oil was thick with petals and the envelope was 

full of prayers.  

To close this section, Gretchen held the bottle of prayers and fully and 

passionately voiced her prayer in her own words, adding some drops of Ylang Ylang oil 

to the bottle to seal it. As Gretchen said, we had “opened a microphone to the universe” 

and into this, she launched her deepest heart's desire.  

Finally, Gretchen made a statement about the offering she would make for the 

healing of the community, her act of ayni. At her altar each day, Gretchen would be 

praying not only for herself, but also for the friends and family members who had sent 

her their prayer requests. This would be her offering, the gift of healing energy she was 

putting out to the Universe in reciprocation for the healing she was asking for.  

Our last task in the ritual was to spread the blessings of our work to all who 

suffer from such pain in the world. Many of the women present were dealing with similar 

issues around partners, fertility, and wanting children, and those feelings were powerfully 

present in the room. We were also aware of the daughters of Gretchen's mother's friends, 

and of other women we knew who desired children and partners. To honor these desires 

and to close the ritual, we did a “hand dance,” an Interplay form that was familiar to all 

the women. We knelt in a circle, with Baby in her basket in the center. To an evocative 
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piece of music that Gretchen had chosen, we did a wordless dance, with just our hands, 

on behalf of healing around this issue. We swayed and wove and wrapped our hands 

around each other in a fluid, sensual dance. As the dance progressed, we spontaneously 

picked up Baby and cradled her in all our outstretched hands, rocking her gently back and 

forth. It was a tender process, and many of the women had tears in their eyes at its 

completion. 

With the ritual tasks complete, we closed the circle the way we had opened it. 

We made prayers of gratitude to the elements and the directions as we blew out the 

candles and packed up the altar.  

I met with Gretchen for our final debrief a week after this ritual. As I had done 

with Jewlee, I ritually returned to Gretchen what was left of the bag of corn grits that she 

had imbued with her prayers. In doing this, I expressed my gratitude for the opportunity 

to walk on this path with her and formally closed the energetic contract we had 

established. I would continue to wish Gretchen well, but was no longer going to be 

carrying this issue for her in the same way. Gretchen received the bag and likewise made 

a ritual statement about her gratitude and appreciation for our work together and her 

recognition of its completion.  

We discussed the process of our work together, and Gretchen described it as 

feeling like a length of ribbon, draped in soft arcs, and held up by pushpins at the top of 

each arc. She named the whole process as one long ribbon of ritual, and identified a 

number of pushpins, or critical points in the process. Some of these pushpins included: 

our initial meeting and the exchange of corn grits; getting Baby; the ritual her mother's 

friends did for her; building her altar; breaking up with Chad; the ritual at her house; my 

returning the bag of corn grits to her; and now the ongoing work of using the oil and 

praying on behalf of her friends. It was clear to Gretchen that the ritual healing process 
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would not be "complete" until the oil was used up and this provided her with a sense of 

freedom and trust. She explained: 

I'm still in it, as I'm with the oil, and doing the prayers, and doing the cornmeal 
until that runs out. Maybe when there is the last drop of oil, that's the time to do a 
closing. Maybe with some of the friends who were there with me. Right now I'm 
marinating and I get to be in my desire and in my longing and in my declaration 
and then when the oil is done, then I say, “OK, I let it be to what the universe 
decides.” 

 
As we discussed the ritual, Gretchen told me that one of her strongest 

experiences that evening it was of stress about time. She had told the participants that we 

would be done by 9:00 PM and felt very strongly committed to not keeping people up 

later than they were comfortable. We re-negotiated this before we opened the ritual, and 

the group agreed to stay until 10:00 PM, but Gretchen still remained very aware of the 

clock. She told me that that it was hard for her to be fully present to some of the process 

because she was so aware of the time. As she reflected on her relationship with time 

during the ritual, Gretchen was at first concerned that her distraction might detract from 

the power of the ritual. Later on, she realized, “It's OK if I'm not 100% present all the 

time. That's what community is for, to hold it when I can't or don't choose to.” She was 

able to trust that the ritual's success could be carried by the group of women who were 

there to support her, and that she didn't have to do it all on her own. 

Gretchen described the emotional openings she experienced during our work 

together, including her tears as the women held and stroked her during the ritual, and the 

other times that she had experienced heightened emotion. 

I consider myself as someone who hasn't had easy access to emotion. Even in this 
process, when the prayers came in, I teared up, got wet eyes, or had short little 
sob. It made me think; in this whole process, what was my intention? To have 
access, to fully feel my longing. And who knows if it was longing, exactly, that I 
was fully feeling, but the process did give me access to some deeper emotion 
than I have had anywhere except by myself or once in therapy. That's felt really 
important, and like a gift to have more regular access to that. 
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The work we did together opened up emotional terrain that had not been previously 

available to Gretchen, and she was hopeful about staying connected to that material. She 

continued, “I am going to read one or two of the prayers people sent for me every day to 

keep that flow open. It will be interesting to see how that emotion transforms as the 

process continues to unfold.”  

 Overall, Gretchen felt that the ritual work had been very powerful, and that it had 

allowed her to access and make relationship with many aspects of herself that had 

previously been unavailable to her: she was allowing herself to feel her longing for a 

partner and child, and to believe that what she desired might actually be achievable; she 

had built an altar in her home and felt strong in her commitment to a regular spiritual 

practice there; and she connected with deep emotional material that had previously been 

inaccessible to her. Further, she felt like she had made a genuine and wholehearted effort 

to achieve her desires, and if it turned out that her path was not to enter into a relationship 

and start a family, she felt prepared to accept that fate. 

Caitlin’s Story 

 I recruited Caitlin into the research through a mutual friend. Caitlin is a health 

care provider who shares an office with another practitioner whom I see regularly. I had 

seen Caitlin around the office, and she had treated me once a few years ago, when my 

regular practitioner was out of town. We had had no other contact, however, and Caitlin 

recognized my face but did not remember our session together. 

 Caitlin and I spoke on the phone and discussed the issue she wanted to address 

through ritual healing. At 54, she had never married and had had only short and relatively 

unsatisfying relationships with men. She clearly recognized the family conditioning 

which had blocked her from attracting a suitable mate and from forming an intimate 

bond, and she had done significant personal healing work to address and clear those 

patterns from her life. Caitlin was at a significant turning point in her life, and was 
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considering selling her house and car and moving into a garden cottage close to her 

office. Her long-term plan was to relocate to a smaller rural area, ideally into a multi-

generational co-housing community. Downsizing would give her greater flexibility and 

financial freedom to explore these options.  

 Caitlin was getting clear about what she wanted in her life on all fronts, and she 

was excited about spending the next few weeks establishing and animating the intention 

to invite a partner into her life. As she said, she had done the groundwork and now it was, 

“time to call in the big guns” and align her prayers with the larger powers of the cosmos. 

Caitlin and I discussed the research process and agreed to work together. We made a plan 

to have our first meeting a month after this initial conversation. 

 When the time came for us to meet in person, Caitlin came to my house and we 

had an opening meeting and ritual that was very similar to the ones I had with Jewlee and 

Gretchen. We discussed and confirmed the details of the research, and then began 

exploring Caitlin's issue and how we might address it through ritual. Caitlin felt that most 

of the feminine role models in her youth were limited and constricted, or absent 

altogether, and that she had never been fully welcomed into womanhood by healthy, 

powerful women who knew how to be in good relationships. Caitlin explained that she 

had a strong feeling of being bound and confined by unhealthy patterns that kept her 

single; she described this feeling as “being under a glass dome like the ones they put over 

stuffed birds in Victorian parlors.” 

 After Caitlin and I explored her issue and history around relationships, we 

opened the medicine wheel altar and did the ritual of exchanging the bag of cornmeal. 

Caitlin held the bags and made an impassioned prayer for healing in this part of her life, 

and for the capacity to attract a suitable partner. She gave one of the bags to me, and took 

the other home with her, and we both began making daily offerings at our altar on behalf 

of her prayer. Having already done this ritual process twice before, I felt more 
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comfortable with the flow of it, and was developing greater fluidity with the altar. I was 

learning how to open and close it more smoothly, and was able to invite Caitlin to 

participate more than either Jewlee or Gretchen had done. 

 We completed the ritual and closed the circle. I turned on my recorder and 

Caitlin and I debriefed the session we had just had. Caitlin spoke about how moved she 

was by the aesthetics and grace of the altar. She described the beauty of the objects and 

the flow of the ritual as feeling “very soothing” and she was appreciative of the time and 

energy I had put into making the objects and that I used them with such care. She also 

described feeling very supported in this process and having a “companion” to walk with 

her for the next few weeks. Caitlin was pleased to have a bag of cornmeal to take home, 

saying that, “It feels good to have something tangible that we both are working with.” 

Caitlin and I concluded our session and made plans to meet a week later.  

 At our next meeting, Caitlin told me about her week of working with her healing 

intention. She had recently joined a financial solvency support group and had attended 

her second meeting that week. She was thrilled at how much energy was being liberated 

as she began working with the practices the group offered. Caitlin identified the 

archetypal connection between sex and money, and talked about how energized her libido 

felt as she began to imagine healing some of her old patterns around money. Even 

Caitlin's appearance seemed to have changed; I found myself surprised that I had not 

noticed that she was so beautiful, and she told me that she had been turning heads all 

week. She knew that this meant that her energy was clear and expanded, and she took it 

as an indicator of the powerful work she was doing and the way things were shifting in 

her life. 

 Caitlin had attended a day-long ancestral grief ritual a few days before our 

meeting, and had had a powerful somatic and emotional experience of making a 

connection with her maternal grandmother's Spirit, and being asked to clear the 
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"unbearable legacy" that was carried by the women in her family. Caitlin has sensed that 

this grandmother carried some very heavy karma around her relationships with men, and 

both Caitlin and her sister have done significant healing work to help clear these patterns 

from the family line. Caitlin explained that she and her sister felt that the work they had 

done in that area had essentially resolved the issue, but that at the ritual this weekend, a 

whole new layer had surfaced to be addressed. Caitlin partially attributed the arising of 

this new material to the work that she and I had begun together.  

 The bulk of our meeting was devoted to planning the ritual we would do with 

Caitlin and two of her women friends the next week. We discussed the themes that had 

come up in our conversations, and clarified Caitlin's prayer. We explored a great variety 

of symbolic actions that could be used to enact and activate this prayer, and finally settled 

on a four-part ritual in which we would first invoke the Divine Feminine, then Caitlin 

would clear the old energetic patterns from her space, then she would claim the new and 

emerging parts of herself, and finally she would be welcomed as a healed and 

transformed person. Part of the ritual work would include building an altar, and Caitlin 

planned to go fabric shopping with a teenage friend of hers in order to pick out some silks 

and velvets for it. It felt particularly meaningful to engage this young woman, a 

“maiden,” who Caitlin saw as particularly healthy and well-adjusted in those areas that 

she was looking to heal in herself. Caitlin also prepared an invitation to two of her closest 

women friends, inviting them to a ritual that would “Honor the Divine Feminine.” 

 A few days after our meeting, Caitlin emailed me with a dream: 

I had two different barrettes in my hair. I looked odd. A friend said it didn't work. 
One was turquoise blue and shiny, the other grey and dull. I didn't have a 
matched pair. 
 I am a bride, being dressed by four women. One, I know in real life, Ann, 
is a therapist who is introverted, and has very long hair. 
 I have a veil on, and feel very self-conscious. I am practicing walking in 
it. We need a word. The women shout, "Zowabunga!" It made me laugh. The 
feeling of the word was so unexpected that it broke all the tension. 
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Caitlin and I both felt that the dream was an indication that we were on the right track, as 

the dream depicted a ritual in which Caitlin was attended by other women. I wondered 

how we might incorporate the word Zowabunga! into the ritual we had planned. 

 Finally the day came for Caitlin's ritual, and the four of us, Caitlin, me, and her 

two friends, met at Caitlin's house. Caitlin had prepared a glorious multilevel altar in her 

living room, draped with soft fabrics in warm tones of orange and red, with flowers, 

candles, sculptures and other beautiful items displayed upon it. On the floor in front of 

the altar, Caitlin had arranged a collection of books that inspired her. It was clear that 

much energy and love had gone into creating the space for the ritual and that Caitlin was 

deeply committed to this process. 

 We gathered on the floor in front of the altar, and I gave a brief introduction to 

the work we would be doing. I also asked the women to introduce themselves, and to talk 

about their history with ritual work. Caitlin has worked with ritual for many years, and 

both of her friends were also seasoned ritualists. One was an acupuncturist and teacher of 

intuitive healing, and the other was a coach with extensive training in metaphysical 

practices. These were women who knew how to build a strong container and to hold and 

focus energy. I unpacked the medicine wheel altar and showed the women how we would 

use it together to open the ritual space.  

 With all the logistical issues out of the way, we began the ritual. Using the brass 

singing-bowl, I made prayers to invoke and welcome each of the directions, and Caitlin 

and her friends placed the offerings on the altar. The process was slow and graceful, and 

the women used the sacred objects with ease. After we had opened the space, we began 

the process of building an altar to the sacred feminine. Caitlin showed us each of the 

things she had placed on the altar and described their significance to her. She had water 

from a sacred spring in Wales to honor her maternal ancestors, a bit of whiskey in an 
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antique glass for her paternal line, and a number of other sculptures and talismans that 

carried deep meaning for her. 

 In her invitation to the ritual, Caitlin had asked her friends to bring sacred objects 

that represented the Divine Feminine to them. After Caitlin had explained what she had 

placed on the altar, the three of us added our objects and explained their significance. 

Each of us brought a number of objects, and the stories behind them were rich and 

moving. One object, a small clay baby curled inside a swaddling of fabric and soft straw, 

became particularly significant to Caitlin as the ritual progressed. The baby had been a 

gift to one of the women from her spiritual teacher, who had died of lung cancer. The 

teacher had made the sculpture and gifted it to this woman, blessing her to carry on the 

teachings that she had received. By the time we were finished, the altar was covered in 

beautiful objects, and it seemed to glow with their stories. 

 Caitlin's prayer was that she let go of the bindings of the old and limiting patterns 

that were restricting her. She wanted to be freed from the glass dome so that she could 

connect with a loving partner. We devoted the next part of the ritual to that process. First, 

Caitlin showed us a painting of herself that she had done at a workshop a few years 

earlier. It was an intense image, in bold reds and blacks with jagged lines and harsh 

skeletal images. The painting held great power for Caitlin, and it represented an 

experience of meeting, and working with some of the powerful bindings she carried. The 

process of making the painting had been very healing, and Caitlin felt that it carried great 

power. The painting had been rolled up in a closet since she had completed it, and Caitlin 

felt it was now time to liberate the energy that it carried. As we had discussed in the pre-

ritual planning, Caitlin showed us the painting and described the power she felt it held. 

Then she wrapped the long thin piece of paper around her pelvis and, as I played a steady 

beat on my drum, her two friends tightly wrapped and bound her with long strips of 

fabric that represented the bindings and limitations that she felt in her life. It was a 
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powerful process; the women covered Caitlin's eyes and mouth, securing her arms at her 

sides and deliberating and discussing as they arranged the ties in order to most 

completely contain her. When the women were finished wrapping, they picked up rattles 

and bells, and all three of us played for Caitlin as she struggled to free herself from these 

bindings and her limitations. 

 With great effort and intense, emotional vocalizations, Caitlin struggled free of 

the wrapping, pulling and stretching and feeling her strength as she put more and more 

tension on the bindings that held her. When she was free of the ties, the painting came 

loose and fell to the ground. She picked it up, and with great and deliberate movements, 

tore it into tiny pieces. Caitlin then gathered the bindings and the paintings and stomped 

on them with large, powerful motions. I stood by the altar drumming, and Caitlin's two 

friends circled her, holding an instrument in either hand, and loudly shaking the rattles 

and bells in and around her energy field to help her clear the old patterns. Then Caitlin 

crouched over the pile of paper and fabric shreds, and gathered them up in her skirt. She 

moved to the altar, and decisively stuffed the bundle into a fabric bag that I had brought. 

She pulled the drawstring tight and knotted it. Finally she laid the bag at the altar, and 

brought the tiny clay baby to lie beside it.  

 Free from the binding, Caitlin continued her expressive movement, standing 

facing the altar and dancing herself full of the sacred feminine power gathered there. 

Through this whole long releasing process, the other women and I followed and 

supported Caitlin's energy with our music. We played louder and faster as her intensity 

and passion increased, and became slower and gentler as she moved into more tender 

moments. 

 When Caitlin was complete with this stage of the ritual, we slowly brought the 

music to a close, and gathered around her. She told us that she needed some support 

before she could move to the next stages. One of the women asked her if she wanted our 
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hands on her, and so Caitlin knelt on the floor, I knelt across from her with my hands on 

her knees, and her two friends stood on either side of her, moving the released energy 

through her chakras and out of her field. We did this work in silence, each of us holding 

our own part of the process while Caitlin received our support with closed eyes. This 

process slowly transitioned into Caitlin lying on a rug in front of the fireplace. The rug 

had belonged to an aunt and uncle who had had a particularly good relationship and had 

been intentionally chosen to be part of the ritual. One friend held and rubbed each of 

Caitlin’s feet, and I sat at her head, running my fingers through her hair. We continued to 

hold and stroke her as Caitlin began to speak. 

 Caitlin told the story of her life through the lens of her sexuality and relationships 

with men. She described the bitter nuns of her all-girls elementary school, her first 

experiences with boys, her training as a healer—at 19—as the only woman in a class of 

much older men, she talked about her first sexual encounters, her first love, and her 

isolating experience of aborting their child. Caitlin continued, introducing and describing 

each of the men with whom she had been in a relationship, honoring them for what they 

taught her, but also naming that she was no longer prepared to be in relationships where 

she didn't feel met. She concluded by bringing the story to the present, describing the new 

clarity she had about herself and what she needed and wanted; emphatically voicing her 

prayer to invite a loving, supportive partner into her life. The story was powerful and, as 

one of Caitlin's friends described it, was told in a way that was “neutral and objective... it 

was clear that [Caitlin] had done the work necessary so that the story didn't have power 

over [her] any more.” 

 As Caitlin finished her story, we were all still gathered around her on the ground. 

At this point, as Caitlin had requested, I asked the women present to share with her any 

wisdom or insights they might have about healthy relationships, as both of these friends 

had been married for decades. This opened up another sweet space of storytelling, where 
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Caitlin was given gifts of both resources and blessings. The women talked about what 

they felt made relationships work, and offered prayer on Caitlin's behalf, wishing for her 

the fulfillment of her dreams and a man who would be a good partner for her.  

 We slowly morphed from this space into the final stage of the ritual, which was 

to spread the blessings of the work we did to others who might be suffering similar pain. 

Caitlin told us about the offering she would be making on behalf of her healing prayer. 

She would make 12 monthly contributions of 30$ to V-Day, the organization started by 

The Vagina Monologues creator Eve Ensler, to end violence towards woman around the 

world. As we had previously planned, Caitlin also explained that she would bury the bag 

with the binding cloths and the painting shreds in her back garden, and plant a rose bush 

on top.  

 Caitlin had also bought four gourmet chocolates, and the four of us gathered in a 

circle in front of the altar, and ate the chocolates as an offering to the Divine Feminine 

and a prayer that all women be free of ties that bind and restrict them. We then concluded 

the ritual by closing the medicine wheel altar. Caitlin was deeply impacted by the 

process, and described feeling like she “had had surgery" because the release of energy 

was so deep and powerful. 

  A week later, Caitlin and I met for our final debrief. She was still feeling the 

powerful effects of the ritual and we talked about some of the moments that had been 

particularly meaningful for her. Caitlin was most powerfully moved by the experience of 

being bound up and having struggle free. She felt a deep and visceral connection to other 

women who had felt similar restrictions in their lives:  

I felt lots of physical revulsion, lots of energy was moving as you were binding 
me up, this feeling of being so constrained and just how many women have felt 
that way, who didn't have the freedoms that we now have. It feels like 
somewhere it's a universal story, that so many of us have had past lives where 
that has happened or whatever, that we carry that legacy in one form or another. 
And it needs to be transformed. 
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This feeling was echoed by one of Caitlin's friends, who after the ritual, had described her 

own experience of this process:  

While we were binding Caitlin, I felt a lot of resonance with the being bound, the 
being silenced, and breaking through that. I felt waves of wincing and agony in 
my body, my throat was constricted and I felt huge sobs that came up but not out. 
I really couldn't tell if it was my own stuff, or Caitlin's, or just the general the 
oppression of the feminine. In the end, I decided that it didn't matter where it 
came from, it could all be healed with the work we were doing. It was all very 
personally powerful. 

 
Caitlin saw the ritual as having two distinct parts, the releasing of the old, and the 

welcoming in of the new. As she described, the intense energy movement and dancing of 

the first section 

...felt amazing and I just loved the support of the drumming and the rattling and 
all of you.... especially with the drum, to guide me with the energy. I think I 
might have felt I was done earlier if you hadn't continued to drum, but each time 
you kept drumming and the energy kept building and it was like, "I need to go 
deeper, I need to go deeper, I need to go deeper. I'm not done with this yet."  

 
She continued: 

The other part, the lying down and all of you doing the touching. It was so 
beautiful, and the stories and the beautiful words and the way my story just came 
out, and drifted off, and was taken.... It just felt very powerful and very healing to 
be held by all of you and to go into that space and redeem and be redeemed so 
that I can move on. 

 
Caitlin described feeling unsettled and "jangled" in the days since the ritual, saying that  

There has been a lot of movement, and it's been a little challenging at work this 
week. It feels like there still is some physical shaking loose as everything works 
its way through my system. I'm not yet quite settled into whatever this new 
experience is going to be, but I'm recognizing that that is the process. The 
experience was so deep and so profound, especially the first part, the sensation of 
all the negativity bursting out of the space, it's not surprising that it is still 
reverberating deeply.  

 
The following weekend was Thanksgiving, and while Caitlin had initially planned to go 

out of town to visit friends, she decided, instead, to stay home and have a quiet time alone 

in her house, sitting by the fire, meditating, and writing poetry. She had felt deeply 

connected to the little clay baby sculpture that her friend had brought to the ritual, telling 

me that “the rebirth energetics of it were really important.” Caitlin wanted to care for 
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herself as if she were that baby and she planned to borrow the baby sculpture for a few 

days so she could meditate with it and connect more strongly to its energy.  

The baby became a powerful sacred object for Caitlin in the physical world, and 

she also received an imaginal object that she felt would help her on her journey. As she 

described it: 

I had this image come the next day: a cloak with a hood. It was gauzy material 
with embroidered flowers on it. What I saw was it being a substitute for a veil in 
a wedding ceremony. I saw myself walking towards my Beloved wearing this. 

 
For Caitlin, the cloak symbolized the support of the women at the ritual, and it was a way 

she could carry that energy with her in her life. “I can imagine putting this on when I go 

out on a date. This is what I am carrying with me as that support and protection; a 

lightweight and beautiful protection that's woven into my energy field.” 

 As we talked, Caitlin described feeling that she was still carrying some of the 

negative energy that the ritual had been designed to clear, that there was still “5% that 

was still not clear.” She asked if we could work on that during this final session. She told 

me that, starting the morning after our ritual, Mark, a man who she hadn't mentioned 

when she told her story, “had been showing up quite strongly.” Caitlin and Mark had 

only dated briefly, but they had been involved in the same social circle, and their lives 

had been quite closely intertwined. Mark had passed away unexpectedly a few years ago, 

and Caitlin felt that he was “asking for some healing and resolution” and that she needed 

to do some closure with him in order for the ritual to be complete. The sense was that 

Mark had been left out of the story and wanted to be included. 

 To address this issue, Caitlin and I designed a simple ritual that we could 

combine with the ritual where I returned the bag of cornmeal to her so that we could both 

address this issue and also bring closure to our work together. We opened the medicine 

wheel altar, calling the directions and making the offerings together. Then, Caitlin took a 

piece of crisp green paper, and with colored pens, made a beautifully decorated card with 
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Mark's full name on it, and the words “Thank you and Goodbye” written below them. As 

I witnessed her, Caitlin held the card and told the story of her relationship with Mark. 

Then, speaking directly to Mark, she blessed their time together and stated her intention 

to bring closure to any energetic bonds that remained between them. As I rattled, Catlin 

lit the paper on fire and we watched as it turned to ashes.  

 Caitlin felt that this process had almost completed the closure, but that there was 

still a small part that remained unfinished. She asked for my help with this, and I 

suggested that she stand up and move the energy the way she had at the ritual. It felt to 

me that Mark had enjoyed Caitlin's body, and that he wanted to be danced away the way 

the rest of the old energies had been. I rattled and Caitlin danced, and as this came to a 

close, we both felt that the process was completed. 

 The final step in the larger arc of our work together was for me to return to 

Caitlin the bag of cornmeal that she had imbued with her prayers and from which I had 

been making daily offerings. We did this ritual in the reverse of the way we had 

originally done it, with me speaking my gratitude for being able to walk this path with 

Caitlin, and formally ending the energetic contract between us. Caitlin also spoke her 

gratitude, and we handed off the bag with us each repeating the words, “From my heart to 

your heart.”  

 Finally, Caitlin gave me a gift as her energetic “payment” for the work I had 

done with her. Having heard me say that my ancestors were all from Scotland and 

Ireland, she gave me a beautiful print of a priestess in the Callandish Stones, an ancient 

stone circle in Northern Scotland. A good friend of hers had made the print, and Caitlin 

had written a poem to accompany it. The gift was meaningful to me, not only as a piece 

of sacred art that honored this work, but also as a connection to the land of my ancestors. 

 Caitlin's concluding words on the ritual work we had done seems a fitting way to 

end:  
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It was so deep. There was such a powerful energy raising and invocation of 
Spirit, with me at the center of it and all that came through and happened got 
shared with others. In the past, when I have done healing work for this area of my 
life, it's never gone so deep, and it's never felt so complete. I feel like I am in this 
place in my life where I am really ready to step through, where I have stepped 
through the doorway into some other kind of energy around relationships. I 
wasn't in a place to be able to do that before, and to really shed the old karma, 
and I really feel that I have.  
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

This dissertation set out to explore the question: “What can be learned by 

attending to the intersecting experiences of dreams, rituals, and sacred objects?” Within 

that question, the inquiry specifically focused on receiving, translating and delivering the 

dream’s gift of healing power. As the dreamer/ritualist/artist, I offered myself as a 

channel through which that energy could flow on behalf of another person, during a 10-

week period of focused dreamwork, rituals, and the creation of sacred objects with, and 

on behalf of, the research participants. During this data collection and synthesis process, 

the inquiry question became more precisely focused, as: “What happens when a 

dreamer/ritualist/artist attempts to channel healing energy between the worlds on behalf 

of someone else?” A second important progression during the study was the movement 

from considering dreaming, ritualizing, and the creation of sacred objects as three distinct 

practices to recognizing them as an integrated whole. From this perspective, it became 

increasingly clear that the fullest and most complete answer to this question involves 

embracing the domain of shamanism, both as an interpretive lens and a personal identity.  

This is bridging research; it took place within a Western academic context and 

was investigated through the lens of an Indigenous paradigm. My goal in the process was 

to honor both ways of knowing, despite the fact that they spring from such different ways 

of being in, and with, the world, and offer such different methods and motivations for 

doing research. As described in previous chapters, within the Indigenous worldview, 

research is seen as a healing ritual designed to strengthen relationships. Within the 

Western worldview, research is designed to add to the shared body of academic 

knowledge and further the horizons of what is known about the world. This distinction 

between process and product, or between healing and learning, is an important one, but I 

believe the two goals are reconcilable, and this discussion of the data aims to respect both 

of them. This chapter therefore addresses the goals of both Indigenous and Western 
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inquiry, describing the healing processes facilitated by this research, as well as the 

learnings that became visible through that process.  

The inquiry was rich and revealing, and resulted in two distinct levels of results. 

The first level addresses the experiences of the research participants and the researcher 

during the research. Chapter 4: Findings—A Narrative Account describes the significant 

healing and learning occurred for both the researcher and the participants in that period. 

This is an important result of the research, and one that has been addressed in detail in 

that chapter. 

Attending to the process of the research and the experience of the research 

participants yielded important data. Additional and even richer examples of learning and 

healing become visible, however, if the research process is explicitly explored through a 

wider, more holistic lens. The inquiry is situated in a holistic paradigm, and both 

Indigenous science and transdisciplinarity advocate taking a meta view; rising above 

disciplinary and epistemological boundaries to allow more comprehensive and complex 

picture to be revealed. Using such a holistic lens, certain connections within the research 

become undeniable; and to do justice to the inquiry and the data, those connections must 

be explored. That second level of healing and learning is addressed in the following 

sections. 

Through a Holistic Lens, the Research Reveals Connections 

A holistic Indigenous approach sees the topic of an inquiry as embedded in an 

interconnected whole, and looks for its relationships in order to understand its deeper 

nature (Wilson, 2008). Such an approach looks for, and at, the connections that allow the 

healing impact of the research to be realized. As will be outlined below, both the research 

participants, and the researcher experienced healing (became more whole) in the course 

of the study. Further, the research itself can be seen as having experienced healing: over 

the research period, the initial fragmented and dissociative perspective grew into a more 
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holistic and integrated one. This move was part of the data, and exploring it reveals 

important knowledge about the experience of attending to dreams, rituals, and sacred 

objects.  

Considering the data in a holistic way revealed three important sets of 

relationships that, if divided, would compromise the integrity of the inquiry. The three 

sets of relationships are: the relationship between the three practices; the relationship 

between the practices and the practitioner; and the relationship between the practices, the 

practitioner, and the larger cultural context. These three relationships are briefly 

introduced here, and are addressed in greater detail in the sections that follow. 

The Relationship Between the Practices 

The practices cannot be separated from each other. An integrative view moves 

the inquiry from fragmentation towards wholeness, by recognizing that dreams, rituals, 

and sacred objects are part of one indivisible phenomenon. The research began by 

considering the three topic areas as somewhat discrete entities, and focused on looking 

for the point at which they intersected. While well-intentioned and genuinely attempting 

to take a relational approach, this line of inquiry was still ground in a dissociative 

perspective. As the research progressed, it became clear that the three practices could not 

be separated, from each other, from the researcher or the participants, or from the larger 

cultural context.  

Kremer (2006) describes this situation well, identifying that a skeptical Western 

researcher exploring Indigenous healing would be “primarily interested in the efficacy of 

a healing practice, and would try to isolate elements considered as necessary conditions” 

(p. 42), for instance, “the rattle, the drum, a particular herb, or the temperature of the 

sweat lodge” (p. 42). A more sympathetic Western researcher may pay attention to “set 

and setting,” in an attempt to validate Native approaches, but the tendency is still to 

divide; to “strip away what is considered extraneous and isolate what is considered 
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effective” (p. 42). In contrast, “inquiry into native healing practices by way of Indigenous 

science would begin with the culturally specific, ecologically and historically grounded 

Indigenous understanding of the balanced way of living in community on a particular 

land” (p. 42). The phenomenon would be approached as an integrated whole. 

Dreams, rituals, and sacred objects cannot be separated from each other, or 

examined as techniques to be applied in some sort of external way. They form a coherent 

whole, one that is further embedded in larger and larger wholes. At their most 

fundamental level, the three modalities are relational, they are participatory, and they 

describe a unified flow of energy. The healing power of dreaming is based on the healer’s 

ability to build a relationship with the dream Spirits, the healing power of the sacred 

objects is based on her ability to relate those objects to the teaching of the dreams, and 

the healing power of a ritual is based on her ability to relate all these things to the 

participant, the person seeking healing. This is the fundamental nature of the process of 

receiving, translating and delivering the dream’s energy; it is a unified flow, not a series 

of differentiated steps.  

There is a strong theoretical argument for considering the practices as one 

coherent whole, and the attending to the lived experience of the research led to the same 

conclusion. As I worked with the dreams, the rituals, the sacred objects, and the 

participants, any boundaries I had imagined to exist between them dissolved. The inquiry 

morphed into a fluid, organic, interdependent, intertwined, holistic process. 

Not only are the practices indivisible from each other, but when they are 

considered as one coherent whole, it becomes clear that inquiring into them together is 

inquiring into shamanism; they are at the heart of the shamanic function (K. Jaenke, 

personal communication, January 16, 2012). A shaman or medicine person serves as a 

conduit for healing energy to flow between the worlds for the purpose of health and 

healing; to receive, translate, and deliver it for the purpose of healing (Irwin, 1994). 
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Through a process of initiation, the shaman develops the perceptual sensitivity to access 

the healing wisdom in the numinous realm and the capacity to make it available to 

address afflictions in this world (Eliade & Trask, 1964). The fact that I could not claim 

this shamanic connection at the outset of the inquiry is a reflection of how much I had 

internalized the intense cultural taboos surrounding shamanism in Western culture. As I 

proceeded further into the research, the process of the inquiry helped me heal that wound 

(as will be discussed in below). Attending to the three modalities as one coherent whole 

allowed me to claim the shamanic nature of my experiences and to appropriately situate 

the inquiry in the realm of shamanism.  

The Relationship Between the Practices and the Practitioner 

The research is premised on a participatory view of the world that recognizes the 

indivisibility of knower, knowing, and known. Any discussion of the inquiry must 

therefore acknowledge the ways in which the process of inquiry and the resulting 

learning penetrated into the body, mind, and Spirit of the researcher (Moustakas, 1990). 

Additionally, the research and its results must be considered with respect to how they 

reached out into the larger context of the researcher’s life (Moustakas, 1990). 

First, the process of the inquiry cannot be separated from the bodymind of the 

dreamer/ritualist/artist/researcher. Dreams, rituals, and sacred objects are not medicine in 

the Western way of medicine, as a discrete product or experience that a healer gives to a 

patient; they are a dynamic process in which the shaman’s body becomes a conduit for 

the healing energy (Mindell, 1993). Becoming a shaman is thus is a process of “becoming 

the medicine” through the interventions of the Spirits (D. Metzger, personal 

communication, October 14, 2011). This transformative process is a circular one: the 

shaman’s physical and energetic structures are reconfigured through working with the 

dreams and rituals, and this reconfiguring happens in order to develop the capacity to 

work with the dreams and rituals. Spirit energies flowing through the shaman transform 
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the being of the shaman so that she becomes a clearer vessel through which Spirit 

energies can flow. 

Second, the process of the inquiry cannot be separated from the 

dreamer/ritualist/artist’s life context (Wilson, 2008). Research is an act of telling a story, 

and to tell a story with full integrity, it must be grounded in an understanding of the 

storyteller’s personal life and history (Wilson, 2008). In the context of this research, this 

means acknowledging my experience of receiving an archetypal shamanic call—an 

extended and disorienting intrusion of the Spirit realm into my psyche—and recognizing 

that the research arose in an attempt to integrate that call in a culture that didn’t provide 

an established or validated path. Again, that I could not claim this relationship at the 

beginning of the research is an indication of how deeply the cultural rejection of the 

shamanic lived in my psyche. 

The Relationship Between the Practices, the Practitioner, the Participants, and the 

Larger Cultural Context 

Taking a contextual, participatory perspective, this research on shamanism 

through the lens of Indigenous mind must be seen to have taken place in the context of a 

culture that scapegoats the shamanic (Jaenke, 2011), and where the process of inner and 

outer colonization has caused Western people to lose our Indigenous minds (Kremer, 

1997). Both of these cultural patterns spring from the dissociative wound at the heart of 

the Western worldview; they are the result of “dualistic thinking (that) sets one part of 

oneself or the universe against the other” (Metzger, 2002, p. 151), and they are inherently 

antagonistic and anti-relational. Attending to the importance of relationality in this 

inquiry is an attempt to heal that dissociative wound 

The wound lives in the culture, and the wound lives in me. That personal/cultural 

wounding shapes my relationship with shamanism, with Indigenous mind, and with the 

research. Here arises another recursive healing process: in order to meet the data on their 
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own terms, to apply a lens that would allow me to see what they were showing me, I had 

to heal those wounds; and it was the act of conducting the research with the participants 

that facilitated that healing. Working with the dreams, rituals, and sacred objects on 

behalf of other people brought me into my Indigenous mind, and claiming my own 

shamanic gifts by using those practices with the participants, validated my scapegoated 

inner shaman.  

From a Relational Perspective, the Research Becomes a Healing Ritual 

Focusing on the research in a relational way, by connecting the practices to each 

other, to the practitioner, to the participants, and to the culture, transformed the research 

into a ritual of healing. Here is yet another recursive process: strengthening relationships 

leads to healing which is a strengthening of relationships 

The ritual of this research re-wove a web; bringing me, and the other beings who 

were touched by the process, back into greater balance and relationship with ourselves, 

with each other and with our worlds. “We relate this world into being,” (Wilson, 2008, p. 

76) and when relationships are broken, the world is undone. Dis-ease is the result of 

coming out of harmony, out of relationship with the whole (Kremer, 1995; Metzger, 

2002). Healing is the act of restoring the system by bringing the dissociated parts back 

into the pattern of wholeness (Kremer, 1995). Many different beings participated in this 

research in many different ways, and many different examples of healing occurred.  

One of the primary goals of receiving, translating and delivering the dream 

power was to bring healing to the participants, and as Chapter 4 describes, this was 

successful. Each of the three women expressed gratitude for the powerful shifts that had 

occurred in their lives as a result of the ritual work we did together. These shifts allowed 

them to make peace with old relational wounds and align themselves with a brighter 

future. A second, unexpected healing result of the ritual work was that the participants 

also deepened their relationships with Spirit; each of them established an altar in her 
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house and maintained a daily practice there for the course of the research, commenting on 

how meaningful she found this experience. Jewlee and Gretchen found the process 

particularly powerful, and expressed a desire to continue the practice even after the 

research concluded. Jewlee developed a love for rituals, and in the months since the 

research, has conducted some for her friends. As I was writing this chapter, she contacted 

me, asking if I would take her on as an apprentice, to teach her what I know about the 

process of connecting to Spirit for healing.  

Having the participants’ friends and family participate in the rituals served to 

deepen and strengthen the relationships the participants had with those people. Each of 

the participants commented that an important aspect of the healing they received was in 

the experience of feeling supported by their extended community. Caitlin talked about 

how good it felt to have “companions” in the process. For Gretchen, her Mom’s friends 

doing ritual on her behalf, and the people who sent prayers from afar reminded her that 

she is held in a strong community and doesn’t have to struggle alone. The women who 

did a ritual for Gretchen reported feeling not only a heightened connection to her, but to 

the other daughters of their group who were struggling with similar issues. Likewise, 

many of the people who attended the rituals I facilitated for the participants reported a 

healing benefit from being involved; not only were they able to support their friend, but 

many of them felt that the rituals shifted things in their lives as well. The metaphor of the 

ritual as turning on a “microphone to the universe” resonated strongly in each group, and 

during the rituals, people said things like, “I want to say this while the microphone is still 

on,” or pointedly spoke their prayers into the middle of the circle as if that was where the 

microphone was located. To me, this implied that they appreciated the chance to be in 

more direct relationships with the Spirits as well.  

None of the dream mentors explicitly described having experienced healing as a 

result of participating in the research. My sense, however, is that the process of working 
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with a student whose interest was so closely aligned with their own was satisfying for 

them; helping them to further formulate and deepen their own ideas about the subjects we 

discussed. Karen told me that our conversations “pulled the knowing out of her.” 

Certainly, I benefited from deepening my relationship with these women, and they played 

an important role in holding and anchoring the larger field.  

As the dreamer/ritualist/artist, and the researcher at the center of this research 

process, the most significant healing for me was the healing I experienced around 

integrating the scapegoated shamanic and beginning to recover my Indigenous mind. In 

finding a way to hold the experiences of the research in a culture that rejects them, I came 

back into relationship—into wholeness--with myself and with my medicine.  

The 10-week period of this research facilitated healing in a number of different 

contexts, but it is also part of a much larger story of healing, a story that has taken a long 

time to tell itself. Research is a ritual of healing (Wilson, 2008). It is a process of 

identifying and restoring relationships between things that appear, or which have become, 

separated, in order to reveal practical, relationship-strengthening knowledge for the 

benefit of the community (Metzger, 2006). Deep healing does not happen overnight, or 

within a semester, or a 10-week period. In research, as in any other ritual, 

The part of the ceremony that people see, like the sweatlodge or the communion 
or whatever, is only the period at the end of a long sentence. There is lot of work, 
dedication and time spent in building up the relationships with the cosmos that 
allow the visible ceremony to happen. (Wilson, 2008, p. 63) 

Many invisible preparations must be made in order for the visible to manifest; the 

seed lies under the ground for many months before it sends a shoot up into the light. It 

takes a long time to develop the relationships necessary for the knowledge to begin to 

reveal itself. The ritual of this research, the 10-week period during which I worked with 

the participants, was possible only because I had spent many years building the necessary 
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relationship with the dream Spirits. The research was the period at the end of a very long 

sentence.  

If you talk about research as ceremony, it’s the climax of the ceremony, when it 
all comes together and all those connections are made. ‘Cause that’s what 
ceremony is about, strengthening those connections. So maybe when research as 
a ceremony comes together, when the research is reaching its climax, it’s when 
all those ideas come together. Those connections are made. (Wilson, 2008, p. 89) 

This research took place in the context of my having received an archetypal 

shamanic call a decade earlier. When the research is considered holistically, as a healing 

ritual in that context, the 10 weeks of work I did with the participants becomes part of 

that larger story, the period at the end of the sentence of a shamanic initiation ritual.  

The Healing Ritual Was a Shamanic Initiation 

The shamanic initiation ritual does not make the shaman, it only affirms what the 

Spirits have already been working on; an initiation is “the rigorous confirmation of 

something which has already been in the process of construction from early on” (Kremer, 

2006, p. 36). It could be argued that this shamanic initiation process began when I was a 

young child, and the story in Appendix E describes some of the early events in my life 

that seem to point towards this initiation. In this dissertation, I only consider the last 10 

years of my experience, and I describe and interpret those experiences in the context of 

the 10 weeks of research and through the lens of the literature.  The details of the process 

are described in the following sections, with this one giving a general overview of that 

process and situating it in the context of the triphasic model of initiation.  

The story begins with the profound spiritual opening I experienced 10 years ago. 

The specific details of the experience are described in the next section but, essentially, 

my life and my psyche were cracked open by the Spirits and was I pulled into an in-

between realm of transpersonal and spiritual experiences unlike anything I had ever 

imagined. This was the beginning of the triphasic journey—the separation from the 

predicable framework of consensual reality. Coincident with this opening, I found myself 
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ready to make a change in my life and I decided to move from my home in Canada to 

California to begin a doctoral program. While the archetypal logic of the pattern is clear 

in hindsight, I wasn’t aware of it at the time; not only was I no longer aligned with day-

to-day reality, I was, metaphorically and physically, separating from my community and 

beginning an initiatory journey. I had originally planned to stay in California only for a 

year or two, but when I returned to Canada after my first semester, I ended my 

relationship, sold my house, gave away my pets, put all my belongings in storage, and 

moved to California to stay until I completed the degree. The archetypal leading was 

strong, and I followed it without realizing what I was doing. 

Transformation, the second phase of the process, began with this move to 

California and with beginning a PhD (in Transformative Learning, no less). I was 

unconsciously looking for containment for my initiatory process, for guidance and 

support to make it through the confusion of the liminal stage. Along with my academic 

work, I also began studying with Western people teaching shamanic practices, and later 

enrolled in a 4-year shamanic initiation program. Having an appropriate container is an 

archetypal requirement of an initiation (K. Jaenke, personal communication, January 16, 

2012), and I was looking for something without knowing what it was, following the 

“subliminal imprinting of the place (I) knew (I) must go in order to get healed” (Moore, 

2001, p. 51). 

I struggled in this liminal stage for many years; I couldn’t find ritual mentors 

who would hold a container that would let me to get hot enough to get cooked. I went 

around and around in this liminoid space (Turner, 1969), writing proposal after proposal 

as I tried, unconsciously, to find the culminating task that would move me through this 

stage. Through a variety of means described in the following section, I finally found the 

support I needed, and was able to formulate the proposal, do the research with the 

participants, and write the dissertation. This process moved me out of the liminal phase.  
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As I complete this writing, I can feel myself entering the third phase of return to 

the community (van Gennep, 1909/1960). Defending the dissertation will be one step in 

that process, walking across the stage and receiving my degree will be another, and 

moving out into the world with my gifts will be the final one. It will have been a long 

journey, one that I doubt I ever would have chosen, but in retrospect, I am profoundly 

grateful for having been on it. 

One of the strongest experiences of the whole initiatory process has been of 

wishing that I had a map, of aching for support from someone who had travelled this path 

before me. Living in a culture that has forgotten our maps of the shamanic initiation 

process, I had to fumble my way along with very few signposts or guides. Even without 

ancient cultural maps, however, the archetypal force is strong enough (Jaenke, 2011) that 

I was able to feel my way through with the help of many other people who, I believe, 

were also attuned to that archetypal force. This research allowed me to complete a 

process with which I struggled for many years. It is my hope that what was learned here 

will be of value to other people facing similar journeys. 

Experiencing an Archetypal Transmission 

As described in the literature review, an archetypal shamanic initiation involves 

increased permeability to the Spirits, and the healing of a shamanic wound or sickness 

(Elaide and Trask, 1964; Halifax, 1979). This section describes how those archetypal 

patterns manifested in my life.  

Permeability to the Spirits  

The archetypal shamanic call arrived in my life as an avalanche of overwhelming 

transpersonal experiences that turned my life upside down, causing me to re-evaluate 

everything I thought I knew about the world. I had always been an extremely sensitive 

person, but I had no explicit spiritual practice, I had never had a psychic experience, and 

never been curious about shamanism. I was utterly unprepared for the path my life took, 
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at age 36, when I entered a period of intense shamanic experiences that essentially 

disabled me.  

The experiences began with a feeling that there was a billboard in my head, 

telling me to get a Reiki treatment. I had never had Reiki, but eventually I followed the 

instruction, and booked a session. I had no expectations; I was familiar with energy-based 

bodywork, and thought that the session would leave me feeling relaxed and refreshed. 

Instead, I entered a deep altered state, during which I saw the room filled with cloaked, 

loving spiritual beings, I felt a flashlight of energy beaming out of the top of my head, 

and I experienced being held by a deeper love than I had ever felt before, or have felt 

since.  

The biggest experience in the session was the way I began to move. My arms and 

legs started to involuntarily swing and shake, and my body seemed to fly up and down on 

the table. The movements were so strong that I cracked the massage table and, at one 

point, kicked so high that I hit the roof of the basement treatment room and put a dent in a 

ceiling tile. It was a confusing experience, feeling so safe and loved while at the same 

time, my body was moving in such an unusual way. What happened to me was 

completely unfamiliar, and somewhat distressing, to the Reiki practitioner. While I am 

grateful to her for allowing the energies to come through, she seemed unable to offer me 

any further support, and I never saw her again.  

For almost ten months following this event, I had daily experiences of this sort. 

The movements continued, sometimes for two or three hours at a time, accompanied by 

loud, involuntary sounds from my mouth. I experienced precognitive, telepathic, and 

psychic insights; spiritual visitations; channeling and physical possession; past life 

regression; loud popping, flashing, and clicking noises inside my head; powerful 

dreaming; day-time visions; and numerous other experiences that were dramatic, 

disorienting, and profoundly unfamiliar to me.  
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My already sensitive nervous system became hyper-sensitive to stimuli, so much 

that I had trouble functioning in the outer world. I was overwhelmed by the energetic 

intensity of crowds because I could feel the emotions of the people around me. Even 

moderate noises, smells and colors were physically painful to my senses. For a period I 

couldn’t go grocery shopping because I could taste the things in the boxes as I walked 

past them. Every time I left the house, I was deluged with energetic information and my 

system would go into overload. I would have to come home and sleep for hours. As much 

as possible, I stopped leaving the house.  

These experiences were happening in my physical life, and were also being 

played out in an inner, symbolic landscape. My inner perceptions were highly enhanced, 

and the events had colors and locations and patterns that existed in a space, though not a 

three-dimensional one. At the height of the experiences, when I was almost completely 

debilitated, a huge chasm appeared in this inner landscape—it was the place of “crazy.” I 

knew that if I fell over that edge, I would never return; my mind would not survive the 

process. I had an unshakable knowing that even though I was close enough to see crazy, I 

was not in it; and even though these experiences seemed crazy to the people in my world, 

they had not yet crossed over that line and I was safe. 

The veil that divided the physical world from the world of Spirit became 

incredibly thin for me, and I was pulled back and forth between the realms willy-nilly. 

Boundaries that had previously given me shape became blurred; and I spent many months 

not knowing where I ended and the world began. I understood why it’s called a spiritual 

opening: all the walls came down. Spontaneously, I was pulled into non-ordinary 

experiences that were far outside the limits of what I had previously considered to be 

“real,” and I was pushed to the edges of my tolerance. My mental processes were 

affected, and I lost the ability to think in a straight line, or to comprehend what I read. I 

would need to read a paragraph four or five times before I grasped its meaning. Similarly, 
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I found it impossible to write; the images swirled around in my head, but I couldn’t get 

them down on paper in order. I was forced to temporarily withdraw from my classes and, 

having never picked up a paintbrush or had much of a dream life, I spent much of this 

time painting my increasingly vivid dreams.  

It’s difficult to convey the intensity of this process; I remember telling a friend 

that most of my life prior to this opening had occurred on a scale of intensity from 1 to 

10, but now I was spending most of my time at 45 and having frequent experiences at 60. 

To compound all the spiritual experiences, about two months after the initial Reiki 

treatment, I was in a minor automobile accident that did no damage to the car but left me 

with a serious whiplash injury. An intuitive healer told me that the Spirits had 

orchestrated the accident in order to re-configure the relationship between my head and 

my body. There may some logic to that explanation, because almost immediately 

afterwards, without having to file a claim, I received a settlement of several thousand 

dollars to be used for any healing therapies I chose. I used the money to heal not only my 

neck, but also to stabilize my over-stimulated nervous system.  

After the initial extended opening, I gradually found more ease and equanimity 

with the experience. At this writing, 10 years later, however, I still experience deep 

transpersonal and energetic experiences, but they are more integrated and less chaotic. I 

am familiar with the terrain and have learned to navigate the process. I am a different 

person than I was when the opening began, but the transformation and healing have been 

hard won. I have worked to integrate the shifts in my physical and energetic body; my 

nervous system is much stronger; and my previously brown eyes are now green.  

Scapegoating of the Shamanic in Western Culture 

I experienced these shamanic phenomena in the context of a culture that has 

marginalized and the shamanic and denied it a place in the mainstream (Jaenke, 2011). 

That cultural pattern deeply affected me, and I struggled to make sense of what was 
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happening and to find support for it in a culture that doesn’t acknowledge that my 

experiences exist or have a frame through which to meet them. The following section 

describes the lack of culturally legitimized space in which I could stand with this 

experience. 

First, there is confusion between the phenomenon of shamanism, and the 

Indigenous worldview and “lifeway” (Harvey, 2006) through which that worldview is 

expressed. Many Western people who feel a deep love for the natural world and 

connection with the Spirit realm resonate with the ritual practices of Indigenous people. 

Such individuals often adopt and adapt Indigenous practices for relating with the land and 

the Spirits. While potentially problematic in other ways, this is not the issue. The issue is 

claiming that these are “shamanic” practices or ways of living. By adopting these nature-

based practices, such persons are seeking to enter into an Indigenous worldview, but that 

is not the same as becoming a shaman and the two are often confused in colloquial 

speech.  

There is a deep hunger within Western culture for sacred practices that will help 

us regain our lost connection to the land and the Spirits, and any sincere attempt to 

recover one's Indigenous mind is to be applauded. There are problematic consequences in 

conflating shamanism and Indigenous mind, however. In Indigenous cultures, everyone 

maintains a personal relationship with the land and the Spirits, conducts regular personal 

rituals for health and healing, and receives spiritual guidance about their own lives 

(Gayle, 2008). A shaman, however, plays a specific role within such a culture (Kremer, 

1995); she possesses a particularly heightened sensitivity to the Spirit realm (Mindell, 

1993), she is attuned to the energy field of the community as a whole (Gayle, 2007, para. 

17), she receives guidance on behalf of the collective, and she has survived an arduous 

and extensive initiation process (Eliade, 1958/1994). Using the word shamanic to 

describe the general practices of trying to live in sacred communion with the world 
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through ritual and the honoring of the Spirits denies the specificity of the shamanic 

experience. This conflation “disappears” the shaman into a more generalized Indigenous 

identity, marginalizing her experience by denying her a communally recognized space for 

her medicine.  

The space for a Western person who has received and archetypal shamanic 

transmission is eroded further by competing taboos within Western and Indigenous 

consciousness (Jaenke, 2011). Through the most extreme double bind of these taboos, a 

Western person claiming a shamanic initiation experience runs the risk of being judged as 

delusionary or mentally ill by their own culture, and as unethical or exploitative by 

Indigenous people.  

As discussed in Chapter 2: Literature Review, the shamanic archetype is 

scapegoated because it threatens the foundational assumptions of the Western worldview; 

to accept shamanic experiences would undermine the core premises upon which this 

culture operates. That would be too threatening for the culture as a whole to accept and 

so, instead of legitimately considering the evidence, mainstream Western culture judges 

the shamanic experiences as either fabricated or delusional, placing the would-be shaman 

in the category of an anomaly, well outside the bounds of the mainstream.  While there 

may be individuals and even large cultural subgroups for whom the shamanic is accepted, 

the overall cultural assumption, the story reflected in the majority of public conversations 

leaves little space for the experience of a shamanic initiation. 

An equally challenging and diminishing voice arises from the Indigenous 

perspective. Some Indigenous people, as well as many well-meaning white people, define 

shamanic work by people of European descent as unethical; a demonstration of cultural 

appropriation that continues to perpetrate the destructive and exploitative practices of 

colonialism. As an example of this perspective, a document released in 1993 and still 

active in conversation on the Internet announces “A Declaration of War Against 
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Exploiters of Lakota Spirituality” (Mesteth, Standing Elk, & Swift Hawk, 1993, para. 6). 

This document claims to “represent the recognized traditional spiritual leaders, traditional 

elders, and grassroots advocates of the Lakota people” (Mesteth et al., 1993, para. 6) and 

it rejects the “unspeakable indignity of having our most precious Lakota ceremonies and 

spiritual practices desecrated, mocked and abused by non-Indian ‘wannabes,’ hucksters, 

cultists, commercial profiteers and self-styled ‘New Age shamans’ and their followers” 

(para. 6). Harsh words, indeed, but understandable. Honoring and protecting the cultural 

specificity of shamanic teachings and practices, especially in relationship to the 

devastating wounds of colonialism, is critical to maintaining the integrity of those 

practices. Such an attitude, however, can be extended to deny that the universality of the 

shamanic archetype, and its capacity to activate authentically within a Western person. 

The space for a Western person to claim a shamanic experience is, once again, eroded.  

A further marginalization of the shamanic within Western culture occurs, 

ironically, in the smaller progressive subset of the culture that accepts the validity of a 

Western person having shamanic experiences. Even in this group, however, claiming 

shamanic experiences and capacities is problematic. Here, the issue revolves around the 

specific use of the word "shaman" and the attendant power of that name.  

Among some progressive thinkers, because the word "shaman" originates with 

the Tungus tribe in Siberia (Eliade & Trask, 1964), it should only be used to describe the 

spiritual healers of that culture. To apply it to people in other cultures who perform the 

same service in their community is thus disrespectful and inaccurate. The word did not 

originate in English and it does describe a culturally specific practice, but it has also 

evolved an English meaning, and is the most accurate one we have to describe the 

phenomenon. How can we talk about the phenomenon of shamanism without using the 

only word we have? 
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While some people critique the overuse of the word shaman, and argue for 

greater specificity in its application, others dilute it, and apply it to an overly general field 

of endeavors. Progressive publications are filled with ads for shamanic healing, shamanic 

yoga, shamanic astrology, shamanic Reiki, and even shamanic cheerleading. No doubt 

the advertisers mean well, and some of them may be genuine healers doing shamanic 

work, but others lack an understanding of the deeper nature of the shamanic path. The 

loose application of the word is not only disrespectful to the cultural shamans of 

Indigenous traditions; it’s also highly misrepresentative of the archetypal shamanic 

experience. This further problematizes the capacity of Western people to claim a 

shamanic path, as using the word associates the activities and practices with which they 

have nothing in common. To be in integrity with the work as a sacred practice and to 

relate to it through the specific and intense experience of an archetypal shamanic 

initiation is difficult when the word “shaman” is so diluted and mis-applied.  

The final blow comes from the exceedingly small section of society that both 

recognizes the legitimacy and intensity of a genuine shamanic calling, and also accepts 

that a Western person can experience an archetypal shamanic transmission. Within these 

circles there is a tradition of humility based on Indigenous practices that essentially says, 

“A real shaman would never call herself a shaman.” The protocol states that, rather than 

being self-designating, the title of shaman can be conferred on an individual only by their 

community. This practice is designed to diminish the ego traps on the shamanic path, and 

can have great value for that purpose. However, this protective measure cannot be 

extracted from the larger cultural complex in which it is designed to operate. If a shaman 

is not allowed to claim his identity for himself, she must be able to rely on her culture to 

make that claim for her: At the end of the day, somebody has to honor the experience and 

the identity, or the accepted space for it in the individual and collective experience 

disappears altogether. 
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This section has outlined the radical erosion of the cultural space in which I, and 

others who share similar shamanic experiences can stand. The process is difficult enough, 

without having to navigate a minefield of competing taboos that deny one the ability to 

claim the validity of the identity or the experience.  

Shamanic Healing Crisis 

I experienced a classic shamanic opening, and it would have been disorienting in 

any context; that is the nature of the process. Because it was happening in a culture that 

didn’t validate the experience, however, it was doubly difficult. In an Indigenous 

community, a cultural framework that recognizes and honors the disorienting process 

would support an initiate. Even though the Spirits take the shamanic candidate 

somewhere the rest of the community can’t follow, at least they recognize that she is on a 

meaningful journey. In my Western context, the process had added difficulty, because I 

was having experiences for which my culture had no space. 

An archetypal shamanic initiation involves increased permeability to the Spirits, 

as well as suffering the wound of a shamanic illness (Elaide & Trask, 1964; Halifax, 

1979). In my case, it was the increased permeability that triggered the wound, activating 

the cultural shadow of the scapegoated shaman within my personal psyche. Further, the 

energetic and spiritual phenomena I was experiencing were part of a conversation in a 

language I did not speak; I was caught between two worlds and two worldviews, and it 

took me some time to learn to bridge the gaps. The archetypal call was pulling me into a 

deeper level of participation with the Spirits, but until I could loosen the grip of my 

Western mind and recover my ability to join in a conversation with the rest of creation 

through my Indigenous mind, everything was topsy-turvy. My shamanic sickness was 

thus two-fold: I was disabled by my internalization of the cultural rejection; and I was 

dissociated from the phenomena, unable to engage the Spirits who were calling me so 

strongly. The following two sections describe those experiences. 
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Internalization of the Scapegoated Shamanic 

Paralleling the energetic and spiritual experiences, I experienced a profound 

distress and fear about what they might mean in my life. I was never afraid of the 

experiences, as unfamiliar as they were, instead, I was terrified of who I might become 

through this process. The scapegoat archetype was in full force; all my internalized 

cultural judgment against “spiritual healers” was activated, and aimed against myself. I 

had visions of being rejected by my friends and family, of never being able to tell my 

story in public, of never being able to make a living, etc. In reality, those things were not 

in any way an immediate threat to me: my friends and family were unfamiliar with what 

was happening, but they were universally open, curious, and supportive. The larger 

cultural rejection of the shamanic, however, was highly activated in my psyche. I 

struggled with deep shame and self-judgment, even while another part of me completely 

trusted the process and gave myself to it. 

As the process continued, and I moved to California where spiritual healers are 

considered normal, the wholeness of archetype still remained fragmented (Perera, 1986), 

and I continued to align with one or another of the competing voices. The self-critical 

voice of the accuser said: “This is not a valid way to spend your life,” “You’re wasting 

your opportunities,” “You’re wasting your money,” “You spend too much time sleeping,” 

“You’re too sensitive,” and “You’re obviously not smart enough to get a PhD or you’d 

would be finished by now.” The victim crumpled on the couch in a puddle of shame and 

unworthiness and bemoaned: “It’s all too much for me,” “I can’t do it,” and “I keep 

trying but I’m never, ever going to get anywhere.” The exiled one, convinced that there 

was no place for me in this culture, said, “It’s lonely being so different,” “What I can do 

just isn’t valued,” and “I’ll never be able to use my gifts to earn an income and participate 

in the world.” Most of all, however, this marginalized one desperately avoided graduating 

because leaving school would mean exposing my shameful secret to the world. Finally, 
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the priest, the arbiter of the status quo—the good girl/good student, with whom my ego 

was very strongly identified—spoke out. The priest’s favorite line was “You should have 

gone to med school when you had the chance,” and when I was operating out of this 

aspect of the archetype, I threw myself into highly analytic, theoretical academic writing, 

looking for validation from the cultural authorities.  

In hindsight, those voices sound absurd, but they were primarily unconscious, 

and were very believable to me for a very long time. The inner turmoil had little to do 

with my actual experiences—no one in my life has ever been explicitly critical of this 

path. It was the larger cultural field that I was feeling. My sense of alienation, rejection, 

and isolation was profound, as I continued to search for validation in a culture that 

doesn’t validate the gifts of my soul. 

I couldn’t articulate it at the time, but I felt myself to be in an untenable situation. 

It was my extended mentoring with work with Karen that allowed me to understand this 

tension. If I followed the archetypal call and my soul’s leading, I feared that I would be 

betraying my culture; I could not find a way to be true to myself and to the collective at 

the same time. The reality that my body and soul knew to be true (we are all connected 

and the Spirits are participating subjects) was in direct contradiction to the culturally 

accepted truth (the world is dead and each of us is a separate individual). I felt the option 

was either to abandon who I was, and join the culture, or be true to myself and remain 

marginalized. Rather than make this untenable choice, I remained stuck in liminality, 

avoiding graduation. 

As a person whose identity has been built upon Western paradigmatic 

assumptions, I experienced both the external judgments of my culture, and also the 

internalization of all those voices. The most challenging aspect of my healing process 

was battling the inner voices that told me I was wrong to take my experiences seriously. 

This was the wound I needed to heal, for myself and for the culture.  
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Separation From the Phenomena 

The ongoing spiritual and transpersonal phenomena I experienced throughout 

this process stretched my psyche, calling on me to hold two opposing worldviews at the 

same time. I had grown up in a Western context, internalized that set of culturally 

endorsed assumptions about what was real and what was possible, and had built my life 

upon those premises. Now I was having direct and very dramatic physical and spiritual 

experiences that absolutely and utterly contradicted those internalized cultural 

assumptions; the two truths were confronting each other, and the face-off was happening 

at the deepest levels of my being. Perhaps the best way to describe the experience is to 

describe what I felt was literally happening inside my brain. The energy sensation/image 

was of two wires in my head, each carrying an electrical charge, and being touched tip to 

tip. The energies in the two wires were incompatible with each other and when they 

touched, they short-circuited, flooding my system with a bright, burning, shocking 

feeling and a “BZAPP!” sound.  

The contradiction between what I thought I could rely on as true, and what my 

body and soul were actually experiencing was almost too great to hold. None of my 

previous sense-making tools were effective; the only solution was to develop a 

paradigmatic framework that could hold both ends of the tension: my personal 

experiences and my culture’s story. Developing such an expanded sense of self (Macy, 

1991) took a very long time, and required bridging a veritable paradigmatic chasm.  

 My limited and defended Western mind had a powerful grip on me, so much so 

that I had trouble remembering the spiritual experiences I was having from day to day. 

The feeling was that I just didn’t have a drawer in the filing cabinet in my brain in which 

to hold them. Documenting events in my journal, and then reading the entries the next 

day, I would regularly convince myself that I had mis-recorded an experience; that what 

was written couldn’t actually have happened the way I described it. Again and again, my 
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threatened ego found ways to forget or ignore the dreams or to otherwise separate myself 

from the experiences.  

The tension between my Western mind and my Indigenous mind most clearly 

played itself out through the extended work of writing my dissertation. Through an 

unconscious process, my academic life aligned itself with my Western mind, and my 

spiritual life aligned itself with my Indigenous mind. The relationship between these two 

primary aspects of my outer life --my research and my shamanic experiences—was an 

outer manifestation of my inner tension.  

Other than a few short months during the most intense phase of the spiritual 

experience, I worked on my dissertation through the whole ten years that this dissertation 

discusses. In the early years, I kept a clear line of distinction between “what I was writing 

about” and “what I was experiencing,” my wounded psyche could not yet allow me to 

align fully with the shamanic process, and I held the two as parallel experiences that 

would never meet.  

I held an unconscious story that I would do a highly respectable dissertation on a 

theoretical topic, let my strong Western mind shine, and get lots of praise and validation 

from the world when I finished it. Meanwhile, I would keep studying shamanism, getting 

really good at that too, but I wouldn’t tell people about that side of me. The unconscious 

story was compelling, and a direct reflection of my inner process. The problem was that 

my heart and soul were pulling me to shamanism while my head was trying to force me 

into the box of mainstream academia, and I couldn’t move forward on either project. 

Either I wrote proposal after proposal full of theoretical arguments critiquing Western 

consciousness without ever admitting my own relationship to the issue, or I dissociated 

from the writing for weeks at a time and immersed myself in the shamanic work, but 

berated myself heavily for it.  
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This tension resolved itself slowly over many years, and the final result is this 

document, which integrates the shamanic and the academic, and is a healing balm for the 

deep split that divided them. Even here, however, the tension remained strong until the 

eleventh hour. Only a few days before I submitted this study, I was still planning to have 

two conclusion chapters: one theoretical and one personal. The final healing came at the 

very end, when I found a way to integrate the two aspects of myself through writing an 

integrated dissertation. 

Searching for a Cultural Transmission 

As I struggled to integrate my increased permeability to the Spirits and to heal 

my initiatory wound, I unconsciously searched for a cultural transmission to help me 

meet the archetypal energies shaking my world. My Western constructs were being 

deconstructed: I entered a space where the permanency of relational bonds was loosened, 

a quaking field of formless energy, an unstructured space in which I was open and 

exposed to the energies and the Spirits.  

I needed a safe container in which to tolerate this incoherent complexity without 

shutting it down or repressing it. I needed to submit to a process, to let myself be cooked 

enough to eventually coalesce some meaningful knowledge out of the experience (Moore, 

2001). I was displaying all the hallmark signs of shamanic initiation and, in an 

Indigenous culture, the elder shamans would have recognized this, and choreographed the 

necessary rituals and trainings to support me in integrating it (Eliade & Trask, 1964; 

Halifax, 1979). Without this human-held container in which to incubate, however, the 

process could not find its climax and I could not move through to its completion; I was 

stuck in chronic liminality (Turner, 1969). 

The shamanic archetype is a powerful force, and even though I wasn’t 

consciously aware of the larger significance of my experiences, when the cosmic power 

activated in my life, it also gave me a faint inner map of how to respond. I groped along, 
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cobbling together a piecemeal field of support, enough that I didn’t fall into the abyss of 

crazy, but never enough to satisfy the archetypal needs. I spent many years in a liminoid 

zone that was warm, but not hot enough to really cook me. Fortunately, I lived in the San 

Francisco Bay Area, with its large population of healers and spiritual teachers, and had 

the financial resources to access the help I needed. Other people are not so lucky, and 

many are crushed by the wounding experience instead of emerging as wounded healers.  

Enrolling in a PhD program was, in retrospect, part of my unconscious quest for 

a container. There are many parallels between a doctoral program and an archetypal 

initiatory process: the “candidate” retreats from society to the ivory tower where she toils 

at an initiatory task, supervised by elders who have made the journey themselves; the 

defense is a community ritual; and graduation involves symbolic actions, special 

costumes, the adopting of a new name, and lifelong membership in an elite society. My 

psyche knew what I needed, but while the structure of a doctoral program has many of 

the hallmarks of initiation, it was not the full container I needed.  

At the same time as I was looking for a container in academia, I looked for a 

more explicitly shamanic container. I participated in many workshops and trainings by 

Western people teaching shamanic practices, including taking part in a four-year 

“initiation” program, but none of these met the needs I was carrying. In hindsight, I can 

see the wisdom of my search. As Jungian analyst Robert Moore (2001) says, “your 

psyche knows you need a boundary. Your psyche knows that you need an edge. You 

must get to the threshold” (p. 51). I knew I needed a container and I wouldn’t rest until I 

found one. 

When I moved to California, I essentially went into retreat. From having been a 

very social person in my previous life, I now spent most of my time alone in my house. I 

can see now that I was looking for the solitude of an initiatory journey; trying to remove 

as much social stimuli as possible in order to make myself available to the Spirits. I was 
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unplugging from Western culture and aligning myself with my Indigenous mind. I 

stopped listening to the news and almost completely disconnected myself from the larger 

world. I would spend hours lying on the couch looking out the window, integrating the 

profound shifts that were occurring in my energy body and developing day-dreaming 

skills to match my night-dreaming ones. As the process evolved, I was eventually able to 

spend less time on the couch, and to engage more with the outside world, but I still 

remained predominantly solitary. 

I was still experiencing the involuntary physical movements, and I began to track 

how and when they happened. Sometimes they were Spirit energy running through my 

body, as during healing ceremony for another woman where I became an owl: I saw 

through owl eyes: stood on a chair and whistled and chirped; and watched the fluttering 

of my hands move dark sticky energy out of her and into the fire. I later discovered that 

this woman had a deep totemic relationship with Owl.  

In other expressions of the movements, I began to see them as a kind of static or 

resistance in my emotional channels. Instead of facing a highly charged emotional 

situation in therapy, I would find myself flying into an involuntary explosion of arms and 

legs. My ego was essentially throwing a temper tantrum through my body to avoid facing 

the challenging issue. The Spirit energies traveled on the same pathways as my emotional 

and physical energy, and I realized that, if I wanted to be a clear channel for Spirit, I 

needed to heal my emotional and physical issues.  

An ancient wisdom in me knew that I had to find healing, and I embarked on a 

wide-ranging exploration of a variety of modalities, again, looking for a supportive 

human container; a cultural transmission. I worked with countless healers, trying 

homeopathy, osteopathy, acupuncture, Reichian therapy, energy medicine, massage, 

chakra balancing, network chiropractic, family constellations therapy, colonics, quantum 

rebalancing, accupressure, shamanic healing, and numerous other bodywork and energy-
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balancing techniques. I would be drawn to a person, work with him or her intensely for a 

period, then suddenly know that I had received all I needed, and move on. There are, 

however, a few people with whom I have worked for years: an osteopath, a homeopath, 

and a Reichian therapist. These women all know each other, and they created a certain 

kind of safe healing container for me. I am enormously grateful for the support they 

provided.  

Lacking the cultural guidance of elder shamans to set up experiences through 

which I could learn the skills needed to integrate the archetypal opening and find my 

specific medicine, I found myself setting my own learning assignments and challenges. 

Of course, at the time, my self-judging voice was sure that I was just wasting time and 

avoiding writing my proposal, but in retrospect, I can see the logic in my actions. In a 

divination, Mandaza Kandemwe told me that I needed to “be aligned with the cosmos,” 

and so I began concentrating more energy on the medicine wheel image, creating 

medicine wheels as sacred objects, and doing ritual with them. I built a medicine wheel 

on the roof of my house and did rituals there every equinox and solstice, marking where 

the sun rose and set; I turned a patio table into a sundial and tracked the movement of the 

sun through the day and the seasons; I made a series of interactive circular beaded 

calendars to track the intersections between the lunar cycle, the seasons, the sun’s 

movement through the astrological signs, the hours in a day, and my menstrual cycle; I 

performed rituals on the full and the new moons; I slept with my bedroom windows 

blacked out for the whole lunar cycle except for the three days surrounding the full moon; 

and I followed a prescription for aligning my menstrual cycle with the moon, eating 

certain foods during the moon’s waxing and certain foods during it’s waning. Through all 

this, I had more and more medicine wheel dreams, during many of which I was 

energetically aligned to the three-dimensional medicine wheel of the cosmos. 
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I spent an enormous amount of time on these projects and others like them. I 

discovered a movement towards Indigenous nutrition (Price, 1945), based on cross-

cultural studies about what pre-contact Indigenous people ate, and I shifted my diet to 

reflect this model. I began osteopathic orthodontic work as a part of my overall healing 

project and, months into the work, discovered that the goal of the process was to reshape 

the narrow face of Western people to a broader, indigenous type of face. I devoted great 

energy to tracking and recording my dreams, transcribing them, cross-referencing them to 

identify patterns, and following their instructions. I made sacred objects from dream and 

visionary instructions, many of which I still don’t know how to use, but was clearly 

guided to make as part of the work of assembling my shamanic tool kit. The list of 

practices goes on. I searched for the teachings that would help me to land the archetypal 

call in the absence of a formal cultural support system 

Even though the process was confusing, the inner guidance from the shamanic 

archetype was being  met by matching guidance from the outer world. Eventually, I 

stopped being astounded by the synchronistic ways in which support arrived. What I 

needed would show up just when I needed it: people, opportunities, books, dream 

teachings. I learned to track how well I was aligned with my path by how powerful the 

synchronicities were. If I strayed too far afield, the support from the world would dry up, 

only to be revitalized when I got back on track. 

The work of trying to actualize my initiatory journey consumed me and, for 10 

years, it was the story of my life. Some part of me knew the archetype was not going to 

let me go until I had satisfied its criteria. I spent those years not working, spending my 

savings, in retreat from the world, knowing that I needed something, but not being able to 

name or find it. It was difficult, but I was also lucky, I had more resources and support 

than most people get, that is what allowed me to stay sane and to keep going until I found 

the cultural transmission and container I needed. 
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Finding a Cultural Transmission 

Having received an archetypal shamanic transmission, I searched hard for the 

reciprocal cultural transmission and, as described above, spent many years in a liminoid 

zone in quest of it. Eventually I did find the cultural transmission I searched for, and that 

process is described in this section. In this section I identify the three aspects of a cultural 

transmission: ancestral wisdom, an initiatory container, and community support. 

Ancestral Wisdom 

The ancestral wisdom required by a cultural transmission is the trans-

generational field; the inherited and collective cultural knowledge about how to meet and 

actualize the archetypal call (Jaenke, 2011). This wisdom is built by, and comprised of, 

the intricate network of relationships that members of a culture have established and 

nurtured, over time, with the local Spirits. The initiatory rituals and practices grow out of 

the culture’s relationship to a particular landscape and the rituals, songs, dances, and 

stories they have learned from it. This cultural mythology is a culture’s collective dream; 

it creates 

…a common dream-language of imaginal forms through which the Spirits can 
communicate. Each culture has its own unique ways of ritually channeling the 
currents of Spirit into coherent patterned structures, much in the way that a Tree 
Spirit channels the currents of energy into the physical form of a living tree. 
(Gayle, 2008, para. 4) 

This common language of imaginal forms provides a mediating structure through which 

the candidate can develop and strengthen her relationship with the Spirits who have 

called her.  

To a great extent, Western culture has forgotten our collective dream; we have 

lost our connection to our ancestral initiatory knowledge, through the evolution of the 

Western paradigm and the migratory impact of colonization. All is not lost, however: the 

shamanic archetype is too powerful to be ignored (Jaenke, 2011), and the capacity to 

access that wisdom is the birthright of every human being. The wisdom of the archetype 
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has been relegated to the cultural shadow for five hundred years, but it is slowly 

reasserting itself, making an emergence again because people need it (K. Jaenke, personal 

communication, November 19, 2011).  

It took me a long time to find the cultural transmission I needed, but when I did 

find it, I discovered it hidden in plain sight, in the teachings of the new wise elders of 

Western culture. Western scholars and practitioners have begun to resurrect the wisdom 

of the archetypes and, in a slow but steady way, are re-building a body of shared 

knowledge that can help people to meet an archetypal shamanic call. Ancestral writers 

such as van Gennep (1909/1960), Eliade and Trask (1964), Jung (1963), Turner (1969), 

and Campbell (1949/1972), as well as living elders S. Grof and C. Grof (1989), Moore 

(2001), Kremer (1994), Jaenke (2006), Metzger (2002), and many others are rebuilding 

this knowledge, piece by piece.  

An Indigenous shamanic wisdom grows out of the specifics of the landscape and 

the lifeways of the people; the emerging Western model is likewise growing out of the 

reality of the current context. It doesn’t look like an Indigenous tradition: it is primarily 

written, not oral; it is presented as theory, not as ritual, amulet, story, song, dance and 

prayer; it is largely lacking a direct connection to the landscape; it is primarily rooted in a 

Western mindset, and it is only a few generations old. Nevertheless, it is a model that has 

value, and it is through connecting with this map, as it is arising on the periphery of the 

culture, that I was able to finally actualize my shamanic call.   

Initiatory Container 

The ancestral wisdom of a cultural transmission is a field, a shared body of 

knowledge accessible to members of the culture. I benefited from the emerging field of 

Western wisdom about meeting the shamanic call, but I also need the support of the 

specific living people who could use that wisdom to hold a container for me.  
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A container is an archetypal requirement of the initiatory process and, as 

demonstrated by the struggles I described in the previous section, the lack of a container 

grinds the initiatory process to a liminoid halt. Liminality must be held in a safe and 

contained way, and only ritual elders can do this. 

…you can think of sacred space in the context of a magic circle, or a sanctuary, 
or the precincts of a temple. If that space is not clearly delimited and the 
boundary kept inviolate, and if it does not have a proper steward who knows 
when you should enter and when you should leave, and what you should do 
while you are in there, then it is likely that your transformation process will 
proceed only with great difficulty, if at all. (Moore, 2001 p. 58) 

The wisdom inherited from the ancestral field directs these elders to give guidance and 

teachings, assigning tasks and helping the candidate integrate what they are learning.  

I looked long and hard for an initiatory container, and my first experience of it 

was with therapists and healers. Like good ritual elders, they “held [me] to [my] 

suffering” (Moore, 2001, p. 64) and helped me meet the shadows of my personal 

wounding. I was able to disentangle from some of my childhood and familial wounds, a 

critical step in the process of finding the strength to disentangle from the cultural wounds.  

As important as this therapeutic healing work was, it was not enough to get me 

through the process, and finding the appropriate containment and mirroring was 

something that evolved gradually. The first step in the process was entering into romantic 

relationship; I met Joe Carlig and, as we grew closer, I experienced being seen and 

validated in a new and powerful way. I showed him all my deeply shamed private ritual 

practices, and he celebrated them. This support played an important role in silencing the 

voices of the scapegoat within me. Following that, I connected with Karen Jaenke, and I 

mark this as the turning point in my process, the seed of beginning of the return. At last, 

here was someone who had a deep understanding of the archetypal map, who was both a 

dreamer and an academic, and who cared deeply about me and my path. With Karen’s 
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help, it still took me two more years to formulate and submit a research proposal, but I 

was no longer spinning my wheels in isolation. 

Submitting the proposal added the next layer of strength to the container; the 

process of being officially seen and accepted by my committee boosted my confidence, 

and the proposal itself became a structure within which I could rest. From the proposal, 

grew the research. It was this container, held by the committee, the mentors, the structure 

of the research, and the commitment I had made to the participants and the Spirits that 

finally provided enough heat to get me cooking. It was the writing of the dissertation 

itself, however, which provided the final and most profound challenge. As a document 

with very strict structural limitations and timelines, it became the ultimate pinhole 

through which I had to squeeze myself: the most tightly bounded of all the containers. 

The writing of this was, beyond a doubt, the most difficult thing I have ever done in my 

life. Writing is something that has always come easily to me, but in this case, writing was 

the vehicle for the archetypal process, and the intense pressure I felt as I struggled to 

complete it made me wonder if I was being born, or giving birth, or both. 

Community Support 

The third aspect of the cultural transmission is community support. Like a strong 

container, this is also an archetypal requirement of the initiatory process. The community 

in this context is the human social group into which the initiate is woven: her “people” or, 

in a traditional context, the village (Somé, 1998). I identify two primary and overlapping 

archetypaly necessary functions of this community.  

First, the community provides support and validation for the overall process; 

creating a larger container around the more focused initiatory container held by the elder 

shamans, and supporting both the candidate and the elders in their work. The community 

also provides validation for what the candidate is experiencing during the triphasic 

process, but from a distance. They recognize the candidate is on a journey that they may 
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not completely understand, but honor that its suffering and challenges ultimately serve 

the collectives health and well-being. 

The community’s second role is to welcome the newly initiated shaman home. 

The liminal journey requires the candidate to leave the familiar and the shaman to return 

to it. Leaving and returning cannot occur unless there is somewhere to leave from, and to 

return to. No matter what happens during the rest of the phases, for the initiation to 

succeed, the shaman must be appropriately met on her return. An initiation without an 

adequate homecoming is a failed initiation (Goodman, 2010). 

Homecoming requires recognition and acknowledgement that the person has 
survived. Most people don’t get this, which causes them to go back into the 
ordeal. It’s not really viable to think of formal initiation without community 
support. Not a lot is required. All people need is to be held; to be told that they’re 
safe now, that they have arrived home. An adequate homecoming doesn’t have to 
be a big feast and celebration. What people need is someone willing to create a 
space for them in which they can be seen, honored, and praised for what they 
have been through. The psyche knows when a homecoming is genuine. (p. 6) 

Fortunately for me, community support was much easier to find than an initiatory 

container, and I relied heavily on people who supported my process from this distance. 

My family and my long-time friends were with me through the whole journey, and they 

learned and grew and changed with me. In the last few years, four of my closest friends 

from Canada have, themselves, enrolled in a shamanic training program here in 

California. While I was primarily a recluse during the process, I did make some strong 

connections with other like-minded people, primarily through the Bay Area Daré. This 

community offered a place to normalize my experiences and to have my growth and gifts 

mirrored and validated.  

The research participants also played an important communal role for me by 

giving me an opportunity to enact my new identity, and allowing me to put my gifts to 

work in “the real world” and have them received. It became increasingly impossible to 

continue exiling the shamanic within myself while simultaneously enacting those gifts 
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with the participants. This was a critical aspect of my healing process, and it allowed me 

to turn a significant corner.  

Defending my dissertation will be another key experience of being welcomed 

home, as will receiving my diploma at the commencement ceremony. Finally, in good 

ritual fashion, I am planning a second graduation ritual, to take place the night before the 

university’s commencement ceremony. This will be an opportunity to gather together my 

community—all the people who supported me—and to mark the completion of the 

initiatory process in a formal way.  

The Wounded Healer’s Work: Recovery of Indigenous Mind 

As noted in the literature review, recovery of Indigenous mind requires two 

overlapping but distinct forms of healing: “personal healing of dissociation” (Kremer, 

1994, p. 65) and “a renewed participation in the phenomena” (p. 65). These two steps are 

key to the process of shamanic initiation in a contemporary western context. Personal 

healing of dissociation is cultural shadow work done at the individual level; unwinding 

the dysfunctional patterns of the larger culture as they are held within one’s personal 

psyche. In this case, it was the healing of the culturally scapegoated shamanic within 

myself: restoring the fragmented archetype to wholeness and returning its marginalized 

aspects center of who I am. Renewing one’s participation in the phenomenon involves 

practices to expand the limits of Western consciousness and allow one to engage with the 

sacred living world in a holistic, undivided, and participatory way. For me, this meant 

engaging more deeply in the conversation with the dreams, rituals, and sacred objects by 

learning the language of that relationship.  

This section describes how the 10 weeks of focused research served as the 

culminating ritual in the healing of both those issues within me as the researcher. 

Attending to dreams, rituals, and sacred objects, as a direct and undeniable experience of 

participation in the living world, reconfigured and transformed my Western mind; it also 
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led me to identify with the shamanic nature of the experiences. Doing the ritual healing 

work on behalf of the participants allowed me to claim my shamanic medicine and to 

integrate the culturally marginalized scapegoated shaman within myself. In the context of 

a larger initiation, accepting and healing from these wounds facilitated a shamanic death 

and rebirth experience (Halifax, 1979), as I died to an old way of being and was born to a 

new one. The following sections describe how the research served these two interrelated 

healing journeys. 

Healing the Scapegoated Shamanic 

Extreme sensitivity is an intrinsic aspect of the shamanic gift (Gayle, 2008). The 

most powerful shamans have the most expanded consciousness, the greatest sensitivity 

and alignment with the subtle realms, and are thus able to travel the farthest into the 

realms of the deep unmanifest. In her role as sense organ for the community, a shaman 

feels not only her own experience, but also the experiences of others (Mindell, 1993), and 

it is this heightened sensitivity that allows her to discern and address imbalances in the 

whole.  

Shamans are the most vulnerable of people, because of their acute sensitivity, 
their perpetual openness to others’ energies, their susceptibility to psychic 
flooding, and their need to focus on and follow Spirit directives rather than social 
directives. (Gayle, 2007, para. 28) 

 This sensitivity has been both a blessing and a challenge for me. Coming to 

respect my sensitivity as a gift has allowed me to care for that gift by protecting and 

cultivating it. This requires that I treat myself very carefully: eating well; getting lots of 

sleep and quiet time for day—and night-dreaming; spending time alone; keeping my 

energy body balanced with bodywork treatments and meditative practices; and protecting 

myself from sensory overload. I am very sensitive to aesthetics and to the underlying 

patterns of systems: if a place is ugly or chaotic, I feel that underlying disharmonious 

energy and it can be physically painful for me to be there. My friends have adjusted to the 
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fact that I might walk into a restaurant and then turn around and walk out again because 

the energy of the place feels wrong to me. As I have proceeded through this initiation, my 

nervous system has become stronger and more resilient, and I have learned how to tune 

the radio dial of my energy body to protect myself when I need protection and to open 

my receptive channels when it is safe and useful to do so. As this continues, I may be 

able to tolerate more extreme sensory stimulation, or not. Either way, I have learned to 

honor my sensitivities as an integral part of my medicine. 

As has been established, much of the suffering I experienced is a reflection of a 

profound wound in the larger culture. Honoring that it was collective wound, not a 

personal character flaw helped me see my process in a more sympathetic light. Shamanic 

sensitivities are designed to track the collective field: I’m wired to feel the experiences of 

the whole and so feeling pain if the whole is wounded is valid. Healing the scapegoated 

shaman within me happens when I can situate my shame and self-judgment about this 

pain as part of a cultural story living through me, instead of making myself wrong for it.  

Recognizing the collective nature of the wound allowed me to get some distance 

from it, to take ownership of the different aspects of the scapegoat complex as they exist 

within me (Perera, 1986), and then dis-identify with them in order to diminish the 

unconscious power they hold. I worked to integrate the fragmented aspects of my own 

psyche and to recognize the ways I internally participate in the scapegoating of the 

shamanic in order to bring myself into alignment with the wholeness of the wounded 

healer.  

Having done significant healing work, I was able to engage in the research and to 

facilitate the healing rituals for the participants from a more whole relationship with the 

shamanic archetype. The work with the participants, held in the larger context of the 

research, served to create a transformative container that was strong enough to hold me to 

my suffering (Moore, 2001). My ego was highly defended against meeting that suffering, 
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and part of me thought I was going to die when I prepared to meet my first participant. 

The tight container forced me to come face-to-face with the way I had 

fragmented/scapegoated the shamanic in myself: in order to come out of exile, I had to 

face all the critical voices and move despite their resistance.  

I received an enormous gift from the participants; they gave me their trust, 

brought me their pain, and allowed me to facilitate a healing process for them. They 

received my gifts and honored them as valuable, and it was this community reception that 

gave my suffering meaning. Without the participants’ generosity, I would not have been 

able to move through that stage of the initiation.  

A shamanic candidate expresses the pattern of “the walkaway” (Colman, 1995, p. 

14): she leaves the cultural mainstream and enters the realm of the Spirits. Here, the 

suffering of her shamanic sickness is abated only when she claims her vocation as an in-

between person; as one who inhabits the margins, and is more aligned with the Spirits 

than are other members of the community. When a walkaway returns to her community 

in the role of “teacher/interpreter” (Colman, 1995), and claims the relevance of her 

personal experience for the collective, she is carrying important healing knowledge. 

Aspects of the mainstream that are invisible from its center become visible from the 

margins, and it is this knowing that the walkaway offers the culture. Similarly, the 

culminating act of my healing through this research has been accepting my place on the 

margins, recognizing that this is the shaman’s role, as an intermediary between the 

worlds. To honor my deeper truth, I claim my place on the edge, but from a place of 

ownership, not victimhood; I “accept the position, but not the judgment the culture places 

on it” (p.16). I have learned much about my culture from stepping outside it, and this 

dissertation is the beginning of my work to put that knowledge to healing use.  
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Returning to Participation 

Renewing one’s participation in the immanent conversation with the world 

(Kremer, 1999) is another of the many recursive processes in this research: for Western 

people, it both requires a new mind, and creates one. This section describes my 

experience of losing my Western mind in order to develop the Indigenous mind necessary 

to be in conversation with a living, Spirit-infused world. This requires developing 

perceptive and meaning-making capacities that are missing from the Western worldview. 

Following Kremer’s (1999, 2003) suggestions for recovering Indigenous mind, the 

research is situated in two of his three primary practices. First, the research ritual was a 

conscious commitment to engaging in a personal conversation with the numinous; it was 

thus a shamanic inquiry (Kremer, 1999) into dreams, rituals, and sacred objects, and it 

radically transformed my perceptive capacities. Second, writing the dissertation was 

telling a tale of power (Kremer, 1998) and taking the learning to its completion in a 

written document enabled me to make meaning of the experience in a profoundly new 

way.  

While not addressed in this dissertation, it is worth mentioning that I have also 

been involved in a process of deep ancestral work; including a year-long series of strong 

ancestral dreams and healing rituals for my father after he suffered a stroke. This deep 

engagement with ancestry parallels the practice of ethnoautobiography, Kremer’s third 

practice for recovering Indigenous mind (Kremer, 2003).  

Shamanic Inquiry  

Since my initial shamanic opening, I have worked to deepen my connections to 

the living world. I have devoted varying amounts of energy to the process, sometimes 

focusing on it more intently, and sometimes letting it slip away. Having spent all those 

years making relationships with the Spirits provided the foundation for the formal 

research process and allowed the research period to be as powerful as it was. I conducted 
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a clearly bounded, highly focused, 10-week intensive ritual process, but it required 10 

years of preparation. As an immediate part of that preparation, the work of writing the 

proposal, making offerings, clearing my calendar, recruiting the research participants, and 

connecting with the mentors signaled to the Spirits that I was committing time and energy 

to entering into a conversation with them.  

As a shamanic inquiry, the research ritual involved regular offerings, prayers, 

divination, and a commitment to tracking and working with the dreams. A physical 

demonstration of my desire to deepen my relationship with the living world, it grew from 

a desire to honor the dreams I’d been given. I endeavored to meet the dreams as 

subjective beings, asking them to help me understand the healing energy they brought, 

and to guide me in creating the rituals and sacred objects that would hold that energy. My 

hope was to deepen my ability to converse with the inspirited world by offering myself as 

a vessel willing to receive, translate, and deliver its energy of healing and knowledge to 

my community.  

As I engaged with the dreams, rituals, and sacred objects, I simultaneously 

connected on a spiritual level with my human community through the rituals with the 

research participants. The participants were the most immediate and direct recipients of 

the healing gifts that the Spirits brought to my dreams. Working with the allowed me to 

“open the pipe at both ends,” as one dream described it to me, and to allow the energy to 

flow into me myself through the vertical axis of the medicine wheel and out through the 

horizontal to these three co-inhabitants of the middle world. This image, given by the 

dreams, became medicine to heal my ability to engage in the conversation, to renew my 

participation. 

The research ritual activated my participation in a living network of people, 

objects, teachings, land, Spirits, and dreams: a field co-created between me and my 

medicine, the participants and their intentions and practices, the dream mentors, my 
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community, the land, and the Spirits. It was engagement in this participatory field that 

helped me loosen my attachment to Western mind and awaken to my interconnections 

with the whole. With the participants and a host of other visible and invisible beings, I 

entered into a time of heightened meaning; where the flow of the life force became more 

visible than normal, and synchronicities and communications with the Spirit world 

increased in frequency and significance. This living field exists all the time, but 

becoming aware of it, intentionally turning my attention to it and supporting the 

participants to do the same, served to wake me up within it. The field was built through a 

process of call and response; as we started to talk with the living world as an equal 

(through the microphone of the ritual space) rather than about it as though it didn’t exist, 

(Abram, 2010) it simultaneously reached towards us. English lacks the words to describe 

the process, but as a collective, we evoked, or created, or entered, or vitalized, or became, 

an intersubjective field of participation. Energy and information for healing and learning 

flowed with ease and intensity through the channels of relationship that had activated 

themselves.  

In the following sections, I outline two significant aspects of my learning/healing 

that came through participation in this living field: Conversing in the language of 

sensation and symbol; and Attending to dreams, rituals, and sacred objects as energetic 

re-patterning. 

Conversing in the language of sensation and symbol  

If we are to successfully “inhabit an articulate landscape” (Abram, 2010, p. 173), 

we must learn the language of that landscape. Learning a new language takes patience. 

To re-engage in communication with the living world, people in Western culture must 

learn first to identify what constitutes communication, and then to discern what that 

communication means.  
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Language, in a participatory sense, is thus both sensory and symbolic. True 

communication happens when the sensory and the symbolic are aligned; when we both 

feel the communication in our bodies and understand its meaning in our imagination. 

Living life symbolically means looking for the meaning in the events of our world: 

recognizing that there are hidden forms of intelligence in the cosmos and that they 

communicate with us through symbolic and sensory language. Anything we can perceive, 

with any aspect of our being, in any state of consciousness, is a possible communication 

—an alive energetic transmission of information being delivered into our awareness (K. 

Jaenke, personal communication, January 16, 2012). The meaning of those perceptions 

and sensations are conveyed through symbolic association. The language of the living 

world is sensation and symbol, and we speak it with our bodies and imaginations, not our 

intellects.  

In a traditional Indigenous culture, the shared symbolic map of the cosmos 

provides a set of established methods, practices and images through which the people 

converse with the Spirits (Irwin, 1994). As a Western person, lacking the support of that 

cultural matrix, I had to uncover the map for conversing with the Spirit realms, and 

learning the nuances of how Spirit speaks with me in particular. I learned that the world 

speaks into, and through my body, and that certain subtle perceptions and sensations are 

communication from the Spirits. Additionally, I have had learn to decode the information 

contained in the symbolic messages that come to me in dreams and waking life. 

Conversation is a perceptual and sensory experience, and the epistemological 

limitations of Western culture have stunted our sensitivity and receptivity. The first step 

in this communication training is, then, to come back into our bodies and to start to 

recognize what speech feels like—to recognize that a “word” has been spoken so that we 

can begin to decode the message it carries. Participating in conversation with Spirit has 

required an ongoing healing of my nervous system, both sensitizing it to subtle messages 
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and strengthening it to tolerate a wider breadth of energetic frequencies. I am learning the 

language of my body; noticing sensations that were previously below the radar of 

recognition. I have developed an organic glossary of sensations that indicate different 

kinds of heightened vitality in an image: these include feelings of pulling, quickening, 

buzzing, thickening, flow, static, or heaviness. My body sensations are becoming a more 

finely instrument that allows me to evaluate the importance of what is happening, and to 

recognize when an event or a thought has a deeper meaning. 

I am starting to develop the capacity to intentionally access these sensations. If I 

have a question for the Spirits, I adjust my energetic configuration to open my perceptive 

channels to different forms of input. When I am in a busy urban place, I set the frequency 

to a narrow channel, but when I enter ritual space and want to be in clear communication, 

I open it wide.  

Sometimes more complex information is delivered through both sensations and 

symbol. When I open the energetic channels to receive information, sometime I 

experience that information as the dynamic movement of a symbolic image within my 

energy body—the felt sense of book opening, a ball of light contracting, an ice cube 

melting—these images come with distinct physical sensations. As an example, a teaching 

about how to configure my energy field so as to make myself most accessible to the 

dreams showed my body the “felt symbol” of a tent made under the blankets of a bed in 

the middle of the night. The message was to configure my brain so that it felt the same 

way the image did: empty, quiet, dark, safe, protected, and receptive. 

In another dream, I was shown the trunk of a huge hollowed-out redwood 

standing in the falling rain. The message was that this is the balance I need to hold 

between being active and passive as I translate the dream’s energy to this world. The 

relaxed and receptive state that just allows the rain to fall on me needs to be balanced by 
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the clear and firm boundaries of the tree trunk. I am to configure my system so it feels 

like the energy of the image. 

The dream images, the sacred objects, and the synchronicities I notice in the 

world are all part of another glossary, of symbols; gestures which are sensibly perceptible 

and which carry a particular meaning in that context to match the glossary of sensations. 

A symbol is an “intermediary at the frontier between the visible and the invisible” 

(Karcher, n.d.a, p. 4), allowing us to communicate energetically in a physical world. A 

symbol is a mediator, a universal key that opens the doors to spiritual communication 

between all beings (Jung, 1963).  

Tracking these images involves patiently attending to everything that happens; 

watching for events in waking or dream life that have heightened vitality, and connecting 

them to the other images in the glossary. The sensation is of a fluid, dynamic web that 

includes me and is also speaking to me. It is a multi-dimensional net, and occasionally a 

new node is added, one of the existing nodes gets lit up when the image is activated, or an 

association is made between an image and a previous one. I feel this as a sensory 

vividness as if the images are happening inside my system in bold font, or at a higher 

volume. These feelings tell me when something is a communication, even though I may 

not know what it is saying.  

The images in my glossary gather meaning and power over time, and I participate 

in that process. According to Steven Karcher, a scholar of the I Ching, the Chinese word 

for symbol, xiang, is both a noun and a verb: Something can indeed be a xiang but we 

must also continually make it into a xiang by “xiang-ing” it through an ongoing back and 

forth process of “symbolizing” (Karcher, n.d.b). The symbols are alive, but my attention 

and engagement with them is part of what maintains their vitality. This happens in many 

ways, but one of the most clear is in the way the medicine wheel altar got “brighter” each 
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time I used it with a participant. It was as though it enjoyed being used and rose to the 

occasion.  

Tracking the threads of connection reveals the meaning of the images, and this 

tracking is another skill I have had to learn. At its most basic level, everything is 

connected to everything else; the task is to discern the “necessary associations” (notes 

from D. Metzger, Healer's Intensive at Pine Mountain, June 18–25, 2009) and to 

disregard the unnecessary ones. Sometimes I have to hold images loosely in the net for a 

long time, waiting for the information that confirms their relevance to the whole or 

warrants letting them go. 

This tracking is a highly intuitive process; there is a pattern in the data, but it’s 

not linear and it takes attentiveness, patience and receptivity to discern it. Sometimes the 

pattern only becomes clear in hindsight, such as when I recorded three years worth of 

dreams and only subsequently discovered the coherence of their teachings. The task is to 

hold the increasing complexity, to track where the energy is most concentrated in any 

given moment, and to watch how this fits with where the overall conversation is going. It 

is an emergent process that requires comfort with uncertainty and submitting my 

conscious mind to an experience in which I am not in control. Western culture belittles 

such undertakings: If something is not measurably going somewhere knowable, if it 

doesn’t have a pragmatic application that is established in advance, then it’s considered to 

have little value.  

My learning has been to trust: to trust the sensations in my body, to trust that the 

cosmos is leading me somewhere, and to trust that if there is a strong energetic 

transmission in a dream, I should act on it, even if I don’t understand it. By honoring it, 

by acting on it, I will be given more information: Needing to understand something 

before doing it blocks the process. That’s been proven to me time and again. I am 

learning to hold these things in a sort of animated suspension with curiosity and respect, 
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but without full cognitive understanding until they reveal themselves to me. The images 

are subjective forces who are making themselves visible to me. As I prove myself more 

trustworthy, they become more visible. 

The symbols are connected in an “iterating chain of mythic associations that 

extends outwards in all directions like the ripples from a stone tossed into a pool of still 

water” (Karcher, n.d.a, p. 7). As the dreamer, I am part of the chain, and coming into 

relationship and conversation with the Spirit powers is a participatory experience of being 

woven into a web of images, sensations. It turns the Western mind’s rules for validity on 

their head. The nature of the web is profoundly non-linear and non-dual. Gone are the 

value-based differentiations that undergird the very essence of Western epistemology: 

dreaming/waking, unreal/real, myth/truth, inner/outer, nature/culture, energy/matter, 

self/other, individual/community, here/there, now/then, natural/supernatural and so on. 

An image is an image, and it doesn’t matter if it came in a dream, or was played out in 

waking life, or arose in the imagination or through intuition. Distinctions based on 

physicality are irrelevant. What matters is the vitality the image carries. Distinctions 

between self and other are equally irrelevant: it doesn’t matter if it came in my dream, or 

your dream, or the dream of a distant ancestor. If it has resonance and vitality, the image 

joins the web of knowledge (Metzger, 2010).  

The depth of teaching I am learning to receive is not in any individual part of the 

web, but in the cumulative wisdom of the whole. It’s impossible to pull one image out, 

and if it could be done, that image would lose its vitality as it lost its connection to the 

others. The animating force of Spirit connects these images to each other, and to me as I 

dream them, creating a living field of information that can no more be separated than a 

heart can be separated from a body. 

If we are to come back into participation with the phenomena, not only must we 

sensitize our bodies and our imaginations to receive the communications of the world, we 
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must take responsibility for what we, ourselves, are communicating. We must become 

“more aware of the conversation [our] animal body is carrying on with the other bodies 

around it” (Abram, 2010, p. 168). If our world is alive and observing us, then everything 

we do is “heard,” and every act is a communication about our values and intentions; 

“every step we take is a message we send to the Other World. Our demeanor is a 

language” (Strong, 2011, para. 40). Our demeanor is language, and we must take care 

that our gestures are aligned with the meaning we wish to communicate.  

We speak the world’s language back to it through symbol and sensation: gestures 

that are imbued with meaning and feeling. Every action has a meaning, and the question 

is whether we are conscious of it or not. Western culture’s primarily unconscious actions 

towards the rest of creation—from littering to clear-cutting—indicate disrespect and a 

lack of desire to nurture relationships. Rituals are gestures imbued with symbolic 

meaning meant to strengthen relationships. The priority placed on ritual within 

Indigenous cultures communicates a desire to align with the story of wholeness, rather 

than separate from it. The most effective ritual is one in which the sensory precisely 

aligns with the symbolic, and thus the mark of a skilled ritualist is one who can “craft the 

ritual gesture that most perfectly embodies the prayer” (D. Metzger, personal 

communication, November 16, 2011). 

Dreamwork as energetic re-patterning 

Dreams, rituals, and sacred objects are not practices one can learn about—they 

are things one becomes, and when one becomes them, on enters the realm of the shaman. 

It is impossible to talk about the practices without talking about their transformative 

impact on the practitioner: about the practitioner’s experience of becoming the medicine. 

As described in this section, engaging with the dreams, rituals and sacred reconfigured 

me at every level. In a shamanic initiation, “the shaman’s mental universe is unraveled 

and rewoven, and their physical bodies are dismembered and reintegrated or replaced 
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with spiritual bodies” (Cowan, 1993, p. 52). This experience was likewise a death and 

rebirth process that deconstructed my Western mind and reconstructed my energetic 

body. 

For a Western person who deeply attends to the practice of dreams, rituals, and 

sacred objects, attachment to consensual Western reality slowly, but surely, dissolves. 

The limiting illusions of Western consciousness are burned away by direct experience of 

a participatory, living world (K. Jaenke, personal communication, December 2, 2011). 

The deep relationship I built with the dream Spirits has given me a direct inner and outer 

experience of an alive universe. It is just no longer possible for me to pretend that it is 

dead, that I am separate, or that events are meaningless. I have had overwhelming, 

undeniable, experiential evidence to the contrary. 

The Western mind, while useful in some situations, is severely limited in its 

scope, and it renders invisible most of the activities and characteristics of the living 

world. Participating in the world through dreams, rituals, and sacred objects shatters these 

limiting views: 

The shaman develops a fluid, malleable worldview that is not as brittle as most 
people’s. Shamans know that the real and the unreal are merely opposite ends of 
a continuum on which reality can be stretched to include what is normally 
considered unreal. Even better, the continuum, like a flexible rod, can be bent, 
curved, and shaped into a circle where the end points of reality and unreality 
meet and become the same point. To the shaman, the universe is truly the 
Uroborous, the serpent holding its own tail in its mouth, uniting what appears to 
be the beginning and end. Depending on your point of view, the serpent is either 
devouring or disgorging the universe of its own body. To the shaman, it may 
appear to be doing both at once; and the shaman is not confused by this. (Cowan, 
1993, p. 52) 

There is very little in the Western worldview that can be reconciled with an experience of 

reality as a malleable, recursive, paradoxical, self-regurgitating serpent.  

Like other practices for recovering Indigenous mind, working with dreams, 

rituals, and sacred objects brings shadowed cultural material into the light and defuses its 
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charge. As long as the shadowed material is projected out, an individual or a group 

cannot find wholeness. 

The projection of deadness onto the world is a reflection of a deadness within the 
person. As long as we project deadness onto the world, there remain huge spaces 
in our psyches that are dead. Dreams start to unwind that projection, because they 
give us an inner experience of the aliveness and relatedness of the world. When 
we take that projection back, we unwind our inner deadness and we become 
vitalized. (K. Jaenke, personal communication, January 29, 2012) 

Dreams heal us by aligning us with our own wholeness and with the wholeness of the 

living world. 

Engagement with the numinous realm during shamanic initiations expands the 

shaman’s consciousness as “the old social boundaries and mental constructs that the new 

shaman formerly accepted as immovable and inviolable are revealed to be socially 

conditioned, arbitrary structures” (Cowan, 1993, p. 52). In Western culture, social 

boundaries separate the real from the unreal, the animate from the inanimate, and the 

mainstream from the marginalized. Dreams carry the dreamer into a world where those 

boundaries become meaningless; the more experience one has in that world, the harder it 

is to adhere to the social strictures of this one (Krippner, Bogzaran, & De Carvalho, 

2002). Piece by piece, the edifice of Western mind is deconstructed.  

A shaman becomes her medicine by cleansing and empowering her medicine 

body, the energetic structure through which she connects with the Spirits. The dreams, as 

“energetic transmissions” (K. Jaenke, personal communication, January 29, 2012) act 

directly upon the dreamer’s medicine body, changing its primary focus from society to 

the Spirit realm.  

…we never go back to the old forms of reality; we are incapable of doing so. We 
have been reconstituted so that we can live knowing this different universe; our 
entire system is attuned to a different set of laws. (Metzger, 2002, p. 10) 

The dreams are “bursts of vital energy…[and] to receive them, night after night, year 

after year, breaks apart the old structures” (K. Jaenke, personal communication, January 
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29, 2012). Attending to the dreams, and carrying the dreams into the waking world 

though rituals and the creation of sacred objects exposes the shaman’s structures to a 

bombardment of Spirit energy, and reconfigures her energy body. 

My energetic structures have been transformed over the last 10 years, no doubt 

influenced by the regular dream/energy experiences I have. In these experiences, I feel 

myself being remade through any number of different energetic processes: low grade 

buzzing; barely tolerable sense of being pushed and pulled through a tiny space; visual 

images of weeds being pulled, or puzzle pieces being put together accompanied by a 

strong physical sensation of that image; explosive movements and sounds that wake me 

out of deep sleep and cause my heart to race; rhythmic vibration of my arms and legs; 

intense itching on my crown chakra, or on the inside of both knees; and so on.  

A few days before writing this section, the dreams gave me a teaching about the 

process my energy body was moving through. This was a direct download of knowing, a 

verbatim linguistic transmission, rather than a narrative or imagistic teaching. I was told, 

“Now that your nervous system is stronger, it’s time for you to become a more 

sophisticated channel and to receive, translate and deliver more specific energy.” The 

message was that my medicine body has been channeling energy in a general way, but 

the next step in my development is to learn to allow a specific Spirit to temporarily 

occupy and operate through my nervous system. The teaching was particularly 

meaningful to me because it used the specific language of the inquiry and as I heard it, 

the “speaker” paused and it felt like they were struggling for the words before they used 

“receive, translate, and deliver.” I have had such advance notice of future developments 

before, and it may take months or years, but eventually the prediction comes true.  

Tales of Power 

As a report on the research and its meaning, the dissertation tells the story of 

receiving, translating, and delivering power from the Spirit world to this one through 
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dreams, rituals and the creation of sacred objects. It thus fits the definition of Kremer’s 

(1994) second practice for recovering Indigenous mind: a tale of power. 

Tales of power are harvest from altered states (including dreams) and are the 
means by which a person mediates and transfers power from the spiritual world 
to the mundane world. They have the potential of guiding individuals alone on 
their own unique paths of change and growth. They open the door to the recovery 
of Indigenous consciousness. (p. 94)  

Writing has been an important part of this process since the beginning and, as described, 

writing many different dissertation proposals helped me to integrate my Western and 

Indigenous minds. My journals and dream journals also played a healing role, writing 

these tales of power helped me to preserve the experiences, making them real and lasting, 

in spite of the voices that wanted them to go away.  

The dissertation is the final written work of the research and it plays an important 

role in bringing the experiences to a conclusion by organizing them in a coherent way 

and landing them fully in this world. Making meaning of an experience of suffering can 

allow that suffering to be borne, and the writing of the dissertation was an act of healing 

through meaning-making. Writing this tale of power helped me understand and integrate 

my experience, showing me that I was on a path that was bigger than I was; that even 

though it was invisible to most of my culture, it was still a legitimate path; and that 

following it would lead me somewhere valuable.  

There was great power in using the theoretical framework to tell my story; it 

allowed me to get enough distance from the cultural wound to allow a degree of 

objectivity. I was guided and supported by the various conceptual models: locating my 

experience in the triphasic process (van Gennep (1909/1960), Turner, (1969) Moore, 

(2001); understanding the pattern of shamanic sickness within a shamanic initiation 

(Eliade & Trask, 1964; Halifax, 1979); differentiating between an archetypal and a 

cultural shamanic transmission (Jaenke, 2011); and recovering Indigenous mind through 

integrating the cultural shadow and coming back into participation with the phenomena 
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(Kremer 1997; Jaenke, 2011). These theory-stories were healing medicine as strong as 

any dream image or ritual. 

Framing my experience through the lens of the literature allowed me to 

disentangle my personal material from the process. I wrote this document many times; 

the early drafts came from the more fragmented place, and were heavily influenced by 

the voices of the victim, the accuser, and the exiled one. As those parts were able to feel 

heard, to have their say, they began to quiet down, and as I revised, I was able to remove 

more of the charged material and see the process from a witnessing distance. I am no 

longer as deeply embedded in the dynamic as I was, and I have stepped further out of the 

scapegoating pattern.  

Writing the dissertation was a process of coming out of exile. No doubt if I were 

to keep revising, I would find more healing, but an initiation is only successful if the 

candidate delivers her gift to the community, and I plan to graduate! 

Tales of power can be told in many ways; through text, song, performance, or the 

creation of sacred objects (Kremer, 1994). This dissertation is not only a text, it is also a 

sacred object; created through dream and ritual to bring the healing energy of the Spirits 

into my body, mind, and life. Writing the dissertation helped me claim my medicine: my 

shamanic gifts of dreaming, ritualizing, and creating sacred objects, as well as my 

academic gifts of research and writing.  

In Indigenous research, “data is a medicine bundle, and as I share the data, I am 

unfolding the bundle” (Wilson, 2008, p. 124). Each time this dissertation is read, the 

medicine bundle is opened, and its healing power becomes available. My hope is that 

readers who open this medicine bundle will find a healing gift inside. 

The medicine wheel altar is also a tale of power - a densely packed symbol 

encoded with wisdom and insight that is as much a report of this research as is the written 

text. While the medicine wheel is depicted in (intentionally blurred) photos in Appendix 
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D, it can’t be understood in a static, two-dimensional form. It’s an interactive 

participatory process that becomes the medicine it is when I follow the proper protocol in 

relating to it. It is a subjective living being, and each time it is opened, depending on what 

is called for, it reveals another part of itself. From my Indigenous mind, it is absolutely 

clear to me that all the learning described in this document, as well as much, much, more 

is contained in that altar. It is a friend and an ally, a collaborator in healing, and a wise 

teacher. I give it my gratitude. 

I close with a quotation from Jürgen Kremer (2000) on tales of power; it seems a 

fitting ending to this section, and to the larger story: 

Telling a story in a participatory frame of mind instead of dissociated 
consciousness may sound simple enough. But ...a different telling of the story 
changes the cosmos we are living in. ... Instead of evoking and maintaining 
dissociation and splitting from an Indigenous nurturing conversation, such telling 
evokes participatory being. This is no small matter: it is the healing ceremony of 
the Euro-centered self, the reconstruction of who we are. Such an endeavor finds 
its parallel not in “a band-aid on a cut, but in heart surgery.” It is not a mere 
change in identity, but a foundational, qualitative shift in the process of how we 
construct our identities. This means we need to deconstruct ourselves as the 
beings we are so that there can be renewal from the creative source of our 
origins. (p. 139) 

Conclusion 

 Interpreting the wider research data through the conceptual models offered by 

the literature, this concluding chapter has linked the practices, the practitioner, the 

participants, and the cultural context, and used the story of those relationships to describe 

the shamanic initiation of a contemporary Western woman. The story is one of challenge, 

transformation, and success; a story that is repeated, in varying forms, in the lives of 

other Western people attempting to integrate an archetypal shamanic initiation.  

In focusing on the shamanic initiation of a contemporary Western woman, this 

study utilized aspects of the heuristic approach (Moustakas, 1990).  The heuristic method 

focuses on the experiences of the researcher and makes a central place for these 

experiences in the research process.  Moustakas outlined six steps in this method: initial 
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engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, explication, and creative synthesis (pp. 

27–31). The findings of this research have evolved out of a general adherence to those 

steps and have used both tacit and intuitive knowing to facilitate the creative synthesis of 

dreams, rituals and sacred objects; as well as personal experience and theory. 

Western culture largely lacks the capacity to provide the cultural aspect of a 

shamanic initiation required to match the archetypal one choreographed by the Spirits 

(Jaenke, 2011); individuals and communities in this culture are thus unable to activate the 

full healing power of the shamanic archetype when it manifest in our midst. A cultural 

transmission includes both a theoretical aspect and a practical one; it requires a functional 

model of the initiatory process, and a lived understanding of how to apply that model. 

This dissertation, by situating a lived experience of the process within a theoretical frame, 

attempts to contribute to the development of such a transmission. 

Although there is much to be respectfully learned from ancient and contemporary 

Indigenous people, cultural transmissions are culturally specific. Importing models and 

practices from other cultures has pragmatic implications—not to mention ethical ones—

and will not provide Western people with the guidance we need (Kremer, 2003). The 

models and practice of these cultures offer the support needed for an initiation in a 

specific context and evolved out of a deep trans-generational conversation with the 

Spirits through the mediating structures of the local landscape. It is the multi-generational 

relationship with the landscape and the commitment to learning and implementing its 

wisdom that allows an Indigenous culture to develop the capacity to provide such a 

cultural transmission.  

If Western people are to develop models and practices appropriate to our context, 

we must engage in a similarly extended conversation with the Spirits, in order to humbly 

discern the specific prescription they have for us. Western people have lost our 

connection to the landscape and, while we are restoring that broken relationship, this 
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research argues that we can access the wisdom required for a cultural transmission 

through the mediating structures of the shamanic archetype. Indeed, it may be that the 

Spirits gave us archetypes for exactly that purpose. Revealed, as it was, through the 

examination of cross-cultural patterns in Indigenous communities, the shamanic 

archetype may be the place where the Spirits are storing the wisdom our globalized world 

needs: a trans-cultural version of the culturally specific wisdom that Indigenous cultures 

accessed through the landscape.  

The models and practices we develop through apprenticing ourselves, through 

the archetype, to the Spirits will not look like the models and practices of land-based 

Indigenous people, nor should they. The Spirits will take into account all the aspects of 

modern life—mobility, technology, cultural mixing, the diversity of spiritual and secular 

practices in our communities, and the contours of the Western mind itself—when they 

help us evolve the cultural transmission(s) that is/are best suited for us.  

The cultural field grows slowly; each generation adds a few more drops to the 

bucket. Developing a cultural transmission that is as powerful and effective as those of 

traditional Indigenous traditions will take Western culture many generations, but each 

drop helps. This research builds on the work of elders who have inspired me, and grows 

from the contributions they have made: Jaenke’s (2011) models of the scapegoating of 

the shamanic archetype and the dual transmission of shamanic power and Kremer’s 

(1997, 1999, 2000) model of recovering Western mind have been particularly valuable to 

me. Following these, and many others, I offer a few of my own drops to the bucket.  

First, growing from Jaenke’s (2011) work on dual transmissions and 

scapegoating, I propose introducing the term contemporary Western shaman as a step 

toward carving out a cultural space in which a Western cultural transmission can 

incubate. Names are powerful; a name creates a container in which a thing can exist, and 

allows a marginalized experience to be claimed as valid. As described earlier in this 
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chapter, the misunderstanding and scapegoating of the shamanic archetype within 

Western culture has eroded the culturally sanctioned space in which authentic expression 

and discussion of the archetype is permitted to occur. Naming the experience, in all its 

complexity and specificity, creates a space in which the conversation can occur.    

The term contemporary Western shaman does not flow smoothly through the 

mind, or off the tongue. It intentionally calls a pause, drawing attention to the seemingly 

opposed categories of “shamanic” (Indigenous) and “Western” cultures. By highlighting 

this tension, the phrase points to the complexity of the contemporary situation, shedding 

light on aspects of the shamanic archetype that are held in the shadows of both 

Indigenous and Western cultures (Jaenke, 2011). Western culture has tended to invalidate 

and repress the shamanic, and has scapegoated and oppressed Indigenous people in an 

attempt to eliminate its cultural expressions (Jaenke, 2011). In response, no doubt, to that 

oppression, Indigenous cultures have tended to deny that the shamanic archetype can 

activate within Western people, and have generally invalidated Western individuals who 

claim the experience. The phrase contemporary Western shaman aims to bring light into 

both of those shadowed areas, and to serve as medicine for both cultural wounds. By 

identifying the commonalities and the differences in the Indigenous and a Western 

shamanic experience, it is hoped that this new term will create space for healing.  

By distinguishing a contemporary Western shaman from an (Indigenous) 

shaman, it is possible to create space for the complexity of the shamanic experience, and 

to validate the similarities and differences between the experiences of Western and 

Indigenous individuals. Individuals in Indigenous cultures, who experience an archetypal 

transmission that is met and completed with a cultural transmission, can thus be identified 

as carrying a more complete and powerful expression of the shamanic archetype (Jaenke, 

2011). Their experience highlights the importance of the cultural context. Western culture 

has lost our ancestral shamanic wisdom teachings, and so individuals living in Western 
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culture may experience an archetypal transmission, but the matching cultural 

transmission will not be as powerful as the one available to an Indigenous person. The 

term contemporary Western shaman opens a space for these individuals; honoring the 

validity of the archetypal transmission and partial cultural transmission in a Western 

person, while also naming the initiation as less powerful, and hence inferior to that of a 

shaman in an Indigenous community (Jaenke, 2011). 

Contemporary Western shaman is a not a politically or socially neutral term, but 

neutrality is not always desirable. The goal of introducing the term is highlight the 

emotional charge on the term and to instigate a thoughtful and open-hearted discussion to 

help move towards clarification of the shamanic experience within Western culture. How 

can we in Western culture take responsibility for the colonizing nature of the Western 

mind and come into a relationship with shamanism and Indigenous mind that honors and 

respects those sacred ways?  

Second, growing from Kremer’s (1997) work, I offer an expanded view of a 

shamanic illness as it can manifest in a contemporary Western context. Kremer identifies 

the initiatory power of reclaiming shadowed cultural material within the individual 

psyche and identifies the initiatory effect of personal decolonization and recovery of 

Indigenous mind (Kremer, 2000, p. 4). Clearly this contemporary pattern was not an 

aspect of traditional Indigenous initiations, there being no Western mind to contend with. 

I am not familiar with any literature that analyzes the patterns of shamanic illness in 

traditional Indigenous cultures, but it is an avenue for further research: Did the shamanic 

sickness of an individual initiation involve processing cultural shadow material in a 

similar way? If so, what was that material?  

It will take many contributions to piece together the specific qualities of a 

cultural transmission within a Western context. Within that project, Kremer (2000) has 

demonstrated that a contemporary Western shamanic illness can manifest as a deep 
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personal suffering of a cultural wound and the intensive healing of that material within 

the individual psyche. Kremer (2003) suggests that this initiatory experience can be 

structurally supported through the work of ethnoautobiography, an unpacking and healing 

of the inheritance of the Western mind. By exploring our ancestors’ relationship with 

Indigenous mind—how it was wounded in them and how they perpetrated wounds upon 

it in others—we can begin to heal those wounds and recover our own Indigenous minds. 

This healing of the inheritance of Western mind can take many forms, including 

uncovering the cultural traditions and colonized/colonizing experiences of one’s own 

blood ancestry, and much of ethnoautobiography is focused on that particular aspect of 

the work.  

A further aspect of ethnoautobiography, one that is implicit in the practice but 

perhaps less articulated, is demonstrated by this research. I did not explore the specific 

experiences of my blood ancestors but, rather, undertook a healing of the wounds that I 

inherited more generally from the generations before me. This is an important facet of the 

ethnoautobiographic process, and one that deserves further attention and elaboration. The 

Indigenous mind is marginalized and colonized in a variety of ways, and these wounds 

are both held in the culture and expressed through the individual. I submit that each 

individual in Western culture carries a different aspect of this cultural wounding; his or 

her own unique expression of the rift that separates us from our Indigenous minds. Using 

this fuller understanding of ethnoautobiography opens up the field for its application to 

even wider healing opportunities. 

Here, I introduce Deena Metzger, another important elder and teacher upon 

whose work this model is built. Deena’s work explains that wounds experienced by 

individuals are microcosmic representations of the same wounds as they are held and 

experienced by the larger culture (Metzger, 2002). The particularities of those wounds are 

reflective of the particularities and life experiences of the individual who is expressing 
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them on behalf of the whole. Fortunately, each wound carries the medicine required for 

its healing, and this medicine also grows from the specificity of the individual’s life, 

making him or her perfectly suited for healing that wound on behalf of the whole 

(Metzger, 2002). From this perspective, different manifestations of a contemporary 

Western shamanic sickness may offer the opportunity to heal different aspects of the 

larger wound.  

In my situation, the cultural wound asking for healing through my individual 

psyche most strongly was the scapegoating of the shamanic. My personal history gave me 

the perfect set of conditions to activate, suffer, and heal that particular wound. I was 

strongly ego-identified with being in the center (rather than the margins) of the culturally 

validated sphere—as “the good girl,” “class president,” and “high achiever.” My family 

pattern is one of deep merging, and values alignment with the collective over alignment 

with one’s individuality. To feel threatened with exile and marginalization for following 

my soul’s path activated the deepest survival patterns in my system. When I felt as if I 

were going to die, my psyche truly believed that I was.  

For another person, claiming a shamanic opening in a culture that marginalizes 

the archetype would not have triggered the same reactivity and suffering it did in me, 

because that person carries a different manifestation of the wounded Indigenous. One can 

imagine a situation in which family expectations denigrated (scapegoated, marginalized) 

creative expression; in that context, both deep suffering and deep healing might arise out 

of a reclaiming of the wounded healer’s authentic artistic nature. Kremer carried a 

particular manifestation of the cultural shadows of maleness and German ancestry and 

used the model of ethnoautobiography to heal those wounds for both for himself, and for 

the larger whole. In the last days of writing this document, I took part in a healing ritual 

for a woman who was raised in a Eurocentric context, but whose great-grandmother had 

been Native American. This woman’s wound stemmed knowing that her great-
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grandmother had been taken against her will by a European man. Three generations later, 

this woman still struggled with that story, and she is healing it, in herself and on behalf of 

the whole, through her career as a trauma therapist. She working for many years with 

female victims of sexual violence, and now works in high security prisons with male 

perpetrators of violence.   

Not all personal healing is an experience of a shamanic initiation (although it 

may have more general initiatory qualities, or address culturally shadowed material). The 

application of ethnoautobiography in this work is specific to the personal healing of 

cultural shadow material that occurs within the framework of an archetypal shamanic 

initiation, including: increased permeability to the Spirits, access to altered states, 

reconfiguration of the medicine body, a death and rebirth experience, and emergence as 

one with heightened capacity to mediate between the worlds.  

The grounds for future research on this area are fertile. Each of us carries a 

personal manifestation of the wounding of our culture. By apprenticing ourselves to the 

shamanic archetype, that great cosmic force that orchestrates all shamanic healing, we in 

Western culture can slowly recreate the wisdom of our cultural transmission.  
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APPENDIX A: RESEACHER’S BACKGROUND—THE ACORN BECOMES 

THE OAK TREE 

The following is the section on my personal relationship to the research topic as 

submitted in my initial proposal. I did not include it in that section of the final 

dissertation, but the story it tells is relevant to the overall inquiry because it tells the story 

of where I was at a certain point in the process. It is written in an organic, conversational 

style, having been transcribed as I spoke it.  

 I was never taught about making talismans and sacred objects; I’ve always done 
it: They just arose out of me as a response to powerful emotional yearnings, as an 
intuitive attempt to find healing. I’ve made countless bundles and bags and books filled 
with symbolic images designed to invoke different energies into my life. They are all 
small, usually no larger than the palm of my hand, but they carry potent medicine. In my 
20s, aching for love, I made an object filled with items that represented what I wanted in 
a relationship: a leather bundle with a yin-yang symbol beaded on each side, filled with 
dozens of tiny symbolic objects packed tightly in cornmeal. When a childhood friend was 
dying of cancer, I made a medicine bag for her, and she hung it on her IV pole in the 
hospital. I filled the bag with objects from our history and for her healing: an earring I 
had worn in our childhood together, a poem rolled up in a tiny scroll and tied with ribbon, 
and seeds for hope.   
 Until very recently, I’ve kept this work deeply hidden. The pieces are very 
complex and time-consuming to make, and I’d so thoroughly internalized the judging 
voice of the efficient Western mind that I carried a lot of shame about them. My self-
critical inner dialogue told me that I was wrong to spend so much energy on this work, 
that these pieces were of no “real” value, and that I should be doing something more 
“productive” with my time. This research represents my own experience of stepping 
beyond a materialist, linear, rational Western consciousness into a more Indigenous 
worldview in which symbol, intention, art, prayer, and ritual are as real and valuable and 
powerful as anything in the three-dimensional world. 
 I learned about ritual and sacred space early, although I didn’t have that name for 
it until much later. My family entertained a lot, and my sister and I grew up helping to 
host many parties. My Mom was a master at creating spaces where people relaxed and 
felt comfortable. She taught us to design a guest list, to arrange the furniture, to create the 
food and decorate the table, to welcome and introduce people, and to track the energy and 
keep it flowing smoothly. When the party magic works, people just don’t want to leave 
the dinner table after the dishes are cleared. The candlelight, the lovingly prepared food, 
the centerpiece altar of flowers on the table, the deep conversation, and the sense of 
timelessness create a field of beautiful intimacy. 
 I learned that the success of a party depends on the strength of the container, on 
the integrity of the web, and the same holds true for a ritual. My Mom taught me how to 
spot when the web was torn—a chair in an awkward location, lighting too bright, music 
too loud, dirty dishes needing to be cleared—and how to repair it. Most importantly, I 
was taught to notice who was looking lonely or awkward, who had fallen out of the web, 
and how to weave them back in. Without ever receiving an explicit lesson, I learned to 
spot a person who started to drift away and give him or her a way to get re-connected: a 
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question about their passion, a well-crafted introduction, or a perhaps task. I watch my 
young nieces do this now; they don’t even know it is a special skill. We all learned how 
to do it without even thinking about it.  
 When I was 10 years old, I visited my first bead store. Discovering all those 
beads, shells, stones, and charms was a life-defining moment for me. As soon as I walked 
into the store, I knew that these things would be part my life forever—I still have a bead I 
bought at that store. I have been collecting tiny symbolic objects for more than 35 years 
and I can tell you the story of almost every one. When I make something with a particular 
bead, the story of the bead becomes part of the finished piece. 
 I grew up surrounded with ancestral connections. My family still spends 
summers at the cottage that my maternal great-grandparents built in 1912; my nieces are 
the fifth generation to eat at that table and sleep in those bedrooms. The generations who 
preceded us there are very present in our daily conversation. (When she was five, my 
youngest niece asked why we talked so much about the “an-sisters” but never about the 
“an-brothers.”) I helped clean out my parents’ garage when they moved last year and felt 
like I was sorting through my lineage: my great-grandfather’s passport and election 
speeches; my grandmother’s wooden tennis racket with the catgut strings, the sword and 
cracked teapot that were saved from the fire that destroyed my other great-grandparent’s 
house, and boxes and boxes of diaries and photos. My dad’s parents were historians, and 
I started tracking that side of my family tree with my grandmother when I was 12 years 
old. The ancestors have always been close with me. We have always been connected. 
 The power of symbolic actions has always been clear to me, knowing that how 
one does something is as important as what one does. I just know how certain things have 
to be done with formal actions or words, or else they don’t really count. It is as if the 
proper symbolic marking of an event puts an energetic “tick” on some great cosmic 
record. Gestures done with intentionality register in a different way—they become real, 
significant.  
 When my grandmother died in 2000, we buried her in the same graveyard where 
everyone else in the family is buried. It is just a patch of forest at the end of a dirt road; a 
tiny community graveyard filled mostly with descendants of the same few families who 
first settled in the area. In the winter sometimes you can’t get up the hill because the road 
isn’t plowed. It’s utterly local and personal. We dig the graves ourselves, and we hold the 
service in the tiny church at the bottom of the hill—the one my great-grandparents built, 
the one where my parents were married.  
 As we were getting ready to take my grandmother’s ashes to the graveyard, I 
realized that we needed to mark the event somehow. I remember the moment so clearly. I 
instantly saw a flash of the whole picture of what we needed to do. This was one of my 
first ritual downloads. By the time the car was packed, it was all organized. We filled a 
jug of water from the Lake and found the old tin measuring cup that Nana used for 
making pancakes. I picked a bunch of juicy berries from the saskatoon bush growing 
outside the kitchen window; Nana had washed a lot of dishes while looking at that bush, 
and had made a lot of saskatoon jam. We found a scrap of flowered fabric left over from 
the curtains she had made for her bedroom. Finally, we dug up a Canterbury bluebell that 
had self-seeded in the forest around the house; the original had escaped from the garden 
that her mother had planted 60 years earlier.  
 At the graveyard, we dug the hole together, and we laid the flowered fabric in the 
bottom. We placed Nana’s ashes (in a box made by her son, my uncle) on the fabric. 
Then we laid in the sprig of saskatoons on top of that, and took turns filling in the hole. 
Finally, we planted the bluebell in the fresh soil, and each of us scooped some lake water 
with the tin cup to pour on the new plant. My great—grandmother, who had planted the 
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original bluebells, was lying 10 feet away. It was so clearly the right way to mark that 
moment. I didn’t know to call it a ritual at the time, but that’s what it was.  
 I’ve always worked with my hands, but when I moved to California seven years 
ago, I made a shift from “craft” to “art.” I bought paints and brushes, and I worked in 
secret in the beginning. It felt like dreaming onto paper. I would take one step at a time, 
not thinking ahead or planning what the finished product would look like. “Paint 50 stars 
on the top corner,” “Now a blue triangle over here,” “Not that blue, this blue”—there was 
such a sense of receiving instructions. I learned to slow down and trust that the right 
information would come when I needed it. The only way to do that is to stay open to 
surprise and not knowing. Sometimes I don’t actually want to follow the instructions; 
sometimes what I am asked to do will require a lot of painstaking work. “Take the whole 
thing apart and do it all again, with black thread instead of white this time.” I always 
know what is needed, even if I don’t really want to do it. There is a way my body just 
doesn’t feel right until I do what is asked. 
 In retrospect, I see that I was training myself to be a vessel for information 
coming from somewhere other than my conscious brain. The more I practiced, the more I 
honed the ability—now, I just know what needs to be done. There’s no question; it’s an 
absolute certainty. Now when the instructions come, they come all at once. I get what I 
call “whole-cloth downloads” about how to make an object and use it in a ritual. The 
information comes so fast and so detailed that sometimes I can barely keep up. I am in 
the middle of another conversation, I have to hold up my hand and literally say, “Stop. I 
can’t take this in now. Hold that image and I’ll make space to receive it when I can give it 
my full attention.” I don’t really know who I am talking to, but it works. 
 About five years ago, I started dreaming. For a while, the dreams were somewhat 
scattered and incoherent. Then in 2008, I went to Daré, a community that gathers 
monthly to really listen to dreams—not psychologically, but shamanically, as 
communications from the Spirit powers to the human community. At Daré, I had another 
experience of coming home. 
 As I fell asleep the night before my second Daré, I said, “If there’s a dream that 
wants to come to this Daré, I am offering myself as a vessel to bring it.” I had asked for 
dreams before, but I had never offered myself to them. It was a huge shift in intention. 
The next morning, I had an enormous dream. It was so direct and so clear that “dream” 
does not really describe it. I had an experience of receiving powerful teachings about 
recovering Indigenous consciousness. I would wake up, take notes on what I was shown, 
and then “go back in” to the dream to get more clarity. This happened eight or ten times 
over the course of an hour. I read my notes from the dream now and am still amazed at 
the complexity of the teachings it brought.  
 I know that the dream came so clearly because it had somewhere to go: I was 
taking it to a community that would honor and receive it. The dream Spirits knew the 
Daré community wanted to be in contact with them; they showed up because there was 
space made, through me and in the community.  
 After that, I made a commitment that to record every single dream that came to 
me. No matter how much I might want to roll over and go back to sleep, I turn on the 
light and write them down. There is an element of sacrifice in it, a making sacred. The 
dreams kept coming. Invariably, a few days before Daré, I would have a dream clearly 
intended for Daré. Even then, I brought some dreams to Daré and wrote the others in my 
journal, but I didn’t do anything else with them. I never really looked at them in any kind 
of comprehensive way.  
 Some vivid dream cycles did make more of an impression on me—those 
involving, rituals, and dreams of rituals. Occasionally, I would enter a period of a week 
or two where everything became connected: My dream life and my waking life both 
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revolved around the same rituals. I experienced incredible synchronicities, and though 
my dreams were not exactly precognitive, they were consistently validated by waking 
experiences. These cycles revolved around important moments in my life. One happened 
when my dog died, and another revolved around my grandmothers’ (shared) birthday. 
 I had four or five or these powerful cycles over a few years, but I still didn’t 
really do anything except record what happened. Finally, I decided to transcribe all my 
dream journals, which gave me a clear picture of the consistency of the themes. I realized 
how important these dreams were, and I began paying much more attention to them. It 
took seeing three years of dreams all laid out together for me to really get i 
 Now, instead of being random events, there is a clearer conversation. The three 
things—rituals, dreams, and art-making—are intertwining. The information that comes 
from dreams has that same “just knowing” certainty as my art-making. It’s not a matter of 
figuring out or even of believing—it’s a completely unshakable knowing. When I do the 
thing the dream points me to, another dream comes to register that and to show me the 
next step. If I receive and lean into that guidance, it proves valuable, so I lean further, and 
it deepens even more.  
 It sounds so direct, and it is, but in a different language. Sometimes the dreams 
have specific instructions, but more often they are part of a whole picture that connects to 
waking life synchronicities and intuitive sensations. Together all these little pieces of data 
show me what to do. I couldn’t draw a straight line showing where the information comes 
from, but when it comes, I know it. Then outer world experiences validate it, so there is 
feedback loop. I keep learning how to follow the instructions more accurately.   
 That brings me to the present, where my deepest desire is to make sacred objects 
and art, to honor my dreams and to do rituals. All my life I’ve felt an intense cloud of 
energy behind me, a sense of what I am capable of doing—of my potential. It’s always 
felt so important to live a life that honors the gifts, opportunities, and privilege I’ve been 
given, yet for a long time that cloud also felt like a burden.  I realize now that the “cloud” 
is the unattended information in the dream and Spirit realm; by opening up and letting it 
through, the cloud is less pressurized. I’m starting to trust the channel. Because I’ve 
aligned myself, my life, and my consciousness to listen to those dream instructions, I’m 
not carrying this weight by myself any more.   
 In a way, I’ve been working on this research project all my life, and my 
connection with these practices stretches back to childhood. I’ve always understood about 
the power that objects hold and the stories that are imbued in matter. This dissertation is 
allowing me to deepen my experience and understanding of dreams, rituals, and sacred 
art, and I am grateful for the opportunity to use this process to further strengthen my 
relationships with the Spirit powers.  
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APPENDIX B: PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT LETTER 

Hello, 
 
My name is Sarah Kerr, and I am a doctoral student at the California Institute of Integral 
Studies. I am recruiting research participants for a study on ritual healing.  
 
I am looking for three participants who are willing to make a 3-5 week commitment to 
their own healing and to the research process. I am currently conducting interviews and 
will choose three participants by October 3rd. The ritual work will be completed by 
Thanksgiving. If you are interested in applying, I encourage you to contact me at the 
address below. 
 
The design of the study 
 
The study will explore what happens when a participant and a facilitator make a spiritual 
commitment to engage in ritual practices designed to invoke healing on the participant's 
behalf. I will be collecting and documenting your experience of the process. In return, I 
will support and guide you through an intensive, collaborative ritual journey, with the 
intention of bringing healing to a personal issue of your choosing. There is no financial 
exchange involved, and confidentiality is assured. 
 
We will meet 3-4 times in a private locale in Oakland, and plan and conduct a central 
ritual at a location of your choosing. If you wish, you are welcome to invite a small group 
of friends, family, or other supporters to participate in this ritual. In addition to the 
meetings and the ritual, you will also be required to do some simple daily practices and 
pay attention to your dreams.  
 
Healing requires taking responsibility for our choices, and choosing to act on behalf of 
our own health. If this project resonates for you, it offers a great opportunity to be 
supported on your healing journey and to address an important personal issue. I am 
making a deep commitment to this process, and I am asking for participants who are 
willing to do the same.  
 
What is ritual healing? 
 
I experience ritual healing as a powerful modality that can shift the energetic pattern of a 
condition or situation, away from dis-ease and towards balance and health. Rituals use 
prayer and symbolic action to invoke the creative life forces of the cosmos (however you 
define them) to act on behalf of a particular intention. Traditional Indigenous 
communities have always had medicine men and women who can enter into conversation 
with those creative life forces and petition their healing assistance for the community. I 
am exploring what that practice might look like in a modern, Western context. What 
happens—for you and for me—if I ritually and spiritually commit myself to acting in 
service of your healing?  
 
When I have an emotional connection to a person experiencing dis-ease, I often receive 
strong dreams that prescribe detailed healing rituals for that person. When I facilitate 
these rituals, powerful healing can occur. These dream/ritual cycles have occurred almost 
spontaneously for my own healing, and for issues experienced by my close friends and 
family. This research explores what might happen if I try to apply the process with people 
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for whom I don't have an established emotional connection. Can the channel be activated 
for a stranger? 
 
What issues can ritual healing address? 
 
Rituals are particularly suited to addressing turning points and milestones in our lives. 
They can bring meaning and integration to archetypal and transitional experiences. 
Rituals can help bring intentionality and clarity to beginnings and endings of any kind—a 
relationship, a business, a degree, a living situation, or a life. Rituals can also invoke a 
beginning or an ending to a particular personal pattern; they can be used to bring closure 
to an issue that you wish to be finished with, or to invite in an experience that you desire. 
If you have are facing a milestone or a turning point in your life, and would like to 
address it through ritual, I invite you to consider joining me in this exploration.  
 
Please consider contacting me to discuss this further 
 
I am excited about this undertaking, and hope that it will be prove gratifying for the 
participants. It will give you an experience of being deeply supported on your journey, it 
may bring transformation or healing to your life, and it will help to build a deeper 
understanding of how ritual healing practices can be applied in modern Western culture.  
 
I appreciate your interest in my work, and I would be grateful if you would consider 
participating. 
 
With best wishes 
Sarah Kerr 
[contact info withheld for privacy] 
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APPENDIX C: PRESCREENING INTERVIEW FOR RESEARCH 
PARTICIPANTS 

 
Have you had any experience with ritual or spiritual healing work in the past? 
 
What sort of personal growth or healing work have you done in your life? 
 
Are you in regular therapy? 
 
Do you have a regular spiritual practice? 
 
Sometimes ritual work can activate strong subjective states. I am interested in learning 
about the resources you have to deal with any emotional material that might come up.  
 

• Are you part of any kind of community or group that provides emotional, 
social or spiritual support? 

• If you experienced an emotional response to this work, do you have friends 
or family members who you could call on for support? 

 
Please explain the issue you would like to address through the ritual process.  
 

• How long has it been active in your life?  
• What other healing modalities have you used to address it? 
• How significant is its impact on your life? Would you say that you are in 

crisis mode as a result of it?  
 

How would you express your current emotional state (on a spectrum from fragile to 
resilient)? 
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APPENDIX D: DREAM ELDERS’ BIOGRAPHIES 

This appendix contains the biographies of the Dream Elders I worked with during 

the research. They are included here with the Dream Elders’ permission.  

Karen Ann Jaenke, M.Div, Ph.D. is Director of the Ecotherapy Certificate 
Program and Core Faculty Member in Consciousness and Transformative Studies 
at John F. Kennedy University. From 2001-2008, she was Core Faculty at the 
Institute of Imaginal Studies, and served as Dissertation Director. Currently an 
Executive Editor of ReVision: Journal of Consciousness and Transformation, she 
has published on the topics of Imaginal Psychology, Shamanism and the 
Wounded West, and Earth Dreaming. She founded Dreamhut Consulting 
(www.dreamhut.org) to offer consulting services for dissertation and thesis 
writing, hypnotherapy and dreamwork. (personal communication, November 13, 
2011) 

 
Deena Metzger is a poet, novelist, essayist, storyteller, teacher, healer and 
medicine woman who has taught and counseled for over forty years, in the 
process of which she has developed therapies (Healing Stories) which creatively 
address life threatening diseases, spiritual and emotional crises, as well as 
community, political and environmental disintegration. 

She conducts training groups on the spiritual, creative, political and 
ethical aspects of healing and peacemaking, individual, community and global, 
drawing deeply on alliance with Spirit, Indigenous teachings and the many 
wisdom traditions. One focus is on uniting Western medical ways with 
Indigenous medicine traditions.  

With her husband, writer/healer Michael Ortiz Hill, she has introduced 
the concept of Daré, meaning Council, to North America. The Topanga Daré 
relies on Council, alliance with Spirit and the natural world, ancestor work, 
Indigenous and wisdom traditions and teachings, music healing, dream telling, 
divination, kinship, and story telling to achieve personal transformation, 
community healing and social change. There are a number of Darés around North 
America, the longest running are in Oakland, CA and Cape Cod, MA. 

Deena is the author of many books, including most recently, the novel 
Feral; Ruin and Beauty: New and Selected Poems; From Grief Into Vision: A 
Council; Doors: A fiction for Jazz Horn; Entering the Ghost River: Meditations 
on the Theory and Practice of Healing; The Other Hand; Tree: Essays and 
Pieces, A Sabbath Among the Ruins, Looking for the Faces of God and Writing 
For Your Life. (Metzger, 2011b, para. 2–6) 
 
Valerie Wolf/Grandmother Eagle Flying in the Sun is a shaman who offers 
healing work for humans, animals, plants, houses and land. She also trains other 
shamans through her three year program called Over the Rainbow. She leads 
vision quests and medicine walks, and trains shamanic dreamers. She is currently 
at work on a book on shamanic dreaming which will be completed this year.  
 She currently lives in Santa Monica, California with her husband Glen. 
She has two beloved adult children, Ursula and Nick. She has a passel of 
Ancestors, predominantly Native American and Celtic, who enrich her life with 
their wisdom and guide her on her shamanic path. (personal communication, 
December 1, 2011)  
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APPENDIX E: PHOTOS OF MEDICINE WHEEL ALTAR 

 
 
Figure 1. Close-up of medicine wheel altar. Author’s image. 
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Figure 2. Medicine wheel altar. Author’s image. 


